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Die reine Musik, Pure Music, La musica pura, La pure musique.
are looking for loudspeakers with the sound, the fit, the finish of German precision technology, Canton is your clear choice.

If you

For fifteen years Canton has been dedicated to the notion that the
best sound color is no sound color. So whether it's Brahms or Berry,
Miles or Mozart, you can count on Canton to provide the music, the

this our German craftspeople build every component
that goes into a Canton loudspeaker. Our engineers investigate
every possible technological improvement, but don't innovate
merely for innovation's sake. Our designers and cabinet-makers
assure that Canton loudspeakers have a look of unparalleled
sophistication and timelessness.
To achieve

whole music and nothing but the music.
Argentina
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Canada

Denmark

Dominican Republic

Finland

France

Great Britain

Greece

Hong Kong

Italy

Japan
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Time and again critics have agreed: "The absolute hit of the
entire test... is the small Canton GL 260. Everyone who hears
it... shakes his head with astonishment..:' "(The CA 30) was
the sure winner in the newly introduced premium class... (It)
stands in the reference class as no super -speaker before it'
"With its Pullman Set 400... Canton has scored a smash hit:'

For a brochure on Canton home and automotive loudspeakers, please
contact: Canton North America, Inc, 915 Washington Avenue South,
Minneapolis MN 55415-1245, telephone (612) 333-1150.

See our dealer
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The biggest audio sensation
in recent historyjust got even bigger.
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In 1986,
Yamaha's DSP1
was hailed as the

greatest advance
in the control of
auditory space

PPOGP.M
1

1

The only digital soundfield processor worth comparing with the DSP-3000
is our own DSP-1. Here's a side -by -side comparison.
DSP-1
16
I

DSP-3000

pre-set acoustic environments:

fall

1

20 pre-sets with 35 variations:

Disco
Pavilion
Warehouse Loft
Stadium
Presence

I
I

1

The DSP-30011 reproduces the distinct acoustic patterns
measured in 20 actual performing spaces-ranging from
intimate jazz clubs to symphonic concert halls.

+,1988. )(rumba Electronics Cigionition, ItSA. PO. Box 6660, Buena Park. CA 911622.

Fier

l-A
23-A
-A

tall
&B
Hall
1 & B
Hall
&B
Hall 4
&B
Hall
&B
Opera louse
&B
Cathedral
Church
Jazz Club 1- A & B
I

hall 2
since stereo.
fall 3
So what have
Chamber
Munster
we been up to the
Church
Surround
last two years?
Jazz Club
Surround 2
Discovering
Rock Concert
Dolby Surround
how to push sound field processing to
its outer limits.
And beyond.
Memory for 16 additional user programs
The result is
the DSP 3000. An
incredible new digital soundfield processor that, once
again, finds itself in a field all alone.
You'll find more soundfields, for starters.
Considerably more.
Thirty-five bigger-than -life soundfields, plus
sufficient memory to store 20 of your favorite sound field variations.
And a remote contml that puts the whole
works directly under your thumb.
Including a master volume control for main

5-A

-A

I

Rock Concert
& B

-.\

Disco-A & B
Pavilion

Stadium-A & B

Presence-A & B
Surround-A & B
Movie Theater

-.\ & B

I

and all effects
channels.
You'll also
undoubtedly
appreciate the
small but extremely significant
sound improvements we've made.
By using 4
times oversant-

piing, Hi -Bit
digital filters plus
JazzClub2-A&B -A&B
Chamber
Dolby Surround
separate D/A
Memory for 20 additional user programs
converters for each
effects channel,
we've reduced
distortion and greatly improved S/N ratios.
Then to improve sound you didn't think could
possibly be improved, we offer direct -digital
input for your CD player, taking full
advantage of the 4 times oversampling and Hi -Bit twin D/A
Movie Theater 2

converters in the main channels.
But we didn't stop there. Our
clever engineers also added 4
additional outputs for "fill" or subwoofer speakers.
function
There's even an on -screen
remote
a
video display of each soundfield's features
master volume
control to balance all
parameters, so you can make
sound-level settings
changes without losing sight of
to the front, hack and
main speakers.
what you're hearing.
Drop by your Yamaha dealer fora demonstration.
We think you ll be impressed, to say the least.
We've packed everything we've got into the
new DSP 3000.
Everything, that
is, except mom for
improvement.

the dealer nearest you. Gill I.800-662.680. Dolby's

Afull-.
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registered trademark of IbRry Laboratories. Inc.
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Finally there's a remote -control component that didn't forget why audiophiles
buy separates in the first place. Better sound.
The Denon DAP -2500 Pre -amplifier incorporates push/pull digital -to -analog
converters that will improve the sound of the CD Player you have now:.. and the
digital tuner and tape deck you may have soon. Denon's MM/MC phono inputs
reveal more of the music that's on your LPs. But the practical beauty of the DAP -2500
is its Integral System (IS) Remote Control, which also operates audiophile -grade
Denon Cassette Decks and CD Players.
Sure, the Denon DAP-2500 stacks
up favorably against the most vaunted
audiophile preamps. But from now on, there's more to
.
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Solve your
storage
problems.
Get rid of
clutter.

Organiie CDs and cassettes with the
CD -BOX and 1Al'E-BOX. Modular, stand
alone units, an alternative to custom
cabinets, they fit in the space intended for
Lt's in audio -video furniture, shelves, and
wall systems. The solid hardwood drawer
faces are available in your choice of light
and dark oak, walnut, black lacquer
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and teak. The CD -BOX stores 60 single
compact discs. Two smooth-sliding
drawers hold single and multiple CDs with
dividers to organize and keep discs
upright. The TAPE -BOX holds 64 audio
and 8mm video cassettes or 48 VHS -C
cassettes in four drawers. 30 day money back satisfaction guarantee.

Light and Dark Oak $64.95, Walnut and Black Lacquer $69.95, Teak $79.95.
Dimensions CD -BOX & TAPE -BOX: w 6 3/8", h 12 3/4", & d 14 3/4".
To order call 800-247-2018. In NH call 603- 464-3999.

Designed and manufactured in the USA
By Hills Products Inc.
PO Box 1015, Hillsboro, NH 03244
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Music
Fcr nearly two decades,

Your dbx dealer loves

dbx has brought the joy

music, too. Ask for a demon-

of music to people around

stration of how dbx can help
improve your listening enjoy-

the world.
Driven by music, our

ment. Write or call: dbx, Box

Boston -based engineers have

100C, Newton, MA 02195,

perfected idea after idea,

USA. 800-525-7000. In Can-

turning them into exceptional

ada: Gould, 514-342-4441.

technologies and products.
In

both the home and profes-

sional audio worlds, dbx is

known for quality, reliabilit,/,
and excellent performance.
Our commitment to the

enjoyment of music has

resulted in audio components
worthy of industry awards
and critics' praise. From the
no -holds -barred BX1 Config-

urable Power Amplifier to the
growing line of patented dbx

Soundfield Imaging Loudspeakers, you can rely on dbx
to deliver music as it was

originally created.

o

dbx®
Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card

SIGNALS & NOISE.

End of the Domain
Dear Editor:
was sorry to see Ken Pohlmann's
"Digital Domain" column come to an
end (August 1988). had read it faithfully from its very first appearance,
when he boldly proclaimed that digital
audio was the pinnacle achievement
we'd been waiting for-or words to that
effect. That statement did raise my
hackles a bit, but I've kept reading and
listening ever since! Of course, Pohlmann has other plans now, but hope
an emphasis on digital technology will
be retained in Audio.
Pohlmann provided the foundations
on which many of us came to understand what was happening in CD players, PCM video recorders, and other
digital implementations. His "Digital
Domain" column frequently found its
way into my university lectures or into
the outside readings
assigned students in my classes on analog and
digital electronics.
tend to agree that digital audio is,
overall, the best thing that has happened in sound since the vinyl record.
am anxiously waiting for R-DAT recorders to come down in price. I'll be
the first on my block to own one! And
to Ken Pohlmann, sincere thanks for
many stimulating and informative columns in Audio.
Edwin A. Karlow
Chairman, Dept. of Physics
Loma Linda University
Riverside, Cal.
I

I

I

Car Amps" (May 1988). However,
must disagree with his statement that
no tuner/cassette car deck utilizing
true preamp-level outputs existed in
the late '70s.
In July of 1979,
became the proud
owner of an Alpine 7307 tuner/cassette
deck augmented by a Model 3002
power amp. The 7307 did indeed have
true preamp-level outputs! Speakers
couldn't be driven from this unit (no
speaker output terminals were provided), as it was specifically designed to
drive an external power amp. such as
the 3002.
Larry Hurst
Salt Lake City, Utah
I

I

Author's Reply: The Alpine 7307 was
indeed an early indicator of the direction head units would take in the
1980s. It was, however, still a wonderful candidate for the signal -tapping
procedure mentioned in my article. In
fact, produced a technical bulletin at
AudioMobile describing a modification
and preamplifier -bypass procedure for
improving the performance of the
7307. The tape section's frequency response was limited at the low end to
about 100 Hz by an undersized coupling capacitor at the Dolby IC's output
buffer. Replacing the 1-11F cap with a
10-11.F cap improved response down to
the 30 -Hz region. This output buffer
stage could then directly drive an outboard preamp with a line -level signal
having flatter response and lower
noise and distortion than the inboard
preamp section. A later -generation
Informal History,
7307 incorporated the capacitor of
Formal Appreciation
larger value after about 1980-81. AlDear Editor:
wish to thank you for your article, pine was indeed an innovator in the
"An Informal History of Solid -State world of car -stereo head units in the
Amps," which appeared in the June early 1980s.
There were, of course, other excep1988 issue. As a C.E.T. who repairs
stereo equipment and sees the actual tions to my "late '70s" scenario. As
enjoy articles early as 1976, the Nakamichi/ADS
components daily,
which really explain circuit design. Per- 2002 system used a preamp-output
haps in the future you could include an Nakamichi 250 tape player with Dolby
article explaining the circuit differ- B noise reduction and standard and
ences between the "generations" of chrome tape equalization. (ADS's contribution was a self -powered loudCD players.
Ross Rabuck speaker system.) Concord also had
Anaheim, Cal. a number of in -dash cassette/tuners
with preamp output before Alpine of
America came on the scene. And AuAmplifying History
dioMobile marketed its short-lived
Dear Editor:
read with great interest author John Model ST770 cassette/tuner in 1978
Bishop's article, "An Informal History of and '79.-John R. Bishop
I

I

I

I

I

I

6

I

Amplifier Classics and Classes
Dear Editor:
Just about every year, in recent
years, decide not to renew my subscription to Audio. Then along comes
an article like "An Informal History of
Solid -State Amps" (June 1988), and
I'm good for another 12 months. The
survey was excellent, if too abbreviated. Perhaps Sweeney and Mantz
might have discussed the influence of
IC -operational amplifier design on the
input and gain stages of audio power
amps.
As one who has built various kinds of
audio amps and preamps over the
years-starting in 1950 with vacuum
tube types and continuing through
what the authors term the classic era of
transistor designs (Meyer, Bongiorno,
et al.) -1 have drawn some conclusions about design versus audible
qualities. These may be of special interest to that neglected, and possibly
negligible, class of Audio readers who
are inclined toward the "low end," out
of necessity, opinion, or just old-fashioned thriftiness.
Second -generation amplifiers, as
defined by Sweeney and Mantz, were
a marked improvement over the first.
But for my ears, the "classic" full complementary design did not add anything in sound quality to what might be
called a refinement of the second generation-complementary output, single -ended driver, and single -differential input. There was no cascoding, but
the second stage had an active, constant -current load and the input had an
active, constant -current source. (As far
know, that was a Daniel Meyer
as
design, possibly adapted from then current IC op -amp configurations.) Of
course, amplifier configurations can be
compared only if they use the same
power supply and, consequently, have
the same output rating. This is almost
impossible to do with commercial examples, because, invariably, the manufacturer provides his more deluxe
and complicated circuitry with more
power output.
As for the qualities of later -generation amps, I have no direct knowledge,
but do have an opinion that applies to
all amplifiers: More power means that
greater flexibility in the selection of
speakers is possible, and that is an
advantage. Every other improvement
I

I

I
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fittings. Aviation carpeting. Full-sized handles.
And loudspeakers that will handle up to 300 watts of
whatever you've got. Monster Bass. Razor sharp highs.
The best warranty in the business. 10 years. From
our 8" 2 -way to our 12" 3 -way, MTX has systems and sound components tailored to fit your
vehicle and your life. Storm into your nearest
MTX dealer and ride out on Thunder. The rest
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Horowitz Plays Mozart Piano

Mozart, Overtures Academy of

Concerto No. 23: Sonata No. 13.
La Scala Opera Orchestra/Giulini.
DG DIGITAL 115436
Handel, Water Music The English Concert/Pinnock. "Quite the best
performance. .now on the market."Gramophone Archiv DIGITAL 115306
Hoist, The Planets Montreal
Symphony Orcnestra/Dutoit. "The

St. Martin-in-the-Fields/Marriner.
Don Giovanni, Marriage Of Figaro,
7

tra/Solti. London DIGITAL 125179

--

Semper Fidelis, Washington Post,
more. London DIGITAL 115051

Nonesuch DIGITAL 140256

Mozart, Requiem Leipzig Radio

Vladimir.
Horówitz

I,

Handel, Messiah (Highlights)
Musica Sacra/Westenburg. Hallelujah Chorus, Know That My Redeemer Liveth, more. RCA DIGITAL 153586
I

Jascha Heifetz: Tchaikovsky
& Mendelssohn, Violin Concertos Chicago Symphony/
Ravel, Daphnis et Chloé

(Complete) Montreal Symphony/
I

L

Dutoit. An absolute
dream performance."
-Stereo Review London
DIGITAL 115520

Choir; Dresden State Orchestra/
Schreier. "Exceptionally satisfying."High Fidelity Philips DIGITAL 115039

Slatkin Conducts Russian
Showpieces Pictures At An Exhibition, Classical Symphony, 3 more.
RCA DIGITAL 154358
Pops In Love The Boston Pops/
Williams. Clair de lune, Gymnopedies
Nos. & 2, Albinoni Adagio, Fantasia
On Greensleeves, Pachelbel Canon,
more. Philips DIGITAL 125230

James

Galway/.
.s
-

1

Michael Feinstein: Isn't It
Romantic Title song, How About
You, My Favorite Year, A Fine

Romance, 7 more. Elektra 172393
Horowitz In Moscow The historic
return! Music by Scarlatti, Mozart,
Rachmaninov, Liszt, Chopin, Scriabin,
Schumann, others. DG DIGITAL 125264

Mozart, The Piano Quartets
Beaux Arts Trio; Bruno Giuranna,
viola. "Absolutely indispensable."
-Stereo Review Philips DIGITAL
115271

Copland Billy The Kid &
Rodeo (Complete Ballets) Saint
-

Sousa, Stars & Stripes Forever Philip Jones Ensemble. Plus

sell, Coleman, Johnston & Bartók.

Reiner; Boston Symphony Munch.
RCA 104833

Sir
Georg
Solti

The
English Concert/Pinnock. "The finest recording of [it] I've heard."High Fidelity Archiv DIGITAL 115356

Kronos Quartet: White Man
Sleeps Music of Ives, Volans, Has-

Andrew Llcyd Webber, Variations; more . ulian Lloyd Webber,

Tchaikovsky, 1812 Overture;
Romeo & Juliet; Nutcracker
Suite Chicago Symphony Orches-

Ma,

cello; Emanuel Ax, piano. "Distinguished...handsomely recorded."Stereo Review RCA DIGITAL 154044

best available on both LP and CD."
-Gramophone London DIGITAL
115448

cello. Philips DIGITAL 115473
Vangelis: Dliect The Motion Of
Stars, more. Ar'sta 100470

more. Angel DIGITAL 134267

Brahms, Cello Sonatas Yo -Yo

Vivaldi, The Four Seasons

Louis Symphony Orchestra/Slatkin.
Angel DIGITAL 141491

The Canadian Brass: High,
Bright, Light & Clear Air On The
G String, Masterpiece Theatre Theme,

others. RCA DIGITAL 144529
Pops In Space John Williams
leads The Boston Pops in music from
Star Wars, Close Encounters, Superman, more. Philips DIGITAL 105392

Pachelbel, Canon in D Also
includes other works by Pachelbel &
Fasch. Maurice André, trumpet; Pail lard Chamber Orchestra. RCA 133877

Gershwin, Rhapsody in Blue;
An American In Paris; Concerto Pittsburgh Symphony/Previn
(pianist & conductor). Philips
DIGITAL 115437
IPS/6550 E. 30th St./Indianapolis, IN 46219

James Galway-Greatest Hits
Memory, Angel Of Music, Perhaps
Love, Clair de lune, The Pink
Panther, Sabre Dance, Danny Boy,
13 more. RCA 173233

Dvorák Symphony No. 9
(From 'the New World) Chicago
Symphony Orchestra/Solti. London
DIGITAL 115168

Teresa Stratas Sings Kurt
Weill Nonesuch 124748

Artur Rubinstein: Chopin, 14

Waltzes RCA 101987
Beethoven, Symphony No. 6
lo(Pastorale) Plus Egmont Overture.
yal Philharmonic Orch./Previn.

RCA DIGITAL 143612

Rossini, Overtures Orpheus
Chamber Orchestra. The Barber Of
Seville, The Turk In Italy, Tancredi,
5 others. DG DIGITAL 115527
Gregorian Chant Schola of the
Hotburgkapelle, Vienna. 10 Propers
from Graduate Romanum; more.
Philips DIGITAL 115434

Alicia de Larrocha: Falla,
Nights In The Gardens Of
Spain Plus rhapsodies by Albéniz
&Turina. London DIGITAL 115410

Tomita: Back To The Earth
Electronic Bach, Debussy, more.
RCA DIGITAL 154375

IPS 528

COMPACT DISCS,
RECORDS OR
CASSETTES
,

t

plus shipp ng
and handling with
membership

for just
r

Fiddler On The Roof

t

with No Obligation to Buy Anything...Ever!
Zero Mos-

tel & original cast. Matchmaker

Matchmaker, Sunrise Sunset, If Were
A Rich Man, more. RCA 100051
I

Eine kleine Nachtmusik;
Pachelbel Canon; Toy Symphony; more Academy of St.
Martin-in-the-Fields/Marriner.
Philips DIGITAL 115530

The Jazz Album London Sinionietta/Rattle. Rhapsody In Blue;
Ebony Concerto; La création du
monde; Prelude, Fugue & Riffs;
more. Angel DIGITAL 172226

Perlman: French Violin Showpieces Introduction & Rondo
Capriccioso, Havanaise, Tzigarte,
Poéme, more. DG DIGITAL 115457

Pavarotti: Anniversary Che
gelida manina, E lucevan le stelle,
Vesti la giubba, Cielo e mar, Addio
alla madre, 11 more. London 115344

Into The Woods Bernadette

Itzhak
Perlman

Plácido Domingo Sings Tangos DG 105302
Beethoven, Symphony No. 9
(Choral) On original instruments!

Tchaikovsky, Symphony No. 4

London Classical Players/Norrington. Angel DIGITAL 100467

Mozart, Symphony No. 41
(Jupiter); more Orchestra of

Kiri to Kanawa: Ave Maria

the
18th Century/Brüggen. Philips DIGI-

Philips DIGITAL 115213

Perlman: Mozart Violin Concertos Nos. 3 & 5 Vienna Phil-

TAL 115297

Angel DIGITAL 144625
Mendelssohn, A Midsummer
Night's Dream Marriner
conducts. Philips DIGITAL 115546

Beethoven, Symphonies Nos.
4 & 5 Academy of Ancient Music
conducted by Christopher Hogwood.

L'Oiseau-Lyre DIGITAL 115009

54

Waart. Nonesuch DIGITAL 100491

his remarkable $1 offer is being made to
introduce you to an outstanding classical music
membership-with never any obligation to buy.
You'll find hundreds of outstanding albums in each issue of the
Society's magazine, which will be sent to you approximately
every 3 weeks, giving you 19 convenient opportunities a year to
shop for fine music at home. But there is no obligation to accept
any offering at any time.
You choose only the music you want!
If you'd like to accept the Main Selection, you need not do a
thing. It will be sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate
selection or none at all, just mail back the Notification Card by
the specified date. You'll always have at least 10 days to decide.
But if you don't, you may return your Main Selection at our
expense for full credit. Cancel your membership whenever you
wish by writing to us. Or, remain a member and take advantage
of future money -saving bargains.

Stravinsky, Petrouchka; more
Montreal Symphony Orchestra/
Dutoit. London DIGITAL 115331

Boston Symphony Orchestra/Davis.
The BSO is in tip-top form throughout."-Ovation Philips DIGITAL 115068

Bach, Organ Works Daniel Chorzempa plays the Toccata & Fugue in D
Minor; more. Philips DIGITAL 115193

Peters & original cast. Title song,
No One Is Alcne, Last Midnight,
Agony, more. RCA DIGITAL 161656

Liz Story: Speechless Title
song, others. RCA/Novus 100494

Kathleen Battle Sings Mozart

Adams, The Chairman Dances;
more San Francisco Sym./De

Debussy, La Mer; Nocturnes

Golliwogs Cakewalk, La Cumparsita,
many more. RCA DIGITAL 164348

Chicago Symphony Orchestra/
Solti. London DIGITAL 125038

Andrés Segovia Plays Bach
Chaconne, Suite No. 3 (solo cello),
more. MCA 163600

The Canadian Brass-More
Greatest Hits Barber Adagio,

harmonic/Levine. "Radiantly sumptuous."
-High Fidelity DG DIGITAL 115146

Rachmaninov, Piano Con-

certos Nos.

2 & 4 Vladimir
Ashkenazy, piano. Concertgebouw
Orchestra, Amsterdam/Haitink.
London DIGITAL 125074

Values up to $47.94
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Box 91406 Indianapolis, IN 46291

Please accept my membership in The International Preview Society and
send me, for 10 days FREE examination, the 3 albums I have indicated below
under the terms of this offer. I may return them after 10 days and owe nothing, or
keep them and pay only $1 (shipping and handling added to each shipment).

Please send all selections on:

Compact Disc

O Cassette O Record

Write Selection Numbers Here:

Mr.

Mrs
Miss

First Name

Initial

Last Name

Address

(PLEASE PRINT)

Apt

Substantial savings with our half-price bonus plan!
For every regular purchase you do make, you may choose a
bonus album for only half of the members' club price! A shipping/handling charge is added to each shipment.
3

compact discs or records or cassettes for just Si!

Begin your membership now by choosing any 3 albums shown
here for just $1 plus shipping and handling. Send no money now.
We want you to judge for yourself before you decide to buy.
If not delighted, return your 3 albums at the end of 10 days without
obligation.

City

Telephone

State

Zip

(

Area Code

NOTE: Members who select compact discs will be serviced by the Compact
Disc Club. Full membership details will follow with the same 10 -day, no obligation, no -minimum purchase privilege.
Limited to new members. continental USA only Current CD Club members not eligible for this offer. One
membership per family. We reserve the right to
request additional information or reiect any aoplicaPCC
YBPCC
bon Local taxes. if any, will be added

To get the most improvement
for your money, buy better

speakers, phono cartridges,
and CD players rather than
new amps and preamps.
is of doubtful advantage if one's present amp has little or no crossover dis-

tortion, low THD (perhaps less than
0.1%), and a full -power bandwidth that
covers the range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
In addition, the amplifier should show
no trace of instability with any value of
capacitive loading up to 1 or 2µF.

never compared Class -A and
Class -AB transistor amplifiers, but
have increased output bias in a Class AB amp to the point of thermal runaway. This provided Class -A bias up to
a couple of watts of output, which is
adequate for listening to string trios
played on fairly efficient loudspeakers.
I

I

No difference in sound quality was ob-

served.
There are some amplifier changes
that could make a difference detectable to us low enders (and have for
me). The easy one first: Get an accurately compensated phono preamp if
your present one deviates from RIAA
specs by more than, say, dB in the
range from 30 Hz to 15 kHz. Current
amps in all but the lowest price class
probably meet this criterion, but some
older models may not. The second
change may not be as easy: Eliminate
all speaker crossover networks and
provide each woofer, midrange, and
tweeter with its own amplifier (properly
filtered at the input). This change is
most practical, not to mention cost efficient, if you build your own speaker
system and your own amplifiers. Some
commercial speakers also allow the
possibility of bi-, tri-, or multi-amping.
This is old advice to be sure, but it
bears repeating: You will get the most
improved sound for your money by
buying better quality speakers and
phono cartridges (or a CD player) rather than new and better amps or
preamps. Until you win the grand prize
in your state's lottery, keep that 50watt/channel Radio Shack receiver of
any post -1970 generation and put your
bucks where they will do the most
good. However, because of your limited amplifier power, you should purchase quality speakers of moderate to
high efficiency. They doubtless exist.
Then, when time and your talents (or
the lottery) have made you the kind of
upscale consumer advertisers love,
consider that $1,000 amp. Chances
are great that it will make your system
sound better to you. Furthermore, you
will now be able to participate confidently in learned discussions concerning the influence of oxygen in your wire
and cable and Teflon in your capacitors. Enjoy!
Lawrence Wallcave
Santa Rosa, Cal.
1
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Sigma Series

things come to those who wait.

These days, serious audiophiles searching for the right highperformance cable face a long, difficult road. Each manu-

facturer has their own story. And it takes time to sort out all
the different designs before deciding which cable to buy.
When Monster Cable decided to enter this market, we
took the opportunity to examine the various technologies.
Pick out their strengths. Identify their weaknesses. And
design an extraordinary series of cables that deliver unprecedented performance for the serious audiophile.

Introducing the MESigma Series-.
The MESigma Series is Monster's latest musical revelation.

Representing the ultimate extension of Monster's Bandwidth
Balanced technology, the MESigma Series delivers the
highest level of audio interconnect and speaker cable
performance.
In every area of cable performance, we designed for one
key objective' a balance of sound. To that end, the MESigma
achieves a balance of such sonic qualities as precise imaging, overall naturalness, three -dimensionality, and a sense of
space without sacrificing any key sound parameters. Our

goals were met. And surpassed.

New Monster -Balanced Impedance" technology.
Both the ME2000 Audio Interconnect and the ME2 Speaker
Cable incorporate several innovative new technologies.
Consisting of separate multi -gauge wire networks fea-

h

the conductors are grouped around our advanced Magnetic
Flux Tube with a special termination to create a "balanced

impedance' throughout the entire audio range.
The World's Reference Standard Cable Termination.

MESigma's sonic improvements require a new approach to
termination technology. Using a massive ground contact
crimped with over 20 tons of pressure, we feature a special
copper -to -copper, cold -welding process using no solder
or other extraneous metal that can cause sonic degradation
With a more direct hook-up of MESigma's conductors.
all the subtle nuances and power of your music are transferred to the speakers through an uncompromising connection that ensures absolute accuracy and signal integrity.

Sonic rewards worth the price of admission.
With signal phase integrity now maintained, all the depth,
range, and power of your music are reproduced with
unequaled accuracy. You'll hear singers and soloists projected to a pinpoint spot in front of your speakers. Instruments and vocals That seem to "float" space. With a realisni
that breathtakingly captures the essence of the original
performance.
Although not inexpensive, the MESigma Series represent the highest level of sonic performance money can
buy. We invite you to audition these extraordinary cables at
a Monster M Series 'dealer. And prepare yourself for a
thoroughly enjoyable musical experience.

Editor's Notes

turing Monster's advanced "time -compensated" windings,
Absolute Audio Orange,CA GNP Pasadena,CA Paris Audio Woodland Hills, CA, West Los Angeles CA Sound Factor Encino. CA, Pasadena, CA
Upscale Audio Canoga Park CA Wilson Audio Video Ent. Woodland Hills CA David Rutledge Audio Palm Springs CA Stereo Unlimited
San Diego, CA Audio -Visions W B it
NY Hal's Stereo T-nnrnn, NJ Lyric Hill New Y rk NY White Plains NY Sight and Sound
Morristown, NJ Rem non NJ Sound by Singer New York NY Sounder
1,', i PA Br rwyn PA Sounds of Distinction Ali inia GA
,on NJ Listening loom s, it d,
NY HIFI Heaven G tool ., WI
Woodbridge Stereo Woodbridge, NJ l ,st Lang Branch r. i o
,ih MA Tweak Shop Santa Rosa CA Absolutely Sound! Rockville. E D Jamieson Stereo Toledo OH Paul Heath Audio
Sound II No Our
Chicago, IL Glenn Pours Audio and Video Champaign it Normal. IL Quintessence Audio Naperville IL Audio Visions Tampa, FL

Mk.

House of Stereo Jacksonville. FL World of Sound San Francisco, CA

111

MONSTER CfaBLE
Technology You Can -fear,
I

uMonster Cable Products, Inc.

Townsend St., San Francisco, CA 94107 Phone 415 777-1355 Telex 470584 MCSYUI FAX 415 896-1745
Monster Cable is distributed in Canada by Evolution Technology. Phone 416 335-4422

Because Bert Whyte is recuperating from minor surgery, "Behind the
Scenes" does not appear this month.
In the December 1988 "What's
New," we stated that an Eclipse car
stereo does not have auto -reverse; the
Model ECE-101 does have it.
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1989
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Now appearing in
listening rooms
throughout the land... The
symphonies of Beethoven,
the concertos of Mozart
and the opera of Verdi
brought to you in stunning
realism through the all
new Special Edition
Tempest II. Featuring a 32
bit digital filter with eight
times oversampling and
separate eighteen bit D/A
converters hand trimmed
for extraordinary linearity.

aw.+

5,m.

The Special Edition
Tempest II incorporates our
finest digital technology
with our optically coupled
tube analog circuit. A
California Audio Labs
Class A triod design
performs the critical
current to voltage
conversion.There are no
transistors or integrated
circuits to contaminate the
signal path.
While others are captured
by the technology, we at
California Audio Labs
listen to the music. The
curtain is rising, the
orchestra is seated, let the
magic begin...

California Audio Labs
Garden Grove Boulevard #6F
Garden Grove, California 92641

7231

(714) 894-9747
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Amplifier Buzz
have an integrated amp that
worked well for quite some time, but
now I hear a 60 -Hz buzz in the loudspeakers. This noise is unaffected by
the setting of the volume control. What
needs to be done in order to eliminate
this problem?-Gary Kufchak, Downey, Cal.
A.
can think of a couple of reasons
why your loudspeakers are producing
a noise of the sort you have described.
Perhaps the amplifier is working fine
but you added a light dimmer or some
other household controller; some of
these devices put tremendous spikes
on the power line. These spikes force
their way into the amp and can be
heard as the "buzz" you described in
your letter. have not found a cure for
this kind of interference, other than to
remove its source-the dimmer or
whatever.
Perhaps you have moved to a new
location which is close to a TV broadcast station, or maybe one has begun
operation near your home. This could
cause TV signals to enter your amp,
either via the power cord or as a result
of the speaker leads acting as an antenna. If this is the case, ferrite beads
placed either on the power cord or the
speaker leads may help remove the
noise.
It is also possible that the amplifier's
power -supply diodes are becoming
leaky or that the capacitors which are
often shunted across the diodes-to
prevent the very buzz you're experiencing-have broken down. If so, replace the diodes and their capacitors.
(No, don't mean the filter capacitors.
refer to those which are likely to be
physically between each diode's cathode and anode.)
O.
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AudioNideo, Car Stereo, Telephones
'
AT LAW DISCOUNT PRICES!

I

I

Youll find the most helpful shopping information in the 116 page Crutchfield catalog.

FREE
Stereo
Catalog

I

Refer to the Crutchfield catalog
before buying your next car stereo,
home stereo, or video product:
116 pages of helpful articles, consumer

tips, charts, and installation guides.
Color photos, complete descriptions
and technical specifications on
hundreds of the finest brand name
products.

more value shopping
Crutchfield:
You get

Tbll-free product advice, ordering, and
customer service.
24 hour shipping.

Absolute satisfaction guaranteed.
Full 30 -day return privileges.
Discount prices on Sony, Pioneer, JVC,
Jensen, Proton, Advent, Clarion, Akai,
Kenwood, Canon, AR, Infinity, Bose,
and many more!

Call or send this coupon now
for your FREE Catalog

O. I have a fairly severe hearing
loss, mostly sensorineural, with a slight
peak at 2 kHz and a 40 -dB threshold
drop at 4 kHz, plus another drop of 10
to 15 dB at 8 kHz. I do not yet have any
quantization of what "recruitment" is
doing to my loss at listening levels.
How can I get theoretical, physiological, and practical information on what
this hearing loss means with regards to
the psychoacoustic effect at high frequencies? What happens if I try to

mention Audio when calling

Name
Apt

Address

ótc

State

Lip

CRUTCHFI ELD
I

L

I

Psychoacoustic Perception
With Hearing Loss

800-336-5566
Be sure to

I

12

Crutchfield Park, Dept. AU, Charlottesville, VA 22906

J

compensate by boosting highs?-Ivan
E. Cushing, Tyler, Tex.
A. Certainly some or all of the information you are interested in can be
obtained from a good medical library.
It is apparent from the knowledge
you already have that you have undergone extensive testing. You can probably get some of the answers you
seek, and information on where to find
the others, from the people who administered the tests.
I'm not at all sure this knowledge will
do you much good. If you originally
had "normal" hearing, you're in the
best position to know how your present
level of hearing compares to your previous level, even if the loss was gradual. If not, your request is similar to that
of a blind person who asks for an evaluation of how his management of his
affairs compares with that of someone
who possesses sight.
have a feeling, therefore, that you'd
be well served by saying "Who cares?"
rather than delving into something
which, when understood, won't affect
your hearing anyway. If that sounds
cold, don't mean it to. Believe it or not,
can put myself in your place, to some
extent, because am blind. have not
felt a need to learn all about what
don't have; find it much better to concentrate on what
do have.
As to determining the effects of adjusting highs, try it. Use an equalizer,
which "slices" the spectrum into small
pieces, so you can try different portions within your various zones of high frequency loss. Try both boosting and
cutting highs. Only you will know how
much difference you perceive. As a
backup, ask a friend who has some
knowledge of sound what he perceives
when you make the changes, then
compare notes. With all of this, you still
won't have a definitive answer.
There are many makes and models
of loudspeakers, and they can sound
vastly different, one to the next. Still,
each brand has its adherents. If we all
perceived sound in the same way, we
would doubtless settle on one or two
speakers as the ultimate choices.
A
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Glovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If
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You've invested too much in your
audio system, CD's, LP's, and tapes
not to hear all that's there.
SASS CONTROL.
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There's an incredible
amount of enjoyment,
excitement, and beauty
trapped inside all audio systems. And in CD's, LP's, and
tapes!
You can't hear it. Or get it
out. Until now.
Now you can unlock sound
that's so spectacular you'll
hardly believe your ears.
The key is BBE.
What's BBE?
Experts say it's:
"The most hearable advance in
audio technology since high-fidelity itself."- Music Connection
Magazine
"Clearly one of the most important
advances in electronic reproduction of music to come along in my
lifetime."- Leonard Feather, Los
Angeles Times, Washington Post
Jazz Critic
What's The BBE Effect?
"The effect is shattering!
Music Technology Magazine
"Whether you are playing LP's,
CD's or tapes, the system comes
alive."- Music & Sound Output
Magazine
"I can't imagine working on another album without BBE."- Steve
Levine, producer of The Beach
Boys and BPI Producer of the

"-

Year.

What's the BBE Difference?
It's "like the difference between
high-fidelity speakers with and
without pillows in front of them."
Radio World Magazine
Better Sound Than The Masters
Music Technology Magazine made
cassette copies using BBE. It told
it's readers: "The cassette sound-

-

ed better than unprocessed masters!"
Actions Speak Louder Than
Words
When Michael Jackson tours,
members of the Michael Jackson
Band make sure BBE gets into the
act.
No Artificial Flavoring
Rather than adding artificial elements, BBE restores natural harmonic balances that are present in
live performances.
Let's Get Technical
Technically, BBE restores the proper harmonic structure of sound by

compensating for amplitude and
phase distortion.

The BBE SYSTEM:
Divides the audio spectrum into

three bandwidths
Applies specific phase corrections to each band
Continuously monitors program
material
Makes dynamic high -frequency
amplitude compensations as

required
BBE Really Fits In
Measuring 16 1/2" x 9" x 1 3/4",
BBE fits perfectly into your audio
rack. Then just plug it into your
wall socket and standard tape
loop.

Full Money -Back Guarantee
If you don't hear all the sound
you've never heard with the new
BBE 1002, return it within 30 days.
We'll refund your money.
Full Warranty
All BBE products are backed by a
full year's warranty on all parts
and labor. And by our reputation
for innovation and leadership in
the audio and electronics industries.
Easy to Own
Cost of the remarkable BBE 1002 is
Enter No. 13 on Reader Service Card

only $189. Pay by check. Or, if
more convenient, a major credit
card. If you have a Macy's charge
and are in New York or New
Jersey, pick up your BBE 1002 in
any of their audio departments.

Easy to Order
It's as easy as one, two, or three.
Call us. Toll free.
1-800-233-8346.
In California, 1-800-558-3963.
2. Ccmplete and send us the
coupon below.
3. Stop by the audio department of
any Macy's in New York and New
Jersey and take a BBE 1002 home.
Don't miss all the sound you've
never heard. Order now.
1.

¡SISE.

Sound Inc.
5500 Bolsa Ave. Suite 245
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
(714) 897-6766

1-800-233-8346
In
California, 1-800-558-3963

Send me

BBE 1002 unit(s)

at $189 each.

(U.S. currency only. California

residents add apphcable
rush shipping requested, additional charge is
determined by destination. Canadian residents please
wnte for additional information.)
tax.

If

Enclosed is a check for $
Or please charge to my:
rj Visa O MasterCard
O American Express
Carda
Exp. Date
Signature
Name (print)

Address
City/State/Zip
Area Code / Phone No. (To facilitate shipping)

The
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Carver's nee CT-Seven Remote Control
Preamplifier' Tuner with Asymmetrical
Chaige Coupled FM Detection and
Sonic Holography'

,

1.0

The fBrawn.
Your choice of

ur high potter au vaaced
Magnetic Field amplifier rlssigns.
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Distributed in Canada by;
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Power and finesse. They've always been important factors in a serious listening system. Now there's
a new way to achieve both

without overpowering your budget.

rolography preamplifier and
Asymmetrical Charge -Coupled FM Detection tuner into one convenient component.
It makes beautiful music with our whole line of Magnetic Field Power amplifiers. Including the
new M -4.0t with the same transfer function and power output as Bob Carver's $17,500 -pr. ultra -esoteric
Our new CT ;Seven preamplifier/tuner combines a Sonic

Silver Seven monoblock amplifiers.

The CT-Seven as an audiophile preamplifier:
the CT-Seven

is

designed as a "straight wire with

Like Carver's fine separate preamplifiers,

gain: capable of perfectly passing input signals

without adding or subtracting any musical nuances.
It includes a meticulously engineered, ultra -low noise phono stage that flawlessly duplicates the
theoretical RIM equalization curve.
The CT-Seven as a complete sound control center: From the comfort of your listening
chair you can choose from six sound sources including dual
tape monitors, CD input and video/auxiliary inputs (suitable for video sound or DAT). Unlike most remote volume
=
adjustments which use distortion -inducing electronics, the
CT-Seven employs a motorized volume control for smooth control and
smoother sound quality. Also included are useful 3-band tone controls, mono
switch, loudness equalization and a studio -quality headphone amplifier.
-

The CT-Seven as your passport to musical reality: The CT's Sonic lolography Generator
l

of redefining your perception of music by recreating the sound stage and 3 -dimensional
spatial characteristics of a live performance. According to some of Americans top reviewers, Sonic Holography "...seems to open a curtain and reveal a deployment of musical forces extending behind,
is capable

between and beyond the speakers. The effect strains credihility."
And you can create it from any stereo record, tape CD or even FM broadcast. With your existing
speakers. At the touch of a remote button.

The CT-Seven as a high performance quartz synthesized FM tuner:

You've simply

never heard FM until you've heard it through the Carver Asymmetrical Charge-Coupled FM Detector

circuit. Multipath distortion, interference and distant station noise are dramatically reduced.wéak
stations emerge into dramatic clarity. Yet stereo separation, space, depth, and ambience were not only
retained, but seemingly enhanced by the lack of background noise.
Choose 8 FM and 8 AM presets hyremote control. Scan the broadcast band automatically or
manually. With the CT-Sevens ACCD circuit on, you'll discover "new"stations which were previously
unlistenable!
The CT-Seven's pouwerpart-ers: Only Carver gives you four high power amplifier choices
from 140 watts to 375 watts per channel. Each is perfectly marched to the CT-Seven And each uses
Carver's cool -running Magnetic Field Technology which dispenses with bulky power supplies and power wasting external heat sinks... yet which is so rugged it's used in the world's largest touring professional
.

sound systems.
Choose from the new "modestly -powered" M -0.5t (140 watts per channel RMS
20-20kHz both channels driven into 8 ohms with less than 0.1% THD), the
M -1.0t (200 watts/ch. per channel RMS 20-20kHz both channels driven into 8
ohms with less than 0.15% THD), M -500t (250 watts per channel RMS 20-20kHz
both channels driven into 8 ohms with less than 0.15% THD ), or the new M -4.0t
(375 watts per channel RMS 20-20kHz both channels driven into 8 ohms with
less than 0.5%THD).
Hear brains and brawn together at your Carver dealer. Switch the CT-Seven

and the most expensive tuner in the room to hear Asymmetrical Charge-Coupled FM Detection
work its magic. Put on your favorite CI), press the CT-Seven's Sonic Holography remote button
and feel the sound room "disappear."
up the volume to live performance levels and
discover the impact of true dynamic headroom.
And then get ready for another pleasant experience when you discover what a super value the
CT-Seven and Carver power amplifiers are.
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TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

How's DAT?
recent advertisement for a DAT
deck made some interesting claims.
Can a DAT recorder really "eliminate
background noise and make perfect
copies of old phonograph records," as
the ad claims? What about noise from
worn surfaces of 78 -rpm discs?-Allan
Hibsch, Oroville, Cal.
A. My own experience with DAT
have
decks, together with what
learned from reliable quarters, confirms that a DAT deck provides extremely flat frequency response to
about 22 kHz, very high S/N ratio
(90 dB or better), extremely low (inaudible) distortion, and extremely little
(undetectable) wow and flutter.
However, a DAT deck can only reproduce the signal which it is fed, preserving both its good and bad aspects. Therefore, it cannot eliminate or
reduce noise already present in the
signal. To cope with such noise, you
would need a dynamic noise -reduction
device-see your local audio dealer.
Q. A

I

NR Mismatch
Q. What kind of results can I expect
from tapes recorded with Dolby A NR
and played back with Dolby B or C NR,
and vice versa?-Tom Posa Ill, Lebanon, Conn.
O. If I record with Dolby C NR, can I
play back with dbx NR, and vice
versa?-Boris Acosta, Los Angeles,

Cal.
A. Dolby A, B, and C and dbx noise -

reduction systems have in common the
fact that they are all compression/expansion systems, with the downward
expansion in playback serving to reduce the noise of the tape system.
However, they each cover substantially different frequency ranges and differ
in the amount of compansion they use.
Furthermore, Dolby systems are level dependent, meaning that the amount
of compression in recording and the
corresponding expansion in playback
varies with the signal level. The dbx NR
system is not level -dependent and
therefore does not require matching
the record and playback levels, as do
the Dolby systems.
Dolby A NR divides the entire audio
range into four bands and operates
separately in each band for maximum
effect. Dolby B NR operates essentially
from about 500 Hz upward, and Dolby
16

C NR from about 150 Hz up. Dolby C
NR provides about 8 to 10 dB more
noise reduction than Dolby B NR. The

dbx system achieves even greater
noise reduction, about another 10 dB,
and operates essentially over the entire audio range.
Because of the above differences,
encoding with one system and playing
back with another tends to produce
substantial anomalies in frequency response. This doesn't necessarily mean
the results are unlistenable-that depends on the program material, the
listener's tolerance for deviations from
flat response, and the ability of the
listener's tone controls and/or equalizer to compensate for the anomalies.
In such instances,
always advise
listeners to experiment with the various
combinations of noise -reduction systems available to them and to learn for
themselves. No harm can come to the
equipment, and one experiment is
worth many words.
In closing, it should be noted that the
incompatibility between Dolby B and C
NR is sufficiently moderate so that correction via the treble control can often
satisfy the ear. If the recording is in
Dolby B NR and playback in Dolby C
NR, treble boost is called for. If record/
playback is from Dolby C to Dolby B
NR, treble cut is required.
I

Head Life
Q.
am having trouble telling whether or not my cassette deck's heads are
worn out. The sound is fine, but there
are two lines running through the middle of the pinch roller. How will I know
when to replace the heads?-Dave
Marner Jr., Cedar Rapids, Iowa
A. Usually, with a three -head deck,
the first head that needs replacement
is the playback head; in the case of a
two -head deck, it's the record/playback head. When this happens, the
most obvious result is a noticeable
drop in treble response.
The lines running through your pinch
roller have probably been made by the
tape as it sheds its coating. The roller
(as well as the capstan and the heads)
should be cleaned periodically. The
usual rule is to clean them after every
eight to 16 hours of play, using a fluid
recommended by the deck manufacturer; 91% isopropyl alcohol, generally
available in drug stores, is usually con1

sidered a satisfactory fluid. Often, a
fluid containing trichlorotrifluoroethane
is recommended.
Cons of HX Pro
O. I would like to know why some
high -quality cassette decks, such as
Nakamichi's, do not have Dolby HX
Pro?-Daniel H. Larie, Madison, Wisc.
A. The idea behind HX Pro is that the
treble content of the program material
behaves like bias, calling for an increase or decrease in oscillator bias as
the treble content decreases or increases. The question is whether
changes in oscillator bias are of the correct amount from moment to moment.
Apparently, Nakamichi and others feel it
is not worthwhile to follow the HX Pro
approach of sensing the bias effects of
the program material and altering oscillator bias correspondingly.
Nakamichi and some other companies have chosen different ways of preserving treble response, instead of using HX Pro. Such approaches include
the use of separate high -quality record
heads which do not easily saturate,
and fine playback heads with very narrow magnetic gaps that provide excellent treble response. Skillfully engineered record and playback electronics with very low noise reduce the
need to push recording level to the
utmost in order to achieve a satisfactory S/N ratio. Thus, the danger of tape
saturation, with consequent treble loss
and distortion, is lowered-in other
words, headroom is increased. Use of
a separate head for playback increases signal output and thereby improves S/N ratio, again reducing the
need to push recording level to the
utmost. With the use of Dolby NR, particularly Dolby C NR, S/N is greatly
improved. Furthermore, the Dolby C
NR encoding characteristic limits the
amount of treble boost in the extreme
treble region, thereby limiting the danger of tape saturation and resultant treble loss. For this reason, treble response at high recording levels tends
to be better with Dolby C NR than with
Dolby B NR, or even without noise rebl
duction.
you have a problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If
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The
uietspealcers
Revox speakers play to the civilized ear. And they
speak most distinctly where the civilized ear does
its listening.
We make speakers that make beautiful musicabsolutely clear, richly detailed music. At low
listening levels, where other speakers are at a loss,
the sound from Revox speakers is always precise,
focused, vividly present. These speakers impress
with their fineness, their ability to reveal music's
quiet subtleties, its lucid stillness.
If you never listen loud, you need to be listening
to the Quietspeakers.

From Revox of Switzerland. At your audio
specialist in the USA.

M
MUM

RCVOX

STUDER REVOX AMERICA, INC.
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
(615) 254-5651
Enter No. 41 on Reader Service Card

The RTA Series
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"Then provide smooth. fast and incredibly well detailed sound."

"Polk's

RTA Tower Loudspeakers Combine

Legendary Polk Performance with Contemporary Style."
Big speaker performance with an

RTA 11t
The RTA

-

lit

$449.95 ea.

efcient use of'space

Both Polk RTA series loudspeakers achieve the extremely rare combination of good looks and state-

is the finest conventional (non-SDA) speaker

that Polk Audio manufacturers. Its extremely high power

handling (250 Hants) and high efficiency (90dB) provide
remarkable dynamic range from both large and small
amplifiers. The RTA lit utilizes the same technologically
advanced fluid -coupled subwoofer design found in Polkt
flagship model. Dual 8" sub-bass radiators are coupled to
two 61" mid bass drivers, resulting in a fast, powerful,
deep. and ultra -accurate bass response. without the homily.
undetailed sound of large woofer systems.

of-the-art performance. The tall, elegantly slender, and deep -tower" design cabinets allow for
substantial internal volume for high efficiency and powerful bass, while requiring less than one
square foot of floor space. The small baffle surface area around each driver minimizes diffraction

(sonic reflections), thereby insuring outstanding imaging and low coloration.
Positioning the I" silver -coil dome tweeter between the tvto 61/2" trilaminate polymer bass/midrange
drivers achieves what is called "coincident radiation." This means that both the mid- and high frequencies appear to radiate from the same place on the baffle resulting in perfect blending at the

critical crossover point. (See illustration, below).
Polk RTA speakers have an uncanny ability to perfectly reproduce the human voice, pianos, guitars,

RTA 8t -$289.95 ea.

and every other instrument whose faithful reproduction demands superlative midrange and high-

slightly smaller package, the RTA 8t offers the same
driver complement as the larger. more expensive RTA I It.
and thus shares its benefits of superior imaging. musicality, and detail.

frequeng performance.

In

a

Bass and percussion instruments are accurately reproduced with full

visceral power and realism, without the heaviness, hoominess, or lack of detail that plague
lesser designs.
The discriminating listener who seeks state-

of-the-art performance and design will find

*rt-

the quintessential combination of both in
Polk's RTA series loudspeakers.

THE PRINCIPLES OF COINCIDENT RADIATION
I

Poli Audio'

RTA

`l!J

8t and RCA

Tower Speakers

The perceived source of sound
of two identical drivers is centered
in the area between them.

The benefit of coincident waveform

propagation resulting in precise
imaging, uniform vertical dispersion
and startling midrange accuracy.
In the Polk RTA louespeaker,
the tweeter is positioned at
the acoustic center of the
drivers.

polk audeo
I

twa rr

Snuali.t

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 120.
Enter No. 38 on Reader Service Card
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Audiophile Car Speaker

1.4"11L11.-.'n

The 2.5 satellite system
comprises a -inch soft dome tweeter and 51/4 -inch
polypropylene -cone
midrange woofer, plus a
matched crossover
network. The tweeter uses
a neodymium/iron/boron
magnet for high power in a
small space. The matching
1.5 subwoofer has an
'
8 -inch polypropylene
cone, and includes its
own crossover network.
Frequency response is
1

Kenwood CD Changer
Capable of holding six
CDs in its magazine, the
DP-M107R CD changer
features a doubleoversampling digital filter.
With random programming
of up to 32 selections, the
DP -M 107R also uses the
Kenwood Optimum Servo
Control, which keeps the
three -beam laser pickup on
track, and adjusts the servo
gain to accommodate
deficiencies such as
scratches, fingerprints, and
dust buildup on CDs. The
DP -M 107R uses fluorescent
displays which monitor
playing times and track

information. Manufacturer rated frequency response
is 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ± 1 dB;
dynamic range is 95 dB at
1
kHz. Price: $399.
For literature, circle No. 100

i

1

65 Hz to 18 kHz for the
1.5 system, and 27 to 90 Hz

crosses in at 90 Hz. Prices:
2.5 system, $389 per pair;
1.5 subwoofer, $219 each.

for the subwoofer, which

For literature, circle No. 101

JBL Car Speaker

front of a 4 in. by 10 in.,
mineral -filled polypropylene
woofer cone. Power -

Like the rest of JBL's TL
series of car speakers, the
TL410 is designed as a
drop -in replacement and
upgrade for factory
installations. The coaxial
unit mounts a 12 -mm,
titanium -laminate tweeter in

handling capacity is
80 watts, and sensitivity
is 94 dB SPL at one meter

for 2.83 -volt input. Price:
$120 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 102

Nakamichi
DAT Recorder
Three units-the
Nakamichi 1000 DAT
recorder, 1000p digital
audio processor, and 1000r
remote controller-make up
a unique new digital
recording system. Recorder
and processor units will be
sold separately, since the
processor can control two
recorders and can be used
with CD players or other

3

J
»-,

DAT recorders. The
recorder unit uses the
company's new Fast
Access Stationary Tape
Guide Transport (F.A.S.T.),
probably the first DAT
transport not derived from
VCR designs. This new
mechanism is said to load
a DAT cassette in 1.9 S,
has a "half -load" position
that allows fast winding at
400 times normal tape
speed (when search

1

-

functions aren't needed),
and, says the company,
has a lower data error rate
and greater reliability. A
four -head drum assembly
permits off -the -tape
monitoring during
recording. The processor
allows direct digital -to digital recording at 44.1 as
well as 32 and 48 kHz,
even from software carrying
the copy -inhibit flag. The
unit is designed around

I'

8

modular plug-in boards, for
upgrading to any new
standards that might arise
and to allow the substitution
of newer technology in the
future. No sample -and -hold
circuits are used with either
the 20 -bit D/A converters
(which use eight -times
oversampling) or the new
self-calibrating ND
converters. A rack mountable professional
version will also be
available. Prices: Complete
system (with wired or
wireless remote), $10,000;
recorder and remote
controller, $5,400;
processor, $4,600.
For literature, circle No. 103

_
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ThE ARMY RESERVE'S CI BILL
MAKE YOU A PART-TIME SOLDIER

ANDA FULL-TIME STUDENT.

A part-time job in the Army Reserve is a smart
way to work your way through college. Because the Army
Reserve has its own GI Bill, and if you qualify, you can
receive up to $5,040 for_ollege, while you attend college.
But the GI Bill isn't the only valuable thing about
being an Army Reservist. You'll also be paid for training
in one of over 300 skills.
In addition, you'll earn at least $1,870 a year for
serving two days a month (usually on weekends) at your
local Army Reserve Center, and attending two weeks of

annual :raining. And if you take out a student loan, you
may qualify for a program that can help you repay it.
With the GI Bill -o help with tuition, and your
monthly Army Reserve salary to help with other
expenses, you could earr over $16,000 for college in one
enlistment.
If you'd like to know -more about taking the Army
Reserve's GI Bill to college BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
with you, call toll -free
1 -800 -USA-ARMY.

--RESERVE

7
WA'
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

RING BEARER
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has taken the genius of Richard
Wagner and the ingenuity of a CD
label called Rodolphe, out of
France, to persuade me to do something have never done before-write
about a specific recording in this column. Ivan Berger first wrote about it in
"Spectrum" (September 1988). When,
in due course, the discs came to me,
ostensibly for a classical music review,
took one look, gasped, and said, "I'm
not going to review that!" Does a
mouse review an elephant?
This pint-sized, CD -shaped box, or
cardboard container, no more than a
couple of inches -plus from front to
back, holds more than 14 hours of music. It contains all four of the enormous
Wagner operas of the "Ring" cycle
(Der Ring des Nibelungen) in a remarkable historic set of performances
dating from 1953, out of the famed
Bayreuth Festival, then just restored to
earlier glory after the Nazi years and
WWII. And the sound, after no less
than 35 years, is terrific! In more ways
than can count, this album is a symbolic turning point in the audio art of
recorded music.
The payoff (rather literally) is the
t

I

I

I

"double -play" feature, engagingly
called Doppelspieldauer in German.
Instead of 15 CDs, the music is entirely
22

41,

(,,

contained on only seven.

It

is,

of

course, mono, and many of us already
have decided that what was originally
mono should be preserved the same,
without the risks of some species of
artificial stereo. But why, oh why, didn't
somebody think of this obvious system! Just use one CD track at a time;
play the disc straight through twice.
First out of one speaker, then the
other? Evidently in France, it is not usually possible to send one channel into
both speakers, and so Rodolphe provides a little switching box with appropriate RCA jacks and the usual cables
for hookups in this country. But all of
the mid -priced and high -end equipment know of can dispense with this
easily, including two of my current stereo control centers and maybe a dozen, retired, up in the attic. The music is
mono, from only one channel, but
comes out of both speakers.
Also included in the little box is what,
for a moment, looks like another CD
container-a fat booklet of the same
size that contains the entire German
text, word for word, of all four huge
operas. (The words, too, were by Richard Wagner, who regularly did his
own-who else could match his lofty
genius? He was, of course, absolutely
right, as usual.) And so we have mayI

be a hundred pages of dramatic German, spaced out in two columns and
replete with stage directions (also by
Wagner). Translations? There, at last,
we run into a finite limit! There just isn't
room, not even for a brief outline of the
complex stories. Nor is there anything
about the elaborate musical system of
Leitmotivs-catchy themes, bits of
tune, harmonies which stand for hundreds of different concepts and which
return throughout all four operas as a
superb unifying element.
As a matter of fact, you do not need
explanations (though plenty have been
laboriously written out and printed).
The music tells its own story, makes its
own associations in the ceaseless flow
of the Wagnerian dramatic style. The
more you listen, the easier this getsyou'll even know some of the Leitmotivs ahead of time, like the "Ride of the
Valkyries" and the "Magic Fire Music."
This man was so clever! He doesn't
just play these ideas over again; sometimes it is no more than a whiff of
sound, a fleeting suggestion; other
times he composes whole new music
out of them or blows them up to heroic
proportions. There are even musical
pairs, for opposing ideas, like the inspiring upward -moving brass tones of
a C Major chord and its opposite, a

yearning, doubt -filled downward string
chord of the ninth. Forget the names!
Just listen.
should say quickly that there are
other complete recordings of this monster cycle of operas-both later and in
stereo. And we have had countless
bits and pieces, even whole operas,
ever since the electrical 78 brought
with it the useful microphone. But
somehow this Rodolphe release goes
beyond them all, if only in the remarkable circumstances of its format and
recording.
As background, a bit about Bayreuth, which may be only a name to
you. The Bayreuth tradition is unique
because it was in this place that Wagner had his own dream theater built, to
house his own operas, after cajoling
enough money for the huge expensemainly out of good King Ludwig II of
Bavaria, who also built that white castle
in the tourist ads and was a bit dotty.
(Ludwig had a mechanical swan built
for himself, too, so he could ride over
the water á la Lohengrin). Cash
I
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"Why all
Boston Acoustics
speakers sound alike.
(More or less, that is.)"
Andy Petite, chief designer, Boston Acoustics.

"At

Boston Acoustics, live music is our basic reference
standard. And since we design each of our speakers to
sound musically accurate, all of our systems have a
remarkable sonic resemblance.
"Any full -range speaker system, whatever its size.
should have good octave -to -octave tonal balance and
wide dispersion. We provide these qualities in all of our
speaker systems-from the A40 bookshelf to the T1000
tower. (From our long experience in listening to many
competitive speaker lines, the same can he said of only

tn3

The

A411

II.

Series

Our most popular bookshelf system.

"...attains

an aura

of spaciousness surpassed

only by some of the far more expensive
multi -directional speakers:. The Neu' In* limes.
Suggested retail: 5170 a pair.

few.)
"In larger rooms and at higher listening levels, the
differences-and the superiority-of our more expensive systems begin to emerge. They can play louder
without strain, and reproduce deeper bass. But this
doesn't detract from the musicality, accuracy and tonal
a

o

balance ()four smaller speakers.
"How much sound a speaker produces

in your listening room also depends on the room's size, the music
you listen to, and how loud you play it. Because all
Boston Acoustic speaker systems-bookshelf, floor standing and tower-meet all our standards, there's at
least one that should meet your special requirements
and conditions.*

"So when you visit

a Boston Acoustics dealer, ask to
Boston speaker. Any Boston. We can't promise
you perfection, but we will bring you as close to the
music as the state of the art allows"

hear

a

*"It certainly

rl

l

,

helps that we design and build our own

speakers-all with the same high quality materials. Fur t
we manuf turc all our speakers to such tight mletances that any two samples of a given model are virtually
,

identical. And to insure this, we test each completed
system-every single one-before it leaves the factory.
"Finally. sonic similarity is especially important with
surround -sound systems. An all -Boston system assures
the greatest sonic impact."

Laminate.

Boston Acoustics
247 1.ynnfield Street, Peabody,

Introducing the T930 Tower System.
Combines our finest midrange and INAeeter
with a new 10 -inch long -throw woofer.
Suggested retail: $8(X) a pair in walnut
veneer. $650 a pair in black woodgrain

\IA

01960

(508)532-2111
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Mosfet Power Amplifiers
Pro -Power Four

Says Leonard Feldman in his Test Report in
AUDIO Magazine,rVol. 71, No. 9:

DESCRIPTION: The New PRO -POWER
amplifiers are especially designed for the
extended Dynamic Range requirements of
today's Compact Disc players and Hi Fi
VCRs. The ULTRA HIGH CURRENT design
offers you incredibly high power without
sacrificing distortion -free performance,
superb reliability, and the utmost in sonic
purity. These new amplifiers operate flawlessly under all operating conditions. It is
well known that most of today's highly
regarded loudspeakers exhibit impedance
curves which drop to 1 or 2 ohms at some
frequencies, and in conventional amplifiers
this results in severe clipping and the
triggering of protective circuitry. However,
our new PRO-POWER Phase Control amplifiers continue to operate even under those
extremely low impedance conditions. Current limiting had been eliminated entirely
by the use of the latest POWER MOSFET
technology, thus avoiding the sonic degradation typically found when limiting circuitry is employed.

"...it brought out the best

in all of the loud-

speaker systems with which I tried it. I
sensed an effortlessness about the musical
crescendos reproduced from some of my
CD spectaculars..'.'
"In my view, you can spend five times as
much as what this amp costs, but you won't
get a better, more reliable, or more musical

unit:'
FEATURES: MOSFET amplification stages
provide the utmost in sonic purity, rivaling
that of vacuum tube amplifiers...PrecisionCalibrated LED power meters (0-400 watts
at 8 ohms)... Speaker switching for two
pair of stereo speakers...
SPECIFICATIONS: CONTINUOUS RMS
POWER: 205 watts per channel C 8 ohms,
20Hz-20kHz, 300 watts per channel @ 4
ohms, 2OHz-20kHz, 450 watts per channel
2 ohms, 1kHz.. THD-less than 0.05%.
19"Wx51/."Hx12"D, 30 pounds.

Pro -Power Three
PRO -POWER THREE: If you desire all of'
the performance features'of the highly
acclaimed Pro -Power Four without LED
power meters, select the Pro -Power Three:

Pro -Power One
PRO -POWER ONE: The NEW PRO -POWER
ONE amplifier provides all of the perform:
ance features of the PRO -POWER FOUR in.
a smaller, non -rack -mountable chassis.
PHYSICAL:8E/:"Wx51/4"Hx12"D. $579.00
1

PROPONER ONE
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FOR A DEMONSTRATION, VISIT NEAREST DEALER LISTED BELOW
However, many additional Dealers-too numerous to list here-are located throughout the U.S. with many models on display. If no
dealer is shown near you, or you encounter any difficulty, please phone us at 714-556-6191, ask for our "Dealer Locator Oparatorw

ARKANSAS

Jonesboro THE SOUND CENTER Monticello THOMASSONS SOUND

NO. CALIFORNIA

Berkeley UNCLE RALPH'S AUDIO Chico GAG STEREO Concord SOUND DISTINCTION Goleta HOUSE OF AUDIO San Francisco

CALIFQRNIA

Cathedral Coy SOUND COMPANY Cermos FEDCO Costa Mesa ATLANTIC MUSIC FEDCO Goleta HOUSE OF AUDIO Hollywood AMETRON, AUDIO-VIDEO SOLUTIONS Los Angeles
AUDIO VIDEO CENTER San Jose AMERICAN VIDEO CENTER SO,
FEDCO Montebello AUDIO -VIDEO SOLUTIONS, SAIL INC. Newport Beach ATLANTIC MUSIC Ontario FE DCO Olange FIDEUTY SOUND Pasadena FEDCO San Bernardino FEDCO San Diego FEDCO Santa Ana FIDEUTY SOUND Torrance STEREO HI FI CENTER Van Nuys
Belle Glad, JAMROC ELECTRONICS Fort Lauderdale
Bnstol TUNXIS ELECTRONICS Newington TUNXIS ELECTRONICS Waterbury TUNXIS ELECTRONICS West Hartford TUNXIS ELECTRONICS
FEDCO Whittier HI FI HAVEN
SPEAKER WAREHOUSE Hialeah SPEAKER WAREHOUSE Hollywood SPEAKER WAREHOUSE Miami AUDIO COL. LAS FABRICAS Miami, South AUDIO PLUS. ELECTRO SOUND. PARS ELECTRONICS Orlando SOUND EFFECTS West Palm Beach SOUND SHACK
Idaho Falls PHASE 4 STEREO
Chicago MARTROY ELECTRONICS,
Hilo YAFUSO T.V. APPUANCE Honolulu BOSE ENTERTAINMENT CENTER, VIDEO LIFE
Atlanta ATLANTA STEREO. STEREO VIDEO WAREHOUSE
MIDWEST STEREO. MUSICRAFT, POLK BROTHERS EvergreenPark MUSICRAFT Gurnee OPUS EQUIPMENT Homewood MUSICRAFT Jacksonville FRONT ROW RECORDS Morton Grove MUSICRAFT Oak Park MUSICRAFT Palatine MUSICRAFT Sor nglred REEL TO REAL

FLORIDA

CONNECTICUT

IDAHO

HAWAII

GEORGIA

ILLINOIS

INDIANA Michigan CVy AUDIO CONNECTION New Haven HJS SOUND West Lafayette VONS ELECTRONICSI(Af4SA S Overland Park AUDIO ELECTRONICS KENTUCKY Louisville HI -FIDELITY, INC LQfIISLANA
New Orleans TULANE STEREO MAINE Ellsworth Falls ELLSWORTH AUDIO MARYLAND Frederick THE ELECTRONIC SHOP MASSACHUSETTS Boston ENCORE AUDIO MICHIGAN Drayton Plains TUNE SALOON Holland INTERFACE AUDIO
RAINBOW
Livonia CARTEL DISTRIBUTING, VIDEO STUDIO Marquette AMERICAN TV NEW HAMPSHIRE Nashua TECH HI FI NEW JERSEY Boundbrook PRANZATEW'S STEREO Hawthorne THE SPEAKERMAN Kinnelon SOUND CITY Laker rood
TRONICS Newark MEG RADIO CORP. New Brunswick BARRACKS TRADING POST Paterson CONSUMERS DISCOUNT CENTER Trenton BARRACKS TRADING POST NEW MEXICO Santa Fe OVATION AUDIO NEW YORK Bronx VICMARR STEREO,
DESIGNS Villa Park MUSICRAFT

08J ELECTRONICS Brooklyn CENTRAL AUDIO, MAGNA ELECTRONICS Jamaica THE FOX ELECTRONICS Long Island Coy IVY ELECTRONICS New York City STEREO PLAZA. VICMARR STEREO, CANAL HI FI, LEONARD RADIO. 14TH STREET
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Pro -Power Ten 2/3/4 :Channel
The New Soundcraftsmen PRO -POWER
TEN 2/3/4 channel Power Amplifier stands
alone, in a class by itself, in power amplifier circles. Designed and manufactured in
the USA using State -of -the -Art MOSFET
power output stages and our ultra -smart
phase control power supply, the PRO POWER TEN is your best buy in a power
amplifier. The MOSFET amplification
stages provide superior sonic purity, compared by many to that of vacuum tube

Specifications

containing dynamic peaks of more than a
few milliseconds duration, our smart
phase control power supply adjusts its
supply voltage to match the demands of
the loudspeaker. Helping to maintain this
constant supply voltage are ultra high
storage capacity filter capacitors and two
independent power transformers.

600 WATTS PER CHANNEL
@ 8 OHMS, -(2-CHANNEL),
300MATTS PER CHANNEL
@ 4 OHMS, -(4-CHANNEL).,
205 watts per channel (4-channel) @ 8
ohms, 20Hz-20kHz, at less than 0.5% THD

The PRO -POWER TEN front panel features

amplifiers. Unlike most other supply
designs whose supply voltace drops (and
hence the amplifier's output capability)
when operating at high volume levels

four independent 12 -segment LED power
output meters (0-800 watts at 8 ohms)
and True Clipping indicators for each
channel. As in most all Soundcraftsmen
components, the new PRO -POWER TEN
features a Professional rack -mount panel

...IM Distortion: less than 0.05%...Frequency Response: 20Hz-20kHz, ± 0.1dB...
Signau to Noise Ratio: -105dB... Slew Rate:
50 volts/microsecond... Dimensions:
19"Ws5 14 "Hx12"D... Weight: 55 pounds

TWO-CHANNEL MODE

THREE -CHANNEL MODE

FOUR-CHANNEL MODE

Many of the more modern loudspeaker
systems have been designed primarily
with the total living environment and/or
integrated audio -video systems in mind.
These systems incorporate a stereo pair
of satellite speakers for reproducing the
midrange and high frequencies. Since the
very low frequencies are non -directional,
and hence non -critical to proper stereo
imaging, they are reproduced by a single,
large sub-woofer. The PRO -POWER TEN in
the Three -Channel mode is ideally suited
to these applications.

The ultimate in audio/video systems is the
Surround Sound system, where the theatre environment is re-created in the
home' by utilizing front and rear speakers.
The PRO -POWER TEN in the Four -Channel
modE is the perfect match for these systems. Some higher quality loudspeakers
benefit from bi-amplification, i.e. having
separate amplifiers for their low frequency
and kigh frequency components. The
PRO -POWER TEN in the Four-Channel
mode is equally well suited for these
types of systems.

600 WATTS PER CHANNEL
When the PRO -POWER TEN is used in
this mode it is transformed 'into the ultimate in high power amplifiers...If your

loudspeakers and/or environment require
lot of power, the PRO -POWER TEN is
right for you.
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Ultra High Power Systems
Sub-WooterlSatelllte Systems

Surround Sound Systems

2/3/4 CHANNEL
MOSFET POWER AMPLIFIER

PRO -POWER TEN
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Richard Wagner's "Ring"
cycle of four operas on
seven CDs is a symbolic
turning point in the art
of recorded music.
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same hall). That effort almost busted
the place, which closed for six years,
but old Richard, the persistent; was not
to be stopped that easily. The Festival
was started up again and ran erratically, more or less every two years, with
time out for wars, to the present daywell over a hundred years. Where else
can you find anything in music like
that? Even more, the whole thing remained under Wagner family direction,
first his wife, Cosima, then on to son
and grandson, for much of that long
century and onward. This 1953 production was directed (and inspired, I
might say) by the grandson, Wieland
Wagner.
Bayreuth, then, is a sort of musical
pilgrimage spot, beyond all other festivals, with an aura that has brought
every musician who is anybody to the
place to show his very best, or hers.
The 1953 production was under Clemens Krauss, one of the finest, and is
surely the best he could give. The cast
of singers of that year includes, among
dozens, plenty of well-known names,
some of them still at their best then
(and not as good in later recordings),
names you might have heard, such as
Astrid Varnay, Regina Resnik, Hans
Hotter, Wolfgang Windgassen, Ramon
Vinay-what is generally called a stellar cast if, as always, not perfection.
(Who can agree on perfection? Certainly not opera fans!)
But beyond this is an intensity which
is the subject of what might be a mere
publicity blurb in the album booklet if it
weren't so well illustrated in the performance. After the WWII catastrophe,
when the Nazis had turned Richard
Wagner into the pompous creature of
their thousand -year Reich, Wieland
Wagner (the liner notes say) wanted to
restore what he felt was the real drama, the intense excitement, and, yes,
the passion of these operas as of the
pre -Nazi years. It is that very excitement, amplified by the close-up recording techniques of the 1950s,
which makes this an overpowering 14
hours of reproduced music! We have

never heard such a thing on record
before CD-complete. with so few
breaks that the tension of the live performance, in all its unbroken pressure,
is there-if you can listen.
How do they do it? How can a mere
earthly tenor or bass or soprano, depending on sheer breath power, produce such heroic volumes of sound,
excruciating high notes, eye -flashing
and teeth -grating consonants, astonishingly controlled sobs and groans,
on -pitch yells and shouts-for hours
without a break? Talk about the Olympics-what about this? Who but old
Richard could know ahead of time, on
paper, in his head, that it was indeed
possible, given the impetus? Possible
in his time. still possible today. And
now we get to hear it, all of it, in the
closest proximity-only a few feet from
each singer, it seems, as you listen.
And in such gorgeously recorded
sound! How did we do it?
The thing you must understand, in
this audio challenge to the home/consumer listener, is that Wagner is hypnotic. He cannily depended on an utterly captive audience and on timeoutrageous, wearing lengths of it-to
reduce you to a sort of will -less human
pulp. It is not easy for anyone; it can be
extremely unpleasant-even, as say,
an outrageous, buffeting, shocking experience-to sit in a crowded theater
through these endless hours of never ceasing, soul -grabbing sound. Sheer,
exalted torture.
It is easier at home. Technically, you
are not captive at all. Just flip a switch,
and all is serene. And quiet. So easy.
Perhaps you'd rather put on some
nice, gentle background music? Comfort for the ears as well as the body?
Your choice, friends. Take it or leave it.
And yet, there is the challenge. Should
you miss a big human experienceI

frustrating, demanding, hopelessly
noisy, and outrageously long (everything in Wagner is outrageous)-but
nonetheless real?
should know. have never been to
Bayreuth, but, in the 1930s, sat "live"
at the Met through various big Wagner
operas. It was a time of very high performance levels, with such as Kirsten
Flagstad and Lauritz Melchior. One opera at a time. of course. But got the
feeling. It was awful. And sometimes
funny. I, too, was reduced to a pulp, a
I

I

I

I

TRO ACOUSTIQUE

STS -HYACINTHS: MIUHEL ST PIERRE
SON

pledges also came from such distant
outposts as America. The operas, all
four, were complete by the early
1870s, and the theater opened in 1876
with the first complete performances of
the entire cycle (as we have the 1953
cycle on this recording in the very
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....remarkable!

par.a.digm (par'adim) noun: serving as an example or model of how something should be done.
Every once in a great while a product comes
along that offers performance which rises above
the current variety of clever designs and marketing hype. When this occurs the new level of
performance achieved can be readily heard by
both the ardent auciophile and the novice listener.

Paradigm is a breakthrough loudspeaker that

provides a level of musical truth that simply must
be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such glorious performance? Well ... that's even more remarkable.

_._ ~MI! _____c

rw-carcaulgi
music

In the U.S.: AudioStream, MPO Box 241C, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc.. 457 Fenmar Dr, Weston, ON M9L2R6
Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card
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Wagner cannily depended
on an utterly captivated
audience, and on time, to
reduce you to a sort of
will -less human pulp.
sort of rubbery plasma, though I fought
this fiercely. In the middle acts, simply could not stay awake; in self-defense, slept. Too much! Too long! But
do you think did not absorb? Richard
had me just as securely as ever. Halfway through the final act, would wake
up with a jolt and find myself in a state
I

I

I

I

of total trance-without benefit, thanks,
of LSD or other enticement.
would
stagger out of the theater, my knees
like jelly, my mind in a daze. In a good
Wagner performance, there is no way
to avoid this.
On the other hand, there were those
moments of amusement. It was the era
I

Stop.
Stop and consider the
Allison difference. Roy
Allison's unique room matched design ensures
that your loudspeakers
sound as good - or better
- at home as they do in
the store. Unmatched
quality control for top
performance. Specifications are guaranteed by a
full five-year warranty.

Look at the sculptured
beauty of natural wood
veneer cabinets. hand finished to look as great as
they sound.

of the great, big opera singer (isn't it
still?), and both Flagstad and Melchior
were very large. I will not forget the
absurd sight of big Melchior climbing
laboriously up onto some sort of wobbly table to get at the great sword he
had to pull out of a fake oak tree, his
enormous legs pale and putty -colored
in the traditional high -above -the -knee
tights! Some hero. It was all in the
voice. With Flagstad, once, it was almost tragedy. In another opera, she
stood majestically high on a fake
mountain, stage left, and sang for maybe a half-hour-then began to topple.
Phew, the audience groaned aloud,
but the great lady righted herself and
did not fall.
Flagstad was perfect for Wagner, a
visually awesome statue of a womanso long as she was motionless. In
Wagner, the music is full of passionboth from the orchestra and the singers-but visible motion is snail -like, if
there is motion at all. Most of that was
prescribed (again) by Wagner himself-a gesture here, a step to the right
a half-hour later. Maybe I exaggerate
but not by much. It is visually static, no
matter how gorgeous the sets, and
when there is drama, it tends to be
clumsy. Rhine maidens swimming in
the Rhine? And singing! Just try that
for yourself.
All of which points back to the new

total experience, Wagner complete
and in the home-or the car. But
please don't try it in your car. Dangerous. Or incomprehensible. Or both. If
you are caught up in the long hypnosis
(say, on a cross -continent jaunt), you
may find yourself gradually submitting
to a very hazardous illusion. You are
not on Interstate 80; you see the Rhine
ahead of you, glittering and mysterious-and on top of that telephone pole
which you are about to hit are three
Valkyries in armor with horns on their
heads. And don't mean auto horns.
Stay away from car Wagner.
At home, in the favorite listening
seat, it is a different story. You now
have a bit of background which you
might not have had before, the "ETC"
part of "Audio ETC." Next month, I'll fill
in the audio part and give you thoughts
on the challenge to our whole way of
listening at home which this 14 -hour
recording sets up, as no recording has
before. Heil Wagner!
Al

Listen to the closest replica of the original music
as is possible today.

Call us toll free at
1-800-225-4791 for the
name of your nearest
Allison dealer. (In
Massachusetts call
508-788-1500)

I
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The Monitor Series
Designed not to a price, but to a standard.
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Introducing the foundation
of your new hi-f i system.
"Rarely do we encounter an audio component as
thoroughly satisfying as the NAD 1700... Aside from
the many notable qualities of the Model 1700, it also
makes an eloquent case for the preamplifier/tuner as
the heart of a component hi-fi system"
Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, 6/88
If you are about to assemble a new audio system, the
Monitor Series 1700 Preamplifier/Tuner deserves your
consideration. Few tuners at any price can surpass the
1700's ability to deliver excellent sound under widely

varying reception conditions. Few preamps can match
its freedom from hum and noise, or its accurate,
transparent reproduction of every audio signal.
Moreover, we have designed the 1700 to be used
as the control center of an expandable component
system. You can create a high performance audio
system that goes anywhere from 50 to 500 watts, using
our new Monitor Series power amplifiers. In fact, you
can easily start a system with lower power and
upgrade later by bridging an identical amp. And our
unified remote control will drive the NAD Monitor
Series cassette decks and CD players.
The ultimate judgement, yours, should be made by

listening. We invite you to do so at one of our carefully
selected dealers. You may be surprised at what you
hear.
Call us at (617) 762-0202 for your nearest dealer,
or send the coupon for detailed product literature, to:
NAD(USA, Inc. 575 University Avenue, Norwood,
Massachusetts 02062.

NAD
For the music, pure and simple.

Please send 1700 Preamplifier/Tuner information
and dealer locations to:
Name

Address
City
State
AS

Zip
01988NAD

ROADSIGNS
IVAN BERGER

AERIAL TACTICS
advantages, but, in my experience,
create more wind noise.

And So's Your Antenna
Choosing the best AM/FM antenna
for your car may depend as much on
your car and lifestyle as on your
reception requirements. If your car
has an antenna built into its
windshield or uses its rear defroster
grid as an antenna, you already know
their advantages and disadvantages:
The antenna is neat and unobtrusive,
is safe from car -wash brushes and
vandals, and cannot contribute wind
noise. The catch is that it's least
effective at an antenna's main
function: Picking up radio signals.
Actually, window antennas can be
quite effective-until you turn a
corner or go 'round a bend and the
antenna no longer faces the station
you're listening to.
Of the antennas you can add
yourself, the least expensive, most
reliable type is the fixed rod. Its
mounting depth is insignificant, which
makes it easy to mount when there
isn't much room beneath the desired
mounting surface. If sufficiently stiff, it
should be reasonably safe in car
washes (at least the Ford antenna
I

Flashers
Remember the flashing -light
accessories sold for stereos back in
the '60s and '70s? As the system
played, the lights would flash in time
to the music. The brightness of the
flash varied with the signal amplitude;
often, different lights flashed for
different portions of the spectrum
(usually red was for bass, as.I recall).
With pop music, the lights would flash
along with the beat. haven't seen a
home system with flashing lights in a
I

30

once had on my Fiat withstood the
brushes and rollers well), but it will
still be subject to vandalism if you
park where that's a problem.
Manual telescopic antennas cost a
little more, but they can be tucked
down out of harm's way. (If you fear
vandalism, get the kind whose mast
needs a simple key to release.) The
catch here is that you must remember
to push it down when parking or
before entering a car wash
(telescopic types break very easily).
You also have to raise it again before
driving off. It can be infuriating to
discover your antenna is still down
when you're halfway between freeway
exits and want a traffic report. It's
easier to remember these things if
your antenna is mounted close to the
driver's door. Antennas which
telescope down into the left front door
pillar (common on Hondas) are ideal
because they're easy to reach and
hard to overlook. And since they're up
on the roof, they also tend to get a
better signal. Telescopic antennas
mounted on the outside of the
windshield pillar have the same

Power antennas are more
expensive; they're also harder to
install because their motors take up
space. (On some models, the motor
is a separate unit, to make installation
easier.) If your head unit has an
antenna power switch-most do,
these days-it can automatically raise
the antenna when you turn the radio
on and lower it when you shut off the
sound or park. You'll still need to
remember to switch off your radio
when going through a car wash,
however. Owners of head units
without such switches can add a
manual switch to the dashboard. If
you hook the switch to a line that's
controlled by your ignition switch, the
antenna will go down when you park.
Amplified "rubber ducky" antennas
are rugged and unobtrusive, although
a bit funny looking, to my eyes. The
antenna portion of a rubber ducky
does not pick up signals as strongly
as a full, quarter -wave
(30 -inch) whip, but its amplifier
portion makes up the missing gain. In
theory, this setup should deliver
slightly noisier signals than a
conventional whip, but in practice,
have not found that to be the case.
The reason today's antennas are
about 30 inches long is that they're
optimized for FM frequencies: Longer
antennas were used in the AM -only
days. It would be nice if a dual -length
powered antenna could be made,
especially if the head unit could
select the proper length as you
switched between bands. I'm not
holding my breath until it comes
along, though.
I

decade or so, but not too long ago,
saw two cars with similar flasher

I

systems. One car had its flasher
mounted in a hood scoop, the other
had it mounted in the grille. In both
locations, the displays looked
attractive and weren't visible inside
the car to distract the driver. The only
catch was that the drivers felt
compelled to play their stereos fairly
loud, with the car windows open, so
people on the street would know what
beat the lights were flashing to.
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ONE STEP IN THE MAKING OF A KEF

'You can have deep bass (from a
sealed box). You can have efficient
bass (from a reflex enclosure). But the
laws of physics say you can't have
both. At KEF, we're as law-abiding
as anyone. But nine years of KEF research have shown us a way around

the dilemma.
'We use two separate chambers

for bass loading: one damps back
radiation, while the other forms an
efficient resonant cavity with a tuned
port. This "coupled-cavity" is the first
reasonaby-sized enclosure to combine outstanding bass extension with
high efficiency.
'They always say it can't -be done.
Until someone does it.'

KEF Electrons Ltd Tool. Madstone. Nest ME 1560P, Enola d
KEF Electronics of Amena Inc . 14120-K SullyheId Grcle. Cnnelly. VA 22121 703531-8E10
Smytf Sound Equipment Ltd 595 Rue -du Parc Indust et. Lonqueul.
Canada 514n75 -549D
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Cocktail-Original Sound
Track. (Elektra)

U2-Rattle And

Hu- m.

Island)

373779

.374017

Escape Club-Wild Wild

Luciano Pavarotti-

Metallica-And Justice

West (Atlantic)

Pavarotti in Concert
(CBS Master)
373548

All (Elektra)

373787

Mendelssohn-Violin

Joan Jett And The
Blackhearts

Concerto: Saint-Saens:
Intr. & Rondo Capriccios();
Massenet: Meditation.
Nadia Salerno -Sonnenberg
(Angel)

-Up Your Alley

(CBS Associated/Blackheart)

368340

366872

Cheap Trick-Lap Of
Luxury (Epic)
368050
The Best of Eric Carmen

Canadian Brass-Bach:
Art Of The Fugue
(CBS Master)

366740

Grover Washington,

374397

Yehudi Menuhin-Handel:
Orchestral Suites Royal
Philharmonic Orch.

374124

(MCA Classics/RPO) 371005
New Edition-Heart Break
(MCA)
370882

Kronos Quartet
373993

Mieczyslaw Horszowski-

Randy Travis-Old

Mozart/C hopi n/Schuman n
(Nonesuch)
373902

(We',"

One Moment In Time
1988 Summer Olympics
Album-Various Artists

Streak (Warner Bros /Curb)
370320

373811

Wynton Marsalis Quartet

-Live

of Wynton Marsalis
(CBS Master)
373555

At Blues Alley

(Columbia) 370080-390088

Sergiu ComissionaSchumann: Symphony No.
In B Flat "Spring" Op. 38

Luther Vandross-Any
Love lEt'^
373399
Ozzy Osbourne-No Rest
For The Wicked rE p cl

1

George Benson-Twice
The Love (Warner Bros )
373258

Olivia Newton John-The
Rumour (MCA)
373035
A Tribute To Woody
Guthrie-Various Artists
(Ci umbat
372995
Kenny Loggins-Back To

369835

Baroque Album
369769

Claude Bolling, PianoBolling's Greatest Hits

372896

369751

Bob James-Ivory Coast
372789
372730
UB40(A&M)
Big Audio DynamiteTighten Up, Vol '88
372672
(Columba)
Emanuel Ax-Chopin: 4

(CBS)

Scherzos. Mazurkas

Talking Heads-Naked

(CBS Master)

Ziggy Marley & The
Melody MakersConscious Party (Virgin)
369512

Gold & Platinum Volume
Four-Various Artists
(Realm)

372466

Gerald Schwarz, CornetBach: Brandenberg
Concertos/Suite In B Minor/
Ransom Wilson, Flute/L.A.
Chamber Orchestra (Angel)

369397

Michael Feinstein-

Patti Smith GroupDream Of Life (Arista)
370478

Best Of The MonkeesThen And Now (Arista)
346536

Dion and The BelmontsTheir Best (Laurie)

369074

Jethro Tull-Thick As A
367136

Brick (Chrysalis)

The Drifters-Golden Hits
365841

(Atlantic)

Must Die (Island)

364935

Supertramp-Classics

Vol.

364471

Jiml Hendrix-The Cry Of
363556

Stevie Wonder-

(Motown)

345454-395459

Chuck Berry-The Great
Twenty-Eight (Chess)
343657
The Byrds-Greatest Hits
342501
(Columba)

Decade Of
Steely Dan (MCA) 341073
Best Of Kansas
(CBS Assoc)
327742
Motown's 25 #1 Hits
A

(Motown)

319996-399998

Creedence Clearwater
Revival-20 Greatest Hits
308049

Innervisions(Temla) 362368
Best Of The Doors

(Fantasy)

35 7616-39 7612
The Who-Who's Next
(MCA)
357277
Yes-Fragile (Atlantic)
351957

Gold

Aretha Franklin -30

Pretender (Asylum) 292243

Greatest Hits (Atlantic)
350793-390799

Soundtrack (Atlantic)

(Elektra)

Rolling Stones-Sticky
Fingers (Rolling
Stories Rec)

350645

The Mamas & The Papas
-16 Of Their Greatest Hits
(MCA)

Lynyrd Skynyrd Band& Platinum (MCA)
307447-397448
Led Zeppelin-Houses Of
The Holy (Atlantic)

138586

293597

Woodstock-Orig.
291864-391862

Emerson, Lake & Palmer

-Brain Salad Surgery
291526

(Atlantic)

Led Zeppelin IV (Atlantic)
291435

Sly & The Family Stone's
-Greatest Hits (Epic)
196246

Georgia Satellites-Open

Julio Iglesias-Non-Stop

372128
Roll

All Night (Elektra)

(Columba)

Daryl Hall

373720

Searchin' (MCA)

372136

(Columh a)

Willie Nelson-What A
Wonderful World (Columbia)
(Warner Bros)

r

368480

Glenn Frey-Soul
373019

290171
1971-

287003
286914

(Warner Bros)

Linda Ronstadt-Greatest
286740
Hits (Asylum)
Meat Loaf-Bat Out Of Hell
279133
(Epc)
Billy Joel-The Stranger
277491
(Columba)
Best Of The Band (Capitol)
269365

Boston (Epic)

362293

269209

On Earth
(MCA/

362129

Michael Jackson-Bad
362079
(Et'c)

Sting-...Nothing

Like The

Sun (ABM)

361675

Introducing The Hardline
According To Terence
Trent D'Arby (Columba)
361618

10,000 Maniacs-In My
Tribe (Elektra)

361600

Tiffany (MCA)
361402
Various Artists-World's
Greatest Overtures Strauss/
Suppe/Brahms/Beethoven/
Wagner/Tchaikovsky
(Pro Arte)

361279

Yes-Big Generator
(ATCO)

361170

Claudio AbbadoTchaikovsky: Symphony
No. 6 Chicago Symphony
Orchestra (CBS Master)

Peter FramptonFrampton Comes Alive!
262311-392316

(ABM)

Chicago' IX- Greatest Hits
260638

(Columba)

361022

Bruce SpringsteenTunnel Of Love (Columbia)
360115

Bruce Springsteen-Bom
Run (Columbia) 257279
Cat Stevens-Greatest Hits
256560
(A&M)
To

Billy Idol-Vital Idol
(Chrysalis)

360107

Debbie Gibson-Out Of
The Blue (Atlantic)

359927

Jim Croce-Photographs
Memories: His Greatest
Hits (Sala)
246868

Kirl Te Kanawa-Sings
Gershwin (Angel)
359745

Santana-Greatest Hits

Vacation G'ffen)

(Columbia)

Tchaikovsky Waltzes-

244459

Janis Joplin-Greatest
Hits (Columba)

Simon

&

231670

Greatest Hits (Columba)
219477
&

359075

Comissiona, Houston Sym.
(Pro Arte)

357871

Beethoven-Piano Conc.

Garfunkel-

Blood, Sweat

Aerosmith-Permanent

Tears-

Greatest Hits (Columbia)
214650

No. 5. Perahia; Haitink,

Concertgebouw Orch.
(CBS Master)

357657

Grateful Dead-In The
Dark (Arista)

357087

Heart-Bad Animals

366716

Ahhr (Capitol/Enigma)
368688

Greatest Hits 1974-78

&

Jackson Browne-The

348623

Bob Dylan-Greatest Hits

James Taylor's-Greatest
Hits (Warner Bros) 291302
The Steve Miller Band-

Fleetwood Mac-Rumours

Anniversary Album

Andres Segovia
Collection, Vol. 1 Music
By Bach
(MCA Classics)

291385

1975 (Asylum)

Information (Atlantic) 364018
Madonna-You Can Dance
362657
(Simi

Belinda Carlisle-Heaven

Supremes-25th

Zen (Es Paranza)

369124

Poison-Open Up And Say
.

365254-395251
Richard Marx (EMI) 369611

Eagles-Greatest Hits

Baroque Music For
Trumpets. (CBS Master)
364695

Foreigner-Inside

(Capitol)

Isaac Stern, Yo -Yo Ma:
Abbado, Chicago Sym.
367250
(CBS Master)

(Paisley Park)

Vladimir FeltsmanAmerican "Live" Debut

The Beach Boys-Made In
346445
U.S.A.(Caprtd)
Diana Ross & The

Europe-Out of This World
(Epr)
370403
Robert Plant-Now and

372367-392365

365619

(Warner Bros)

Orig. Master Tapes (MCA)

Spyro Gyra-Rites of
Summer (MCA)
370767
Brahms-Double Concerto.

Prince-Love Sexy

of This and Nothing

(Angel)

America-Greatest Hits

Buddy Holly-From The

Bob Dylan-Blonde On
Blonde (Columbia) 369942
Jerry Lee Lewis -18
Original Sun Greatest Hits
369108
(Rhino)
The Turtles -20 Greatest
369090
Hits (Rhino)
Best of Ritchie Valens
369082
(Rhino)

(Columbia)
369322

(Elektra)

Wynton Marsalis-

London Classical Players

of the 50's, 60's & 70's

Remember: Michael
Feinstein Sings Irving Berlin

The Psychedelic Furs-All

Little Feat-Let It

369413

(FIyiSue)

REO SpeedwagonGreatest Hits (Epic) 367672

Beethoven-Symphony

(CBS Master)

348110

Love (Reprise)

John Williams-The

(Warner Bros)

371559

370064-390062

Davis. Bavarian Radio Sym.
Orch (CBS Master) 369843

Dialogues

Sugar Cubes-Life's Too

(Arista)

David Sanborn-Close Up
370304
(Warner Bros)
No. 9. Norrington, The

Random Abstract

(Warner Bros.)

9(ABM)

(CBS Masterworks)

Branford Marsalis(Cdumba)
371849
Kenny G-Silhouette

Grateful Dead-Europe 72

Schumann -Cello
Concerto.-Yo-Yo Ma:
Bob James-The Scarlatti

372961

Classics

Traffic-John Barleycorn

1

(CBS Masterworks)

370528

Sweet, Delicious, &
Marvelous (Pr _ ty) 374454
Randy Newman-Land Of
Dreams (Reprise)
374405
Bobby Brown-Don't Be
Cruel (MCA)
372045

No. In O Minor Op 120
Houston Symphony
(Pro Arte)
369850
&

373308

Good (Elektra)

370643

Hank Williams, Jr.-Wild

Wynton Marsalis-Portrail

Avalon (Columbia)

1

From Stage & Screen
(Columba)
370411

373829

(Arista)

8 x 10

Michael Crawford-Songs

Bangles-Everything
(C, ,mba)

Bro'

In

Jr.-

Then and Now (Columba)
371476

Dianne Schuur-Talkin'
'Bout You (GRP)
374298
Ready For The WorldRuff 'N' Ready (MCA)
(Ncne .Ch)

367599

(Anc!a)

The Smiths-Rank (Sire)

Benatar-Wide Awake
Dreamland (Chrysalis)

Pat

For

372805

Johnny Mathis-Love
Songs (C,' rmb al 375220
The California Raisins-

367094

Carly Simon-Greatest
Hits Live (Anna)
&

365874

John Oates-

ooh yeah! (Arista)

365775

Basia-Time And Tides
(Epic)

368043

(Capitol)

356667

Gloria Estefan & Miami
Sound Machine-Let It

Vladimir Horowitz, Piano
-Favorite Encores

Loose (Epic)

(CBS Masterworks)

356279

Whitney HoustonWhitney (Arista)

356154

George Harrison-Cloud

Keith Sweat-Make

Nine (Dark Horse)

Forever (Elektra)

It Last
365544

355164

365494

Elton John-Reg Strikes

Robert Palmer-Heavy

Sade-Stronger Than Pride

Midnight Oil-Diesel And

Back (MCA)

Nnva ((EMI))

(Epic)

Dust (Columbia)

370536

370395

368027

366153
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The Movies Go To The

Opera-Various Artists.
(Angel Studio)

372342

Tracy Chapman.
(Elektra)

369892

Van Halen -0U812.
(Warner Bros)
369371

Bobby McFerrin-Simple
Pleasures
369306
(EMI)

Guns N' Roses-Appetite
For Destruction.
(Geffen)
359984

74w eOr NE's

vit

5

Steve Wlnwood-Roll
With It. (Virgin)
371211

Huey Lewis And The
News-Small World.
(Chrysalis)
371419

%\

w
Dwight Yoakam-Buenas
Noches From A Lonely
Room (Reprise)
372078

George Michael-Faith

Air Supply-Greatest Hits

(Columbia)

(Arista)

Billy Ocean-Tear Down

Tchaicovsky-Eugene

These Walls
(Jive/Arista)

Onegm Seiji Ozawa, Berlin
Phil (Angel)
343244

365825

Fleetwood Mac-Tango In

362228

Linda Ronstadt-'Round

Barbra Streisand-The
Broadway Album
(Columba)
342097
Enoch Light 8 The Light
Brigade-The Big Bands
01 The Thirties (Project 3)

Midnight with Nelson
Riddle And His Orch.
(Asylum)
348987-398982

The Cars-Greatest Hits
(Elekta)
339903

The Night
(Warner Bros)

354902

U2-The Joshua Tree
(Island)

354449

Digital Delights. Davis,
Toronto Chamber Orch.
(Fanfare)
348649
The Police-Every Breath
You Take... The Singles
(A8M)
348318
Huey Lewis And The

News-Fore!
(Chrysalis)

347955

Peter Gabriel-So
(Geffen)
345777
Best Of The Kinks -19771986 (Ansia)

345314

D

Michael Jackson-Thriller
(Eoc)
318089
Squeeze-Singles-45's
And Under (ABM)

Gersh win-Rhapsody In

Hits (Tamla) 314997-394999
Neil Diamond -12 Greatest
Hits, Vol. II (Columbia)
314443
Best Of Blondie (Chrysalis)

Blue; etc. Tilson Thomas,
L.A. Philharmonic
(CBS Master)
339226

Mozart-Symphony No. 40

311811

Bavarian Radio Sym.

F

(CBS ;Raster)

Boz Scaggs-Hits!
(Columba)
306571
Best Of Earth, Wind 8

339044

Sting-The Dream
Blue Turtles (A8M)

Of The

336669

Fire-Vol

Billy Joel-Greatest Hits
Vols, 18 2 (Columba)

Plus

bandlln

Dowe, To

with
beyship

(Columbia/Arc)
290916

Hits (Ansia)

Andreas Vollenweider-

9r

I

Barry Manilow-Greatest

336396-396390

shi

Pptn9 and

Kid. Slatkin, St. Louis Sym.
(Angel)
344184
Vivaldi-The 4 Seasons.
Maazel, Members Of The
French Nat'l Orch.
(CBS Masters)
34.3715

317974

Stevie Wonder-Ong.
Musiquanum I Greatest

In G Minor. Kubelik,

Copland-Rodeo, Billy The

288670

Anita Baker-Giving

The Moon (CBS)

The Best That

Dire Straits-Brothers In
Arms (Warner Bros ) 336222

I

You

Got (Elektra)
374058

Taylor Dayne-Tell It To My
Heart(Ansta)
364711

SEND NO MONEY-JUST MAIL COUPON

IN XS-Kick (Atlantic) 361519

greatest music is on CD-and
here's your chance to pick eight favorites
listed in this ad. As a special introductory
The

offer to the CBS Compact Disc Club, you can
select any eight CDs for l¢. All you do is fill
in and mail the application-we'll send your
eight CDs and bill you la, plus shipping and
handling. You simply agree to buy six more
CDs (at regular Club prices) in the next three
years-and you may then cancel your
membership anytime after doing so.
How the Club works. About every four
weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive the
Clubs music magazine, which describes the
Selection of the Month for your musical
interest...plus many exciting alternates. In
addition, up to six times a year, you may
receive offers of Special Selections, usually
Of o discount off regular Club prices, for a
total of up to 19 buying opportunities.
If you wish to receive the Selection of the
Month, you need do nothing-it will be
shipped automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the
response cord always provided and mail it
by the date specified. You will always have at
Selections with two numbers contain 2CDs and count as

334391

Carpenters-Yesterday
Once More (A8M)
334607-394601
Elton John-Greatest Hits
(MCA)
319541

341263

Pachelbel Canon-Other

321307

Whitney Houston (Arista)

least 10 days in which to make your decision.
If you ever receive any Selection without
having 10 days to decide, you may return it
at our expense.
The CDs you order during your membership will be billed at regular Club prices,
which currently are $12.98 to $15.98-plus
shipping and handling. (Multiple -unit sets
may be somewhat higher.) After completing
your enrollment agreement you may cancel
membership at any lime; if you decide to
continue as a member, you'll be eligible for
our money -saving bonus plan. It lets you buy
one CD at half price for each CD you buy at
regular Club prices.
10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the
Clubs operation with your introductory shipment. If you are not satisfied for any reason
whatsoever, just return everything within 10
days and you will have no further obligation.
So why not choose 8 CDs for la right now?
ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As a special
offer to new members, take one additional
Compact Disc right now and pay only $695.
It's a chance to get a ninth selection at a
super low price)

2-so write in both numbers

C 1989 CBS Records Inc.

CBS (X)'IPACT DISC Clu B: 7irre Haute,

l\ 47811

ECBS COMPACT DISC CLUB, 1400 N. Fruitridge
P-O- Box 1129, ene Haute, Indiana 47811-1129

S7/St9

Please accept rny membership application under the terms outlined in this
advertisement. Send me the 8 Compoct Discs listed here and bill me a plus
shipping and handling for all eight. I agree to buy sin inure selections at regular
Club prices in the coming three years-and may cancel my membership at any
time of ter doing so
SEND ME THESE
B

CDs FOR N

My main musical interest is (check one): (Rot
Hord Rock
Soft Rock

I

Von Halen,

Steve Wlnwood,

U2

Fleetwood Mot

may

Easy Listening/Pop
Sorry Mom low, Barbra Streisand,
Johnny Mathis, Roy Conniff

doors choose Rom any category)
Joun
Kenny G.,
Spyro Gyro

Classical'

Vladimir Horowitz,
Yo

-Yo Ma

Mr.

Mrs

Miss rnnr lent

Noma

imr,ol

last Nome

Address

Apt

City

Zip-

Slate
Do you haveoVCR?;041
El Yes
Do you have o credit card?1031

No

Yes

No

DWS/F6
DW T/F7
ADVANCE BONUS OFFERI Also send me
one more CD right now at the super low price
of just $695, which will be billed to me.
Nola ..e
ny relhr to raiecr any apphcoon or tonne, any ,membership- these Ober, no,

vo,iobie,n APO, FPO, Alaska. Homo,,, Potato Eno.. in for dero,h o, obernon.e of le, Canadian
esdenrs serweed horn toronto App,,nobte sales 'a. added ro at orders. 'Classical members

se,..nad by...
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Alarms shouldn't just howl
when a car is broken into.
They should growl a quiet
but meaningful warning as
soon as the car is touched.
Alarming News
Car alarms respond to many
stimuli, including shaking and
vibration. This has special
significance to residents of the Los
Angeles area, who have discovered
that earthquakes can set off alarms.
Californians who've learned to sleep
through quakes and aftershocks may
now sometimes find themselves
awakened by the shrieking of several
alarms on their block.
No, but Whine a Few Bars
And I'll Try to Fix It
Sooner or later, you're going to
have a noise problem in your car's
stereo system. The more you can tell
your installer about it when you bring
it in for service, the better your
chances of getting it fixed right the
first time. So here are some questions
to ask yourself, and answer for the
installer, when the time comes:
What kind of noise is it-a pop, a
hum, a whine, a buzz...? Does it vary
with engine speed?
Under what conditions does it
appear-all the time? Only when the
engine's running? When something
else (such as the wiper motor) is on?
Only when you actuate specific
switches? Only when it's rainy? Cold?
Hot? Dry?
When did it become audible-when
you got your system? Since then?
Had you made any changes to the
car at about that time?
It's not enough to mention these
details when you bring in the car for
stereo service. Write them down
legibly (type, if possible) and give the
guy at the service desk a copy to
attach to the service order. That way,
you don't have to worry about his
failing to write down your information,
or getting it wrong.

%;
é

:
.
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The break-in also set me musing
about two features that aren't
available on present-day alarms, but
should be. First, there should be a
warning mode. Whenever the alarm is
set, the car should growl quietly but
firmly at anyone who touches it. The
growl shouldn't be loud enough to
bother the neighborhood-it should
just remind anyone right next to the
car that an alarm is on duty.
Second, there should be interior
sirens and strobe lights so powerful
that anyone not deaf and blind would
flee the noise and glare at once-but
this feature could have an interesting
twist. Although many installers have
used interior alarms for years, others
fear that they could accidentally go
off while the car is on the road, thus
startling the driver and causing
accidents. Hence my twist: Power to
Making Cars Growl and Yowl
the interior warning system would
wasn't able to get the alarm
come through a locking plug which
installed in our new car before the
would have to be removed and
sound system went in, so decided to shifted to the car's ignition circuit
wait until the sound system was
before the car could run. The rest of
finished. After all, the car spends
the alarm system would still operate,
most of its time in a garage, and
even if a thief somehow got the plug
take the radio out when park in the
unlocked and out.
street. But one night left the car out,
Meanwhile, even before my alarm
and someone broke in. had the
gets installed, I'm going to make up
radio, but he got the amps. Now I'm
signs that say:
having the alarm done first, and the
RADIO: NO.
stereo afterward.
ALARM: YES!
I

I

I

I

I

I

Information

á la Carte
The messages pre-printed on

The system is also easily adaptable
to different applications. European
versions of the Berlin, for example,

conventional car -stereo displays only
become visible when illuminated, but
display messages that mean nothing
to me-they are probably for
even when they're off, they take up
space. As the number of functions the broadcast services not available in
display must indicate increases, the
the U.S. They could also be foreign display grows bigger. crowding the
language equivalents of English
terms. but doubt that: In a German
panel-yet the individual messages
grow smaller nonetheless.
magazine, noted a Berlin display
reading "Tape" instead of the
One way out was shown by
Blaupunkt's Berlin head unit (May
German "Band."
1988). Its display has a few fixed
The Berlin was the first car stereo
messages, but its main areas are
with this system that can recall
programmable, like computer
using, yet felt there was something
displays (which, as a matter of fact,
oddly familiar about its operation
they are). With this system. only the
when first encountered it. Then.
information you need at any given
when started using a hand computer
moment is displayed. Consequently,
with a small display (the Psion),
the desired information can be in big,
suddenly understood my sense of
readable characters while the head
déjá vu: The display was a clever
unit's actual display panel remains
adaptation of the "menu" concept I'd
fairly small.
grown familiar with on computers.
I

I

I

,

I

I

I

I
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The Aston Martin is an incredibly well engineered
car. It's also ncredibly expensive. But the wrong
car stereo can make even a $180,000 car like
the Aston Martin sound a lot less expenThat's why we developed the
Tec hnics CQ-R 9550.
Even though it doesn't take up
more space than conventional car
stereos, it's got plenty more to offer.
This remarkable sound system is one
of the most impressive convertibles on the
road today. It has almost no
knobs or switches. Instead, it has
the most revolutionary control
panel ever to come down the
pike. Three convertible faces,
all in one panel. Each with a
different function and a differ18040sive.
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Technics
The science of sound

Enter No. 42 on Reader Service Card

ent color. What's more, the
only time you may lay
a finger on it is when
you turn it on. Beáh"1`
cause it comes with
a wireless remote.
You can also preset °iup to 24 of your favorite
op'onelCDcnanger
stations on its tuner. Or
program our tape player. And with the optional
CD changer, you have the luxury of programming
an easy day's listening for a hard day's drive.
If you're interested in owning
a car stereo like this down the
road, come into your Technics
car audio dealer today. After
all, it may be quite a while before you drive a car like an Aston
Martin. But in the meantime you can drive
something that sounds as good.
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A demonstration was made to a
select group of listeners, playing back
the recordings of a previously heard
concert. There had been
simultaneous recording with the
Nakamichi 1000 system as well as a
Sony PCM-1630 processor and
DMR-4000 recorder. With both
recorders, some differences were
noted between the amplified sound of
the playback and the original live
sound. felt that the Nakamichi
system delivered details and a clarity
in the sound that were missing in the
other playback.
Both consumer and professional
versions of the Nakamichi 1000
Digital Audio Recording System are
expected to be available in March.
The retail prices for both versions are
projected to be $10,000 for the
complete system, including the
remote controller. The recorder and
controller together are expected to
cost $5,400, the processor unit an
additional $4,600, making the
system's total cost $10,000. These
prices are obviously very high, but so
was the quality of the sound.
Direct recording at 44.1 kHz stands
as a possible challenge to positions
taken by the recording industry.
However, the investment required for
the Nakamichi system will certainly
keep consumer CD copying to a
minimum, to say nothing about the
cost of DAT cassettes.
Howard A. Roberson
I

DAT with a Difference
At an international press
conference in Tokyo during the
second week of November,
Nakamichi announced its 1000 Digital
Audio Recording System, which
consists of the 1000 DAT recorder
and the 1000p digital audio processor
that can control two recorders. A
remote controller, the 1000r, available
in both wired and wireless versions, is
also included in the basic ensemble.
Modular plug-in circuit boards make it
possible to match professional levels
and interfaces and to expand and
update the system, which can record
at 32, 44.1, and 48 kHz, including
direct digital input.
The Nakamichi 1000 system
includes a number of firsts. The rotary
drum has four heads, allowing
simultaneous monitoring during
recording. Stationary tape guides are
used for unprecedented tape -to -head

alignment. The unique link -arm
mechanism reduces start-up delay to
playback. A half -load position winds
tape at 400 times normal speedtwice as fast as normal DAT
mechanisms. A high -precision, 20 -bit
D/A converter provides exceptional
resolution, linearity, and dynamic
range. Upper and lower bit groups
are handled by separate, low -glitch,
16 -bit converter ICs. The D/A
converters are fully calibrated, with
unmatched precision. Special ROMs
carry compensation data for the
specific, individual converter ICs, and
bit errors are fully compensated. The
unusual glitch -cancellation circuitry
introduces timed, opposing pulses to
cancel such problems completely.
The result is vastly improved linearity
and low distortion across the entire
dynamic range. The D/A conversion is
brought to the theoretical limits of
20 -bit performance.

Taking the Stand

faces six advancing thugs with just
three bullets in his gun. "Okay," the
hero snarls, "I know can only get the
first three of you, and then you're
gonna get me. But which of you
wants to be one of those three?"
If
were the lawyer for a company
being sued, I'd hope the RIAA

The RIAA has vowed to sue the first
company that brings its home DAT
recorders into this country, and has
committed a million dollars to the
necessary legal fees. The EIA has
pledged an equal amount to support
whatever company gets sued-but
only in the form of matching funds.
That means a company sued by the
RIAA would still have to ante up half
its legal fees, while no RIAA member
company would be assessed any
comparable amount.
In my opinion (and I'm not a
lawyer), the RIAA has no hope of
winning such a suit, and knows it. But
they don't have to win. They're in the
position of the hard-boiled hero who
36

I

I

brought in as witnesses the same big
guns they produced to testify in favor
of the Copy -Code bill before
Congress. If necessary, I'd subpoena
them myself. Then I'd lead each
through the following set of questions:
In your opinion, does DAT pose a
threat to the recording industry? On
what basis have you formed this
opinion? In your fight against DAT,
did you not give the following
testimony before Congress? Was it
under oath? On what basis did you
form the opinions you expressed to
Congress? Is it not a fact that
everything you said to Congress was
later disproved in scientific tests by
the Bureau of Standards? So why
should we believe you now?
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1989
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Even when life was slower,
good news always travelled fast.

-

The better the news, the more people want to
share it with others. Here's some we wanted to share
with you.

The SA -11 Line Control Amplifier
"This new SA-11 is probably the most beautiful
sounding line section in the galaxy... The SA-11 is so
naturally musical, so transparent, and so effortless that
one is immediately seduced into simply enjoying the
music?'
-International Audio Review

Call 800-247-6468 (in California 619-598-9090) to
find the Counterpoint dealer nearest you. Then go in
and listen. Hear
for yourself
* j 3 ___ _
what everyone's
been talking

_

about.

-'

.

The SA-5 Preamplifier

SA -5 and SA -20

"I found the Counterpoint SA -5, with its
stunning transparency and detailing, the
best in this price category and in this
survey as a whole." -Hi Fi Heretic
The SA -20 Power Amplifier
The vastness and delicacy
1
of the SA-20's sound were
breathtaking... the Counterpoint reached beyond to something like reality?'
-High Performance Review
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Counierpoini. Inc., 2610 Commerce Dr.. Vista. C..' 92083
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"TheyWere Designed To PlayMusic
This TheyDo VeIyWell, In
It's ; dTo Ima
AtA Bar
It has always been true that placement in
the listening room has a profound effect on
the sound of any loudspeaker, regardless of its

inherent qualities. Cambridge Sound \\brks
has confronted this fact and created Ensemble",
a speaker system that can provide in your
home, the superb sound once reserved for the
best corn entional speakers under laboratory
conditions. And because we market it directly,
Ensemble costs far less than previous all-out
designs. Perhaps best of all, it virtually disappears in your listening room.

y9n

,

I

le

The best sound comes in four
small packages.
Ensemble consists of four speaker units.
ltvo compact low-frequency speakers reproduce the deep bass, while two small satellite
units reproduce the rest of the music. Separating the low bass on both channels from the
rest of the range makes it possible to reproduce just the right energy in each part of the
musical spectrum without turning your listening room into a stereo showroom. With
clumsy conventional systems, you can either
strive for that balance by letting loudspeakers
dominate your room, or sacrifice it for less
conspicuous speaker placement.

Your listening room works with
Ensemble, not against it.
Room acoustics emphasize and deemphasize various parts of the musical
Unlike satellite systems n'/rich usea
single large sub rofi Ehsemblefeatures

separate compact&rasunitsforeach
stereoc/ramie% Thcy,/ir moregraccjul t'
ntoynrrr/ñirgerniromnent. and help
minimize eeffectsofthelistening
rooms standing ruts.

r
Henry Klass, creator ofthe dominant speaker models
ofthe 50s (Acoustic Research), '60s(KE//1, and '70s
(Advent), bringsjvuEnsemble, aggeenuinely new kind of

speaker .wstemfor the 90s, a ailablefactorydirect
fmm eanebnc ge Sound rtbrks.

Because law frequencies are Iron-d lrectiwral. £.nsen+bles
bass wilts can be installed horizontally, venically, facing
up++wds, orfaciag den Innards.

range. depending upon where the speaker
is placed in the room. If you put a conventional speaker where the room can help the
low bass, it may hinder the upper ranges,
or vice -versa.
Ensemble, on the other hand, tabs
advantage of your room's acoustics. You put

the low -frequency units where they provide
the best bass, whether or not that location is
good for the high frequencies (and it usually

e

a..

..o.wMex.:
r`pesoarr

s

ncE
pp++,

Ensemble is a Trademark of Cambridge Sound\\brks. Inc.

And M .° It Sound Like Music.
AMostUnobtrusiveWay,=pnene Going\Mong\Mth Ensemblé:'
in gunmetal gray Nextel, a suede -like finish
highly resistant to scratching. 1\e even
gold-plate all connectors to prevent corrosion.
But perhaps an e\ en bigger difference
between Ensemble and other speakers is
how we sell it...

isn't lór any speaker). Then you put the
satellites where they provide a well-defined
stereo "stage."
The ear can't tell where bass sounds
come from, which is why Ensembles bass
units can be nicked out of the way-on the

Placorem /broore
bass rein/Orccrnerrc

Placcmem/iirlcaa
bacsrehrforconenr.

fio»r rtulLs.

Call 1-800-AKA-H1FI *

(1-800-252-4434)
Our toll -free number will connect you to
a Cambridge Sound \\brks audio expert. He
or she will answer all your questions horn

Placcnum/Jr

Plac i'm( rrr /iV u,its(

elm more
bass Id/On-anew

iu tá MS

I_
~1111'
/zres

t

turttanrrr

coz

from corrros.

n'in/orccnrtius.

r.
re //r yshotddkt? /br superblxrss. Kw can't do r/rLs tti/r
lba can par Ensemble's low-frequency units ariahl where
hair ro be conee7rrcd about the üpper frequencies Conrng flUrrr the same
enclasztres as the low ones.
r

corrl rnrlt)nals/k'al't'rs hew.rctiC Wrr

The best showroom of all:
your living room.

door, atop bookshelves. or under htmirure.

The satellites can be hung directly on the
wal or placed unobtrusively on windowsills or shelves (among other possibilities).
The result is extraordinary There are no
bulky speaker boxes to dominate y our living space. yet Ensemble reproduces the
satisfying deep bass that no mini
speakers can.

Choosing a loudspeaker after a brief listen at a dealer's showroom is like deciding
on a car after one quick nip around the
block. Therefore we slake it possible to audition Ensemble tight in your own home. In
fact. Ensemble is sold only by Cantbridge
Sound \\brks directly from the factory
Not all the differences between
That only makes sense. You get to match
Ensemble
specifically to your listening room
Ensemble and other speaker
in a way no other system permits. You get to
systems are obvious as our
listen for hours without a salesman hovering
two subwoofers.
nearby Anc falter 50 days of all that you're
not happy you can rentm Ensemble for a hill
Unlike three-piece satellite systems that
refund (well even reimburse the original UPS
may appear similar, Ensemble's four-piece
shipping charges
desize doesn't cut arty
in the continental
comers. \\@ use preWhat Henry Kloss tells

as

U.S.).
mium quality compohis fnends:
You also get
nents for maximum
Every time came out with a new speaker at
to save.
power handling,
AR, KLH, or Advent, my friends would ask me.
At only $499individual crossovers
"Henry, is it worth the extra money for me to trade
complete with
that allow se\ eral
up?" And every time I would answer, "No, what
all hardware,
wiring options and
you've already got is still good enough:'
100' of speaker
cabinets nrg edly
But today, with the introduction of Ensemble.
cable. and free
constructed for proper
tell them, "Perhaps now is the time to give your old
ongoing
acoustical performance.
speakers to the children.'
assistanceThe low-frequency units
Ensemble
use the classic acoustic
costs hundreds of dollars less than it would in
suspension desire, and are finished in
a retail store.
black laminate. The satellites are finished

why (or why note to buy Ensemble to those
you may have about related equipment. Your
audio expert will take your order (you can use
Visa. MasterCard or American Express). and
arrange surface shipment via UPS ($7 to
$25 anywhere in the continental U.S.). You
should have Ensemble within one week. And
your Cambridge Sound\'brks audio expert
will continue as your personal contact with
us. to answer questions which might come
up after you've begun to enjoy Ensemble at
home. we think you'll like this new way of
doing business.
* In Canada, call 1-800-525-4434. Audio
experts are on duty N on. -Fri., 9AM- IOPM,
Sat.. Sun., 9A.M-6PM Fastem Time.
Fax 4 (617) 332-9229.

'am BRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
154 California St.. Newton. Massachusetts 02158

Send more information and test reports.

E Send Ensemble risk -free for 30 dad's. for 5499'
E Send an Ensemble Gift Certificate for $499'
I'm paying by
Check
MC E Visa to Amex

I

I
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Plus freight. Call and ask.
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Victor once licensed its
records for use only on
Victor machines, which
in turn were for use only
with Victor recordings.
Crippled Play

movements, which were purely
orchestral. But in the fourth, which gives
the symphony its name, the group
realized that two soloists had failed to
show up, and the guy who sang the low
part was very drunk. It was a tense
moment: Bottom of the "Ninth," two out,
and the bass was loaded.

Back when the Dodgers were in
Brooklyn, they formed a musical
group to raise their cultural image.
The group disbanded, however, after
its first concert, a performance of
Beethoven's "Choral" symphony. All
went well through the first three

Particle Progress

Extinguished Royalty

Under the microscope, older
gamma ferric oxide particles used in
recording tape show tiny pores, which
reduce the magnetic energy each
particle can hold. According to TDK,
the particles used in their new
AR -series Type tapes are
nonporous. This translates into
greater magnetic energy per particle,
more uniform magnetic properties,
and greater particle -packing
densities. As a result, low -frequency
MOL is +6.5 dB at 315 Hz, the same
as TDK's latest metal MA -X tape.
High -frequency MOL is -6.0 dB at
10 kHz, and bias noise is -56 dB,
according to the company. In other
words, if you ask TDK whether
recording is better without pores,
they'll answer "No sweat!"

Controversy over home digital
copying of software only reached
audio four years ago or so, when
Japanese manufacturers announced
plans to settle on a DAT Standard. In
computing, though, it dates back to
the first widespread dissemination of
home computers, circa 1977. Much
computer software carries long
copyright notices and warnings
against unauthorized duplicationand so did phonograph records, once
upon a time. To show how little things
have changed, computer authority
George Morrow recently reprinted the
following notice, from an old 78 -rpm
record sleeve, in his column, "The
Technology Show," in the September
12, 1988 issue of InfoWorld:

I

LICENSE NOTICE
The sound recording contained in this
envelope is manufactured by us under

All Around Your Ears
How do you listen to surround
sound through headphones? Through
four -channel headphones, naturally.
During the first surround boom, back
in the '70s, several companies made
such models, the best of which
worked more than passably well.
Now, they may be making a
comeback-JVC, at least, is making a
pair, Model HA-SU7.

40

our patents hereinafter noted, and is licensed in the U.S.A. for use only, for the
term of the patent hereinafter noted having the longest term to run, and only with
talking machines and sound boxes manufactured by us; and our machines and
sound boxes are only licensed for use
with our records. Only the right to use
the said record is granted to Victor distributors and dealers for demonstrating
purposes, with the right to the distributor
to assign a like right to regularly licensed Victor dealers at the dealers'
regular discount royalty, with the right to
the dealers to convey the license to the
public to use the said record only when
a royalty of not less than the license
royalty noted on the record itself shall
have been paid, and upon consideration
that all the conditions of license shall be
strictly observed. A similar right is also
granted to the distributor to convey to
the public the right to use the record
under the same conditions. No license
to use this record is granted to the public until the full royalty shall have been

paid. This record is not licensed for use
for public entertainment for profit: For a
license for such public use an extra license fee of 10 percent of the full royalty
shall be payable. Title shall remain in the
Victor Talking Machine Company; also
the right to repossess the said patented
goods upon the breach of any of the
conditions upon the repayment by the
Victor Company to the user of the royalty
paid by him, less 10 percent per annum
of the list royalty for each year, or fraction of a year, the user shall have had
use thereof. This record is licensed only
for the purpose of reproducing sound
directly from the record, and for no other
purpose. Any attempt at copying, or
counterfeiting, this record will be construed as a violation of the said patent
rights and conditions. All patent rights
are reserved to the licensor except
those hereby granted to the licensees
upon the performance of the conditions
noted. Any excess use, or violation of
the conditions, will be an infringement of
the said patents. The patents under
which this record is manufactured and
licensed for use are, among others, as
follows: No. 739,318, issued September
22, 1903; No. 778,976, issued January
3, 1905; No. 896,059, issued August 11,
1908; and other U.S. patents under
which this record is manufactured.
This record at the expiration of the
patent having the longest term to run,
under which it is licensed, shall become
the property of the licensee (the record
being then free of the patents the subject matter of the license), provided that
the licensee shall have faithfully observed the conditions of the license, and
the Victor Company shall not have previously taken possession of the record as
herein provided.
An acceptance of this record is an
acceptance of these conditions.
All rights revert to the undersigned in
the event of violation.
January 1, 1915 Victor Talking Ma-

chine Company, Camden,

N J
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modulation (PCM) digital

by this event, including a special

be true. In the past year alone,

processor by Sony that set the

issue of Audio (which became

nearly 160 million compact discs

stage for the digital revolution

the first American publication

million compact disc
players were sold throughout the
United States. In fact, in just 6

to follow.

to test and evaluate this

revolution occurred in 1981,

by March, 1983, when the first

years, the digital audio compact

when the rather bulky and

player was officially introduced

disc format has become the most

expensive first -generation

for sale in the United States,

It seems almost too good to

and

41/2

unprecedented new product). Yet

The next step in this

successful new introduction
in high

only

a

mere half-dozen hardware

manufacturers were prepared to

fidelity history. Yet

follow

this achievement pales in

CD co -developers Sony

and Philips into the marketplace.

'Sony

PCM-1 /VCR

Perhaps even more startling

was that only

r!
Y

processors gave way to a new

generation of

designs.

In

16 -bit

linear

addition to being

comparison to the fact that
even the most ardent music

more portable and affordable

enthusiast had not experienced
the sound of digital audio until

models were the first to employ

less than a decade ago.

digital -to -analog (D/A)

Moreover, it was only in

products, these Sony

F1

format

dedicated, large scale integrated

converters-the same type of

consumers had their first

circuitry necessary to realize the
most significant new industry

opportunity to purchase digital

development of all.

the late 1970s that American

a

handful of music

labels were ready to make

a

commitment to the Compact Disc
format at that time. In fact, if
it were not for these labels'

efforts, it's doubtful that there
would have been the necessary

software support with which to
launch this new product.
Therefore Audio would like
to join the music industry in
congratulating these visionary

audio processors and enjoy
the benefit of digital music

reproduction. For although digital

The October, 1982 introduction

technology was already being

of the Digital Audio Compact

utilized in professional recording
studios, it was the introduction

Disc was the culmination to

of

a

consumer pulse code

all of these efforts. One can

-._.._.._ re

remember the incredible
excitement that was generated

PCM-F1/PORTABLE VCR

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT

with over

130

titles released to

date. Led by award -winning

producer Robert Woods and

1

engineer Jack Renner, Telarc
has become America's largest

111.1W--

independent classical label

-..

and is planning many exciting

projects for the future.
And speaking of the future....
what more appropriate way for

CDP-101

Audio to honor these leading
labels who today are celebrating
a

decade of digital recording. We

company has made more

recordings of more artists in

are pleased to commemorate

more fields of music. Now

these companies, since they

division of Sony Corporation, the
outlook for CBS looks brighter

remain among the companies

a

that continue to lead the
music industry, both in the

than ever.

development of new artists

GRP RECORDS

and exciting music product.

was founded in 1983 by award winning composer/pianist Dave

CBS RECORDS

Grus

was founded in 1887 by two
English inventors and is

dedicated to contemporary jazz

n

and producer/engineer

Larry Rosen as

a

company

considered by many to be the
"grand old man" of the recording

music.

industry. Originally known as the

done direct -to -digital, with GRP

Columbia Phonograph Company,

now offering both cassettes and

the label has evolved over the

LPs

years into one of the most

digital masters.

diversified music manufacturers

pioneer in the new Digital Audio

in the

world.

In

fact, during the

past century, no other record

To

ü

date, all of their nearly

75 compact disc titles have been

N

produced from the same
GRP is also a

AUDIO CD -3

Tape (DAT) cassette and has

music labels than to include their

been among the most active

music as part of our first 'Audio

supporters of this new format.

CD -3 Sampler'. This
:3

TELARC
INTERNATIONAL

C

recently celebrated its
WOMY

10

year

special

-inch compact disc has been

issued to commemorate the

historic "decade of digital" event
and, like the Compact Disc itself,

will prove to

include new titles of both pop

be an exciting new
way of introducing great music
:o a new generation of Audio

and jazz recordings. However

readers.

Tela'c's greatest fame remains

Special thanks to

its all -digital classical catalog,

Communication Research, Inc.

anniversary in digital audio by
expanding its repertoire to

INTRODUCING

CBS MASTERWORKS

DIGITAL MASTERS

EXTENDED-PLAY

r

THE FULL REALIZATION OF PURE DIGITAL SOUND
Tchaikovsky
The Nutcracker
o

?<

Phdhrmsnia Orchestra

Michael Tilsor. Thomas

Mozart
The Violan Conce

t

o

rD

e

Wagner
.

'YD

.1

o

Sar t Paul Chamber Orcbarra

Pinchas Zukerman

Highlights From "The Ring"
Mill armOA
Zubin Mehta

New York

r

-1

i

r

Pachelbel: Canon
& Other Baroque Fa.arltes
English Chamber Orchestra
Ravmosd Leppard

o

1

Vivaldi
The Four Seasons

Beethoven

Symphony No 9 "Churl `
Engl sh CFamb.r Orchnr
Miehael Tilson T:1a r

Trr,

r

Sant Paul Chamber Orchestra

0

Pinchas Zukerman
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The rew CBS Masterworks Digital Masters series offers
die ultimate use of stare -of-the -art digital :echnobgy:
All recordings in this series have been Cigitally recorded
and Digitally mastered for Compact Dkc (DDD) by
producers and engineers dedicated to a.h.eving the
highest quality of sonic excellence.

enlacing

a classical lib-ary on compact disc-all
perfe mesl by world--ren>wned artists like Zubin
_Mehra, Michael Tilson Thomas, Pinchas Zukerman

Choo;e from an outstanding collecticn cf classical
recordings-essentials for anyone beginning or

Mas-erworks Digital Masters series offers exceptional
%aloe as well as the ultimate in digital sound.

and nore.

'Cub discs containing o-er 60 and 70 minutes of music,
and xiced far below what you'd expect, the CBS

CBS MASTERWORKS

DIGITAL MASTERS
MAILABLE NOW
'CBS
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1903 COS Records

In:

Ane with a price that's not much
more than thettraditional vinyl

or ca3sette versions!
Forty new re eases featuring
current hits aid past classics
are available now with many more
to follow So if y]u're wondering
wiat's next in the d'ugital revolution.
the answer is right tefore your eyes.
Herés ust a sampling.
TERENCE TRENT

GLORIA ESTEFAN AND

D'AIBY-"Sign

Your

Name" /"greasy Chicken'
MIAMI SOUVD MACHINE -

"Anything For /ou....Anything Fcr You" (Spanish.11ersionl
MICHAEL JACKSON-' Dirty Diana "/"Dirty Diana' (Instrumental)
CYNOI LAUPER-' Hole In My Heart [All The Nay To Chinal"/
' Boy Blue' (Live)
-"Paradise" (Remix)/"SJper Bien Total BOSTON --Mcre Than A Feeling"/"Foreplay/Long Time
GEORGE MICHAEL-' I Want Your Sex" Rhythm Lust 1)1

SADE

Want bur Sex" (Rhythm2 Brass In love)
WILLIE NELSON -"Always On My Mini"/"Blue Eves Crling In The Rain'
PINK'FLOYD -"Another Brick In The Wall" (Part 111/ '(ne Of My Turns"
I

i

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN-"Cover Me

I "Pink Cadillac"

CBS CDTMSINGI[S
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PRICES

he initials GRP should
be familiar to any astute
observer of the worldwide
record scene. Film composer, arranger, conductor and keyboardist Dave
Grusin, and producer/studio
engineer Larry Rosen first
formed Grusin/Rosen Productions in 1976 as a forerunner
of GRP Records. Together
they have virtually defined the
sound of a new generation of
sophisticated, jazz -oriented,
popular music by combining
musical artistry with state-ofthe-art recording technology.
From its inception until
today, GRP is dedicated to
creating the highest quality
product for the home entertainment market. Whether it
be compact disc, LP, cassette,
hi-fi video or DAT, GRP is
always on the cutting edge of
music and technology.
GRP, bringing you the
best in today's music . .

HP

IItT1T

ROSTER:

Dave Grusin
Lee Ritenour

Diane Schuur
Chick Corea Elektric Band
Tom Scott
David Benoit
Kevin Eubanks

Omar Hakim
Special EFX

John Patitucci
Eric Marienthal
Daryl Stuermer

Mark Egan
Gary Burton
Dave Valentin

Deborah Henson -Conant
Eddie Daniels

GRP...

Yutaka

The Digital Master Company.

Szakcsi

® 1989 GRP Record", Inc.

Hear The Glow...

...Brilliant item recordings
that ignite the imagination and
excite the senses... Hear it on...
GRP..The Digital Master Company...
.
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On GRP
Compact Discs,
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Enter No. 31 on Reader Service Card
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HQ Cassettes
and Records

01:37 Flute enters slightly left of center and about halfway
back in soundstage.
01:45 Oboe enters center, in same perspective as flutes.
02:02 Repeated figure in violas, slightly right of center. It is

TELARC

SPECIAL AUDIO MAGAZINE EDITION
REPRINTED FROM QUARTER NOTES, VOLUME 2, NO.
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The Firebird. Testing the concert

hall sound throughout the world
since 1978.
by Jack Renner, Chairman, Telarc International Corporation

,-s.,-

©very Telarc recording project
begins with setting up a control
.ock.
room, a critical component in
producing an accurate sounding
/¿I ,
master tape. It is absolutely essential to create a monitor situation in which a fair judgement
can be made of the sound delivered to the master tape. At Telarc, this is an especially important process since we create a
"mixed to two track" tape during
The Firebird (CD -80039)
the sessions which when edited
for musical integrith becomes the finished master. We prefer
this method because it is musically and sonically more accurate, than the approach used by many classical record companies, using multi -track tape recorders and "fixing it in the
mix" at a later date.
At Telarc we record a full orchestra, with as few as three
microphones, whose placement is so sensitive that a small difference of a few inches can make a ast difference in the finished sound.
Given the difficulty of recording our way, the importance
of an accurate monitor setup becomes immediately apparent.
The potential trap in all of this is that if the engineer is not totally familiar with the sound of the monitors at the start of the
session, the temptation (and unfortunately the practice with
some recording engineers) is to start moving microphones
around until the monitor system sounds right. This is the
classic case of the tail wagging the dog!
Since we set up makeshift control rooms at every recording
location, my goal is to adjust the sound of these different
rooms through careful speaker placement and judicious use of
acoustical materials so that the sound in all the rooms has
some consistency. That is not to say that it is possible to make
all the rooms sound alike. The important factor is to adjust
them so that the number of anomalies in the sound is minimized. Once that point is reached, spend whatever additional time is necessary to familiarize myself with remaining
flaws, a bass boost, high -end roll -off, or whatever, so that
can mentally compensate during the recording. This minimizes the "surprises" when we return to our home studio and
evaluate the master tapes.
To achieve as much consistency as possible, from one location to another, use the same recording
CD -80039, The
Firebird It has the required characteristics to quickly show
me where the problems are; deep bass, extended highs, fine
detail, excellent touis, a sense of "air" around the sound, good
left -right and front -to -back imaging, and snide dynamic range.
Although I find the entire recording useful, the following
spots are especially valuable:
Opening Veal deep bass produced by string basses playing in
their lowest register, accompanied by'a deep bass drum roll.
You should feel the weight but he able to clearly hear the bass
line. You have a definite sense of string basses on the right
which is helped by the "creaking" of the low C extension on
some instruments.
00:29 Trombones enter, located at approximately two o'clock.
00:45 Several thins begin to happen: bassoons enter slightly
right of center, violins start to emerge between left and left center, clarinets in center, harp left -center and behind violins
and muted trumpets right.
ttxn y.
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common in many listening rooms that have a standing wave
between 100-200 Hz for this passage to have a plummy or
bloated duality. If so, it is necessary to reduce this frequency
buildup in the listening room.
02:17 Clarinet- bassoon passage. Same comments about
bloated sound as previous spot.
02:25 Soft bass drum strokes. You should feel the weight,
size, depth and slight attack of the beater.
02:36 First entrance of piano. Should be to left and rear of
soundstage, farther back than harp.
02:46 - 03:00 This section tells a great deal about the left right spread and the quality of the string sound. Violas enter
first right of center, then violins left and left -center, then celli
right. There should he a very natural spread with no hunch in the center, plenty of air around the sound with a nice
mix of presence in order to hear the detail of all the lines of
each section.
03:00 - 04:23 Should be good detail from all sections, with a
great sense of placement as mentioned in previous examples.
This is a good passage to let things settle in and for the feeling of the orchestra to emerge.
06:38 Bass pizzicatos on right
the first note should have
plenty of depth and pitch. \ good test of bass response.
violins should have a nice
07:45 - 07:55 Full strings
"sheen," with no stridence. Entire passage should have nice
sense of air around the sound.
08:40 Horn solo against sustained strings and winds. -torn
should not have bloated character.
09:06 The first real power -handling test. This sudden loud
attack should be handled with ease with a balanced sound
from the bass drum to the piccolo.
09:08 Horns and tuba should have great clarity and pitch
center with no bloated quality, especially the tuba.
09:37 Xylophone at left rear should have sharp transients on
attack and sound should have great sense of space around it.
09:37 - 10:50 Great check for detail from all sections of orchestra. Pizzicato stringsshould be pointed with sense of
section, not just individual strings; xylophone should be
CFisp with sharp transients and plenty of air around the
sound; all the interplay between various sections should be
well defined.
12:34 - 12:48 Another great section to test low bass response
and power handling. The deep bass drum strokes should
"move a lot of air" in the listening room. You should hear
each attack clearly and still easily hear the "frantic" moving
lines over the bass drum.
13:10 - 13:12 This crescendo is a real power eater and a good
test of the listening room's (lack of) ringing. The sustained
woodwinds that emerge out of this crescendo should have no
hint of being covered by any blurring from the end of the

in

-

-

I

crescendo.
13:16 - 13:18 Good front -to -back perspective test. Harp
should be slightly in back of strings, piano should sound farther back than harp.
13:53 One of the most useful spots. The bassoon solo should
sound even in all registers with no sense of bloating.
17:25 Another great section to check low frequency buildup.
I torn solo should not sound bloated in any register.
19:36 - end Big bass drum whacks will really tax power handling and frequency response, especially the last one at 20:30
which includes a mighty cymbal crash as well. This should
be ery tight and have the feeling of great power, depth, and

sharp transients.
hope this information will he helpful and enable you to
become more familiar with your playback system.
I

Quarter Notes is published by Telarc three times each year. For
your free subscription, write to Quarter Notes Subscription,
Telarc International Corp., Department AE, 23307 Commerce Park
Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44122.
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At Telarc, we believe a recording
should faith'ully capture all the finest
elements of a live performance.
Nothing lost. Nothing added.
Most recording companies manipulate and reshape sound. That
puts a barrier between the listener
and the performance.
At Telarc, we've been breaking
the Sound Barrier since 1978. By
combining the incredible sensitivity
of digital recording with our own
unique engineering and production
techniques, we capture sound as
perfectly as possible. Pristine.
Natural.
Ten years of breaking the Sound
Barrier have brought us new artists,
critical acclaim and loyal listeners.
And imitators. But our quality and
techniques are still one of a kind.
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Empire Brass
America's premiere brass quintet
plays their most popular showpieces: selections from West
Side Story, Porgy and Bess,
Bernstein's Mass, and a new
work, Street Song by Michael
Tilson Thomas. All new
arrangements.

Only Telarc breaks the Sound Barrier.
Now that you've heard the story,
hear the music. Break the Sound
Barrier with one of the new releases
or bestsellers you see here.
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The "Ring" Without Words

World renowned Maestro Lorin
Maazel and the Berlin Philharmonic perform a new, original
symphonic synthesis of Wagner's
masterpiece. Almost 70 minutes of
uninterrupted orchestral splendor.
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Spies
High-energy electronic pop.
Where jazz fusion meets hot new
age rock. Only Telarc could
capture all the heat.

The Big Band Hit Parade

Telarc swings with jazz greats
Doc Severinsen, Dave Brubeck,
Cab Calloway, Buddy Morrow,
Gerry Mulligan, Eddie Daniels,
Ray Brown and Ed Shaughnessy.
An all -new release of the Big
Band era's greatest hits.

Beethoven or Bust
Beethoven lives! Electronic
synthesized music reinterprets
masterpieces with contemporary
excitement. Billboard's #1
Crossover position for 20 -plus
weeks.
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EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE.
Enter No. 43 on Reader Service Card

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT

An Exclusive Offer
To All Readers Of Audio
Now you can get this special 3" Compact Disc that has been issued to
commemorate the CBS, GRP and Telarc music labels as they celebrate a
decade of Digital Recording. Like the Compact Disc format itself, this CD -3
sampler is a great way to introduce great music to
readers and

Audio

should prove to be a highly collectible item.
The

Audio CD -3 features the following selections:

Paradise-Sade (from The Stronger Than Pride recording).

Early AM Attitude-Dave Grusin/Lee Rottennour (from The
Dave Grusin Collection recording).
I

TELARC
21 :irAL

Got Plenty O' Nothin'-Empire Brass Quintet (from The
Empire Brass recording).

In The Mood-Various

Artists (from The Big Band Hit Parade
recording).
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Audio readers

can receive their free
CD -3 sampler by calling:

1-800-345-8112
TOLL FREE

Are 'you hearing only 4/5ths
of Beethoven's Fifth?
Symphony No. 5
le C minor, Op. 67

0
O

.

.

Allegro con brio t7:141
Andante con moto t10'181

BEETHOVEN

CD -80060
DID% 1334
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Visual dramatization of the vibrations and speed fluctuations
that can prevent full digital reproduction

a

On data pits one millionth of an inch wide,
compact disc stores all the music information

greater clarity, depth and presence--bringing you
closer than ever to Beethoven's Fifth
Disccver how good your discs can sound.

The CD improvement anyone can hear.
With

a

damped and precisely spinning

It's a fact. Compact disc performance at

that's vital for accurate reproduction of a record-

disc, you'll discover new depth and presence

its height is

ing. Due to disc speed fluctuations, and internal

in a recording. With greater overall clarity.

and impact.

and external vibrations, however, a CD player's

Extended frequency response. Smoother

laser is not able to read every pit.

highs and deeper lows.

Which means you're prevented from experiencing all the power, impact, and dynamics of
the original performance.

realistic music production. The gentle plucking

Take the "Tap Test".

J
M

Best

Now with CD SoundRings, you can fully

laser -to-disc tracking.

Attach a SoundRing

and tap the disc again.
The vibrations will be gone--allowing the laser
to read musical data with greater accuracy.

r

CD SoundRingsr4 solve CD problems.
Mounted on the outer edge of a compact

tions from the player's motor. a poorly aligned
spindle --even your speakers.
With the laser now able to read 'audio hits
more accurately, digital data acquisition reaches
full potential.

1-800-888-2118
24 Hairs a Day.

7

Days a Week

Our Policy:
We accept VISA. MASTERCARD, and

AMERICAN EXPRESS.

Youi credit card is not killed until we ship
your order.
Your order will be shipped within 48 hours.
Your purchase is risk -free. If for any reason
you are not delighted with the order you
receive, just return it within 30 days for a

prompt and courteous refund.
Send CD SoundRings risk -free for 30 days

disc, CD SoundRings by Monster Cable®

string), CD SoundRings' carefully measured
weight reduces laser to disc mistracking caused
by disc rotation speed irregularities and vibra-

Order Toll -Free

rock solid bass. A feeling of
airiness in the vocals. And because there's

that can interfere with

Based on a simple "gyro-stablilizer' principle (much like twirling a rock at the end of a

CD SoundRings today.

A

greater soundstage and imaging, you'll be able
Hold a CD with your
finger through the cen- to pick out individual instruments-- bringing you
closer than ever to the original performance.
ter hole up to your ear
it.
You'll
feel
tap
and
and hear the vibrations

provide rotational stability and reduced disc
vibration while it is playing.

unprecedented in its power, range

achieve that potential. Order the extraordinary

of all. you'll experience more natural and

of violin strings.

Y

Now attach a CD SoundRingr" to the disc and you'll experience

Attaches in seconds. Fits all players.
Manufactured from a specially impregnated.
high density material, CD SoundRings are designed to fit all home, car, and portable CD
players, including multi-play changers.

Simply use the built in centering device to
quickly and easily attach each ring onto the

outer edge of a disc's label side. CD SoundRings'
blue, green, red and yellow colors add an attractive touch, and let you color code your compact
disc collection for easy identification.

III

Package of 24 for 529.95 (53.00 for Shipping)'

O

Package of 50 for 549.95 (53.00 for Shipping)

I'm paying by:

Check

MC

VISA

AmEx

Exp.

Acct. No.

Signature
Name
Address
City

Phone (Area Code)

State

Zip

Phone

'CA & WA add appropriate sales tax.

Berkeley Soundlab
For dealer inquiries, please call (415) 548-0602
Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card

2515 Benvenue Suite 402, Berkeley. CA 94704

nduring nstruments
Treasures from
The Yale Collection
David Lander
iven Yale University's
traditionally high standards, it's no

surprise that restoring a harpsichord
their way is highly exacting. So much
so, in fact, that materials required
include quills cut from a crow's
primary flight feathers (five to six of
which grow on each wing) and bristles
from the Siberian boar. Since this
particular boar's habitat is China,
procuring the latter proved complicated
as recently as a decade ago. Happily,
the problem has eased along with Sino American tensions, according to
Richard Rephann, director of the Yale
University Collection of Musical
Instruments.
The Yale Collection began with a
group of 40 pieces, primarily keyboard
instruments, donated in 19(X) by
Moritz Steinert, a music dealer and
piano manufacturer residing in the
University's home city of New Haven,
Connecticut. To date the collection
from that time would be a mistake,
however, since the treasures
accumulated by this Bavarian -born
collector languished in an inhospitable
upstairs rotunda of Yale's Woolsey Hall
for more than half a century.
While a grand total of 27 people
came to view the instruments during
the course of one year, Yale records do
attest to their popularity with the local
pigeon population. The birds entered
year after year through the building's
dome, and the results were what one
would expect. Thus, the human visitor
who inscribed "dust, dust, dust" in the
52

guest book may very well have been

instruments a "study collection,"
explaining that it was shaped to
showcase examples of important
schools of instrument making rather
than to spotlight valuable individual
examples.

guilty of an understatement.
In 1960, the collection of Belle
Skinner, a textile heiress from Holyoke,
Massachusetts, was acquired by Yale.
Skinner had purchased several pieces
from Moritz Steinert, and the 89
instruments she had assembled during
her lifetime also emphasized keyboards.
The same year, the University assigned
the collection, which was by then
under the guidance of a curator, a twostory Romanesque building of its own.
The University's collection leaped
several more measures forward in 1962,
when New Jersey financier Hugh W
Long bought the collection of violin
dealer Emil Herrmann and donated it
to Yale. Rephann calls this group of 59

Rephann assumed the
curator's chair in 1966, the Yale
Collection was generally perceived as
one consisting of harpsichords, and he
set out to broaden its scope. A
substantial number of wind instruments
has since been added, and American made objects now play a prominent
part. In all, the suite of 250 to 300
instruments owned by Yale in the mid Wen
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Bas Horn and Serpent
Sometimes called a Russian bassoon, this
snake-headed bass horn (top) is neither

Kits
Kits (left), tiny fiddles that first appeared in
the 19th century, were used by dancing
masters who carried them in their pocketshence the French appellation, pochette. Kits
were made in two varieties, with the most
common having narrow, elongated bodies while
the rarer kits resembled miniature violins with

Russian nor played with a reed. Its body is
similar to that of a bassoon, but, like the
trumpet, the bass horn is lip vibrated. It is
actually a 19th -century variant of an earlier
wooden instrument known as the serpent
because of its curvilinear shape (bottom). The
snake's head adorning the bass horn shown
here was a feature of some, but by no means
all, such instruments, and it was very likely
intended as an allusion to the instrument's
ancestry.

long necks. These little instruments were
frequently adorned with elaborate decoration,
and even the plainest kits are visually
charming.

AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1989
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Deutsche Shalmei
This double-reed instrument (top right) is from
the hand of Richard Haka, a late -17th
century craftsman who worked in Amsterdam.
Of a genre known as the Deutsche Shalmei, it
belongs to an instrument group introduced to
Europe from the Middle East in about the
12th century. While its place in the music of

its time remains uncertain, the loud, raucous
sound it was meant to produce suggests
military applications.

toi
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Keyed Bugle and Keyed Cornet
During the I9th century, the addition of

keys,

and later valves, to brass instruments endowed
them with a degree of flexibility unavailable in
their 18th -century counterparts. Keyed bugles,
such as the copper -bodied, brass -trimmed
model shown here (bottom left), were

54

eventually replaced by the valved cornet
(bottom right), which produced a more
desirable tone. Both these instruments were
manufactured in New England by Graves &
Co.; the bugle was built around 1840 and the
cornet some 15 years later.

AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1989

1960s has grown to an ensemble of
more than 800.
The Yale instrument repository
exists primarily to serve the
University's music curriculum, although
it is open to the public. The collection
concentrates on the Western art music
tradition, beginning in 1550 and
reaching into the present century.
Primitive instruments, those primarily
of interest to anthropologists, are
excluded (a collection of these can be
found in Yale's Peabody Museum, a
few blocks away).
Although smaller than some, the
Yale Collection compensates for lack of
size with quality. Exceptional pieces
include the only Stradivarius violin in
the world that still wears its original
varnish, as well as the oldest bowed
string instrument in the United States,
a bass viola da gamba by Venetian
maker Giovanni Battista Ciciliano
dating from the mid -16th century. The
collection also houses two harpsichords
and a piano by Pascal Taskin, who is
considered the most important builder
of harpsichords in France and,
therefore, many would argue, the
world. Only 12 of Taskin's instruments
are known to exist.
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degree of care and historical fidelity
unmatched anywhere.
If restoration were simply a matter

Rephann says he could easily
name another hundred standouts in the
collection. Their importance may be
determined by rarity, condition, the
significance of the maker, or the
chronological place a particular piece
holds in Rephann's production
sequence. Previous ownership by
prominent persons affects value in
some fields of collecting, but Yale's
curator does not feel it has any bearing
on the objects in his charge. While it
was recently proven that Richard
Wagner once owned a piano now in
the Yale Collection, its director merely
shrugs at this fact.
Rephann is, in fact, far more proud
of the restorations undertaken during
his tenure. In the opinion of many
experts, several of Yale's keyboard
instruments, including a half -dozen
harpsichords, a couple of pianos, and
an organ, have been renovated with a

AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1989
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of bringing instruments suffering from
benign neglect back to playing
condition, the job would be far simpler,
Rephann explains. But the biggest
problems often involve undoing
alterations previously inflicted in the
name of progress. With harpsichords,
the "renovations" may include the
installation of plectra (the tiny
components that pluck the strings)
made of Delrin. Slabs of plywood
sometimes replace vintage bottoms,
and modern steel piano wire may be
used in lieu of original iron strings.
Such wire was not designed for any
harpsichord's original pitch (invariably
lower than that favored today), and it
encourages tuning to contemporary
standards. This, in turn, imposes
excessive stress on both the frame and
the soundboard.
The director of Yale's Collection of
Musical Instruments can wax eloquent

Taskin Harpsichord
In the early part of this century, the fact that
a harpsichord was built by a noted maker
such as Pascal Taskin was of little interest.
Antiquarians of the time altered the one
shown here to make it appear to have been
the property of Voltaire's mistress, Mme. du
Chatetet (a respected scientist as well as the
famous philosopher's paramour). The original
lid was replaced with another into which were
set painted panels; one of these allegedly
pictured the lady's chateau. Since Mme. du
Chatetet's liaison with Voltaire occurred before
this harpsichord was even built, the maker's
inscription was also revisedfrom "Fait Par
(made by) Pascal Taskin 1770" to "Refait
(rebuilt] Par Pascal Taskin 1770."
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o n how important crow quills and boar
bristles are to harpsichords-the latter

were used for the minuscule springs
that return the tongues in which the
plectra are mounted to playing
position. Rephann is also quick to
stress the advantage of animal glues,
which are water soluble and allow
repairs to be undone if necessary. If all
this sounds a bit academic, it should be
emphasized that theory deliquesces into
a tide of sheer pleasure when Richard
Rephann, himself a harpsichordist, sits
down to play one of the restored
instruments in the Yale Collection. The
56

tone is simply lovely, warm and rich to
the point of opulence.
Though Yale prefers to maintain its
instruments in playing condition, not
every piece is a candidate for
restoration. Work is only begun after
determining that an instrument is likely
to regain its original voice-or
something very close to it. Even after
restoration, instruments continue to
age. The stewards of the Yale
Collection attempt to slow this
inevitable process with various
countermeasures, most notably
meticulous climate control. The

k' lageolets
The flageolet is a 19th -century instrument
that was probably designed for amateurs.
Because it employs a wind cap between its
mouthpiece and body, it doesn't require,that
the player control air flow as carefully as does
the recorder, a first cousin to this woodwind.
The most common flageolets were single- °
barrelled instruments, but some, called double
flageolets, consisted of a pair of tubes tuned a
third apart. These allowed a single performer
to play in two-part harmony. (Here, the
single -barrelled flageolet is on top of two
doubles.)

AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1989

Lute

Experimental Cello

After falling out of fashion in other European

Dating from 1828, this cello (bottom)

nations during the late 17th century, the lute
remained popular in Germany during the time
of J. S. Bach. In fact, Bach's lute suites were
probably composed for an instrument like this
one, constructed by Sebastian Schell of
Nuremberg in 1726. Typical of instruments of
its period and origin, this lute (top) includes
two chanterelles or single treble strings, and it
is strung in 13 courses (a course is a string or
pair of strings designed for separate tuning).

experimental design by Johann Georg Stauffer
of Vienna. Its visual appeal is enhanced by
the symmetry resulting from the identical
widths of the upper and lower body segments
(technically known as bouts). Stauffer is also
believed to have invented the arpeggione, a
hybrid instrument which is a cross between the
cello and the viola da gamba and for which
Schubert wrote a sonata.
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Hurdy-Gurdy

Tielke Guitar

In modern usage, the term hurdy-gurdy refers
to a street organ, but, in the 18th century, it
indicated a stringed instrument played by
means of a crank (below, left). Turning the
crank moved a rosin -coated wheel which
continually vibrated six strings. Two pairs of
outer strings, tuned a fifth apart, sounded an
accompanying drone while two middle strings,
stopped by a keyboard, played melody. Hurdygurdies, which became associated with beggars
and the blind, are still in use as folk
instruments in Spain and the Balkans.

Joachim Tielke was a German luthier, a
maker of plucked and bowed string
instruments, and was noted for his lavishly
decorated creations. This guitar (below, right),
which he built in 1702, is inlaid with silver,
ivory, ebony, mother of pearl, and tortoise
shell. The high cost of Tielke's instruments put
them beyond the reach of the professional
musicians of his time, who were anything hut
well-to-do.

.

r
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Hass Harpsichord

Tuba

In the most elaborate restoration ever
undertaken on a Yale Collection instrument,
two men worked eight months to bring this
harpsichord as close to original condition as
possible. Constructed by Johannes A. Hass in
1760, it is the only Baroque German
harpsichord in North or South America. Its
distinctive sound, which is less. tonally complex
than other harpsichords of the period, may
well have been what J. S. Bash had in mind
when composing for the keyboard.

Brass bands, which are actually composed of
wind and percussion instruments, were an
omnipresent phenomenon in 19th -century
America, so when the Yankees marched off to
battle the Confederates, instruments such as
this tuba led the way. Although the more
modern sousaphone features a bell that points
forward, the business end of this John F.
Stratton tuba, manufactured around 1862,
rested on the player's shoulder and was aimed
toward the soldiers following behind.

instruments are kept in an environment
where temperature is held to 68° F and
relative humidity to 50%. Water used
to humidify the air is deionized to
remove mineral elements that Rephann
says would settle like fine dust on the
instruments, then infiltrate and
eventually damage them. Keeping
keyboard and string instruments in
tune serves to eliminate unnecessary
tension on their bodies, and inspection
of all the Yale instruments is carried
out regularly to reveal any problems
before they become serious.
While Rephann holds that the lives
of all instruments are shortened by
frequent use, several of those in the
Yale Collection are carefully and

infrequently played. The public is
invited to hear them during an annual
series of six concerts featuring
professional performers. Tickets
currently cost $7.50 each and are
available for a token $2 to members of
the collection's Associates Program.
The Yale University Collection of
Musical Instruments, located at 15
Hillhouse Avenue in New Haven, is
open to trie public from
to 4 p.m.
every Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday except during August.
Admission is free. For information
on membership, concerts, special
exhibitions, and publications, write
to P.O. Box 2117, New Haven,
Conn. 06520.
4
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DON DAVIS

Measuring
coustic Phase
ne audio term often used and seldom properly understood is
phase. Quite often when this word is used, the person actually means polarity. On other occasions, have seen signal
delay over the propagation path labelled as phase in a principal
I

learned journal. In another similarly important learned journal, a
tutorial article by a distinguished professor recommended teaching university -level engineering students about frequency response,
directivity, and distortion measurements relative to the analysis of
loudspeakers, but it failed to make any mention of phase. One cannot even find the word "phase" in the indexes of most basic texts on
audio and acoustics. Yet phase can affect what we hear.
Indeed, many electronics -oriented engineering students have been taught that
phase makes no difference, or is inaudible, at the frequencies commonly of
interest to the human ear. It is true that most electronic circuits commonly
encountered in hi-fi or sound systems have a minimum phase characteristic, but
when one goes over to acoustic phase from electrical phase, the group of
knowledgeable individuals familiar with acoustic phase measurements becomes
quite small. (Those using Techron's TEF analysis or dual -channel FFTs to make
loudspeaker and microphone measurements are an exception.)
Yet sincerely feel that, had been shown phase measurements first in my
career, doubt ever would have bothered with acoustic amplitude measurements. Amplitude was simply what scientists first learned to measure, but it is not
necessarily what was important to measure or necessarily most relevant to what
we hear.
For those readers mathematically inclined, recommend the referenced articles. They are correct, succinct, and thoughtfully thorough. It is really unfortunate
that such a simple thing as phase had its mathematics labelled "complex
I

I

I

I

I

numbers."
Painless Phase, Minus Math
The acoustic phase measurement can be understood as an observer merely
having a different viewing point relative to a given signal. Figure shows the two
viewpoints of the analytic signal, called the real and the imaginary parts. As time
progresses, the signal goes through 360° over and over again. The number of
1

Don Davis, who has more than 30 years of experience in the audio field, is a
Fellow of the Audio Engineering Society, a member of the Acoustical Society
of America, and a senior member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers. He is co-owner, with his wife, Carolyn, of Synergetic Audio Concepts
or Syn-Aud-Con, as it is more often known. This audio consulting firm conducts
seminars on sound -system design, installation, operation, and maintenance
techniques. Davis is the co-author (with his wife) of Sound System Engineering
and also a contributor to Handbook for Sound Engineers: The New Audio
Cyclopedia, which is part of the Howard W. Sams & Co. Audio Library series.
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The analytic signal
shown in its multi-

times

it

revolves 360° in

1

second is

called its frequency-its rate of

change of phase. Note that when the
amplitude of the real part is just crossing the reference line (which, in acoustics, is the ambient atmospheric pressure), the imaginary part is at a peak
value, the particle velocity.
What we call the amplitude of the
signal is the length of the arrow on the
"end view of the analytic signal. The
Greek letter O (Theta) indicates the
phase angle, which is the fractional
part of a complete rotation through
which the arrow has rotated, multiplied
by 360. If we were to use an oscilloscope, we would see the view labelled
"oscilloscope"; if we were to install a
Hilbert transformer, one that revolved
the phase 90°, we would see the soFig. 2called imaginary display on our oscilloThe analytic signal scope. If we squared the real part,
of a bandpass
then squared the imaginary part,
filter. Note that
summed them, found their square root,
when the Nyquist and finally took their logarithmic value
display is at a
and multiplied it by 20, we would end
maximum on the
up with the magnitude in dB versus the
horizontal real
frequency. This is commonly called the
axis, the vertical
"frequency response" but actually is
imaginary axis is
only part of it. If, on the other hand, we
at a minimum.
took the imaginary part, divided it by
dimensional form.

OSCILLOSCOPE

VIEWPOINT

NYOUIST

DISPLAY

OSCILLOSCOPE WITH

HILBERT TRANSFORMER

IMAGINARY

AXIS

REAL
AXIS

the real part, and then found the value
whose tangent equalled this ratio, we
would have the phase angle for that
frequency. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate,
for a band pass filter, what a frequency by-frequency plot of all the points of
the real and imaginary frequencies
would look like and then what the computed magnitude and phase would be.
(All loudspeakers can be modelled as
bandpass filters.)

OSCILLOSCOPE

VIEWPOINT

r(f)

A

i(f)

e

Minimum Phase Response
Up to this point, we have illustrated
the behavior of minimum phase response. By that, we mean that a Hilbert
Fig.
transform of the magnitude response
Four different freyields the phase response, and vice
quency responses versa. In fact,
one of the quick tests for
of the same
minimum phase response, without rebandpass filter
sorting to the more involved "S" plane
shown in Fig. 2:
approach, is to observe that a peak in
Real part (A),
the magnitude corresponds to the cenimaginary part (B),
ter of a slope in the phase. Further, a
magnitude (C),
peak in the phase results in that freand phase (D).
quency being in a center of a slope of
the magnitude. (See Fig. 4.)
Why do we care if the response is
minimum phase? One excellent reason
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is that minimum phase filters have uni-

Fig. 4-Phase and magnitude plots
vs. frequency. The vertical scales are
6 dB/div. for magnitude and

45°/div. for phase.
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Fig. 5-Magnitude plots for a
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circuit at the same time.
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resultant when both are in the circuit
at the same time.
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Fig. 76-Test setups for measuring
electronic and acoustic phase. Note
that acoustic phase measurements
require adding a phase -calibrated
delay device to the circuit.

Figures 7A and 7B show that the
primary difference between an electrical and an acoustical phase measurement lies in the need to provide a signal delay in the measurement system.
This delay is there mainly to compensate for the propagation path delay
T(path) from the loudspeaker through
the air to the microphone. A carefully
calibrated signal delay allows for measurement of excess delay as well as for
T(excess). Phase measurements use
T(arrival) as their' T(zero), and the
phase measurement then becomes
the difference between what the analyzer sent and what arrived at T(arrival). Perfection would be a flat response
across the spectrum. In high -quality,
real -life loudspeakers, we see the
phase response first lead, then stay
near zero, and finally lag, just as would
be the case for a good -quality bandpass filter.
Let's have a look at this delay. Figure
8 shows the phase response of a small
4 -inch loudspeaker in an infinite baffle
(a totally enclosed box). The delay be
tween the loudspeaker and microphone has been removed. so this is
the true phase response. Figure 9 is
exactly the same as Fig. 8, but the TEF
analyzer's "quick difference" circuitry
and software will show only the difference between what we had before and
any changes we now introduce. If
move the loudspeaker back a quarter
of an inch, Fig. 10 shows the delay as a
straight line with a slope to the right.
The signal delay is equal to the phase,
in radians, divided by the frequency.
Because it is a straight line, it is a
constant delay at all frequencies. The
steeper the slope, the greater the delay. If this measurement were to slope
upward, that would indicate that the
I

__I__1J

,CE
LOAD

GENSIEGRA,pI

Signal Delay

1

1

1

ACTIVE. 1/3-OCTAVE
BANDPASS FILTER

OE

NAL

form phase response for uniform amplitude response. (See Figs. 5 and 6.)
Almost everyone has read at some
time or another the statement, "I do not
use equalizers because they cause
phase changes." Of course equalizers
do-they would not work if they did
not-but the phase change the equalizers cause is a beneficial countering
of a detrimental phase change caused
by an unwanted band pass effect in the
system.

If TIepRIVALI

TIRATNI

-+I
V

-

Di
IF

TIEIICESSI

Fig. 7B-The delay circuit shown in
Fig. 7A compensates for the delay,
T(path), shown here.

loudspeaker was closer to the mike
than its original position. As you can
see in Fig. 11, signal delay is linear bit
phase is not. Another important distinction of phase is that it is frequency
dependent.

Polarity
Often, we hear someone say, "I am
going to phase my loudspeakers,"
when what he intends to do is make
sure both diaphragms move in the
same direction at the same time. The
correct term for this is polarity. In my
experience, Paul Klipsch was one of
the very few who knew about this before phase measurements became
common practice.
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IN POLARITY

45°

\\\:.__1.0uT
OF

POLARITY

Fig. 8-The phase response of

a

quality loudspeaker, both in and out
of polarity. Note that polarity is not
frequency dependent.

4.i
IN POLARITY

45°

Again, using the TEF's "differenced
curve," let's reverse polarity (Figs. 8
and 9). Note that the phase response
is the same curve but displaced 180°;
it does not show up as delayed. Thus,
a 180° displacement that is uniform
indicates a polarity reversal. Looking at
the Nyquist plot for both cases (Figs.
12 and 13) reveals quadrant shift. Note
particularly the offset from the origin of
the plot in Fig. 13. A distinguishing
characteristic of polarity is that it is not
frequency dependent-every frequency jumped 180°.
Those who would like to listen to
phase interference in order to know
what it sounds like should try the following simple experiment. Take two
small single -cone speakers and place
one on top of the other. Have a friend
talk over both speakers through a single amplifier with a microphone. Now
move one loudspeaker back approximately one foot and listen again. Have
your friend move the loudspeakers
back into synchronization (sometimes
called alignment, though
feel synchronization is more correct) while he
is talking through them. What you will
hear with devastating clarity is phase
interference.

"'

1'hr:rt

VEF.;

Fig. 11-A signal -advance signature.

I

OUT OF POLARITY

Fig. 9-Same as Fig. 8 but with
response normalized by the TEF
analyzer's "quick difference" circuitry.
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Fig. 10-A signal -delay signature,
sometimes mistakenly called phase
delay. The slope's steepness shows
the amount of delay; its flatness
shows that delay is constant at all
frequencies.
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Conclusion

Fig. 12-Nyquist plot of an in -polarity

Phase measurements can be much
more complex than the concepts presented here. They can be used to locate poles and zeros in the complex
plane. It is the highest resolution way
to find circuit Q and the natural frequency. Phase measurements of loudspeakers are important, and variations
in phase and polarity are audible. It is
hoped that this simple discussion of
what phase is and is not will prove
useful when you next look at a simple
amplitude response plot and realize
how much information is missing. A

loudspeaker.
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Fig. 13-Nyquist plot of the same
speaker but with polarity reversed.
Note the plot rotation, or quadrant
shift, and the offset of the origin
relative to Fig. 12.
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that deep, rich, thunderous
sound that moves your body as it excites your ear
M&K brines it alive
in a unique sculptural form that will
delight and astound you: The MX-1000.
A powered pedestal subwoofer.
Integrating a magnetically shielded
subwoofer into a pedestal for your
large-screen. television or monitor,
the MX-1000 becomes an industry
first in high-performance speakers.
Plus, it scores a dramatic achieve_
ment in audio/video product design.
And with the technically ingenious Back -to -Back, Horizontal, Dual Driver System, tie MX -1000 achieves a soric
BASS

-

Yeakthrough, setting new standards
for smooth and deep bass; superb
transient response; widie.dynamic
range; and low distorticn.
Furthermore, maxirrrrn flexibility is
built in, making it easy to connect and

.

balance it to your system- And it can be
driven by virtually any source
eveh

-

your television's wilt- n amplifier.
The MX-1000 redefines the sub woofer standard! Virtually no other
upgrade to your oyster will enhance
your audio and video experience
so dramatically- capturing the magic of a live performance with a lewd of realism that will astound you!
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finally happened. The marriage everyone has been
discussing for 10 years took place. Audio and Video
have been joined in a union-and at a level of quality
-that will satisfy the most demanding enthusiasts, with pictures that literally sparkle and sound to impress the most
sophisticated audio aficionado.
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year marks the 50th anniversary of the television set, the first attempt to bring audio and video
into American homes. The technological marvel
that emerged from RCA Labs in 1939 had a small six-inch
black-and -white picture with distinctly low -fi sound. Today, we
have high quality direct view color televisions with 35 -inch
picture tubes plus precision rear and front projection sets that
deliver pictures that are almost mini -mall size.
This
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s the video quality has improved, so too has the
audio. A confluence of events has made the
home viewing experience rival that of your local
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movie theater. Dolby Surround processing. George Lucas'
breakthrough soundtracks. Digital recording with laser

nor

'

playback. VHS and Beta Hi -Fi. Stereo TV. Digital soundfield
processing. The ready availability of over a thousand prerecorded cassettes and laser discs with CD quality sound. And
while the present is exciting, the future holds out the promise of
its way into
even more as High Definition TV makes
American homes in the 1990s.
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advertising section will examine the
latest advances available today in cutting edge
equipment...equipment that can turn your living
space into a state-of-the-art home theater. From TVs and laser
disc players, to the most advanced A/V receivers, surround
sound processors, speakers and tape recording technology. And
now you can combine all of them to bring home an experience
that literally was the stuff of dreams 50 years ago...
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This special

Produced by David Elrich for the Publisher of AUDIO Magazine. The editorial staff of AUDIO was
not involved in its preparation Cover photo: A sophishiated blend of audio and video with a
Pioneer 26-inch monduureceiver mounted on ,,n M&K MX 1000 subwoofer pedestal stand,
flanked by a pair of M&K S 1B satellite speakers
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From top: The first TV,
Philips' 27 -inch IDTV,
Pioneer's VSX-9300S
A/V receiver,
Yamaha's DSR-100
Pro Dolly Pro Logic
decoder, Technics'
SA -R530 A/V receiver
and Sony's CCD-V220

camcorder with PCM
audio.
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Yamaha's top -of -the -line Digital Home Theater
General Sarnoff would he proud.
His invention has evolved from a
clunky hot box of tubes with an
interference -laden black -and -white image
to sleek monitor/receivers with integrated
circuits that can go beyond the bounds of
the current NTSC system and deliver
almost lifelike pictures. Television technology of today offers horizontal resolution that is more than a match for the finest
video sources including laser discs, Super
VHS and ED (Extended Definition) Beta.
In fact, it's common to find TVs with
horizontal resolution in excess of 500 lines
(broadcast TV is 330). Engineers are also
incorporating sound systems to match

their state-of-the-art pictures. Moving

discrete scan lines. Standard TVs
deliver roughly 250 scanning lines every
I/60th of a second and then another 250
lines that are slightly displaced in the next
1/60th. With IDTV, 525 lines are scanned
every I/60th of a second for a much more
detailed picture. IDTV," Dr. Rochkind
added, "is a step toward high definition
TV. Much of the signal processing in
IDTV will be used in HDTV and the new
proposed Philips HDS-NA (High Definition System for North America) high
definition system will offer four channels
of CD quality audio."
Unfortunately, HDS-NA is not available-nor is any form of HDTV until the
FCC makes a final decision on a national
see

from beyond a totally visual medium, they
are advancing audio capabilities with
built-in Dolby Surround decoders, powerful amplifiers and higher quality speakers.

Sony XBR Pro

---

Forget the days of tinny two-inch
speakers, thank you. And the digital
revolution has helped attain major
breakthroughs in special effects and picture quality including Improved Definition TV (IDTV) which is a preview of the
high definition TV that awaits us in the
next decade. Fortunately for lovers of top
video reproduction, IDTV is here...now.
"IDTV is actually advanced digital processing in the local receiver that improves
the final image," remarked Dr. Mark
Rochkind, president of Philips Labs in
Briarcliff Manor, NY. Philips has two
IDTVs (27- and 3I -inch Models 27J245
and 31J460) that have won plaudits from
experts and, for that matter, everyone who
sees them. "The digital circuitry eliminates the line structure so the eye doesn't

161
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standard several years from

now-but

high quality IDTVs from Philips and
Toshiba are, with Sony, NEC, Hitachi,
and Mitsubishi planning to introduce
them later this year. Toshiba was the first
company to unveil IDTV in 1986 with the
26 -inch CZ2697, according to Jeff
Mullarkey, the firm's Assistant Vice President of Marketing. "This set used a digital
line memory non -interlace double scanning system. Due to advances in computer
and IC technology, the new 28 -inch
CZ2898 frame memory double scanning
eliminates jitter and mosaic even more."
In IDTVs, digital circuitry is also used
to enhance picture quality via noise reduction systems that analyze fields for inconsistent and irregular picture noise, then
boost non -noise signal information for an
improved signal-to-noise ratio. This attenuates noise levels in chrominance (color) and luminance (black -and -white)
signals. Sony plans to use a new base band
comb filter to eliminate cross color and
cross picture phenomena. Philips uses an
on -board computer program (Median

Filter Algorithm) to increase vertical
resolution 40% and a digital field comb
filter to increase horizontal resolution to

-

-

_

":

z_

525 lines.
The new IDTVs are truly cutting edge
and a far cry from plain vanilla 19 -inch
sets that line store shelves across the
country. "They are for people who want
the latest and best, with price no object,"
says Mr. Mullarkey. Philips new 27 -inch
IDTV costs $1,500, $2,500 for the 31 inch, and Toshiba's CZ2898 $2,499.
Digital TV technology has opened a
world of special effects for enthusiasts in -

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT

eluding picture -in -picture (PIP), the
ability to move the insert picture anywhere
on the screen, to preview 12 TV programs,
to store a single frame in memory for later
recall, even strobe effects. A few TVs
(and not just improved definition) include
two separate tuners that eliminate the need
for an outboard tuners (such as a VCR).
Sony has the 27 -inch KV-27TX20,
Hitachi the 31 -inch HPX TT8550 while
RCA has the 50 -inch P 50595 projection
model.

-inch monitor/receivers and Panasonic's
Prism models all feature picture quality
that can accommodate any high performance source material available.
With video images straining the edges
of engineering capabilities, audio is considered the new frontier for television. As
Toshiba's Jeff Mullarkey remarked: "TV
manufacturers wanted audio on a par with
the video experience." From two low -fi
speakers hung on the side of the set, mid
ranges and tweeters are now available and
31

Although TV engineers have been
moving to the far reaches of
NTSC with IDTVs, sets with less
exotic processing have not been neglected
in any way, shape or form. In fact, some
big-screen direct view sets have horizontal
resolution of over 500 lines such as the
Sony 25 -inch XBR Pro and Panasonic's
new Prism TVs. Although this year marks
the 50th anniversary of the television, it
also marks the 20th birthday of the Trinitron tube from Sony, one of the first
quality breakthroughs in color TV technology and a precursor of advances by
other firms. Sony was the first to offer a
flat screen that eliminated distortion at the
corners of the picture. They also examined
every aspect of what makes a TV tick
phosphors, aperture grille,
(screen,'

channel amp. Sony's XBR Pro (Model
PVM-2530) offers 15 watts per channel
plus built-in bass, treble, balance controls
and speakers with Ilat square honeycomb
drivers. NEC's KX-279IA has a 4x10 watt
amplifier for its two built-in and optional
rear speakers for Dolby Surround, Hall
and Matrix effects. In fact, it's not uncommon to find Dolby Surround decoding in
high performance sets.

II

The impact of the melding of audio
and video is also pronounced in the
new generation of projection TVs
coming out of the labs. Currently a 35 inch direct view set is the largest available
(although Sony has a 43 -inch prototype.)
One-piece rear projection TVs reach 60

Pll

Toshiba With Carver Sonic Holography]
even subwoofers bring down the low end

to 60 Hz.

-----'-á

Pioneer Elite PRO -91
electron gun, electronic circuitry) to generate true-to-life images.
Twenty years later, Sony is not alone in

this search for visual excellence.
Manufacturers like Toshiba have the 30 inch Magnum FST (Flat Square Tube),
Mitsubishi its state-of-the-art 35 -inch
screen. NEC's 30 -inch with built-in Dolby
Surround decoding gets over 500 lines of
horizontal resolution, the Yamaha
YM-300S provides 560. RCA Dimensia
sets, Hitachi's HPX series, Tera's 27- and

Philips IDTV

With any quality set, NITS decoding
capability is a given, just like acomb filter
or flat screen. And according to the Electronic Industries Association over 21 percent of the 19 million sets sold are MTS
stereo equipped. Over 500 stations in the
US and Canada are currently broadcasting
in stereo. Zenith's Carl Eilers was the key
scientist behind MTS technology which
was fir t offered in 1984 the was also a
force behind stereo FM radio). It was also
at this time that VHS Hi -Fi was introduced
by JVC and the home video revolution was
really getting under way. All of these factors led companies to examine the speaker
systems.
For a good example of how far things
have come, take a look at the Panasonic
Prism series with its on -screen graphic
equalizer, four speakers and a 7 watt per

inches (Mitsubishi) while two-piece front
models deliver a picture up to 20 feet corner to corner.
Pioneer has always been at the cutting
edge of rear projection TV technology.
Like other firms trying to optimize video
reproduction, they examined every aspect
of the TV from the composition of the
lenses to the material of the screen. A
closer look at the new Elite PRO-91 50 inch model gives an idea of how far technology has come from the "count the dots"
projection sets found in pubs across the
country years ago. The PRO -91 uses three

RGB liquid cooled, optically coupled
CRTs that deliver a brighter picture because the liquid efficiently dissipates the
heat, allowing the CRTs to operate at maximum efficiency with no loss of light. Low
distortion five -element aspherical hybrid
(plastic and glass) lens assemblies are
used for consistently sharp focus despite
temperature fluctuations. The lens surfaces are multicoated for higher efficiency
as well. A super fine -pitch lenticular
screen of .9mm cuts reflection and color

r

Block diagram of
Toshiba's new
Improved Definition
TV that utilizes the
frame double
scanning system.
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27" model 27J245 with 8 -Video inputs. 2.5 megabytes of
memory. S -Video input. Variable audio outputs. Winner of E I.A's
"Innovations '88" design and engineering award. 31' model
31 J460 also available.
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No matter how good your conventional color television is, our IDTV monitor receiver is superior. By far.
Because Philips IDTV (Improved Definition Television)
will show you an image that has greater accuracy, better
definition and less noise than any available today.
Superior technology. Conventional television and
monitors display 2621/2 scanning lines every 1/60th of a
second to "paint" the image on the screen. With Philips
non -interlace technology, the scanning rate is doubled
to 525 lines. As a result, scanning lines are eliminated
and vertical resolution is improved by 40%. And Philips
patented "Median Filter Algorithm" overcomes distortion typically associated with other double scan systems.
Plus you can dial down video noise from broadcast or direct video sources digitally by up to 12dB for a
cleaner image with significantly greater video noise

reduction than any currently available. And our revolutionary digital field comb filter provides up to 480 lines
of horizontal resolution detail.
Superior features. With Picture -In -Picture (PIP)
and dual tuners built in, two programs can be watched
simultaneously. PIP also allows previewing up to nine
channels at once on the screen. "Still Picture" freezes
images that otherwise would be missed. Our 49 -button
Philips LCD/Learn Uniremote also controls most TVs
and any brand of VCR, cable or audio product.
Throughout the world, Philips has long set the standards for audio and video performance. We continue our
leadership in digital technology with Philips IDTV-the
highest standard in today's television technology.
To appreciate IDTV's superior definition, call
1-800-223-7772 for your nearest Philips video specialist.

WORLD -CLASS TECHNOLOGY. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.
PHILIPS

PHILIPS

.1
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Tera 629A
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SUPER
SOUNDTRACKS
Douglas Pratt is the Editor/Publisher of
The Laser Disc Newsletter in New York
City, a monthly geared to audio/video
enthusiasts. What follows are his choices
for movie and concert discs that highlight
the sound engineers' art.
Movies
Citizen Kane (Criterion) "Although not
CX encoded, unique sound editing."
The Birds (MCA) "One of the best sound
editing jobs of the '60s."

i
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Barcovision 600S
shift. Video noise reduction and comb
filtration prevent crosscolor interference
by separating the luminance and chrominance components of the signal. The
result is horizontal resolution of 700 lines
and brightness of 300 footlamberts with
critical viewing angles of 120 degrees
horizontal, 50 vertical. And in keeping
with our happy A/V marriage, Pioneer
engineers included digital delay Dolby
Surround, a 10 watt per channel amplifier
and two 6 -inch speakers.
In the constant race for state-of-the-art
equipment. other firms have produced rear
projection sets with high resolution. high
brightness. built-in Dolby decoding, and
quality speakers such as NEC, Toshiba.
Mitsubishi, Sony and Philips. Some
makers arc even going beyond Dolby in
attempting to add some spaciousness to
good video. Toshiba and Carver joined
together (there's that marriage again) for a
series of TVs ranging from 27 to 52 inches
that incorporate Carver's Sonic Holography. The sound produced by each speaker
is split so that a related beam of sound is
produced by the opposite speaker in such a
way that acoustic interference patterns of
the sound occur in the air near each ear,
revealing a three dimensional sound image. There is no distortion of spatial
perspective or smearing of stereo. The

Toshiba/Carver sets even have

sub woofer for added bass response down to
60 Hz. Zenith and Bose have also combined to perfect an all -in -one A/V unit
a

using the Acoustimass system called

Zenith Digital System 3 With Sound By
Bose. Zenith/Bose also uses the exclusive
wave guide system in another series of
high quality sets.
Two-piece front projection monitors
with 10 -foot images have also dramatically improved. Monitors are preferred by
many enthusiasts who have the space since
they can add all of the individual components required to build a dream media
system. Infinity, best known for their
state-of-the-art speakers have been selling
a front projection model (RSVP) as does
Harmon Kardon (VPM 600). Barco, a
European firm known primarily for
industrial monitors used in CAD/CAM
applications, is offering the 600S that
delivers 800 lines of resolution.
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Empire Strikes Back (CBS/Fox)
"Japanese version preferred but rumors
have it all three Star Wars movies will be
remastered in '89."

RoboCop (Image) "Bass will knock your
arms and legs

off."

Princess Bride (Criterion) "Sound transfer
and effects makes it worth including."
Poltergeist (MGM/UA) "Excellent effort
in the transfer."
Jewel of the Nile (CBS/Fox) "Fun movie,
fun disc, good representation of how to
have fun with sound."
One From The Heart (RCA/Columbia)
"Coppola's movies all have great sound,
very enjoyable."
Back To The Future (MCA) "Amblin
Entertainment (i.e. Steven Spielberg)
known for exceptional transfers and sound

editing."
Witches of Eastwick (Warner) "Impish
soundtrack filled with wonderful pops and
whizzes."
Gremlins (Warner) "Another winner from

Amblin."

Panasonic Prism CTK3194
Performance is the key word to use
when describing the new video technology. It's the motivator driving audio
enthusiasts to connect their gear to stateof-the-art televisions and video components. And it's performance that can be
found in VCRs, laser disc players. surround sound processors. A/V receivers
and more. Enthusiasts can now literally
re-create the movie experience in their
homes. The following pages will tell you
how.

Also worth a look and listen: E.T. (MCA),
Ben Hur and Dr. Zhivago (both MGM/
UA), West Side Story (CBS/Fox) and
2001 (new Criterion edition has newly
Dolby encoded soundtrack supervised by
Stanley Kubrick.)
Non Movies
Al Jarreau in London (Pioneer Artists)
"Considered the best transfer ever.

Digitally recorded down the line."
GRP All Stars (Pioneer Artists) "A fine
transfer."
Bach's Six Brandenberg Concertos
(Polygram) "Recorded in a Vienna library
so the sound comes at you from left and
right, up and down. Fantastic."
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The -best statement we can make aboutlthis television
is that it's the best televisión we've ever enable.
Introducing the 32" and 27"Trinitrori XBRTelevisions.

SONY

©I988 Sony Co, pnrat ion u( America. Sony and

ính ton are trademarks o(Sony.
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Surround Sound Blasts Off
roar of the jets...the rumble of
the boulder... interstellar spacecraft warping through the galaxies
...Mickey Mouse battling bucket -carrying broomsticks. Filmmakers have been
putting audiences right in the middle of the
action ill movie theaters with dramatic
soundtracks for over 40 years. Walt
Disney s Fantasia offered stereo imaging
in 1941 with "Fantasound." It wasn't until
Dolby Stereo became the definitive movie
recording system in 1975 and home video
exploded on the scene that the possibility
of re-creating the movie palace experience
at home became a reality. Today Dolby
Labs high -quality stereo optical system of
four channels of sound (front, center, rear
and surround) achieved through the use of
The

the Dolby MP (motion picture) 4:2:4
matrix is readily available on over 1,5(X)
different videotapes and discs. And manufacturers are providing Dolby decoders
in a wider variety of equipment than ever
before. It's no longer necessary to pack up
the family and battle traffic to enjoy
Hollywood's finest...you can literally recreate that experience in your livingroom.
It wasn't until the early '80s that the
first home Dolby decoder, the M-360. was
made available by HTM Surround Sound.

(now known as Surround Sound Inc).
Since that time, dozens of firms have entered the field. each one pushing the
decoder performance curve to the ceiling.
The soundtracks duplicated on the software have risen to the challenge as well.
Dolby decoders now offer active matrixing as well as passive. The former is called
Dolby Pro Logic and the latter. Dolby Surround (any equipment that licenses the
circuitry from Dolby will feature the
familiar double "D" with the appropriate
phrase after it). Manufacturers are even
going beyond Pro Logic and offering
digital soundfield processing for specific
ambience creation.
With Dolby Surround a fixed 1./R
matrix is used while in active units a variable matrix with logic is incorporated. To
create the center dialog channel. a
"phantom center" is produced from the
left and right channels, just like normal
stereo. An adaptive matrix recovers sound
placement information by constantly
analyzing two input signals and producing
a steering vector that places the sound in
the right location in your listening environment. Directionality of sound is increased and signal leakage is reduced. By
adding a steered center channel, the dialog
is placed right in the middle of the screen

i.
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Surround Sound Inc. System 4000

all -digital implementation of Dolby Pro
Logic in the CP-I ($1.200). The highly acclaimed unit can provide Surround processing for up to six speakers. has a S/N of
85 dB and provides 12 programs for reverberation, ambience, panorama as well as
surround.
yamaha has

1==I
Lexicon CP-1
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----.
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Yamaha DSP-3000

Toshiba XB-1000

where it belongs and all other effects are
properly placed around you.
There's no shortage of high quality
Dolby Pro Logic decoders and some firms
have even "tweaked" the Pro Logic system
and created their own forms of active

matrixing. The Surround Sound Inc.
System 4000 ($599) uses their own
dynamic logic circuitry to create a wider.
quieter soundfield without crosstalk.
There are even three modes of center
channel operation. The system's logic
derived center channel, wider front to rear
separation (65 dB at I kHz) and sub bass
information make the most of the sound
engineer's creativity.
Peter Scheiber. one of the original developers of the Dolby Pro Logic system.
was instrumental in designing the current
Fosgate decoders that range from the Pro
Plus 36(16 ($630) up to the 3610 ($1.430).
They incorporate variable, digitally generated time constants to maintain wide
stereo stage and accurately located center
dialog image.
Lexicon. a key supplier of audio signal

processing equipment for recording
studios. recently entered the home Dolby'
Pro Logic arena. They are the first to use

a

separate Dolby Pro

Logic decoder. DSR-100 Pro
($599), while NEC is offering
three active matrix decoders. PLD-910.
610 and 110 ($999 $599). Most high end
Pro Logic decoders arc simply that and
amplifiers are required to power each
channel. NEC is offering the AVA-505
amp that drives three or five channels and
has dynamic power of 240 watts. In the
live -channel mode it has 30 per channel
front and rear with 6(1 center. Fosgate has
designed three power amps, the T-l00.
5-1(10 and M -I00 ($599-$269). that offer
3x60 watts, 2x60 and 60 respectively for
any possible speaker arrangement.
For those wishing to get an entire
package in one. Shure Brothers has the
HTS Reference System for $9.6()0 that
uses a proprietary Acra Vector decoder.
three amplifiers and five speakers. On a
much simpler note. firms from Archer
(Radio Shack) to Sansui offer passive
Dolby Surround decoders and amplifiers
for quick rear channel hookups. A good
example is Technics' SII-AV44 ($295)
that delivers 25 watts per channel.
As digital circuitry has made it easier to
re-create the movie theater experience at
home. many enthusiasts want to change
the acoustics of their listening rooms.
Yamaha was instrumental in this breakthrough with the DSP-I ($699) and later
with the DSP-3(00 ($999) which can turn
your home into the Village Vanguard or
Anaheim Stadium (acoustically. that is).
Lexicon s CP-I has similar capabilities
and the Toshiba XB-I000 integrated amp
(59(X)) not only has Dolby Surround but
seven other sound modes ranging from
Cathedral to Space Fantasy. Delay times
on the XB-1000 are full adjustable from I
to 99 ms with 50 watts delivered to each of
the four channels.
Dolby Pro Logic and active digital
matrixing are the leading edge of home
entertainment. Dolby Surround is now
available from separate decoders as well
as in television sets and the many A/V
receivers on the market. The Wizard in
Fantasia would've been hard pressed to

duplicate these high performance
breakthroughs.
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ISN'T 'IT TIME VOW
EXPERIENCED
ssZ SURROUND :SOU ND"
SSI Surround Sourd is committed to giving you the Ultimate Home
Theater Experience. With the growing popularity of Surround Sound you
should know that there is a company that continues to expand the
frontiers of DOLBY® SURROUND Technology. Whetheryou choose the
.System 1000 or the System 4000 with Dynamic Logic'" you can be
guaranteed to always be in the Center of the Action. The SSI Surround
Sound decoder with it's user friendly and easy tó integrate designs will
turn your home in to the Ultimate Home Theater Experience.
Contact your local aJdio video specialist or SSI Products, Inc.

SURROUND
SOUND'"
.Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card

SSI Products, Inc. 400 Scath Caté Avenue, Alhambra, California 91803 Tel: (818) 282-9419

*

*' SURROUND SOUND is a trademark of SSI Products, Inc.
Dolby" is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
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Picture Perfect
Iis

almost like the
battle between the

superpowers for
every technological
advantage but instead

of throw weights and
"Star Wars," we are
discussing signal-tonoise ratios and the
soundtrack of The

NEC

Empire Strikes Back.
Today the race is on

_

rrn..=-"'"

for equipment that
can deliver the ultimate in audio and
video as high -band

NEC DS -8000U

VCRs (Super VHS

with
almost CD quality hi-fi sound have
become available and CD Video finally
gets its moment in the sun because of its
top quality image and digital sound. And
for the most demanding audio enthusiasts,
there are VCRs and camcorders that
deliver PCM sound...in other words, truly
cutting edge technology for the home.
After almost 10 years of 220-250 line
and ED Beta)
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Mitsubishi HS -U80
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Yamaha CDV1000

S -connectors to eliminate cross color
and dot crawl along with reduced head
gaps and special tape formulations for

maximum performance. Super VHS

with color electronic
viewfinder and
built-in character
generator.
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or

Panasonic's PV -S445
Super VHS camcorder

-
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resolution, VCRs took a giant step forward in video performance in 1988 as
Super VHS and ED (Extended Definition)
Beta became available. (Audio had
already taken a quantum leap in 1984 with
the introduction of Beta and VHS Hi -Fi.)
The two new video formats extend the
bandwidth from SuperBeta and VHS
levels. ED Beta shifts the luminance FM
carrier from 5.6 MHz to 9.3 MHz, frequency deviation was increased from 1.2
MHz to 2.5 MHz and S/N ratio improved
3 dB. Super VHS moved the FM carrier
from 5.4 MHz to 7.0 MHz. Both use Y/C

,

s.--i0ti5

resolution is now over 430 lines while ED
Beta can yield over 500.
Super VHS VCRs are making strong
inroads and many boast a wealth of digital
effects (Hitachi's VT-38(X)A and JVC's
HRS-8000U) while hi -ti sound with its 90
dB dynamic range is practically a given.
Sony has two ED Beta VCRs currently
available (EDV-9500 and EDV-75(0) and
range in price from $1,900 to $3,300 while
a loaded S -VHS such as the NEC
DS -8000U with built-in video noise
reduction costs $1,499, Mitsubishi's
highly-rated HS -U80, $1,700, Toshiba's
SV970, $1,600.

Since this is such new technology there
little prerecorded software to watch
on these high-powered decks although
Super Source Video in San Francisco
offers S -VHS titles via mail order. Late in
'88, Mitsubishi had a special promotion
with Orion Home Video to duplicate
copies of RoboCop in Super VHS and
Hitachi and Orion teamed up for another
promotion so it appears the software logjam may be breaking up. There is no software in ED Beta but you can make your
home tapes in both formats thanks to the
introduction of Super VHS and ED Beta
camcorders. Over 20 different S -VHS
camcorders are available and Panasonic's
PV -S445 ($1,950) is one of the most
sophisticated with a one -inch LCD color
viewfinder, a built-in speaker and
is very

Music made
Beautiful

r
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Sonance makes music more
beautiful with "Archiwectural
Audio:" Custom in-mall stereo
speakers and controls that blend
unobtrusively into your home's
most discriminating decor.
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32992 CALLE PERFECTO, SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
CALIFORNIA 92675 (714) 661-7558
Outside CA (80)) 582-7777 FAX (714),240-4995
Enter Nc. 1 on Reader Sevice Card

All Sonance speai:e-s and controls
can be painted or coth covered
to aesthetically mata any room's
delicate design. Precision flush
mounting insures excellent high
f delity response and consistent

decorative perfecticr.

Tc experience "Archtectural
Audio-" we invite rct to call your
local Custom Audio.Nideo
Specialist.
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Canon has the ES-I(X). The 8mm PCM
VCRs can record up to 24 hours of digital
sound on a P6-120 cassette and the Toshiba
six hours in EP on a T-I20 blank.
Digital sound and a wealth of the finest
prerecorded software are the major drawing cards with the many CD -Video combination players now being introduced.
They truly marry the best audio and video
in one machine. And there are literally
thousands of discs (movies and concerts)
to choose from with picture quality of over
350 lines of horizontal resolution. Many
have digital soundtracks for pristine CD level audio. After many years as a solitary
voice in the laser-optic wilderness,
Pioneer has been joined by Yamaha
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Philips CDV488

(CDVI000), Sony (MDP700 and
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Sony EDV-9500
character generator and, of course. 400 line picture quality. Sony has the ED Beta

camcorder, the ED CAM EDC-55
($7.7(x)) with broadcast results and Beta
Hi -Fi sound. For budding George Lucases
there are a few other camcorders with concert -level audio including the Zenith
VM7I00(VHS Hi -Fi) and the Sony CCDV220 which has to he considered state-ofthe-art today. The CCD-V220 ($2,500)
records using Pulse Code Modulation and
has a one point stereo mic along with a
side mounted condensor mic to add narration to the PCM soundtrack while you
shoot. Dynamic range is greater than
85 dB and frequency response is 20 Hz 15 kHz.
PCM audio is also available on
Toshiba's DX9(0 VHS VCR. on Sony's
8mm decks, the EVS-80() and EV-SI;

MDP200), Magnavox (CDV474) and
Philips (CDV488) in the combi (CD,
CDVs, LVs, etc.) player ranks. A good
example of a machine that truly weds
audio and video at their best is the new
Philips player. It uses a Select Grade
TDA-1541 AS -I 16 -bit DAC chip with four
times oversampling digital filter. Plus it is
one of the first with an internal Y/C comb
filter to improve color reproduction from
the composite video on the disc. Video
S/N is greater than 45 dB with horizontal
resolution of over 440 lines. Audio specs
are superb with S/N greater than 100 dB,
dynamic range and channel separation of
96 dB. According to David Birch -Jones,
Philips audio product manager, the
CDV488 "can play all formats from 3 inch CD singles to the new 8 -inch LD
single to I2 -inch laser discs...all without
adaptors. And to aid the A/V marriage, it
has a smart remote that can learn the functions of 10 other components."

Pioneer is continuing to advance their
CD -V players as well. The LD-SI
utilizes separate power supplies and
heat sinks along with dual 16 -bit DACs
with four times oversampling, according
to Mark Smith, Brand Manager of
Pioneer. "The LD-SI uses a full -floating
mechanism that isolates the disc from the
world." The LD-W1 is the first combi
player to handle two discs at once for up to
four hours of entertainment. Sony's new
CD -V player (MDP700) can provide
digital effects on both CAV and CLV discs
and Yamaha's CDVI000 uses five newly
developed LSIs that deliver top notch
sound with THD of .003%.
While the battle for technological
superiority rages on, enthusiasts who love
the best in audio and video are clearly the
victors.

TWO VERY IMPORTANT
FACTORS FOR AUDIO & VIDEO
EQUIPMENT PERFORl,NCE

COMPONENTGUARD'
1-212-420-9820

1-800-421 9820

GUARD CARDTM
Membership
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service Te.r
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important the top one is for performance, but you might not know that the other is just as vital.
ComponentGuard GuardCard, and it's the safest, easiest way to keep your home electronics in perfect
working order-while protecting you from costly repairs.
ComponentGuard extended service plans pay for everything required to Ix troublesome equipment, even in
some cases, to guaranteeing the product's key performance specifications.
When servicing is needec, just show your GuardCard. Which makes ComponentGuard as problem free tor you
as it is for your equipment.
Remember, if it plugs into the wall, protect it with CompcnentGuard.
You know how

It's

a

Ccivi PON E N T G UA R D

Enter No.1 on Reader Service Carc

ComponentGuard coverage is sold at fine audio, video and electronics stores everywhere. Or, call 1-800-421-9820.
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The Heart Of The New
Home Theater System

The A/V Receiver.
A/receivers. For audio en-

remote-and those from other firms-

thusiasts this may sound
like an oxymoron at
best. Is it possible to achieve top-notch
sonic reproduction from a receiver and
incorporate key video capabilities such as
Dolby Surround decoding? According to
David Birch -Jones of Philips, a died-in-

really brings the home theater concept
together by being able to learn the codes
from other IR remotes (from TV, VCR
etc.). even from other manufacturers.
Onkyo, Pioneer and Technics also offer
multifeatured A/V receivers that can
please the demanding enthusiast. Onkyo's
TX-SV7M ($1,050) has 100 watts front/
20 rear and dynamic power of 230 watts
into 3 ohms. Along with a built-in MTS/
SAP decoder, it has Dolby Surround. Hall
and Matrix effects with digital delay
capabilities. The TX-SV7M has a smart
remote as well.

A/V
.T

4,111!11~~=....

Philips FR980
the wool audiophile. the answer is a re-

sounding "Absolutely. The problem with

most

A/V receivers

is they are

just

receivers with video switching capabilities. The real benefit is to integrate Dolby
Surround into it. Up till now, if you
wanted Dolby Surround, you had to buy
an outboard box with outboard amplifiers.
Now there are high quality receivers with
Dolby sections and separate amplification. These units can easily he the centerpiece of a quality A/V system.
"The problem audio people have with
receivers is they are very lightweight in
terms of power capabilities." Birch -Jones
added. "It's easy to make a $500 rack
system with 100 watts per channel. The
moment you hook up a decent pair of

speakers-Infinities, Bostons, ARs,
Snells, anything-the thing just shuts
down if it's anything but a high efficiency
8 ohm boom box speaker. Now A/V
receivers have the IHF dynamic power that
can handle the most complex speakers."
An A/V receiver like the new Philips
FR980 shows how far these units have
come. It's rated 125 watts front/15 rear
channel with dynamic power of 380 watts
into 2 ohms. Along with Dolby Surround
there are Movie and Music modes to

enhance dynamic range, a graphic
equalizer to tweak prerecorded soundtracks, plus extensive A/V switching. The
FR980 has 9 pairs of audio ins, 4 audio
outs, 4 video ins/3 outs to handle any
equipment configuration. It even includes
split screen video enhancement to improve detail. The Philips intelligent

Pioneer has been a leader in the A/V
receiver ranks and they were the first to
offer Dolby Pro Logic in the VSX-93(X)S
($935). Dolby Pro Logic decodes four distinct outputs (left and right front, rear and
center front) and features active matrixing
and steering logic to reduce crosstalk and
improve separation between adjacent
channels to more than 25 dB. (A separate
mono amp is required for the center channel.) On the video side, the VSX-9300S
has a split screen video enhancer, video
recording enhancer and a VCR noise filter

Mitsubishi M-AV1
to eliminate hiss. As with all high -end
A/V receivers there's extensive hookup
capabilities and a smart remote.

Technics' top -of -the -line SA -R530
($850), is rated at 100 watts front with
.007% THD into 8 ohms, 5 watts rear.
Along with Dolby Surround it has its own
proprietary surround decoding and six surround modes including theater, concert
hall, studio. hall, club and stereoplex.
Mitsubishi recently introduced the M-AVI
($I.0(X)) as an integral part of their home
theater system. The sleek receiver pumps
out 125 watts front/25 rear with Dolby and
Matrix surround. To tie into the latest high
band equipment. the M -AV I has S -connectors. NEC's AVR-1010 ($899) has one
of the most powerful rear channel
decoders at 50 watts; 100 are available for

r

'Onkyo TX-SV7M
the front speakers. Radio Shack's AV -900
($600) is 35 watts per channel and boasts
an MTS decoder.
r those

who prefer to pair outboard

AM/FM tuners with integrated
amplifiers and still want A/V
capability, Technics' SU-AV55 ($800) has
digital Dolby Surround and their own AV
surround effect for non -Dolby encoded
material. The SU-AV55 offers 65 watts
front/ 13 rear. Four video ins (including an
S -connector) offer wide system adaptability. And to help find the low end on
notoriously mid -range TV shows and
tapes, the SU-AV55 has Digital Sampling
Bass that reproduces signals an octave
below the original input. As with many
new A/V components there are inputs on
the front of the amp to accommodate camcorders or video games.
Yamaha has an A/V surround amplifier,
the AVX-1000 ($699), with Dolby decoding and several unique video features including the ability to superimpose the
operating modes on the TV screen. Home
tapers can even add 3 24 -character titles to
the picture being recorded. A video
enhancer can sharpen the image. The
AVX-1000 delivers 65 watts front/I4 rear
and it offers 16 pairs of inputs including an
S -connector. Bass extension adds omph to
video programs as well.
There have been great strides in components that combine top quality audio and
video...they are dichotomies no more.
-
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Homé Body. This is your time. And:yoúenjoy it mast when your home éntértainment
is performing at its best W. rich is why Pioneer créated,the VSX 93005 audio/
video receiver.
ft actually irrmpr'dves the performance of all your components. The VSX-9300S feátures
the latest innovation from Dolby Labs, Dolby Pro-Logic" This surround sóund experience
rivals even the most sophisticated movie,theaters.There is also a split-screen video enhancer-thát sharpens and focuses every video ímagé. And a "Smart Remote"' control that turns
,
your existing components -into a unified A/V system..

system

.

Pioneer's VSX-93005 A/V receiver. There is
simply no better way to get it all Out ofyour system.

PIONEER'

We Bring The Revolution Homer
C

1988 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach, CA.

.
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For more information, call 1-800-421-1404. Dolby Pro -Logic is a trademark of Dolby Labs, IncEntér No.3 on Reader Service Card
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The Final Link
The Right Speakers
anywhere. Not only does this keep a
livingroom uncluttered (a vital design

hen Tomlinson Holman,
Lucasfilm's corporate technical director, would listen to a
movie in a theater, he'd shudder. "When
joined George Lucas in the '70s, we began
to look at the entire sound chain and found
that the theater loudspeakers were the
worst link. They were standardized in '47
with the Voice of the Theater system and
by around 1980, they were getting a little
long in the tooth. What we then did," the
USC School of Cinema and TV professor
and key player on the soundtracks of
"Indiana Jones" and "Empire" remarked,
"was pull together the most relevant developments for a new system called THX."
The THX system was designed to accurately reproduce the film sound in
theaters clarifying dialog, widening frequency range. lowering bass distortion

and improving stereo

localization.

Polk RTA 8t

Yamaha NS -W10
Specific power amps, Dolby processors
and loudspeakers (screen, surround and
subwoofers) were designed for the ultimate in reproduction of Dolby encoded

movies. Thanks to advanced software
duplication techniques, home decoders
and amps, enthusiasts can achieve almost

consideration) the subwoofers deliver the
low end frequencies that give the power to
many movie soundtracks. A good example of a powered subwoofer is the M&K
V-IB ($850) which bellows out frequencies in the 20-125 Hz range with a special
long throw 12 -inch polypropylene cone.
When coupled with M&K's S-IB satellite
speakers for the front ($725) and S -3B
($395) rear "your room will have the same
tonal balance and seamless blend between
all live speakers," remarked M&K Executive VP Charles Back. F/R for the
S-1 Bs are 75 Hz -22 kHz 85 Hz -22 kHz for
S-3Bs. For quality and design, M&K's
new MX -1000 ($1,495) pedestal sub woofer has received accolades including a
Design and Innovation award from the
EIA during the June '88 Consumer Electronics Show. The MX -1000 houses two

state-of-the-art theater effects in their

livingrooms-if attention

is paid to all
parts including that final (or, as many
would argue, first) link, the loudspeakers.

From specially designed "video

polk wud;o

speakers" of years ago, it is now known
that any high efficiency speaker (87-92 dB
at I watt) will he able to handle the extreme highs and lows of movie soundtracks. This holds true for front, center
channel, side and rear positions. Today
audio enthusiasts have a wide range of
options for the speakers required for the
ultimate home theater. Whether you are
using just two for VHS Hi -Fi or seven with
a full blown Dolby Pro Logic system,
there's no shortage of choices.
Thinking back to the early days of the
audio/video marriage, Rich Baccigaluppi, Infinity's VP of Marketing, had to
laugh. "People would put their speakers
right next to their TV sets which would
cause a degaussing of the picture-an actual color smear-not to say what it did
for stereo separation. Today they know
they have to put them at least 12 to 18
inches away." Infinity is a key player in the
A/V mix with their high quality speaker
line as well as the RSVP front projection
TV with built-in Dolby Surround.
As people upgraded their home theaters
and searched for the most realistic sound
reproduction, several important options
were opened. Consider the advances in
separate subwoofer and satellite speaker
systems. The low frequencies are non directional so you can put the subwoofer

Infinity

9 Kappa

II

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT

magnetically shielded
lower distortion.

12 -inch

drivers that

Bose has also been a leader in satellite speaker technology with their

Acoustimass AM -5 system
($699). Four 21/2 -inch wide -range drivers
in small cubes plus a specially designed
Acoustimass module that can be placed
anywhere in the room offer full low fre-

Cutaway view of
installation of
Sonance built-in
speakers. All
Sonance models offer
tweeter adjustments
to tire :une installed
systems. Wall
speakers can be used
in either new
construction or

".

retrofits.

the woofer and a ferro -fluid damped
polycarbonate -inch dome tweeter. F/R is
65 Hz-18 kHz. Moving up to Sonance IV
built-ins ($650 pair) extends the range
from 35 Hz-22 kHz. Sonance even has a
wall mounted powered subwoofer.
JBL has built-in models as part of their
Signature series. Models S-3 ($245 pair)
and S-4 ($295 pair) have F/R of 125 Hz -22
kHz with sensitivities of 86 and 88,
respectively. They can be matched with
the standalone S -I subwoofer ($295, 88
1

Koss Kordlesspeaker
quency reproduction and accurate tonal
balance. AR is another brand to explore if
you are thinking satellites.
To hear the full impact of the bass
punch in many soundtracks, standalone
subwoofers can easily added to A/V configurations, such as the Yamaha NS -W10
($359). It has a built-in 60 watt amplifier
for low frequency signals with a switch able filter that will roll off frequencies
above 80 or 120 Hz at a rate of 18 dB/
octave. NEC's SW -400 ($599) is a combination powered subwoofer and full
range speaker system making it ideal for
Pro Logic setups. The 60 watt amp has left
and right inputs with a mono input for the
center dialog channel. A 12 -inch woofer
and two 4-inch full range speakers offer
three crossover frequencies (70, 100 and
150 Hz) and it's magnetically shielded.
Many installers suggest handling the
center Pro Logic channel with a powered
speaker such as the Proton P301 ($169),
an AR Powered Partner ($400 the pair) or a
Bose Video RoomMate ($279 a pair) and
hooking it directly to the center channel
out of the decoder.
For more extensive media room/surround sound arrangements, particularly
with a new home, many installers recommend built-in speakers for the rear channels (and even the front). For the Sonance
II models ($245 pair) speaker designer
Bill Kindel added a full crossover between

Hi.

;jA

dB, 40-200 Hz) and S-2 pedestal
loudspeakers ($550, 88 dB, 40 Hz -20
kHz). Polk and Boston Acoustics are also
offering enthusiast -grade built-ins as well.
For the ultimate in rear-channel portability, Koss Kordlesspeakers ($349 pair)
are battery powered and can be moved
with ease. An infrared transmitter is
plugged into the amp or receiver and sends
the signal to two dual driver, full response
speakers (40-20kHz) eliminating the need
for across -the -room hard wiring.
There's no shortage of high -quality
speakers that can deliver the wide frequency response and dynamic range of movie
soundtracks. For those seeking the ultimate, Infinity's IRS Series .V ($50,000 )
will definitely do the trick but their
Reference Standard 9 Kappa ($1,450
each) are top quality and do not require

home equity loans! Audio enthusiasts
have a wealth of sonic systems to choose
from-from Infinity to Polk to B&W,
KEF, Boston Acoustics...the list goes on.
And a new name is joining the high quality ranks. To complement its cutting
edge laser disc players. A/V receivers and

projection TVs, Pioneer recently in-

1

troduced Reference loudspeakers, the
Elite TZ series. The TZ-9 ($2000 each)
and TZ-7 ($900 each) use ceramic
graphite and ceramic carbon diaphragms
in the midrange and tweeter with an integrated twin bass drive system. "Unlike
most dynamic speakers," Mike Fidler,
Pioneer's VP of Marketing said, "the new
TZ series features a cabinet design which
adds virtually no extraneous coloration to
the pure sound. The TZ series offers a
depth and width of sound that will
reproduce the acoustical atmosphere of an
actual soundstage."
The intertwining of audio and video has
now come full circle as equipment designers no longer focus on just sight or sound.
Hígh performance audio linked to top
quality video in the home is a reality. Even
General Sarnoff would've been pleasantly
surprised just how far we've come....

Pioneer Elite TZ-9

Two Masters
of Invention
with Their
Musical

1=

rr

Instruments
We are the surround specialists.
As the inventors of surround we continue to
expand the limits of reproduction with our
sixth generation PRO PLUS'" technology.

We've solved surround's biggest
problem: SEPARATION.
Complex program material causes loss of
separation and collapse of the soundfield in
other logic steering processors.
Fosgate's proprietary high-speed digital steering logic automatically and inaudibly shifts
attack and release times to maintain maximum interchannel separation.

s

5:#

Pure Class 'A' analog is beautiful.
We've combined our high-speed digital
steering logic with the purest and most
sophisticated analog signal path available in
any surround processor. The result, as you
would expect, is a natural and incredibly
detailed soundfield that extends beyond the
confines of your listening room walls.

Your ticket to space.
Adjustable stage widths - regular, medium
and wide - create the dimension and space of
the live performance in your environment.

Stereo processing is no
mere afterthought!
Natural spatial information, present in all
stereo recordings, is displayed as a 360°
soundfield. The result: stunning three-dimensional realism from all stereo sources as well
as Dolby Surround".

For the connoisseur who finds music an
essential part of life, there is no other choice.
Fosgate PRO PLUS surround is simply the
best: Winner of a 1988 AudioVideo International Grand Prix Award. Musical, affordable and logical. It is the final frontier of
musical reproduction.

Peter Scheiber,

classical musician,
received U.S. Patent No. 3,632,886 in
1972 for the invention of matrix surround.
His latest patent in the field issued in
1987. Peter is known as the 'Father of
surround.'

_1~1

Jim Fosgate, inventor

and audio
pioneer, invented the most advanced
concept in surround processing: Variable speed digital steering logic.

FOSGATE
AUDIONICS

FOSGATE, INC.
PO Box 70, Heber City, UT 84032
TEL: 801-654-4046 FAX 801-654-4112

Fosgate Canada 1-800-465-7777

These are just a few of over 200 FOSGATE dealers in the U.S.: HARVEY'S NYC, SOUNDS BY SINGER
NYC, LYRIC NYC, AUDIO EXCHANGE NY, COLUMBIA AUDIO VIDEO Highland Park IL, AUDIO
CONSULTANTS Evanston IL, PAUL HEATH Chicago IL, BJORN'S San Antonio TX, CENTURY STEREO
San Jose CA, MATEO HIFI San Mateo CA, LASER'S EDGE Woodland Hills CA, MARCONI RADIO Glendale
CA, LISTEN -UP Denver CO, CONTEMPORARY SOUNDS Oklahoma City OK, RISING SOUNDS
Clearwater 8 Tampa FL, ABSOLUTE SOUND Winterpark FL, BEHRENS AUDIO LAB Jacksonville FL,
AUDIO VISIONS Tampa FL, AUDIO MART Kansas City KS, SOUND ENVIRONMENT Lincoln 8 Omaha NE.
Pro Plus is a TM of Fosgate, Inc. Dolby Surround Is a TM of Dolby Labs Licensing Corp.
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

Surround Processors

Multichannel Amplifiers

AV &

Architectural Speakers
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Audio Magazine, in cooperation with Sony ES presents
Audio Information Magazine (AIM).
AIM is a series of bi-monthly technology updates now
available at a select group of high fidelity dealers
nationwide.
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SONY
NOY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'

a full color in-store display,
explains the latest technology in concise, easy -to understand terms. There's also a free pamphlet that
offers more in-depth information you can take home.
at one of the quality dealers
AIM is available now
listed below.

Each program, presented in

UPDATE:
CASSETTE DECK
TECHNOLOGY

...

heads better than 2?
frequency response
Differences among noise
reduction systems
Single -drive vs. dual decks

Are

uclio

ES
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Bias and

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'

Dealers
ARIZONA
HI PI SALES, MESA

ARKANSAS
AUDIO WORLD, LITTLE ROCK. NO LITTLE ROCK
CALIFORNIA
BOOTS CAMERA. FRESNO
CREATIVE STEREO, SANTA BARBARA,
SANTA MARIA, THOUSAND OAKS, VENTURA-dB AUDIO,
BERKELEY-EBER ELECTRONICS, MENLO PARK, SAN FRANCISCOEUREKA AUDIO, EUREKA -THE GOLDEN EAR, CHICO -MARCONI
RADIO, GLENDALE-PARIS AUDIO, WEST LOS ANGELES,
WOODLAND HILLS-ROGERSOUND LABS, CANOGA PARK. EL
TORO PASADENA. SANTA MONICA, TORRANCE. WESTMINISTER,
VAN NUYS-SHERMAN OAKS CAMERA B STEREO, SHERMAN
OAKS-SOUND GOODS, CAMPBELL, MOUNTAIN VIEWTURNTABLES UNLIMITED, SACRAMENTO-WATER STREET
STEREO, SANTA CRUZ-WILSHIRE TV, LOS ANGELES
COLORADO
LISTEN UP, BOULDER, DENVER-SOUND SHOE COLORADO
SPRINGS

CONNECTICUT

AUDIO

ETC., NEW HAVEN

DELAWARE
HI FI HOUSE OF DELAWARE. WILMINGTON
FLORIDA
THE CONSUMER CENTER, TAMPA-ELECTRONIC CREATIONS.
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS-HOYT HI FI, JACKSONVILLE-SALON OF
MUSIC. WEST PALM BEACH-SOUND ADVICE, ALTAMONTE
SPRINGS, BOCA RATON, CLEARWATER, CORAL GABLES. FT
LAUDERDALE. HIALEAH. HOLLYWOOD, MIAMI, NO MIAMI BEACH.
ORLANDO SARASOTA, ST PETERSBURG, SUNRISE, TAMPA, WEST
PALM BEACH-TVC, TEQUESTA, TV B MUSIC CENTER.
ST PETERSBURG

GEORGIA
AUDIO WAREHOUSE, SAVANNAH-HI

FI BUYS. ATHENS, ATLANTA,
DULUTH, KENNESHAW MORROW. NORCROSS, RIVERDALE, TUCKER

ILLINOIS
GOOD VIBES, CHAMPAIGN-MILLS RECORDING, CHICAGO
STEREO SYSTEMS. AURORA. JOLIET, NAPERVILLE-UNITED AUDIO
CENTERS. AURORA. CHICAGO DEERFIELD. NILES. SCHAMBURG,
VERNON HILLS

INDIANA
GOOD VIBES. LAFAYETTE-HIS SOUND, NEW HAVEN

NORTH CAROLINA
AUDIO BUYS, RALEIGH-SOUNDHAUS. DURHAM

KANSAS
RED BARON, WICHITA
LOUISIANA
ALTERMAN AUDIO, METAIRIE, NEW ORLEANS
MAINE
NEW ENGLAND MUSIC, SCARBOROUGH
MARYLAND
AUDIO BUYS, GAITHERSBURG-THE GRAMOPHONE LTD.,

OHIO

ALAMO ELECTRONICS. CINCINNATI-BBB, EUCUD. MIDDLEBURG
HEIGHTS-GOLDEN GRAMAPHONE, AKRON-JAMIESON'S,
TOLEDO-STEREO LAB, CINCINNATI. COLUMBUS

ELUCOTT CITY. LUTHERVILLE

MASNACI, USETTS
MUSIC BOX, WELLESLEY-0 AUDIO. CAMBRIDGE-SOUND

B

OREGON
BRADFORD'S HIGH FIDELITY. EUGENE-FRED'S SOUND OF
MUSIC, GRESHAM, PORTLAND
PENNSYLVANIA
AUDIO INSIGHT, WEXFORD-STEREO BARN, EPHRATA.

MUSIC, NORTHAMPTON

LANCASTER

MICHIGAN
AUDIOVISION, WEST BLOOMFIELD-POINTE ELECTRONICS,

STEREO DISCOUNT CENTER. PROVIDENCE

GROSSE POINTE

WOODS-THE STEREO SHOPPE, ANN ARBOR.

LANSING, OKEMUS, SAGINAW. TRAVERSE CITY

MINNESOTA
AUDIO KING, BROOKLYN CENTER, BURNSVF.LE. EDINA, MANKATO,
MINNEAPOLIS,MINNETONKA. ROCHESTER, ROSEVILLE, ST CLOUD.
ST PAUL

MISSISSIPPI

McLELLAND TV, HATTISBURG
MISSOURI
SOUND ENTERPRISES, KANSAS CITY-STEREO ONE, CAPE
GIRARDEAU
NEBRASKA
STEREO WEST, LINCOLN. OMAHA

NEW JERSEY
HARVEY ELECTRONICS, PARAMUS-MONMOUTH STEREO.
SHREWSBURY-RECORD SHOE CHERRY H ,L-ROUTE
ELECTRONICS, PARAMUS. TOTOWA
NEW MEXICO
HUDSON'S AUDIO CENTER, ALBUOUEROUE
NEW YORK
GRAND CENTRAL RADIO, MANHATTAN-HARVEY ELECTRONICS.
MANHATTAN, WHITE PLAINS -LISTENING ROOM, SCARSDALERABSONS AUDIO'
LYRIC HI FI, MANHATTAN, WHITE PLAINS
VIDEO. MANHATTAN, GARDEN CITY-SQUARE DEAL.
PATCHOGUE-STEREO CHAMBER, ORCHARD PARK. THE NEW
STEREO EXCHANGE. MANHATTAN

RHODE ISLAND
SOUTH CAROLINA
READ BROTHERS, CHARLESTON-STEREO VIDEO, GREENVILLE
SOUTH DAKOTA
AUDIO KING. SIOUX FALLS
TENNESSEE
HI FI BUYS. MURFREESBORO, NASHVILLE
TEXAS
BJORN'S AUDIONIDEO, SAN ANTONIO-DIGITAL CENTER,
DALLAS-GROOVE AUDIO VIDEO. HOUSTON- HAROLD'S
ELECTRONICS, MIDLAND, ODESSA-METEX INTERNATIONAL.
LAREDO. MLALLEN-SOUTHWEST RECORD B TAPE, HOUSTONSTEREO VIDEO CENTER, TYLER

UTAH
STANDARD AUDIO, SALT LAKE CITY
VIRGINIA
AUDIO ART, RICHMOND-AUDIO BUYS, BAILEY'S CROSSROADS.
MANASSAS-THE AUDIO CENTER, ROANOKE-DIGITAL SOUND,
VIRGINIA BEACH

WASHINGTON
DEFINITIVE AUDIO, SEATTLE-HUPPINS HI FI, SPOKANEMAGNOLIA HI FL & VIDEO. BELLEVUE. LYNWOOD, SEATTLE.
TACOMA
WISCONSIN
HI FI HEAVEN, GREEN BAY-SOUND STAGE. MILWAUKEE

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Phase Shift: Less than 0.25° from 20
Power Output: 305 watts per chanHz to 20 kHz.
nel into 8 ohms; 450 watts per chan- Slew Rate: 100 V/µS for 130-V peak -

nel into 4 ohms; bridged mono, 900
watts into 8 ohms; all from 20 Hz to
20 kHz.
THD: 0.05% into 8 ohms; bridged
mono, 0.1% into 4 or 8 ohms.

Continuous Power at Clipping:
360
500
750
900

HAFLER

XL600

POWER

AMPLIFIER

watts per channel into 8 ohms;
watts per channel into 4 ohms;
watts per channel into 2 ohms;
watts per channel into 1 ohm;
bridged mono, 1,000 watts into 8
ohms and 1,500 watts into 4 ohms.
All ratings for continuous duty cycle
across audio band; depending on
load impedance, duration may be
thermally limited to several minutes.
SMPTE-IM Distortion: 0.04% at
rated power inio 8 ohms.
Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 50
kHz, ±0.1 dB. 0.1 Hz to 500 kHz,
±3 dB.

to -peak square wave.
S/N Ratio: 100 dB, re: rated output
into 8 ohms.
Input Sensitivity: 2.6 V for 305
watts output into 8 ohms.
Damping Factor: Greater than 200
at
kHz, 150 at 10 kHz (both at 8
ohms).
Dimensions: 19 in. W x 7 in. H x 13
in. D (48.3 cm x 17.8 cm x 33 cm).
1

Weight: 51 lbs. (23.2 kg).
Price: $1,195.
Company Address: Hafler Div.,
Rockford Corp., 613 South Rockford
Dr., Tempe, Ariz. 85281.
For literature, circle No. 90

-i
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Having known and respected David Hafler for several
decades, was frankly concerned when he sold his company. Would the new owners continue the tradition of straightforward equipment design that characterized Hafler and,
before that, Dynaco products? Would the "new" Hafler
products offer the same great value that Hailer's earlier
amps, preamps, and tuners had for so many years? A few
hours spent with the Hafler XL600 power amplifier on my
test bench, and a few days spent listening to it, allayed my
fears and doubts. The Hailer tradition continues under the
new owners, the Rockford Corp.
In designing the XL600, Hafler engineers applied many of
the same circuit approaches used in the Model XL -280,
which previously tested for Audio (November 1987). The
XL600's circuitry includes a double differential, J-FET, cascoded push-pull input stage and a current -mirror second
stage, driving 16 lateral MOS-FET outputs. The direct -coupled circuit is something of a departure from previous Hafler
amps in that it employs far less overall feedback. The use of
additional MOS-FET output devices increases the low -impedance drive capability, so the amplifier is able to drive
difficult speaker loads that require high current levels.
Although only one large power transformer is used, the
separate power supplies for each channel employ a total of
72,000 µF of capacitance for improved low -end performance. These electrolytic capacitors are bypassed by
smaller capacitors for improved high -frequency performance. A separate supply powers the low-level stages for
improved isolation and efficiency. The large heat -sink is
cooled by a variable -speed d.c. fan that turns on only when
needed and is extremely quiet.
Hailer's Excelinear circuit enables the user to adjust the
amplifier for minimum nonlinearity with the speakers which it
will normally drive. This adjustment is made by using one
channel of the XL600 as a "driving" amp, and a special
gain -control circuit (see "Nulling Out Amp Distortion," February 1987) whose schematic is shown in Fig. 1. A control
within the amplifier is adjusted until no sound is heard from
the listening room speaker. Any difference between the
input to, and the output from, the test amp represents some
form of distortion which will be audible in the monitor speaker, either as program -related content or as noise. When the
signals are identical, no sound will be heard from the monitor speaker. Headphones or a sensitive a.c. voltmeter may
be paralleled with the monitor speaker for an even better
"null" adjustment. After adjusting one channel of the amp for
minimum distortion and phase shift, the amplifier channel
positions shown in Fig. are reversed, and the procedure is
repeated for the opposite channel. Since my bench measurements were made using purely resistive loads, did not
make this adjustment until was ready to listen to the amp
with my reference Infinity RS 9 Kappa speakers. Accordingly, the static distortion and S/N measurements which will be
discussed later in this report were obtained with the factory
settings of the Excelinear feature.
I

I

1

I

I

Control Layout
A heavy-duty, on/off rocker switch on the front panel is
accompanied by a red pilot lamp. To avoid turn -on transients, the XL600 provides a 3-S delay before a relay con-

AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1989

nects the output terminals. This relay will also disconnect
the load if significant d.c. is present at the output or if the
heat -sink's short-term temperature is excessive. However,
under such conditions the fan will continue to operate.
The rear panel is equipped with two sets of red and black
binding posts for speaker connections. Both output and
input terminals are gold-plated. A mono/stereo switch is
used to change operation from stereo to bridged mono.
When mono output is desired, the single speaker load is
connected across the red terminals only. A pair of speaker
fuse -holders are equipped with 5 -ampere fast -blow fuses.
Hafler supplies a pair of spare 10 -ampere fuses that are
intended for bench -testing or high -power applications. A
quick calculation told me that even a 10 -ampere fuse would
not be enough to enable me to measure power output at low
impedances, so occasionally replaced these with 20 -ampere fuses during my bench tests.
I

Measurements
Figure 2 shows the frequency response of the XL600,
from 10 Hz to 200 kHz. Considering that at no frequency
within this range did the amplifier exhibit any "minus" readings, the slight rise of +0.2 dB at 50 kHz may be considered as meeting Hafler's published specification of ±0.1
dB. There was virtually no deviation from perfectly flat response over the audible range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The
slight rise of + 1.3 dB at 200 kHz was of no particular
concern to me, inasmuch as could detect no signs of
instability for any of the load impedances or drive conditions
employed during my bench or listening tests.
I

2 2

DRIVING
AMP

KILONMS,

LISTENING

MATT

-

ROOM

SPEAKER

tOO OHMS
frNE ADJUSTMENT
AMP
UNDER
TEST

250 OHMS,
COARSE

ADUSTMENT

itlREMOTE

SPEAKER

E7 OHMS

Fig.

1-Setup for straight -

wire differential test.
When the pots are
adjusted for minimum
sound output from the
speaker, only the
distortion and the phase
and amplitude errors ere
heard. For more critical
adjustment, a meter of
headphone can be used
in parallel with the
listening room speaker.
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Hafler's Excelinear circuit
allows the user to adjust
this amplifier for maximum
linearity with the very
speakers he'll be using.
pwvittude
5.0MB0

(dB1 versus lreauenoy

Oft);

Mailer 4.640 Power awyltfter

How SMPTE-IM distortion varied as power output was
increased from below
watt to above clipping levels is
shown in Fig. 5. At 305 watts per channel, with an 8 -ohm
load connected, SMPTE IM measured precisely 0.04%, as
claimed by Haller. No specification was supplied for 4 -ohm
loads, but my results show that it was about 0.1% at 450
watts per channel. CCIF-IM, or twin -tone, distortion is
caused by spurious beats between two frequencies that are
kHz apart. As Fig. 6 shows, CCIF IM was less than 0.002%
for 305 watts per channel into 8 ohms and just over 0.003%
at 450 watts per channel into 4 ohms.
There was no way to adjust the output level of the XL600
so that it would deliver 1 watt into 8 -ohm loads for an input of
0.5 V, the conditions for testing an amp's S/N in accordance
with EIA Standards. Therefore, measured S/N with respect
to watt output by adjusting the signal source to the value
needed to produce this level. The XL600 required 150 mV,
which thought was rather high, as this would require 2.6 V
input for full rated output at 8 ohms. However, most preamplifiers can deliver this voltage without any noticeable increase in distortion. In any case, the XL600's A -weighted
S/N ratio, referred to
watt, was 93.11 dB. If you want to
reference this to rated output of 305 watts into 8 ohms, add
around 25 dB to my result, for over 118 dB of S/N. If that
sounds too good to be true compared with Hafler's claim of
100 dB, bear in mind that Haller quotes unweighted S/N,
whereas the EIA Standard calls for A -weighting.
Damping factor, at 50 Hz and referred to 8 -ohm loads,
was 153. After
had completed the tests of continuous
power, made some short-term measurements to determine
clipping levels at various load impedances. For an 8 -ohm
load, severe clipping occurred at levels approaching 400
watts per channel. With a 4 -ohm load, clipping was evident
at about 475 watts per channel, and at 750 watts per
channel for a 2 -ohm load. did not attempt to drive this
amplifier into clipping for a 1 -ohm load, simply because of
fuse limitations in the adjustable line-voltage transformer
use to maintain constant 120 V a.c. during bench tests. In
the bridged mono mode, using an 8 -ohm load, clipping
occurred at 1,050 watts. Again because of my transformer's
fuse limitations, no attempt was made to determine clipping
level using 4 ohms ,n the bridged mode. did confirm the
XL600's ability to deliver more than 900 watts of power into 8
1
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into 8- and 4 -ohm loads,
for three frequencies. The
curves for 20 Hz and
1 kHz are identical.
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Figure 3 shows how THD + N varied with increasing
power output, using 8- and 4 -ohm loads. At the rated output
of 305 watts per channel into 8 ohms, THD + N was only
0.006% at 20 Hz and kHz. THD was a bit higher at 20 kHz,
measuring 0.023% for rated output. With a 4 -ohm load, THD
+ N was 0.017% at 20 Hz and kHz, and 0.04% at 20 kHz,
for the rated output of 450 watts per channel.
Figure 4 shows how THD + N varied as a function of
frequency, keeping power output constant at its rated levels
(305 watts per channel for 8 ohms, 450 watts per channel
for 4 ohms), with both channels driven. The slight discrepancies between the readings in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 at 20 Hz,
kHz, and 20 kHz are probably caused by slight temperature
variations which occurred between the times when made
each of these measurements. In any event, THD + N was
well below published specifications in both instances, and
the 8- and 4 -ohm graphs are quite similar to each other.
1
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Double Scoop
When one is plainly not enough

...indulge!
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The signal delivered by
the XL6OO into actual
speaker loads replicates
its input signal almost
perfectly.
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Fig. 5-SMPTE-IM
distortion vs. power
output for 8 -ohm load
(solid curve) and 4 -ohm

vs.

frequency, at rated output
of 305 watts per channel
into 8 ohms (solid curve)
and 450 watts per channel
into 4 ohms (dashed
curve).

load (dashed curve).
shown in Fig. 1 had been supplied earlier, when tested
Hafler's XL -280 amp.
wanted a consistently loud piece of music with which to
make the final nulling adjustments, since assumed that the
louder music, with its more limited dynamic range, would
enable me to adjust the internal potentiometers and trimmer
capacitors more precisely. therefore chose that old warhorse of an overture by Von Suppé, "Light Cavalry," as
recorded by the Utah Symphony Orchestra on a Pro -Arte
Compact Disc (CDD 402). The nulling adjustment was
amazingly easy to make-even easier than remembered
from my tests of the lower -powered XL -280. Just for the fun
of it,
then played some softer chamber music, using a
Delos disc entitled Brahms/Schumann Soiree (D/CD 3025).
Surprisingly, the adjustment was just as easy to perform with
equal precision.
subsequently used an a.c. voltmeter to
see if could come even closer to a perfect null. could not,
so audible adjustment using headphones would seem to be
just as accurate as with test instruments.
was curious to find out if, indeed, a different adjustment
would be required with a different set of speakers, as Hafler
states in the owner's manual. To verify this, used my other
reference speakers, the KEF 105.2s. (I had not attempted
this sort of check when last used the Haller Excelinear
technique.) Sure enough, while the readjustment was quite
minimal with this second set of speakers, it was needed.
The best way to characterize the sound of the XL600
would be to describe it as absolutely non -grating and as
delivering high -frequency peaks that did not tend to be the
least bit brittle or irritating. hate to use the term "tube -like"
sound, but suspect this is just how some listeners would
describe the Hafler XL600's sonic reproduction. Above all,
this is an amp that simply will not run out of power with any
pair of loudspeakers intended for high-fidelity home audio
applications. More than that, the output signal the XL600
delivers into actual loudspeaker loads is as close a match to
its input signal as I've seen in any amplifier
have ever
tested.
Leonard Feldman
I

ccir-IN Dtsturt,on (L) versus Power output (Watts);

I

Haller l(L6os

5

I

I
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I

I

I
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I

Fig. 6-CCIF-IM (twin tone) distortion vs. power
output for 8 -ohm load
(solid curve) and 4 -ohm
load (dashed curve).

I

I

I

I

ohms, in the bridged mono mode, with less than 0.1% THD.
Reverting to stereo operation with 8 -ohm loading, determined that this amplifier's dynamic headroom was an impressively high 2.3 dB.
I

I

I

Use and Listening Tests
installed the Haller XL600 in my reference listening
system and, since was also testing a couple of excellent
CD players-the Philips CD880 and the Onkyo DX -G10
used these components as program sources for the listening tests and final adjustment of the Excelinear circuitry.
should point out that the special gain -adjustment circuit
I

I

I

I
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What Is The Meaning Of Life?
Many have pondered this weighty
question, no one has found an answer

that satisfies all.
At best, life is synonymous with
what we know to be real, i.e. genuine, unaffected and natural. As life
grows denser and more technologically complex, simplicity becomes
more appealing.
The same applies to hifi. High end
audio systems are now dedicated to

the transparent reproduction of
authentic, lifelike sound.
Unfortunately, too many of us
remain impressed with massive
speakers that produce a brutish and
exaggerated "larger -than -life" sound.
But truly lifelike sound is always
more thrilling, simply by the sheer
impact of its total fidelity. That's why
it's universally acclaimed as "the real

thing" Those who know the truth

when they hear it can't be satisfied
by any substitutes or illusions of reality.
For them, we offer Celestion loudspeakers. A range of subtle and elegant
components that deliver "lifelike" sound.
If you've had enough surreal sound
to last a lifetime, we've been building
the world's most honest loudspeakers
for you. Discover the meaning of life
at your qualified Celestion component dealer

cELESTIDfl
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Enter No. 22 on Reader Service Card

Brown Way, Holliston, MA

01746

(617)429-67°6

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Tape Recorder
Sampling Frequencies: 48, 44.1,

Digital Input and Output Levels
and Impedances: Sony/Philips
Digital Interface Format, 0.5 V peak
to peak, 75 ohms; AES/EBU Format,
RS -422, 110 ohms; Sony Digital Interface Format -2, TTL level, 75
ohms.

and 32 kHz.

D/A Conversion: 16 -bit linear.

Frequency Response:

2 Hz to 22

kHz, ±0.5 dB.

Dynamic Range: Greater

kHz, 4 dBs

Sync Output for Sony Digital Interface Format -2: TTL level, 75
ohms; accuracy at 25° C (±2°), ± 30

Wow & Flutter: Below measurable

parts per million; accuracy from
10° to + 60° C, ± 60 ppm.

than 90

dB.

THD: Less than 0.05%

at

1

input.

-

Maximum Cable Length for AES/
EBU Format: 300 meters.
Power Requirements: 110, 120,

limits.

Power Requirements:

SONY
PCM-2500
DIGITAL
AUDIO TAPE
RECORDER

100, 120,
220, or 240 V a.c.; 50/60 Hz; 37
watts.
Dimensions: 17 in. W x 4 in. H x
16% in. D (43 cm x 10 cm x 42
cm).
Weight: 27 lbs. (12.2 kg).

220, or 240 V a.c.; 50/60 Hz; 12
watts.
Dimensions: 17 in. W x 4 in. H x
153/e in. D (43 cm x 10 cm x 39
cm).
Weight: 13.7 lbs. (6.2 kg).

Interface Unit

Rated Analog Input Level: +4
dBs (0 dBs = 0.775

V

Price: $3,200.
Company Address:

rms).

Maximum Analog Input: +24

Sony Commu-

nications Products, 1600 Queen

dBs.

Anne Rd., Teaneck, N.J. 07666.
For literature, circle No. 91

Rated Analog Output Level: +4
dBs.

Maximum Analog Output Level:
+24 dBs into 600 ohms.
Although consumer versions of R-DAT machines remain
unavailable in the U.S., pro R-DAT units are being eagerly
gobbled up by small and large recording studios and other
professional sound facilities. These R-DAT recorders generally cost quite a bit more than the consumer machines, but
then again, they can do so much more.
Any Audio reader who absolutely, positively must have a
DAT recorder right now can follow two courses of action.
You can take a quick trip to Japan (or one of several
European countries) and buy one; there is no prohibition
against bringing R-DAT recorders through U.S. customs.
Alternatively, you can search for a local dealer who has
made the journey to Japan. Doing either will, naturally,
substantially increase the unit's final price. If you follow the
first method, you'll be paying for the trip as well as customs
duty. If you follow the second, you'll be paying a substantial
increase over the retail price in Japan-and, because manufacturers do not usually recognize "gray market" dealers,
you are not likely to be given a factory warranty.
Recording engineers have a third option. They can walk
into a pro dealer and obtain an imported R-DAT recorder
that is guaranteed by its manufacturer. The price will still be
high, but the pro machine, as mentioned, has much greater
capabilities than a consumer model.
The Sony PCM-2500 is such a unit. It consists of two
physically matching components which can be screwed
together; a pair of side panels is supplied for this purpose.
Cables are also supplied to connect the R-DAT recorder
itself with the companion interface unit. But what makes the
92
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PCM-2500 a professional product? For one thing, this combination is able to record, via its analog or digital inputs, at
either the 44.1- or 48 -kHz sampling rate. Consumer R-DAT
units can only record at a sampling rate of 48 kHz via their
digital or analog inputs-although they can play back prerecorded DAT cassettes that have been recorded at 44.1 kHz.
This restriction was voluntarily assumed by the makers of
consumer R-DAT machines in an effort to placate the major
record companies. Because professional R-DAT models
like the PCM-2500 can record at 44.1 kHz, they can make
recordings that can readily be transferred to digital editing
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1989
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equipment or used to make CDs. In addition, recordings
can be made at a sampling rate of 32 kHz via the digital
inputs; this sampling rate has become the standard for
satellite transmissions in Japan and parts of Europe.
The PCM-2500, beirg a pro unit, does permit multiple
sampling rates in recording as well as playback. must
stress that it does not permit dubbing a CD in the digital -to digital mode if that disc has been encoded with the copy inhibit flag. In addition to sampling -rate differences, the
PCM-2500 interface unit permits the user to add pre -em I

phasis at will. It is equipped with XLR balanced -line connectors for compatibility with professional analog audio equipment. It is also fully compatible with three recognized digital
interface standards that have evolved over the past few
years; these are the AES/EBU, Sony/Philips, and Sony Digital Interface Format -2. (Incidentally, SDIF-2 is used in the
Sony PCM-1630/1610 digital audio processor installed in
many professional recording studios.)
The R-DAT recorder of Vie PCM-2500 strongly resembles
the Sony DTC-1000ES, the one -box consumer model sold
overseas, which reviewed in the July 1987 issue. Although
their rear panels differ, in that the PCM-2500 incorporates
the various connectors needed for linking it with the interface box, the front -panel features are identical. Specifically,
three types of subcodes (start ID, program number, and
skip ID) can be "written' onto the tape. Start IDs permit
each selection to be located at high speed, and program
numbers allow any desired selection to be searched for
directly. Skip IDs mark portions of the tape which the user
wants the deck to zip past during playback. All of these
subcooes can be "written" to a tape even after it has been
recorded, without erasing any of the program material itself.
As is true of the Sony DTC-1000ES, four -times oversampling, digital filtering, and separate D/A converters in each
channel are used.
I

a

Recorder Control Layot.t
A power switch is at the left end of the panel, adjacent to
the DAT cassette tray. Below this are a timer switch and a

AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1989
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The ability to make direct
digital recordings at the
sampling rate of 44.1 kHz
is one mark that the PCM-2500
is a professional product.
Amplitude
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Fig. 1-Record/play

Fig.

frequency response

frequency at 0 dB
(maximum) recording
level, for record/play at
44.1 kHz. Dashed curve is
right channel.

at 48- and 44.1 -kHz
sampling rates.

TAD
Noise (dB) versus
-00.00
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vs.

recording level for
record/playback of
a 1 -kHz signal via the
digital inputs. Dashed
curve is right channel.
headphone jack. The tape -position indicator (which can
show elapsed time within the current program, estimated
time elapsed since the tape's start, or remaining tape time)
is part of a large display area to the right of the tape tray. To
the right of the position indicator are displays of program
and "AMS" (Automatic Music Search) numbers. A pair of
peak -level bar -graph meters, calibrated from below -50
dB up to 0 dB (followed by a red "Over" warning), take up
the bottom of the display. Other indicators in the display
panel are for tape -counter function, sampling frequency,
presence of copy -inhibit code in digital input signals or in
playback or its insertion in recording, pre -emphasis detection or use, skip and start ID (which light when IDs are
written, erased, or detected during playback), and search mode actuation. Finally a "Caution" light glows when condensation is present on the tape heads.
94

4-Residual noise vs.
frequency for playback of
"quiet" track of test tape.
Fig.

Below the display are buttons to open and close the tape
tray and to start and stop play, plus rockers for forward and
reverse fast -winding and program search. To the right of
these transport controls are smaller buttons for record,
pause, and record mute. Still further to the right are numeric
buttons for accessing programs directly and the large, dual
concentric recording level knobs. At the lower right of the
panel are a "Skip" switch (set to the "On" position when you
want skip IDs to be recognized during playback), an "Input
Select" button (for choosing analog or digital input recording), and a small headphone level control.

Interface Control Layout
There are far fewer controls and switches on the interface
unit of the PCM-2500 than on the main recorder. At the left
are a power switch and a switch to select wired or wireless
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dcom brings the superior performance of
its separates (amplifiers, preamps and
tuners) into a price range previously
associated with ordinary receivers
_
_ with the introduction of the new
GTP-400 Tuner/Preamplifier. By combining the
GTP-400 with one of Adcom's power amplifiers,
you can now afford the clear sound, powerful
dynamics and exceptional performance for which
Adcom has been called "legendary" by the critics.
The GTP-400 will put more power into your
hands than you ever thought possible... and its
sound is truly revolutionary.

Why Separates Instead of a Receiver
Because receivers have limited space, they
cannot be equipped with the heavy duty, high current, high -voltage power supplies available in

the best separate components. And if a receiver
was so equipped, it would generate unacceptable
levels of heat and hum, inevitably degrading all
performance parameters.
Consequently, the overall performance of
receivers is always compromised for the seeming
advantage of all -in -one convenience and
affordability.

The Tuner/Preamp Advantage
The GTP-400 Tuner/Preamplifier eliminates all
such compromises. By dividing the tuner/
preamplifier from the power amplifier, low current, low -voltage elements are totally isolated
from high -current, high -voltage elements ensuring
sonic quality and superior performance.
And because the GTP-400 is designed to be
used with any of Adcom's power amplifiers, you
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recording
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/- tape 2/video
tape
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CD
phono

mute/hi blend

//

-

1

tuner

have the advantage of choosing the right amount
of power for your needs. If 60 watts per channel

will drive your speakers to the level you want,
consider our least expensive amplifier, the
GFA-535. If you need more power, consider the
100 watt GFA-545 or Adcom's legendary 200
watt GFA-555. For the truly power hungry, the
GTP-400 will drive two GFA-555's each bridged
in mono, for an awesome 600 watts per channel.

Affordable High -Performance
Designers and engineers usually use Class "A"
audio circuits in components where price is no
object. Demanded by those who can distinguish
outstanding sonic performance from merely
average, Class"A" circuits are employed in the
GTP-400's phono and high-level preamp stages.
These circuits provide superior resolution and

dramatic musicality. It took Adcom's approach to
high performance/high value to make Class "A"
affordable.

More Sound for Less Money
Several of Adcom's components have been
favorably compared to other components costing
two and three times more. The GTP-400 promises
to keep faith with this tradition of exceptional
value by delivering superb performance at a
reasonable price. (over please)

Ail
11

fine stereo components
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Gf P-400/GFA-535 (60 watts/ch)*
The Preamplifier Section
Optimum signal-to-noise ratios

Proprietary linear-gain
amplifiers in the high level and
phono stages operate in full Class
`A" to provide low distortion,
low noise and high speed. High
accuracy in the RIAA equalization
circuit provides superb sound
from high output moving coil or
moving magnet phono cartridges.
A separate recording selector
allows listening to one source
while recording another. Feedback tone controls and contouring
circuits can tine tune your system
to room acoustics or individual
listening tastes.

button. Once a station is tuned
in, it's locked in without drift. A
touch of another button activates
the scan mode, up or down.
When reception conditions are
marginal, a switchable high -blend
circuit reduces background noise
and fading of FM stereo signals.
a

Specifications

at both the phono and high level

inputs ensure superior performance from your treasured LP's
as well as your new compact
discs and a wide range of HiFi
video sources.

GTP-400/GFA-555 (200 watts/ch)*

GTP-400/GFA-545 (100 watts/ch)*

Preamplifier
Total harmonic distortion: <0.01%
ID1

distor

'

:

0.005%

Frequency response: 20 Hz - 20 kl Iz ±0.1 dB
i\Iasimum output level: >8 volts
Input sensitivity for .5V output:
Phono: 0.8 mV

High I~l: 78 mV
Signal-to-noise ratio:
For .5V output: Phono: 80 dB
For 2V output: High level: >95 dB
Tone controls:
Bass (40 IIz) ± 9.0 dB
Treble (IS kHz) ± 7.5 dlt
Output impedance: IINI ohms

The Sound of a Revolution
The price of the GTP-400 with
GFA-535 power amplifier
(illustrated above, left) is close to
that of a good receiver. But that's

a

Voltage: I17V 601-Iz (Available in 220V/50FIz
on special order)
Dimensions: 17 x 314 x 125"
1432 x 80 x 325 mm)
Shipping eeight: 15 Ihs(6.8 kg)

close as they get ...because
no receiver will deliver the wide
dynamic range and lasting satisfaction of an Adcom music
system.
So if you would like to be part
of the new movement towards
as

FM Tuner
sensitivity.
II dBf
Signal strength for -SII dB quieting.
/stereo: 13.5/37 dBf
111E

:

Capture ratio: 1.7 dB
Alternate channel selectivity:

75

dB

Separation at I kllz: 50 dB
TI1D/stereo at I kI1z: 0.17
Maximum signal-to-noise ratio.
/stereo: 80/75 dB
Frequency response: 30 Iz - 15 kHz ±0.5 dB
Antenna impedance: 75 or 300 ohms

bringing more power into your
home, ask your Adcom dealer to
demonstrate the GTP-400 with
any Adcom power amplifier.
You'll hear what a revolution
sounds like.

I

The Tuner Section
Quartz -referenced and digitally
synthesized. the tuner has an
accuracy of 0.00025% providing
a significant reduction in audible

distortion.
Eight FM stations and eight
AM stations can be programmed
for instant retrieval at the touch of

J"000

I
fine stereo components
II Elkins Road. East Brunswick, NJ 08816
U.S.A. (201) 390-1130

Adcom components also available
ta'ith optional white front panel.

*Power output, watts/channel, continuous both channels driven into 8 ohms, 20 Hz
Enter No.

7 on

Reader Service Card

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC.
Pointe Claire, Quebec 119R 4X5

-

20 kHz <0.09% THU

©

1988

ADCOM

The interface unit provides
connections for three major
digital signal formats, and
it has balanced -line analog
input and output jacks.
remote control (both of which are supplied) or neither. The
wired remote is essential when the recorder is not in the
operator's line of sight, as often happens in recording -studio
control rooms. A jack for the wired remote is below the
switch. At the extreme right of the panel are recessed,
screwdriver -adjustable record and playback level controls.
The record level controls adjust the interface unit's output
level to the recorder within a range of -20 to -2 dB. The
playback level controls adjust the output level at the analog
output connectors within a range of -6 to + 12 dB. Several
small toggle switches are at the lower right corner of the
panel. The first selects one of the three available digital
interface formats. Next come on/off toggles for "Emphasis"
and "Master Safe." (When the latter is on, recording cannot
take place, regardless of other switch settings.) The final
toggle switches are "Copy Prohibit (Write/Off)" and "Sampling Frequency (44.1 kHz/48 kHz)." The "Sampling Frequency" switch is only needed when recording from the
analog inputs. If the digital inputs are used, the PCM-2500
automatically sets its sampling rate to 48, 44.1, or 32 kHz to
match the incoming signal. (The 32 -kHz sampling rate is
only available through the AES/EBU and Sony/Philips digital
inputs.)
Once the cables have been connected between the RDAT recorder and the interface unit (the supplied cables
cannot be connected incorrectly since the plugs are all
different), all signals are routed to and from the PCM-2500
via the interface unit.
The interface's rear panel has connectors for use with the
three standard digital formats, a "Word Sync Out" connector for use with SDIF-2 signals, a ground terminal, a "Voltage
Selector," and stereo pairs of balanced -line XLR analog
input and output connectors. The XLR connections are
wired with pin 1 as ground, pin 2 as the hot lead, and pin 3
as the return or cold lead. A line -voltage selector completes
the rear -panel layout.
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The multilingual owner's manual incorporates some excellent diagrams that illustrate how digital and analog interconnections should be made between the PCM-2500's units
and between the PCM-2500 and other equipmert. It took
me only a few moments to make the necessary connections
between the PCM-2500 and the input and output terminals
of my Audio Precision System One test equipment, after
which the DAT recorder was up and running.
In preparing to test the PCM-2500, thought it necessary
to record several definitive test tones (via the analog inputs)
and to play them back and measure the results via the
complete record/play loop. This is the same procedure
would follow for any tape recorder. But the PCM-2500 is
also a digital tape player, so I wanted to know how well it
could play back the tape have been using to test car DAT
players. (This tape is a dub of the CD -1 test disc use when
evaluating CD players.)
Since the copy -inhibit flag prevents me from making further digital -to -digital dubs from my CD -1 disc, also wanted
to record the contents of my CD -1 dub using the PCM-2500
in the digital -to-digital mode, with my Sony DTC-1000ES
DAT recorder as the playback device and its digital output
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one curve is shown.
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Measurements

Recorder

linearity for direct digital
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-8.000

-10.00-100 -90.0

-00.0

70.0

40.0

Fig. 6B -Same as Fig.. 6A
but recorded via analog
inputs. Note that there
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-34.0

-20.0

-10.0
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was less deviation from
linearity in this mode.
99

After switching between the
48- and 44.1 -kHz sampling
rates during recording, all
I heard in the playback was
a slight transition click.

Destatton from linearity <d81, low levels.
18.400

dithered signals; Sony PCM-2500
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Fig. 7A -Deviation from
linearity at low signal
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6.8000
9.0008
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this time using a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. These results,
also shown in Fig. 1, were substantially the same (if anything, the slight rise was a bit smaller), so the curve has
therefore been displaced by 1 dB for clarity. Again, the
signal was supplied by my DAT copy of the sweep signal
from the CD -1 test disc.
Figure 2 is a plot of THD + N versus frequency, using a
signal level of 0 dB (maximum recording level). The results
were obtained by copying my CD -1 dub, using the analog
outputs of my DTC-1000ES and the analog inputs of the
PCM-2500, and then playing back via the PCM-2500's analog outputs. For much of the frequency range, THD + N
measured 0.007% for the left channel and 0.008% for the
right. A rise in THD + N can be seen above 10 kHz, but
even at 20 kHz, THD + N was still below 0.1%.
Using direct digital connections for recording yielded
somewhat better results. Figure 3 shows how THD + N
varied as a function of recorded level for a 1 -kHz signal. As
usual, this graph depicts THD + N in dB referred to maximum recorded level, and at all levels, it was at least -92
dB. If one wanted to translate this to a percentage, THD +
N would be less than 0.0025% at 0 dB and would be even
better at lower levels. Since the distortion shown in Fig. 2 is
0.007% at 1 kHz and 0 dB, it's obvious that some quantization distortion is added when going through the entire record/play cycle via the analog inputs and outputs of the
machine. The additional THD + N is by no means audibly
significant, but it is there, nevertheless. Although Sony's
literature does not mention the methodology used in their
A/D conversion (during recording), have ascertained that it
does not involve oversampling nor does it employ digital
filtration. This may possibly account for the added quantization distortion.
Overall, A -weighted signal-to-noise ratio of the PCM2500, after recording and playing the "silent" track of my
CD -1 through the deck's analog inputs, measured 90.93 dB
for the left channel and 91.72 dB for the right. By contrast,
when played back the "silent" track from the same tape on
the PCM-2500 ano plotted the residual noise (Fig. 4), at no
frequency did the noise level exceed -105 dB relative to
maximum recorded level. Again, this shows that some noise
is contributed by the PCM-2500's analog input circuitry.
Figure 5 shows how separation varied with frequency.
This is a worst -case result, having been derived from a test
tape that was put through the entire record/play cycle. At 10
kHz, separation in either direction was still around 88.9 dB,
decreasing slightly to around 88 dB at 16 kHz. At 1 kHz,
separation was more than 110 dB between channels.
The results of the two linearity tests represented by Figs.
6A and 6B are especially interesting. In Fig. 6A, a series of
signals, each decreasing in amplitude, was recorded from
my CD -1 tape copy onto a new tape in the PCM-2500. The
44.1 -kHz sampling rate was used, as was the digital -to digital recording mode from my own DAT recorder to the
PCM-2500. Deviation from perfect linearity was certainly not
excessive -only 3 dB at -90 dB recorded level. However,
when the same signal was recorded from the analog outputs of my consumer DAT deck into the analog inputs of the
PCM-2500, playback resulted in even less deviation from
linearity (Fig. 6B). The only explanation can offer is that the
I

-9.000,
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-18.00-100

-95.8

-85.0

-90.0

-80.0

-75.0

-78.0

-65.0

-60.0

Fig. 7B -Same as Fig. 7A

but for full record/play
cycle of one channel.

I

fed to the digital input of the PCM-2500. After making
comparison measurements for a few of the tests in this
report, eventually abandoned this latter approach, since
could see no difference in performance between playback
of the copy made on the PCM-2500 from the CD -1 dub and
playback of the CD -1 dub itself. Therefore, though some of
the test results that will present were obtained by recording
via the PCM-2500's analog inputs and some by recording
via the digital connections, others were obtained by playing
back my existing CD -1 dub. This combination of tests, feel,
presents a thorough analysis of this professional R-DAT
recorder's capabilities.
First, applied an analog frequency sweep signal from my
Audio Precision test system to the analog inputs of the PCM2500. The recording was made at the 48 -kHz sampling rate
and was played back to produce the response curve shown
in Fig. 1. Other than a very slight rise around 7 to 9 kHz,
amounting to no more than about +0.2 dB, frequency
response was virtually flat from 20 Hz to 20 kHz for this
complete record/play cycle. The procedure was repeated,
I

I

I

I

I

I

100

I
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The McIntosh

XRT 22

Loudspeaker System delivers
Extra Realism
Extra Depth

The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest

expression of the loudspeakers
scientist's endea .ors;. It is the one
right cornbinat_on of component
parts that has elt_dec the diligent
searcher for the bucspeaker
bridge to the cominion of
reproduced musical reality. The
high -frequency radiar_or column is
an illustration of the right
combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reFrocace 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz,
with :he lowest measured

Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

D.

.

intermodulation distortion.
Because each tweeter mechanism
hand es a small quantity of the
total power, extremely low
quantities of distortion are
developed. The Jta_ column
radiates the energy in a half
cylindrical time co-ordinated sound
field_ The low distortion,
transparency of sou -id, coherence
of scund images, definition of
musical instruments, and musical
balance is simply a revelation that
you -rust experience.

o..

I
,

kN,_

Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card

For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKERS and

other McIntosh products write:

Handcrafted with /ride in the United Statee
by dedicated, high), trained craftspeople.

McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96 EASTSIDE STATION, DEPT. A117
BII\GHAMTON, NY 13904-0096

I've never heard an analog
recording of my voice that
sounded like me, but the
voice I heard from this
Sony deck sure did!
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combination of the D/A converters in my unit and the ND
converters in the PCM-2500 may have produced a positive going deviation from perfect linearity which nearly cancelled
out the negative -going deviation seen in Fig. 6A.
The plots in Fig. 7A were obtained when used the PCM2500 to play back the low-level, digitally recorded dithered
signals of my CD -1 dub. Maximum deviation from perfect
linearity was -4 dB at -100 dB recorded level. Going
through the entire record/play cycle via the analog outputs
and inputs resulted in a somewhat smaller deviation from
linearity (Fig. 7B). These results further confirm my theory
regarding the cancelling effects of ND and D/A errors in the
two recorders.
had no way to determine whether the
compensation was being afforded by circuits in the DTC1000ES consumer DAT recorder or in the A/D converter
section of the PCM-2500. In any case, these differences are
so slight that, from an audibility standpoint, they are rather
academic. Then, too, there's no predicting whether the D A
and ND converters in any other PCM-2500 will exhibit
exactly the same linearity characteristics as my sample.
Interesting results were also obtained when employed
the fade -to -noise signals from my digital tape copy of the
CD -1 test disc. Initially, simply played back this track of the
tape in the PCM-2500. Results are shown in Fig. 8A. Next,
recorded and played back the same signal, using the analog outputs of my own DAT machine and the analog inputs
of the PCM-2500 (Fig. 8B). Note how much more noise is
evident at the extremely low levels, from around
100 dB
downward, in Fig. 8B. Clearly, the additional noise must be
coming from the D/A converters of my own DAT machine,
the A/D conversion process of the PCM-2500, or both.
Finally, recorded the monotonicity test signals of my CD test dub. A slight amount of jitter during playback made the
signal difficult to "lock" or synchronize on my oscilloscope,
but Fig. 9 is still sufficiently clear to illustrate the nearly
perfect uniformity and symmetry of the signal's positive going and negative -going steps.
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8A-Fade-to-noise

test, for playback of
digitally recorded test
tape at 44.1 kHz.
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for full record/play cycle
via analog inputs and
outputs. Predictably, the
noise level is higher than
in digital -to -digital
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Use and Listening Tests
After using my own DAT machine, which has only 48 -kHz
digital recording capability and does not let me add emphasis to my recordings, it was a joy to be able to use the full
range of technology built into the R-DAT Standard. did not
have access to any of the equipment that utilizes the special
professional digital interface modes, but even being limited
to DAT digital -to -digital recording,
became increasingly
angry that this technology is not granted to us "ordinary"
consumers.
It's worth mentioning again how quickly a DAT machine
can access a given numbered selection. High-speed
search occurs at something like 200 times normal tape
speed! Being able to number selections, either while they
are being recorded or during post -production work, is also a
most convenient feature, as are the numerous helpful displays made possible by the R-DAT subcodes.
In addition to test signals,
recorded my voice using an
old pair of Beyer 500 microphones and an equally old little
TEAC mixer. Of course, neither the mikes nor the mixer were
up to the quality of the PCM-2500, but was still impressed
with the noise- and distortion -free sound in playback. In the
I
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I

,

,

i
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I

Fig.
102

9-Monotonicity test.
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IF YOU THINK THE ARMY'S M1 LOOKS
MEAN ON THE OUTSIDE,YOU OUGHT TO SEE
WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE ON THE INSIDE.
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No. I Roadannt
with Rotary Shock
Absorber

This 60 -ton monster is made up
of more than 35,000 highly specialized
parts-from its giant 1500 horsepower
engine to laser circuits no bigger than
an eyelash.
It takes a special kind of mechanic
to master a machine like this. But it you
qualify, we'll train you to learn the Ml
inside out. So before long, you could be
working on tanks like a pro.
And with the Montgomery GI Bill
Plus Army College Fund, you could be
earning up to $25,200 for college or vo-tech

Air
make

Truck Tel most
Adjust Linkage

school with just a four-year enlistment.
Most important, while you're developing your technical skills in the
Army, you'll also be developing the discipline and self-confidence that can give
you an edge. In your career. And in life.
To find out more, contact your
local Army recruiter. Or call toll -free:
-800 -USA -.ARMY.
1

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

With a professional machine
like the PCM-2500, you can
use the full range of DAT
technology. To be able to
do this was a joy.

past, whenever have heard analog recordings of my voice,
have tended to say that they didn't really sound like me.
I've always thought that this was a normal reaction, because
we don't hear ourselves as we sound to others. Surprisingly,
when played back my voice recordings made on the PCM2500, could honestly say that the voice heard did sound
like Len Feldman! transcribed several CDs, too, though
had to copy them through the analog outputs of my CD
player and the analog inputs of the PCM-2500. In some
cases, deliberately switched from the 44.1- to the 48 -kHz
sampling rate in the midst of recording. During playback,
could detect only a slight click at the point where the
switching had been done. There was no difference in perceived sound quality or tonal balance.
As testified many times during the fight against Copy Code, DAT represents a new and better type of professional
and consumer tape recording technology. It should be
available, in appropriate form, to both professionals and
serious audio enthusiasts who are willing to pay for it. Until it
is, suspect that those of us who want this technology at any
cost and who can't make a pilgrimage to Japan or Europe
will simply have to find some way to purchase-and afford-the professional PCM-2500. In so doing, the buyer will
get not only a superb tape recorder, but the very facility the
recording company giants hoped to deny consumers-the
ability to do digital -to -digital taping.
Leonard Feldman
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SONY
CIGITAL AUDIC
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SONY
I

DIGITAL AU3IO RECOFCER

®1

Five years ago,
the PS10 got great reviews:
It still earns them today,
in a store near you.
Rolling Stone said, "..the PS10 loudspeakers
by Design Acoustics could be the last pair you'll ever
buy." High Fidelity commented, "The overall sound is
smooth, clean, and detailed:' Ovation noted that the
PS10, "...provided a very open and transparent sound
with excellent and stable stereo imaging"
And Stereo Review concluded that,
In 1983,

I

PS10s delivered a smooth, balanced sound...
(enabling them) to fit almost anywhere both aesthetically and acoustically:'
A MODERN-DAY CLASSIC
The PS10 continues to earn thousands of new friends
with its unique Point Source'" design. The PS10 has the
smallest possible front face, to eliminate diffraction and
reflections that blur the stereo image from ordinary bookshelf speakers. Plus a down -firing 10" woofer that is always exactly coupled to the room, regardless of its location.
MEETS THE DIGITAL CHALLENGE
Over the years, the PS10 has been constantly refined
and improved. Today, it meets the challenge of digital
recordings with impressive performance, yet easily fits
the smallest room neatly and unobtrusively. Write for
dealer list and literature today.

DCF®1WTES

An Audio-Technico Company
1225 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224
Enter No 27 on Reader Service Card

DENON

PCM AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

WHAT MAKES
ONE AUDIO BRAND
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SOUND BETTER.
CD PLAYERS hove always been
susceptible to erro -s in converting
digital data to analog cudio. In fact,
academic researciers recently declared that error it converting the
Most Significant B't is a primary
cause of audible problems. Every
Denon Compact Disc Player since
1983 has corrected this problem with
the Super Linear Converter.
Now, with the new "Delta"conversion circuit, Denon's DCD-3520
and DCD-1520 represent the closest
approach yet to true 16-bit linearity.
Denon's 20 -bit 8x oversampling digital filter joined to o pair of true 20 -bit
Super Linear Converters quite simply
elevate digital playback to a new
level of musicality.
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But then, Denon ouilt the world's
first professional digital audio recorder back in 1972. Anc we've recorded digital master tapes of unsurpassed musical caccu-acy.
It's simply easier to make digital
audio sound me re like music when
you know what music sounds like.
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Awerio Inc., 222 New Rood, Parsippany, NJ 07054 (201 ) 575-7310
Denon Conoco, Inc 17 Denison Street, Markham, Ont,13R 1E15 Concda

Denon
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

TERK
9600 Pi
FM ANTENNA
Manufacturer's Specifications
Dimensions: 51/4 in. diameter x
13/16

in. thick (13.3 cm

Price: $85.
Company Address:

x

2.1 cm).

Terk Technologies, 56 Harrison St., New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801.
For literature, circle No. 92

When
first saw the new Terk Pi
indoor FM antenna, was sure that it
couldn't do as good a job of receiving
FM signals as an ordinary, simple wire
dipole. was even more convinced that
this little disc -shaped antenna couldn't
compete against a properly oriented
rabbit -ears unit. Considering that my
good friend Larry Schotz had done the
electronic design, should have known
better. It is a truly amazing product!
Offered in a choice of white or gray
matte finish, the Pi is not much larger in
diameter than a Compact Disc. Its size
and shape make it possible to place
the unit anywhere-even on top of a
tuner or receiver, or on the shallowest
of shelves. This antenna's unusual styling, as important a feature as its performance, was a joint effort of Neil
Terk, an award -winning industrial and
graphic designer turned manufacturer,
and John Lonczak, another accomplished industrial designer. As for the
electronics, the Pi incorporates a low noise amplifier, developed by Schotz,
that provides up to 30 dB of gain.
I

I

I

I

106

The circular antenna rests in its horizontal position for omnidirectional reception, or can be positioned vertically
and oriented for best reception of
weaker signals. A 75 -ohm shielded cable carries d.c. operating power and
the received r.f. signal back to the FM
tuner or receiver. The unit comes with
its own impedance -matching transformer and a separate a.c. power
adaptor. If your tuner or receiver is
equipped with a switched a.c. receptacle, the adaptor can be plugged into it.
This antenna will then draw power only
when the tuner or receiver is turned on.
However, even if you leave the a.c.
adaptor plugged into a live receptacle
at all times, it's not likely to affect your
electric bill much, as the Pi consumes
only a watt or so of power.
Little information was supplied regarding technical specifications, but
then again, proof of performance was

easy enough to establish. My tests
consisted of measurements of the Pi
versus the performance of a standard,
indoor wire -dipole antenna, followed
by extensive listening tests.

Measurements and Listening Tests
To conduct the comparison tests,
mounted a simple dipole on an outside
wall of the lab, orienting it for best
reception of station signals arriving
I

from the west. (The lab is about 20
miles directly east of New York City,
where most local stations' transmitting
antennas are located.) Using a
Blonder -Tongue Model FS -2 field strength meter, tuned in several signals and noted their frequency and
their indicated signal strength. The
field -strength meter's most sensitive
full-scale readings are 100 µV, so it is
easily possible to read down to 10 µV if
necessary.
I
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THE SOUND OF AVIATION
4000 HP!

Fig.

450 MPH!

50 FT. AWAY!

FLYING THROUGH YOUR LIVING ROOM!
Beautiful, all digitally recorded Compact Discs
about Unlimited Air Racers and World War II
fighters, recorded only a few feet from the
planes themselves! A true test for your audio
gear!

1-

Performance
comparison
between the
Terk Pi, in
horizontal
and vertical
orientations,
and a simple
dipole antenna.

"RENO )N RECORD" The
Nationa Championship Unlimited Class Air Races at
Reno come to life! Start-ups,
run -ups take -offs, landings,
qualifying and racing. Interviews, radio communication,
even heart stopping maydays.
Our miss are rarely more than
a few feat from the action. This
all digital, 45 minute production is (*sound extravaganza!!
"CHEC <FLIGHT P-38" go for
a ride it this rare twin engined
WW II tighter. Over an hour
long. Twenty minutes of beau, no wind,
tiful aerobatics
.
no one talking. An incockpc recorded flight, an
interview with WW II ace Jack
Purdy, even a simulated dogfight; and much much more.
Its all digital, too.
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'lOT AVAILABLE IN STORES.
TO ORDER: Mail $18.95 for compact discs and $14.95 for

Next, connected the Terk Pi antenna to the meter and tuned to the same
alternately
frequencies as before.
measured the signal strength when the
Pi was positioned vertically and oriented for strongest signal and when it was
mounted horizontally, flat on the test
bench. The results, seen in the bar
graphs of Fig. 1, pretty well speak for
themselves. For all but one of the signals (102.9 MHz), the Pi, in one or both
I

I

of its mounted positions, outperformed
the dipole. In five out of eight cases,

improved performance, compared with
the dipole, was noted regardless of the
Pi's orientation. For two of the remaining stations, the signal strength was
actually higher with the Pi in its horizontal (omnidirectional) position than
when it was set vertically and oriented
for maximum signal strength. Perhaps
these two stations are transmitting only
horizontally polarized signals. Table
I

Table I-Signal-level changes

for
Terk Pi antenna relative to a wire

dipole.

shows how the signal strengths pulled
in by the Terk, in its best orientation for
each of eight stations, compared with
those from the simple dipole antenna.
Note that the Terkls signal was significantly greater on all but one station,
and only marginally poorer on that lone
exception.
As impressive as these results may
be, the real proof of performance
comes in the listening tests. It is relatively easy to add an r.f. amplifier to an
antenna and thereby boost apparent
incoming signal strengths as measured on a field -strength meter. Unfortunately, in the past, many antennas
that used this approach amplified the
noise as much as the desired signal.
Since FM performance is judged primarily in terms of signal-to-noise ratio,
such boosters were of little or no practical use. The nice thing about this
Schotz-designed circuit is that, even
though it amplifies the incoming signal,
its own noise factor is so low that it
makes the signal sound quieter than
an amplified dipole would.
Am suggesting that the Terk Pi antenna can replace a multi -element outdoor FM antenna? Of course not. But
for the apartment dweller who is not
permitted to install an outdoor antenna
or even for the homeowner who prefers
not to, the Terk Pi is as nicely styled
and as effective an indoor FM antenna
as you are likely to find. Having something that looks as good as this and
works well, too, is a rare treat.
Leonard Feldman
I

Frequency,
MHz

Maximum
Change, dBf

89.1

+ 7.36

92.3
95.5
98.7
100.3
102.9

+11.48

105.1

106.9
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+ 12.04
+ 12.04
+ 9.87
0.5
+ 10.46
+ 6.02

-
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cassettes. California residents add 6% sales tax. Include
52.50 for shipping. Foreign orders Include 55.00 for shipping. Please allow a month for delivery. Send check or
money order, no cash, no credit cards. To: AlrCraft
Record:., P.O. Box 590718, San Francisco, CA 94159

Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card

Be as selective ín

where you buy
as you are ín
what you buy.
We know they're hard to resist.
Guaranteed lowest prices in the
universe. Every day's a sale day. Big.
bigger, biggest.

But, buying a serious audio or video
component isn't the same as buying a
dishwasher or microwave. And that's
why AUDIO recommends you visit an
independent A V specialty retailer when
shopping for equipment.

A,V product is the heart of his
business. not a "profitable or trendy"
sideline. That means the independent
dealer will always be more concerned
it helping you select the proper
equipment than he will be in helping
himself to a commission.
So, be as selective in where you buy
as you are in what you buy. Support your

independent specialty dealer.

The Equipment

Authority

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Section
Usable Sensitivity: 11.2 dBf.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 15
kHz, ± 1.0 dB.
S/N: Mono, 75 dB; stereo, 70 dB.
THD at 1 kHz: Mono, 0.1%; stereo,
0.2%.
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,
16.2 dBf; stereo, 40 dBf.
Separation at 1 kHz: 43 dB.

Alternate -Channel Selectivity:
9

dB.

AUDIO
DYNAMICS
T -2000E
TUNER

Section
1

kHz: 0.8%.

S/N: 40 dB.

Selectivity: 36 dB.
If. Rejection: 30 dB.
Image Rejection: 40 dB.
Output Level for 30% Modulation, 1 kHz: 150 mV.
General Specifications
Power Requirements: 120

V

a.c.,

60 Hz, 8 watts.

Dimensions:

67 dB.

Adjacent -Channel Selectivity:

A/lW

THD at

Capture Ratio: 1.5 dB.
AM Rejection: 55 dB.
Image Rejection: 80 dB.
If. Rejection: 80 dB.
Spurious -Response Rejection:

17 in. W x 21/8 in. H x
12% in. D (43 cm x 5.35 cm x 32
cm).
Weight: 7 lbs. (3.2 kg).
Price: $349.
Company Address: 851 Traeger
Ave., #210, San Bruno, Cal. 94066.
For literature, circle No. 93

80 dB.

Subcarrier Suppression: 60
Stereo Threshold: 22 dBf.
Output Level: 500 mV.

dB.
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Most readers of Audio are familiar with the name Larry
Schotz. His innovative FM and r.f. circuits have found their
way into many products sold by many companies which
have employed his consulting firm over the last decade or
so. Now Schotz has lent his expertise to a moderately
priced AM/FM tuner offered by Audio Dynamics. To be sure,
Schotz's only apparent contribution was his noise -reduction
system; the rest of the circuitry is relatively conventional in
design and performance. But when stereo reception in your
listening location gets noisy, being able to push that "Schotz
NR" button and realize usable reception by means of a
carefully controlled amount of blending makes this tuner
worth considering. Physically, it is one of the most low -slung
108
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components I've seen in quite a while; the designers obviously realized that they didn't have to wrap the circuitry in a
tall but partially empty enclosure. The T -2000E stands only a
bit over 2 inches high and will therefore fit under or above
other components without taking up much shelf space. The
owner's manual suggests that the unit requires no special
cooling or ventilation, which is no great surprise since it
consumes not much more power than a 7 -watt night light.

Control Layout
A power button is at the lower left of the slim front panel.
Nearby, arranged in a single row, 10 tiny numbered buttons
and a "Memory" button enable you to store the frequencies
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of 10 FM plus 10 AM stations for instant recall. A display
area near the center of the panel shows selected frequency,
signal strength (using four LED segments), and whether a
stereo signal is being received. A remote sensor is also
located in the display area. While the tuner itsel' is not

ewelllude
10.000

(20)

Dynamics 1-2000E AM/FM

versus Freyueney (Ho); 2ud,o

Tuner
10.00

8.0000

8.000

6.0000

6.000

9.00+0

4.000

supplied with a remote control, this sensor accepts infrared 2.0000
commands from the remote control supplied with the Audio
0.0
Dynamics CA -2000E integrated amplifier.
Further to the right are buttons for "FM" and "AM.' selec- -2.000
tion, "Schotz NR" on/off, up and down tuning, and mono/ -4.OU0
stereo. The Schotz noise-reduction circuit can be activated
only in the stereo mode. When this circuit is in operation, its -6.000
control button lights up to show that the circuit is active. -8.000
Depending on signal strength and high -frequency content, -19.2020
100
the Schotz NR circuit dynamically reduces the contribution
R) signal, effectively Fig. 1 -FM frequency
of the high -frequency difference (L
blending the channels. The result is less noisy stereo recep- response was identical
tion but some loss of separation. When the signal is strong for both channels.
enough, the blending shuts off automatically.
The rear panel has 75 -ohm coaxial as well as 300 -ohm
2000E
)e 50,et,ny Cheracler,stics, Audio Dynamics
antenna terminals, a pair of terminals for connecting a 0.W
AUDIO OUTPUT
supplied AM loop antenna or an external AM antenna, and -10.01
the usual left and right output jacks. The loop antenna is
mounted in a bracket attached to the rear panel so that the -20.00
loop can be swung away from the panel and oriented for -39.00.
STEREO NOISE WITHOUT NR
best AM reception.

2.000

0. 0
-2.00

-4.88

-8.00

20k-10.0

-

7

Figure 1 shows the T-2000E's FM frequency response,
which actually turned out to be considerably better than the
published specification. There was a slight attenuation of no
more than -0.3 dB at 20 Hz, while the treble end of the
response curve deviated by no more than +0.15 and -0.1
dB. Response of both channels was identical.
Figure 2 shows how residual noise varied with input signal
strength. Ultimate quieting at 65 dBf and higher fell short of
the claimed 75 dB for mono; measured 70 dB. In stereo,
without Schotz NR, quieting was 65 dB at 65 dBf (again, 5
dB lower than the spec); at 80 dBf, ultimate quieting was 67
dB. In mono, 50-dB quieting occurred with an input signal of
22.5 dBf; in stereo, 38 dBf of signal strength was needed to
produce 50 dB of quieting. With the Schotz noise -reduction
circuit active, no difference could be detected in the stereo
quieting curve at strong signal levels. However, in the region
between 20 dBf (the stereo threshold) and 40 dBf, signal-tonoise readings were clearly better with the Schotz circuit
turned on. For example, at 30 dBf, stereo S/N was approximately 43 dB without the noise -reduction circuit and 50 dB
with the circuit in use. At low signal levels, a 7 -dB improvement is quite significant -and audibly so, as proved later,
when listening to weak signals.
Figure 3 shows how THD + N varied as a function of
signal strength. The incoming signal was modulated with a
1 -kHz audio tone,
to 100% total modulation for both mono
and stereo. Usable sensitivity, defined as the signal level
which produces residual noise and THD of 3%, measured
12.5 dBf in mono. In stereo, it is determined by stereo
threshold and varied from 20 to 30 dBf, depending on the
station frequency at which the test was made. Harmonic
distortion for strong signals, using a 1 -kHz modulating tone,
I
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The T-2000E's performance
is good but conventional,
until you switch in the
Schotz NR circuit to clean
up noisy stereo stations.
D,sturt,on

,

Noise versus 1r.4uency;

4ud,o Dynaw,cs 1-2000E Tuner
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STEREO

measured 0.16% in mono and between 0.31% and 0.35%
for stereo. To determine distortion at other frequencies, a
sweep of distortion plus noise versus frequency was made
using a constant input signal strength of 65 dBf (Fig. 4). For
the three frequencies at which THD is supposed to be
quoted, for mono read 0.1% at 100 Hz, 0.16% at 1 kHz,
and 0.185% at 6 kHz. In stereo, the readings were 0.5% at
100 Hz, 0.32% at kHz, and 0.42% at 6 kHz.
Figure 5 shows my usual spectrum analysis sweep while
measuring the output of the channel that has been fully
modulated with a 5 -kHz tone. (The sweep extends linearly
from 0 Hz to 50 kHz.) The spike at the extreme left of the
display can be ignored, for it is simply a zero beat of the
heterodyning oscillators within the spectrum analyzer. The
tall spike near the left of the oscilloscope's screen represents the desired 5 -kHz output. A second sweep, made
while the analyzer was connected to the output of the
unmodulated channel, shows separation of approximately
40 dB at 5 kHz as well as spurious and harmonically related
crosstalk products. The worst of these products is a full 60
dB below the opposite channel's maximum level, and you
can see evidence of 19- and 38 -kHz residual products in
addition to sidebands surrounding 38 kHz.
Figure 6 shows FM frequency response (top curve) and
stereo separation. Separation was 41.5 dB at kHz, 29 dB at
100 Hz, and 32 dB at 10 kHz. With signal strength reduced
to 45 dBf, separation tended to decrease slightly, even
without Schotz NR. When the Schotz circuit was turned on,
its blending action was clearly evident: Separation at 100 Hz
was reduced to approximately 18 dB; at 1 and 10 kHz,
separation now measured 17 and 28 dB, respectively.
These separation figures are still sufficient to render a good
stereo image. The advantage of this dynamic blend action is
that out -of -phase noise in the L
R stereo subcarrier signal
is partially cancelled.
Capture ratio for the FM section read 1.8 dB, and alternate -channel selectivity was 70 dB. Image, i.f., and spurious -response rejection were all between 80 dB (the published specification) and 85 dB, depending on the station
frequency at which the measurements were made. AM
rejection was 53 dB, and subcarrier suppression was 62 dB.
SCA rejection, not specified by the manufacturer, measured
just over 60 dB.
Using the newly standardized pre -emphasis of 75 µS
between my audio generator and the modulation input of my
AM r.f. generator, was able to obtain a fairly good frequency response for the AM section, as shown in Fig. 7. The -6
dB points, which are usually used to specify the bandwidth
of AM response, were at 42 Hz and 4.2 kHz. Distortion, for a
-kHz signal modulating the AM carrier to 30%, was 0.73%.
Other measured parameters included S/N of 43 dB for a 10 mV input signal, i.f. rejection of 30 dB at 1 MHz (exactly as
claimed in. the specifications), and AM selectivity of 35 dB.
Incidentally, the Schotz noise -reduction circuitry plays no
part in AM reception.
I
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Use and Listening Tests
hooked the T -2000E into my reference system and
connected a rotatable outdoor antenna as well -as an amplified indoor antenna from Terk Technologies (which is also
I
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Be as select'

in where you buy
as you are
in what you buy.
know they're hard to resist. Guaranteed lowest prices in the universe.
Every day's a sale day. Bíg, bigger, biggest.
We

But, buying a serious audio or video component isn't the same as buying a
dishwasher or microwave. And that's why AUDIO recommends you visit an
independent A/V specialty retailer when shopping for equipment.
A/V product is the heart of his business, not a "profitable or trendy"
sideline. That means the independent dealer will always be more concerned
and more interested in helping you select the proper equipment than he will
be in helping himself to a commission. Independents stay ín business by
creating customers for life, making sure you're completely satisfied over the

long term, not the short term.
There's one more thing, and ít may surprise you. When you eliminate the
crazy price leaders the discount stores put out, you'll find that an independent
will be every bit as competitive ín price on better quality product.
So, be as selective in where you buy as you are in what you buy. Support
your independent specialty dealer.
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At strong signal levels,
the Schotz noise reduction
makes no difference. But at
30 dBf, it improves S/N by
a very significant 7 dB.
Awpl:tuue (20! versus
(0.000

Frequency

(Hz>: AM Tuner sect ton,

Audio Pynanics

T-2000E
.

I,

5.0000

background noise but not enough to hinder enjoyment of
the program material. All of which substantiates the claims
made for this novel circuit. confirmed the additional claim
that the Schotz circuit has no effect in the presence of
strong stereo signals, even if its switch remains on. This
raises a question as to why the switch is on the front panel at
all. Why not leave the circuit on all the time? Indeed, Audio
Dynamics recommends that course of action, and suspect
the main reason for giving the user an "on/off" choice is so
that he can be satisfied that the circuit really does make a
I

0.0
-5 000

-I0.00
-15.00

I

-20.00
-25.00
-70.00

difference.
With the Terk Pi amplified indoor antenna (also designed
by Larry Schotz), was still able to pick up some 39 stations,
provided reoriented the little Pi for best reception of the
weaker ones. This is good performance, considering that
the Pi was at ground level in my lab, as opposed to 30 feet
above ground for my multi -element outdoor antenna. Of
those 39 stations, 15 were initially too noisy in stereo to be
enjoyed, but the Schotz circuit rendered 10 of them listen able in stereo.
In summary, the T -2000E is quite fairly priced for what it
can do. While certainly not the most sensitive AM/FM tuner
have ever measured, it should do well in most urban and
suburban locations and, with an adequate outdoor antenna,
should satisfy most users in fringe areas as well-especially
if that "Schotz" button is kept pushed in.
Leonard Feldman
I

-411.0020

Fig.
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7-AM frequency

response, using new
standard 75-4
pre -emphasis.
reviewed in this issue of Audio). Using the outdoor antenna,
was able to pull in some 48 usable signals, with 42 of them
in stereo. Of these stereo stations, without the noise -reduction circuit activated, some dozen or so were too noisy to be
enjoyed; more than half became usable when the "Schotz
NR" button was pressed. There was still some audible
I

SPECTRA

Dynamic Freedom

I

Designed and Built in the USA

Present day source material will tax the most capable of
speakers, regardless of driving principle. Spectra 22 and
particularly the 33 will handle all or most of the source
material you care to listen to-as a full range electrostat.
However, an elect rostat's high intimacy of drive can

occasionally lead to ionization of the air between its
elements, on heavy, deep bass material, resulting in audible
popping noises. The addition of Spectra Passive Woofer 1
(below 100Hz) extends both panel performance and total

system dynamics by 8 dB or more!
Most important of all, listening reveals the SPW-1 to be the

perfect Spectra companion. We eagerly await your listening
and evaluation of the latest addition to the Spectra
family of loudspeakers.
ACOI'STAT
fiurkf,,rd Corporation
613 S. Rockford Dr.
Tempe. AZ 85281

602-967-3565

Enter No. 32 on Reader Service Card

BRYSTON'S INTERNATIONAL ACCLAIM

Bryston for over

a

"The way in which orchestral peaks were handled

quarter century has dedicated

itself to the recreation of the musical performance.
I

tere is what

indicated that the Bryson .5B/2B combination's

few of our critics have to say about

a

control over dynamics and attack was very

Bryston products:

impressive indeed."
Paul Miller
The New Hi -Fi Sound. Britain
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Bryston 12B preamplifier

37---------

"I would

say that the LP playback qualities

of the

12B w ith either moving coil or moving magnet

cartridges are state of the art.

"Overall tonal balance of the system was beyond
reproach, and

I

have not heard

better from other more expensive amplifiers."

was particularly pleased with the

clean, smooth reproduction

I

Andrew Marshall
Audio Ideas Guide. Canada

of high frequencies

using the Bryston .5B preamplifier."
Leonard Feldman

Audio Magazine. U.S.A.
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Bryston 2BLP power amplifier

"The recreation of ambiance

"Simply put the Bryston 2B

of

and gives an impression
is a giant

killer, one

the finest amplifiers on the market."

Gerard Rejskind
Ili -Fi Sound, Canada

is superbly spacious

of pushing back

(he

walls of the listening morn. Symphonies and
large orchestras are reproduced with extreme

realism thanks to the wide stereophonic effect."
Revue De Son

France

1

E1111511rElal

Wcamore Dr.. Rexdale. Ontario. Canada M9V 3Y6 Telephone: 1416) 746.1800 Telex:06-989548 Fax: 1416) 746-03(18
Bryxmnvermont. RFDa4 Berlin. Montpelier. Vermont 056(0 Telephone: (8021 223-6159
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AURICLE

EMINENT
TECHNOLOGY
LFT-III
LOUDSPEAKER
Company Address:

225 East Palm-

er St., Tallahassee, Fla. 32301.
For literature, circle No. 94

Few speakers really introduce a new
approach to speaker technology; most
simply refine existing drivers and concepts, the vast majority of which date
back to the '20s and '30s. The Eminent
Technology LFT-III is different. While it
builds on the work of other planar and
dipole speaker technologies, it marks
a significant departure from any other
existing planar or ribbon design. It is
the first full -range, push-pull dynamic
planar speaker and is intended to
combine the best sonic virtues of electrostatic, ribbon, and previous planar
designs.
At $3,250 a pair, the LFT-III can
scarcely be treated as just an interesting experiment. Fortunately, its performance is up to audiophile standards. It
has a superb midrange and good performance at both frequency extremes.
Further, the speaker has gone through
a long enough teething period to have

been modified to the point where it is
compatible with any good, high -cur
rent power amplifier.
Bruce Thigpen of Eminent Technology, the LFT-Ill's principal designer,
traces the speaker's origin back to his
first exposure to the original Quad
electrostatic speakers and his conclusion that a box speaker could never
sound as good as a planar. This led
Thigpen to study speaker theory, and
he went on to build his own electrostatic systems. In the process, he became
interested in trying to build a push-pull
planar speaker that could drive the entire surface area of the diaphragm uniformly and that could do so with the
speed and detail of an electrostatic or
ribbon design.
Thigpen also sought to create a
speaker that would not present the
drive -voltage and transformer problems of an electrostatic, one which
would be more inherently linear than a
ribbon. He also sought to create a
114

magnet structure that would be fully
linear, unlike some small planar tweeter and midrange designs that use opposing magnets with like poles and
which tend to create a nonlinear distortion that can exaggerate the brightness and detail of the sound.
The end result is the LFT-III, a planar
doublet system using a single -diaphragm transducer with a specified response from 35 Hz to 40 kHz. It is fully
push-pull and has a linear magnetic
field over the entire area of its diaphragm. The area of the diaphragm is
580 square inches, the foil thickness is

0.00033 inch, mylar thickness is
0.0005 inch, laminate adhesive thickness is 0.00015 inch, the gap between
conductors is 0.03 inch, and peak -to peak diaphragm displacement is 0.2
inch. The conductors that make up the
equivalent of a voice -coil in the LFT-III
are etched onto each diaphragm. They

are flat, with very thin traces and narrow gaps between each trace. Crossovers segment the diaphragm so that a
2 -inch line source at the outer edge of
each speaker reproduces the full frequency range, with good high -frequency and upper -midrange dispersion. The remainder of the diaphragm
plays only low frequencies.
Unlike other planar magnetics, the
magnets are on both sides of the LFTIll's diaphragm. This is the key to giving it its true push-pull operation and to
allowing the use of a very low -mass
diaphragm. It also means that the LFTIII has to be heavy and solidly built: It
uses twice the weight of magnets as a
single -ended planar speaker, and its
magnets cost about eight times as
much as those in a comparable full range cone system. There has to be an
extremely strong structure because
the magnets are aligned in repelling
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"The opportunities presented by the TI000 were
the most interesting of my entire career. For one
thing, the tower shape was ideal for the three-way,
tour -driver system we had in mind. For another.
since the TIOOO was to he our top model, we had
more design flexibility than with our less elaborate
systems.
"For the best possible stereo imaging in real world conditions, it's important to place the mid
and high -frequency radiators at the ear level of a
seated listener. The 42 -inch height of the T10OO cabinet does this very effectively.
"Our hest tweeter. the ferrotluid-cooled one -inch
soft dome CFT 5, was perfect for the upper frequencies. A subtle but important touch: the tweeter is
mounted flush with the baffle (not even a screw head projects). That assures wide, even dispersion.
"The middle frequencies are most critical,
because they contain the human voice-the range
in which the ear is most discriminating. We kept
this in mind when designing the new 6'h -inch mid frequency driver for the TIO(N). Among its special qualities: lower distortion than possible with
smaller units, and the ability to deliver very high
transient levels without the slightest strain. The
internal frequency -dividing network uses this
driver down to 3(X) Hz. to take full advantage of its
strengths. To our knowledge. there isn't another
mid -frequency speaker designed like it. or
used like it.
"For the bass, we designed a new 8 -inch woofer
system, with a I'h-inch diameter long -throw voice
coil operating in a high-flux magnetic field. Each
Tl000 uses two of these special drivers, each in its
own suhenclosure, for a total radiating surface equal
to a 12 -inch woofer. This dual woofer system delivers superior power handling capability and faster,
tighter response than a single larger woofer.
"All the elements of the T1000 system combine to
provide uniform frequency response throughout the
audible spectrum, with bass that is full, clean and
solid, down to the lowest recorded frequencies.
"What's more, the T 10(X) is narrower than almost
all "bookshelf" speakers, enhancing its ability to fit
into an existing room arrangement. And its tall and
slender shape contrasts handsomely with the usual
bulk of conventionally designed cabinets.
"To sum up, the T1000 is our hest speaker system.
and we believe it ranks among the very finest speakers available for the serious music enthusiast. Ask to
hear it at a Boston Acoustics dealer, and see if you
agree.'

Boston Acoustics
247 Lynnfield Street, Peabody, MA 01960 (508) 532-2111

,.I

"There's more
to the new
T1000 than meets the eye ...
much more"
Andy Petite, chief designer, Boston Acoustics

l
The T1000 Series II.
Hand -finished in furniture grade oak and walnut veneers.
or black ebony vinyl laminate.
Finished back allows placement vd here all four sides

might he visible. Wiring
connections under cabinet.
Dimensions: 421/2 h x 10'/avk
x 12'/x"d.

To ensure optimum loading
and balance of this three-way
system kk ith four active drivers. the two woofers and the

midrange operate from their
own sealed suhcnclosures.
(Note: acoustic tiller partially
removed to shock interior

details.)

The designer's idea was to
produce a push-pull planar
speaker without a ribbon's
nonlinearity or the drive
problems of electrostatics.
fields. The LFT-III uses a very heavy
welded metal frame to achieve rigidity
and proper magnetic "focus"; as a
side benefit, the structure is far less
resonant than that of most planar
speakers. At the same time, the LFT-III
does use diagonal flux lines across the
diaphragm. This improves linearity, but
it also leads to low efficiency.
The overall dimensions of the LFT-III
are 27 inches W x 54 inches H x
inch D (12 inches at the base), and
each unit weighs 95 pounds. The finished system is relatively good looking.
Eminent Technology provides more
technical data on the performance of
the LFT-III than is possible to summarize in a brief review. The specified
frequency response is 35 Hz to 20
kHz, ±4 dB, and phase accuracy is
said to be ± 20° from 100 Hz to 31 kHz.
High -frequency level is switchable; the
settings are flat, -3 dB, and -6 dB.
The speaker's rated sensitivity is 82 dB
at 1 watt/meter, maximum SPL is 106
dB at
meter, and the lowest diaphragm resonance is 38 Hz. Minimum
power requirements are 100 watts of
high -current amplification into 4 ohms.
The speaker's nominal impedance is 4
ohms, although a 16 -ohm version, for
use with output transformerless amplifiers, is available on special order.
As in most pioneering efforts, Eminent Technology changed many of the
speaker's design details in the process
of moving toward full production. The
first version was a two-way design with
a 16 -ohm impedance. Its efficiency
was only 77 dB with a 2.83-V drive,
which was too low for most amplifiers.
The second version's impedance was
4 ohms, and it had a three-way crossover. The efficiency rose to 81 dB. This
was still low, but workable, although
most tube amplifiers could not drive
the speaker. It also lost extension in
the highs and definition in the bass,
compared with the 16 -ohm version.
These developments led to the third
version, which has been in full production for the last year. It uses a multiple layer diaphragm in the bass panels;
tension is adjustable in each layer in
order to improve bass definition. According to Bruce Thigpen, the loss of
bass definition in the 4 -ohm version
resulted from a loss of diaphragm control by the amplifier because the amp
got less voltage feedback from the
1

1
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speaker. This caused the low -frequency resonances of the panels to become more audible and resulted in
less definition. Multiple -layer diaphragms in the low -frequency section
now allow the panel resonances to be
spread out over the entire bass range,
improving definition.
The magnet structure of the midrange and tweeter sections was also
modified to increase magnetic field
strength at the diaphragm. This provides more speed and transparency.
These changes required a redesign of
the crossover and allowed an efficiency improvement to 82 dB. This efficiency is still relatively low but makes the
LFT-III somewhat more competitive.
The end result of this mix of technical innovation and evolution is a
speaker whose sound equals the best
ribbon and electrostatic designs. At
the same time, the Eminent Technology LFT-III has a sound character notably different from most competing
high -end speakers.
One of the LFT-III's greatest
strengths is an exceptionally flat response and natural timbre from the
lower through the upper midrange,
with exceptionally low coloration. While
the LFT-III certainly has a different timbre from the Quad ESL-63, and is
slightly more forward and detailed
(with more extension and power) in the
lower midrange, it is one of the few
speakers to rival the Quad in overall
midrange accuracy and coherence. If
proper attention is paid to room placement-away from the rear and side
walls, and with the stands firmly spiked
to the floor-then the LFT-III is an exceptionally flat and neutral speaker in
the band where this is most important
for creating the illusion of an actual live
performance.
It doesn't make much sense to talk
about the treble and midrange coloration of this speaker. When properly
set up, the LFT-III has very little audible
irregularity from about 150 Hz up. The
apparent speed of the upper midrange
and treble are also quite good, superior to that of most dynamic planar
speakers and electrostatics I've heard.
At the same time, some of the latest
dome tweeters, EMITs, and ribbon
speakers offer more apparent detail
and air in the upper octaves. They appear to have more life and dynamic

excitement and to give music a more
immediate and involving character.
Accordingly, some trade-offs have
been made. On the one hand, the LFTIII is very neutral, and now is much
faster and more transparent than the
earlier versions. On the other hand, it
may seem just slightly recessed and
flat in comparison with some of the
leading competition. The designer
claims that the LET -Ill's sound reflects
a lack of coloration present in the competition. Because of this, and because
both reviewers and audiophiles disagree as to what kind of performance
creates the most credible illusion of
live music, any prospective buyer
should audition the LFT-III carefully before making a decision to buy.
The LET -Ill's bass response also involves trade-offs. If the speaker is
carefully positioned according to the
instructions in the owner's manual, and
then is fine-tuned to find the point
(away from the rear wall) where it gives
the most natural bass sound, it produces relatively extended bass response-with a good signal, down to
about 35 Hz. The bass is tight and
controlled rather than warm and full.
Once again, because there is so much
debate about what type of performance is right, the issue will be whether the LET-Ill's performance is the kind
you like. All can say is that with really
powerful high -current amplifiers (from
Classé Audio, Mark Levinson, Krell, et
al.), this speaker can deliver very powerful and convincing bass and good
detailing of the organ, bass viol, and
percussion. It may not be the speaker
for bass freaks who are heavily into
power and floor vibration, but it can be
very musically convincing. Audiophiles
who care about bass information and
detail may appreciate that the LET-Ill,
in my opinion, outperforms virtually every planar of similar size and any type
of speaker that cuts off at 35 Hz.
The LFT-Ill provides very good overall resolution of transient response and
high -frequency detail. If you are familiar with some of the better electrostatic
speakers in these areas, you will probably recognize a similar type of performance in the LET-Ill. Its latest version
now arguably seems more detailed
and lifelike than the Quad ESL -63,
which is high praise indeed. The lower
mass of the diaphragm may contribute
I
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cable for every budget.
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Placing magnets on both
sides of the diaphragm
gives the LFT-III true
push-pull operation and
allows low diaphragm mass.
to the fact that

it outperforms most
cone speakers and dynamic planers in
these areas. Yet the LFT-III is not as
exciting in these respects as some ribbon speakers, and it does not seem to
etch or emphasize detail and transient
information with the special excitement
of a speaker like the Infinity IRS Beta.

Once again, it presents the kind of
trade-offs inherent in the choice of any
high -end speaker.
With a good amplifier, the LFT-III
plays loud by any standard, and its
dynamics are very good. It is sufficiently lacking in frequency coloration and
bass overhang to resolve sudden mu-

"... one of the most musical
power amps on the market."
STEREOI'111I

E

-

VOL. 8, NO. 8, IAN '86

'`Every so often, a product comes along that is so well suited for its
niche in the marketplace that it seems odd no one thought of it
before. In my mind, the B&K PRO-5 is such a product."
11-11

"The B & K equipment offered
smoothness and clarity.''

a

SENSIBLE

SOUND, Summer '87 11A

fine combination of tonal
HI-FI HERETIC, Summer 1988

"All told,

I see the B&K gear as fine value (particularly for
those who need an extremely powerful amplifier), and
strongly advise you take the time to hear it."

HI-FI

IERELIC, Summer 1988

I

"B&K products are among the finest values on the market
today.
STEREOPI-TILE

-

VOL. 8, NO. 8, IAN '86

"A runaway bargain anti a stellar performer."
III

Ft

HERETIC, fALl '86
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PRE -AMPLIFIER

RIAA accuracy within ±.2 dB,
through the use of polypropylene
film capacitors. This produces a
transparent sound with a highly
accurate musical timbre.
FEL loading to maximize linearity
and minimize noise.
\Aide band width to assure extraordinarily clear reproduction of all
styles of music.
l'OWER AMPLIFIER
C lass A pre -driver circuitry driving
class AB Mosfet output stage.
Toroidal transformers for highly
efficient power supply operation.
Differential input stage with an
active current source load, assuring
DC stability and extremely wide
band width linerarity.

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1-800-543-5252

1971

NY: 716-822-8488

At.

Via_:

cr... t_ -

...

"

I

1pfsm
r

PRE -AMPLIFIERS

AND

POWER AMPI IFIERS
Abbott Road, Lackawanna, Ness lurk 14218 USA
Made in the U.S.A.
Fax: 716-822-8306

sical shifts from low- to high-level passages about as well as virtually any
speaker around. Its dynamics do, however, still lack the apparent speed and
power necessary to rank as excellent
in comparison to some large high -end
cone speakers, Apogee ribbon speakers, and some Infinity models.
The LFT-III provides a soundstage
that is wide and coherent, with excellent placement of instruments and
voice. When the tweeter switch is set
for the most natural balance in a given
room, there is no artificial detail or tendency to etch the imaging in place.
Depth is very good. If given careful
placement, the LFT-III can sound very
natural over a reasonably large listening area-say, a three -person couch at
a reasonable listening distance. Yet,
this speaker is limited in vertical dispersion and should be listened to while
sitting down. To provide the best high frequency performance and imaging,
the LFT-III should be tilted slightly back
by carefully adjusting its feet. As for
the apparent listening position, this
system tends to have a middle -of -the hall character regardless of the setting
of the treble switch. The imaging, timbre, and dynamic response tend to
make the listener feel he is sitting
slightly back in the hall, even when the
music is closely miked and has a forward character. These aspects of the
sound may please classical music fans
more than jazz or rock fans.
The LFT-III offers reasonable flexibility in setup and room placement, although you do need at least 3 feet of
clearance from the rear and side walls
to get the best response. Further, the
bass is likely to sound more natural
and extended when the speaker is
placed along the short wall of a rectangular room. This is very well explained
in the owner's manual, which offers excellent advice about room setup.
Like all dipole speakers, getting the
bass right requires very careful experimentation in terms of distance from the
rear wall. In some rooms, a change of
only several inches can make the difference between irregularities in the
bass and smooth response. As mentioned, the spiked feet also need adjustment to angle the speaker so the
top tilts slightly away from the listening
position. In addition, there should be
as little furniture as possible around the
118
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VTL.....?

Read Their Lips
J.

Gordon Holt

Stereophile Vol. II., No. 10, Oct. 1988, pp. 111-116
"...there is no doubt in my mind that the
VTL monoblock 300's are the best power amplifiers
have heard, by a substantial margin and at a remarkably low price for that level of performance...I would
recommend them to anyone who can afford them...
and (then) just forget about power amplifiers until
someone comes up with a major design breakthrough that will render these (and all else) immediately obsolete. But don't hold your breath till that

I

happens!"
John Atkinson
Stereophile Vol. II., No. 11, Nov. 1988, pp. 94-99.
"This is one hell of a transparent amplifier. To say that
was impressed with the VTL 100 watt compact
monoblock is an understatement...
was extremely impressed...and (it's) a bargain price!
Highly recommended."

preamp 5550-3,300

amps S1,300-4,900

I

I

Dick Olsher
Stereophile Vo. 10, No. 6, Sept. 1987, pp. 102-104.
"...I really like this amp...The VTL 30/30 offers a rather
large slice of the best there is in amplifiers...
at the asking price, the amp is nothing short of the
proverbial steal."
TAS doesn't allow reprints or quotes, so you have to

investigate these articles yourself.
PHD with lavishly favorable comment by HP
The Absolute Sound Vol. 13, Issue 53, May/June 1988,
pp.67-73.
Titled 'The VTL Monoblock 300 Amplifiers'

VTL

John Nork
The Absolute Sound. Vol. 13, Issue 55, Sept./Oct.
1988, pp. 49-61.

Titled 'A Tale of Three Amplifiers'
As TAS doesn't allow actual "quotes", suffice it to say
that the VTL 300 is JR's new reference amplifier.

Aaron Shatzman
The Absolute Sound Vol. 12, Issue 29, Fall 1987,
pp. 85-95.
Titled 'TUBES TRIUMPHANT'
or Two Preamplifiers from VTL in which the Author
Touches upon the Ticklish yet Timely Topic of the
Transistcr Twilight and asks 'f the Dark Chill of the
Solid -State Night has finally been Banished by the
Warm Gold (aero) Glow of a New Valve Dawn.

salutes its #1 East Coast Dealer

0.11.0HE
Authorized Dealerships:
Apogee, Ariston, ASC Tube Traps, Audioquest, Boston Acoustics, B&K (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer), B&W, California Audio Labs, Cambridge (#1 E. Coast Dealer),
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The uncolored, detailed
midrange of the LFT-III
delivers a sound that's
outstandingly musical
rather than spectacular.
speaker and between the speaker and
the listening position.
The treble energy is variable over a
reasonable range, and the three level
settings allow you to tailor the speaker
to a given room and system.
would
suggest experimenting with string music to determine the setting that best
I

suits your conditions; found that the
-3 dB setting worked best in my
room.
As for bass, the owner's manual
tends to imply that re-tensioning the
diaphragm is optional. It is not. You will
need to do this to get adequate bass
response. You will also need a true
I

high -current amplifier that delivers at
least 100 watts; consult your dealer as
to which amplifiers are compatible.
The LFT-III should not be used with
receivers or amps designed to meet
test specifications rather than the far
more demanding conditions imposed
by today's high -end speakers. For best
results,
would suggest keeping the
volume high enough to approach natural musical sound levels. There is nothing to warm the bass or lower mid I
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Speaker Specialists

at lower volumes, and the
Fletcher -Munson effect means that the
severe bass roll -off in your hearing will
make any speaker seem to be lacking
in bass.
The LFT-III has jacks for bi-wiring. It
can also be rewired internally for use
with an electronic crossover, but can
see no reason for such devices. This
speaker will perform best in a straightforward system that has one amplifier
per channel and emphasizes midrange purity and bass power.
The Eminent Technology LFT-III has
evolved into a speaker having excellent performance capabilities but involving some sonic trade-offs. Its
strongest suits are its lack of coloration
in the midrange and its ability to provide remarkable detail and natural
sound in the region most important to
enjoying music. This outstanding performance shows up particularly well in
terms of voice, but it is equally impressive on chamber music, small orchestral music, and jazz.
Performance at the frequency extremes is less outstanding but still very
good. The LFT-III is better than any full range electrostatic in the treble, except
for early Quads with their separate
"tweeters." It scarcely has "sub woofer" bass, but it produces far more
in this region than more expensive planar and electrostatic speakers. In
short, the LFT-III is a speaker for the
audiophile who wants outstanding
midrange quality and musicality rather
than spectacular sound. Like most
high -end speakers, it needs a good,
high -current amplifier and careful
placement. With such care, however, it
can provide an exceptional degree of
transparency, transient detail, and musical accuracy and realism. For many
music lovers, the Eminent Technology
LFT-III may well be an ideal reference
Anthony H. Cordesman
speaker.
I
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Allentown: Bryn Mawr Stereo Blakely: Had
s
Bryn Mawr: Bryn Mawr Stereo
`
Camp Hill: Bryn Maw Stereo Chambersburg:
Sunrise Electronics Erie: Stud k n
Johnstown: Garys Entertainment Kingston: Hart
Electronics Lancaster G n T Steno Long home: Bryn Mawr Montgomeryville: Bryn
Mawr Slaw Natrona Heights: Stereo Land
Philadelphia & Suburbs: Bryn Maw Stereo
Pittsburgh: Audio Junction Quakertown: Bryn
Mawr Stereo Reading: G'n T Stereo SelinsPA

Storm Shop

Thirsty Ear

Polk

Canton: Belden Audio

Greenwood: Stereo Shop Spartansburg:

r

Electronics

OH Akron: Audio Craft
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THE NEW BC -800...

Combining the higher. level of sonic
performance with unrivaled flexibility.
Exclusive patented A :'.S.P. (Analog
Vector Spacial Processor) circuitry is

The 800 Series products are handcrafted in limited quantities to ensure
their high standards and value.
Further, Bedini is proud to announce
the extension of its warranty to
3 years parts and labor on all
800 Series produces.
As it is difficult to express the emotion
of music through lengthy adjectives or
specifications, we invite you to audition
the 830 Series products today and se`
why we say "in a class by itself."

pros ided to add dimensional enhancement to digitally processed sources.
Special atter_t=on to signal trace routing
and ground panes provides exceptionally low residual noise_
Use of the finest component parts, military grade glass epoxy circuit boards,
and external connections via gold plated
"Tiffany" jacks extend the traditional
quality buil: Into Bedini products.
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
MASTERS IN DISGUISE

CODA
Just as this issue went to press, the
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tragic news came that on December 6,
1988, Roy Orbison had died of a massive
heart attack. His brilliant work on Traveling
Wilburys is only a part of a recent return to
prominence which began with the unforgettable use of "In Dreams" in the film
Blue Velvet.
In 1987, Virgin Records followed up
with the release of In Dreams, an excellent
album featuring Orbison singing updated
versions of his hits. Last fall, Rhino issued
For the Lonely: 18 Greatest Hits, the best
set of Orbison originals ever assembled.
The 55 -minute Cinemax special, "Roy
Orbison and Friends: A Black & White
Night," is out and available on videotape,
and
couldn't recommend this thrill packed hour more highly. Finally, Virgin is
scheduled to release a new Orbison album, Mystery Girl, early this year.
To the end, Roy Orbison sang with the
sweetest voice know, one that could rip
your heart out again and again. Since
was a boy, his high notes have always
made the hair at the back of my neck
stand on end. already miss him a lot.
Michael Tearson
I
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Traveling Wilburys-Volume
Wilbury 25796-2, CD.
Sound:

B +

All the songs are attributed to the
Traveling Wilburys, and nearly all of

1

Performance: A

Over the years, a lot of super session albums have turned out to be
bummers when heard-badly played
turkeys with bad material that's badly

performed. Traveling Wilburys is
grand exception.

a

Who the Wilburys are, of course, is
one of the (purposely) worst -kept secrets in history. Those identified as
Otis, Nelson. Lefty, and Lucky Wilbury,
and Charlie T. Jr. bear a startling resemblance to, respectively: Jeff Lynne
of ELO, George Harrison, Roy Orbison,
Bob Dylan, and Tom Petty.
This album (produced by Otis and
Nelson Wilbury) is a delicious paradox.
Simultaneously, it holds onto the joy of
a spontaneous living -room song session-all loosey goosey, with the lead
vocal passed around like a hot potato-while also being a beautifully
thought-out, well -polished, and well -recorded disc. The only non-Wilburys
participating are drummer Jim Keltner,
percussionists Ray Cooper and Ian
Wallace, and horn man Jim Horn. All
turn in lovely work.

them are "A"
can peg the
always. Most
full of thrilling

material. Sometimes you
principal writer, but not
important, the album is
moments and occasional
revelations. For one thing, Dylan's
singing has never before been presented this favorably on record. That
old bite with a wink is at work on "Congratulations," the only song here that
expresses heart -felt bitterness. Dylan
hasn't sounded as playful as he does
on "Dirty World" in ages. "Tweeter and
the Monkey Man"-at 5V2 minutes, the
only song longer than 3:48-sings like
an untold Blonde on Blonde vintage
narrative. but it isn't. It is an all -new
blood -and -guts film-noir yarn. (With results like these, Bob should seriously
consider having Jeff Lynne produce a
whole album for him.)
Every time Roy Orbison grabs the
lead, you get goose flesh up and down
your spine. It happens when he takes
the bridge from Petty in "Last Night,"
but that one is just a decoy. Following it
is "Not Alone Any More," which plays
like a brand-new version of "Only the
Lonely." It even has one of those patented Roy Orbison endings where his

I

-

ral

44

a

voice spirals higher and higher until
you want to scream. This one alone is
worth the price of admission.
"Handle with Care," the introductory
single. features the Wilburys singing in
a round -like progression. Harrison
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1989
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..another rrajor -lanifestation of this affection for the musical
comes from Colurbia Records, in the form of the release of 1'
compact discs of 3roadway and Hollywood recordings, all
newly remastered and including some rarities, and all designed
to sell at a b1_dgetprice. For true afficionados, thé appearance
now on CDof the 3riginal cast recording of "My Fair Lady"
made in tuffs country after the Broadway opening will be
especially welcome.'
-The New York Times

"By far, the most revealing release (is)'A Star Is Born.' Here for
the first time is lie movie's overture...and here, for the first
tire. are the songs in stereo...."
-Chicago Tribune

"Most inpresaive...other new CDs include the original
Broadway cast re:ceding of 'Bye Bye Birdie,' 'Bells Are Ringin3;
'Peter Pan;.._'Kiss vre, Kate.' All of the new Columbia discs cone
v.ith detailed booklets...."
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Grayson Hugh's debut LP
shows promise but is not
"there" yet. Hopefully he
will try harder and one
day reach his peak.

9
starts it off, followed by Orbison, then
Dylan and Petty together, and then
Harrison again. Round and round it
goes with Lynne sneaking in sweet
harmonies all over. This opening song
establishes the spirit of camaraderie
and collaboration that is the base of all

1

that is here. This feeling extends
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straight through to the finale, "End of
the Line," which opens and closes with
an acoustic guitar figure cribbed from
Rubber Soul's "I'm Looking Through
You." The body of the song is impossibly catchy, and the lyrics are about
standing up to hard times and of
strength through forgiveness-a perfect and appropriate closer. In the final
score, only the mostly instrumental
"Margarita" is a throwaway.
Traveling Wilburys was recorded
without much advance fanfare to get
hopes up too high. The boys don't
seem to have taken the whole project
too seriously, except in their commitment to having fun while making a
good album. This very modesty enhances how memorable Traveling Wilburys-Volume is. And that "Volume
1" in the title leaves the door open for
future Wilbury albums, maybe with
family members who aren't yet aware
they are.
Incidentally, the liner notes, attributed to one Hugh Lamptor, are a sidesplitting mock -serious history of the
Wilburys, from stationary days of yore
to the more mobile present. The presence of Monty Python's Michael Palin
on the "Thanks To" list could be a hint
as to the notes' true author.
Michael Tearson

Blind to Reason: Grayson Hugh
RCA 7661-2R, CD.
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Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter -Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details

about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send $2.00 for our

latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.
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Performance: B+
Sound: B
The idea behind what Grayson Hugh
is trying to do is a lot stronger than the
music it has produced, but his debut
album shows a good deal of promise
nonetheless. Here we have a white
soul singer performing with a fair
amount of grit and conviction. Unfortunately, most of the the self -penned material is only decent. The one cover
("Talk It Over") is clichéd, which is
probably why Olivia Newton -John has
also recorded the same song on her
latest album. Sad to say, her version

sounds

more

impassioned

than

Hugh's. Producer Michael Baker is a
whiz at using the digital technology to
contemporize these songs, but perhaps he should have found Hugh a co writer to make them first-class.
There are a few complaints to be
aired about the production, most notably that it was recorded on analog
124
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Gregory Hines' voice is
sweet and vulnerable. His
self-titled debut album
firmly engraves the word
"singer" onto his résumé.
equipment when almost all of the instruments were digitally generated.
Also, the comparisons to Paul Young
shouldn't be heightened by employing

The Sound on this digitally mixed
and mastered Compact Disc is beautifully transparent, setting a crystalline
stage for the singer's solo outing.
With Gregory Hines, this gifted
dancer and actor firmly engraves the
additional title "singer" onto his extensive résumé.
Paulette Weiss

a sitar.

Don't let these complaints stop you
from listening to Blind to Reason; there
are some worthwhile songs on this CD.
"Tears of Love" is a beautiful recording-not quite perfect, but impressive
nonetheless. Hugh has summoned up
the spirit of Sam Cooke, and that's never a bad thing. Now if he could only
excise the Steve Perry from his tone,
he'd be in great shape.
Whether he gets the chance to prove
himself in the marketplace now or a
couple of albums down the road, Grayson Hugh is a fine singer with a couple
of good songs in him. One can only
hope that he knows he's not quite
"there" yet, and that he will try harder
to reach his peak eventually.
Jon & Sally Tiven

.-11

HEN

ONE

IS

NOT

ENOUGH

Gregory Hines
Epic EK 40671, CD.
Gregory Hines' voice is as lean and
lithe as his supple dancer's body. It
has a sweet, vulnerable quality that
makes his self -titled debut particularly
appealing. But this voice doesn't just
lounge around looking good. No sir-

ree-it

glides, taps, and pirouettes
through eight center -stage songs
guaranteed to create the need for
movement in even the most insensitive
feet.
Producer Luther Vandross has written all of these little gems, most with
John "Skip" Anderson, a few with other
musicians, and a couple solo. Up -tempo cuts like "That Girl Wants to Dance
with Me," "I'm Gonna Get to You," and
"Gloria My Love" are all smooth, light
rockers with rhythms that won't quit
and ingenious arrangements featuring
a variety of subtle and not -so -subtle
percussive accents. Chimes, brushed
cymbals, hand claps, and more are
choreographed around Hines' voice in
a kaleidoscopic, constantly moving

pattern. Slow, tender love songs
("Love Don't Love You Anymore,"
"There's Nothing Better Than Love,"
and "So Much Better Now") are filigreed with elegant, airy arrangements
that let Hines' vocals glide forward
gracefully and movingly.
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1989
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TWO

The Carnegi_ Two is designed by and manufactured exclusively for
Box 7E1, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 49421 SE

Madrigal Audio Laboratories, P.C.

Elton John may have left
the glitz and the glitter
behind, but not his knack
for turning out solid and
satisfying pop.

Reg Strikes Back: Elton John
MCA 6240. CD.
Elton John, sans wild feather head-

dress, sequin -encrusted jumpsuits,
and outrageous glitter glasses, is still
Elton John. despite his new album's
attempt to conjure up the performer's

OUR AN
IS BEAUTIFUL ...
AudioQuest believes in the merits of analog sound
and is proud to introduce its newest performance
value, the PT -5 tone -arm. It not only sounds
and looks great, but is affordable too!
To

further enhance your analog system add

an AudioQuest cartridge, like our newly
improved and highly acclaimed AQ 404i. They
are known for their detail and definition, yet
retain analog sweet-iess and warmth.

With low, and high -output models and
prices ranging from $95 to over
a thousand, it's easy to add
the beautiful sound of an AQ
cartridge to your system.

At AudioQuest we are into Analog ..

/

.

For further information or the number of
the dealer nearest you call or write:

a

out-lioquest
PO. Box 3060
San Clemente
CA 92672 USA
Tel:

714/498-2770

Fax 714/498-5112
Tlx: 205864

original persona, Reginald Dwight. Although Elton's efforts to tone down his
life and modify his public image have
been eagerly followed in the press (his
vast collection of costumes and memorabilia was auctioned off at Sotheby's
last fall with much fanfare), Reg is destined to remain in the shadow of the
fabulous showman Elton has become.
Elton's latest effort, Reg Strikes
Back, is, like many of the singer/songwriter/pianist's earlier successes, an
astute balance of rockers and ballads,
all featuring the brilliant, image -provoking lyrics of Bernie Taupin. Davey
Johnstone handles guitar (to particularly stunning effect on "A Word in
Spanish" and "Heavy Traffic"). Fred
Mandel mans the synthesizers, Charlie
Morgan is on drums, and David Paton
commands the bass. Two Elton alumni,
Dee Murray and Nigel Olsson, have
been recalled to duty for some fine
vocal backup. Making outstanding
guest appearances are Freddie Hubbard with his clean, crisp trumpet on
"Mona Lisas and Mad Hátters (Part
II)," Brian Wilson and Bruce Johnston
adding Beach Boyish vocal backup to
"Since God Invented Girls," and who
else but Pete Townshend running
some guitar riffs on "Town of Plenty."
Ray Cooper, one of rock's most astonishing percussion men, contributes his
particular genius to four cuts.
Now that you've got the lineup,
here's the play. Elton's ballads are
among the best rock has to offer. Now
that he has matured beyond some of
his early, sticky -sweet sentimentality,
they are better than ever. "Japanese
Hands" is filled with impressive lyrical
and musical imagery. The subtle,
strange synthesizer accents simultaneously suggest the Orient and the
song of whales. A cathedral -choir intro
sets the stage for Elton's lovely a cappella vocal, and the gentle swelling of
instrumentation and vocals builds to
majestic heights.
The up -tempo cuts remain true to El ton's pattern of creating rather sedate,
controlled rock in which nothing is really ragged or raw. The big single. "I
Don't Wanna Go On with You Like
That" is bouncy and appealing.
"Goodbye Marlon Brando" rocks out
yet never obscures the lyrics, which
present an amusing compendium of
pop -culture trivia. Despite Elton's per 126
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Sweet Honey in the Rock's
Breaths is not likely to
leap onto the charts, but
it is a total experience
for the head and heart.
sonal fondness for it, "Town of Plenty"
is a rather pedestrian rocker, although
"Poor Cow" will shake 'em up both on
the dance floor and at the National
Organization for Women headquarters.
Whether you call him Reg or Elton,
our boy may have left the glitz and
glitter behind, but not his ability to turn
out solid. satisfying pop.
Paulette Weiss

offer us the original, natural room ambi-

77/.d ence, as well as the artists' breaths

and sibilance (not at all annoying).
This is not new music,'nor is it music
likely to leap onto the charts, but it is
complete music-a total experience
for the head and the heart.
Hector G. La Torre

t

Breaths: Sweet Honey in the Rock
Flying Fish FF70105, CD.

,_

Performance: A
If after five minutes of listening to
Sweet Honey in the Rock you are not
on your feet singing, doing your best
Sam Cooke or Aretha Franklin imitation, quick: Check your pulse and call
the paramedics. You must have
passed away some time ago, and no
one's had the decency to tell you!
Sweet Honey in the Rock is an inspirational group, not so much religiously
as intellectually and emotionally. The
internationally known a cappella group
of six women sings and harmonizes
beautifully. The harmonies are just
"loose" enough to keep the emotion,
and the group sings with such conviction, it is impossible not to be moved.
Breaths combines two earlier LPs, We
All ... Everyone Of Us and Good
News, to provide some 65 minutes of
wonderful music.
All the above said, be forewarned
that Sweet Honey in the Rock is not an
easy listen. While this music falls like
honey on your ears, the lyrics are disturbing, enlightening, prodding. These
women mean to be heard, and what
they are saying is important. Many of
the lyrics, most written by Bernice
Johnson Reagon, are politically based,
with subject matter delving into South
Africa and Stephen Biko, Chile, racial
disharmony, and, perhaps most of all,
personal freedom.
Breaths, because it is a combination
of two albums, lists a number of recording engineers and mixers. It was
recorded both live (Fedco Recorders)
and in the studio (Flite Three, Omega,
and Bias Recording Studios). Some of
the 19 songs enter and exit with audience applause, but since post -production work was done on the tapes, it is
the music, not the audience, which
takes precedence. The live recordings
Sound: B
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Mastery. Reliability. Convenience.
A new hybrid from Audio Research
leads the way in amplifier technology.
By occasionally checking
The Hybrid Lineage
the Low Current Monitor
Audio Research has been a
LEDs on the main circuit
leader in developing innoboard, the owner can
vative hybrid audio circuits
determine whether indivi(
combining the linearity
dual tubes need replacing,
and harmonic accuracy of
and do it himself. Quickly,
vacuum tubes with the low
noise and long service life
economically.
of field effect transistors.
And installation convenience? Music lovers who
You'll hear that lineage in
The D125 Stereo Amplifier
are looking to reduce the
the D125's ability to provisual impact of their amplification can tuck
duce musical dynamics with palpaole authority,
the D125 out of sight in a cabinet or closet,
and low-level information with a transparency
and lack of grain that mimics reality. Given a thanks to its moderate dimensions and
first-class program source, the 0125 brings quietly efficient fans.
to the soundstage a three -dimensionality
20 Years of Quality
and precision unique in this price range.
Of course, the quality of components and
Unparalleled Convenience and Reliability construction is as you would expect in a
The D125 was also designed to provide
component from Audio Research. And D125
day-to-day reliability and convenience. owners can rest assured their amplifier will
Sophisticated protection circuitry assures have parts and service support for as long
as they own it. That's a commitment to
that potentially damaging input signals won't
customers Audio Research has upheld for
stress the eight 6550 output tubes.
20 years.
Routine maintenance
Audition the D125 at your Audio Research
couldn't be easier. Tube
dealer soon.
balancing is controlled
automatically. Plate Current Controls on the front
panel allow the owner to
keep performance
optimized as tubes age.

audio research
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CLASSICAL RECORDINGS

MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION
as even some big names on the dais
command little or no respect from orchestral players. It is revealing to note
that observers of Kaplan's many live
performances of the Second, the only
work which he conducts, and of his

9

u

f

I
Mahler: Symphony No. 2, "Resurrection." London Symphony Orchestra
and Chorus and four other choruses,
Gilbert Kaplan; Benita Valente, soprano; Maureen Forrester, contralto.

MCA MCAD2-11011, two CDs.
As Mahler lovers slowly came out of
the closet after 1960, it became less
and less uncommon to encounter one
of the composer's sprawling compositions in concert and on record. It gradually dawned on acute listeners that,
whereas Brahms, Janádek, and Bruckner were usually more visceral from
seat H-14 at Carnegie (or whatever
hallowed hall one happened to live
near) than over speakers at home,
Mahler was the first orchestral composer whose effects and sweep were
sometimes even more appealing when
heard through a very fine audio system. Here was a man whose vision of
texture, line, dynamics, and timbre so
severely taxed the possibilities of just
about all live concert situations that his
final thrust into the hearts and minds of
music lovers had to await the perfection of stereo a reverse of the usual
concert realism argument! While the
accessible First, Fourth, and Fifth happily unfold on stage and are eminently
pleasing to the ear there, the tougher
Third, Sixth, and Seventh Symphonies
could be said to approach their great128

est impact-which is awesome-when
heard at home, over exceptional audio
gear. Somewhere in between lie the
Second, Eighth, and Ninth. They are so
profoundly communicative of all Mahler put into his life of composing that
they work in either medium.
That's all by way of a prelude to the
most extraordinary "Resurrection" that
has come along in ages. Remember,
we have the recorded legacy of Mahler's great successors at the New York

Philharmonic-Mitropoulos, Walter,
and Bernstein-so this is no piffling
matter. It is a question of an artistic
achievement of the highest order (else
why bother to discuss it?) but also an
event that may well, hereafter, remain
unique in music.
Gilbert Kaplan, conductor, is an amateur. He has-rot without some satisfaction, one would guess-really put a
fox in the musical chicken coop with
this coup. For a coup it is.
In the plastic arts and literature, only
the pundits, arbiters, and guardians of
the public taste have bothered to rake
talented amateurs over the professional coals, though the public has usually
welcomed them. Not so in the feisty
concert music world, where the pros
bridle at the mere presence of nonprofessionals on stage, let alone on
that hallowed podium. One might add
that there is very good reason for this,

recording sessions in Wales agree that
he always has the undivided concentration and respect of his players.
Why? He has obviously done his
homework on the score, having exhaustively researched it, purchased
the original manuscript, and memorized every measure. Of course, many
other conductors, good and not so
good, have pursued this piece almost
as far. Yet Kaplan feels the music
deeply. (Who would do a Mahler Second without that kind of emotional response to such a long and technically
challenging symphony?)
It must be that Kaplan, a businessman who has made an indelible mark
in his own world by founding, editing,
and building The Institutional Investor,
a key Wall Street periodical, has had
not only the will and the wherewithal to
accomplish his dream, but the innate
musical instinct to make it a Mahler
Second to cherish. The vast score
abounds in small side paths, details
not explored by many conductors. For
example: The subtle horn dynamics,
subito pianos atter firm attacks, at the
work's close; the in -tune brass playing
for every measure after the "grosse
Appell" of the Fifth Movement, and the
gypsy-like lilt, a touchy small swing, to
the trumpets and clarinets of the Third
and Fifth Movements. Kaplan not only
catches the more common ones but
adds details most of us have not heard
before-all of this within the context of
an organically conceived, joyous performance. No Florence Foster Jenkins
snickers or vanity press comments can
adhere to a man who attains an artistic
level like this-and without formal conservatory training. Suffice to say that
Kaplan meets his own high standards,
as well as those of some very prominent Mahler figures, including the late

Jack Diether (who would have enjoyed
the ongoing fuss he encouraged Kaplan to disregard in his quest to perform the "Resurrection"). Kaplan certainly has awed and inspired this reviewer.
The technical production, too, is superb. Producer James Mallinson and
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Berlioz is a persuasive
orchestral composer, so
unlike anybody else in
his remarkable texture,
color, and melody.
the ubiquitous Tony Faulkner recorded
the work in St. David's Hall, Cardiff,
and it is available on all formats. The
imposingly registered organ at the
closing bars is that of Yale's Woolsey
Hall, used by Mahler himself in concert
there, and Yale's Harkness carillon is a

French

welcome upgrade from the usual
clangy orchestral bells. The first of the
two thick CD booklets, both written by

Kaplan, is about the symphony and the
project. It is exhaustively complete, endowed with cues for all 48 tracks (corresponding to the score markings) and
rich in photos. The second booklet is
devoted to Mahler's own correspondence about the Second and is in itself
a valuable, rather engaging part of the
package. But the main thing is the very
deeply felt, eloquent performance by
an amateur who had the gall to pull off
a fantasy bigger than most of us dare
dream, and to evoke music of truly
magnificent scope. Arrogance? No,
just the biggest musical brass ring
around.
Christopher Greenleaf

national

anthem for every-

thing-solos, orchestra, chorus-in

Berlioz: La Marseillaise and Other
Works. Ba'timore Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, David Zinman; Sylvia
McNair, soprano; Richard Leech, tenor.
Telarc CD -80164, CD.
The American habit of scrambling
the order of titles, presumably for better sales, can be downright confusing,
as here. The first is actually last, a
slightly preposterous setting of the

all

umpteen of its verses, until you are
ready to drop with patriotism. The rest
of the CD, right from the beginning, is
orchestral Berlioz: Excerpts from "Romeo and Juliet," "The Damnation of
Faust," overtures, "Trojan March,"
even "Royal Hunt and Storm," which is
about the only unfamiliar item included
and almost as preposterous as the
Marseillaise. Everybody, it seems, has
to have a try at storm music.
Still, these are short, representative
Berlioz bits (compared to his absolutely enormous complete operas, which
nobody, live or via records, has the
stamina to take in one piece!), and
most of them will be soothingly familiar
to classical listening ears. Berlioz is a
persuasive orchestral composer, unlike anybody else in the curious, thinly
spaced textures and remarkable color
and melody.
Like other recent Telarc offerings,
this one is entirely competent, but just

o

Both the Mendelssohn and
the Haydn concertos are
intimate but lovely, and
The Weiss Duo is simply

r3

1

.

superb.

r
shade routine, and rather fast for
Berlioz to make his highly emotional
points. He has been played with more
poignancy and meaning. On the other
hand, if you want the (trademark) Telarc drum, Berlioz gives plenty of opportunity. It periodically blows you out
of the room.
Edward Tatnall Canby
a

I

Mendelssohn: Concerto in D Minor
for Violin, Piano, and Strings;
Haydn: Concerto in F for Violin, Keyboard, and Strings. The Weiss Duo;
Crystal Chamber Orchestra, Sidney
Weiss; Jeanne Weiss, piano; Sidney
Weiss, violin.
Crystal CD511, CD.
Let's clear up one question first:
Which Weiss does which? Sidney
Weiss is both the solo violinist and the
conductor of the little string orchestra.
That was the tradition in the classic
era, late 18th century, and on into the
19th. His wife, Jeanne,

soloist.

is the piano

cate the string orchestra, a good dozen or so players which Mr. Christ no
doubt hired for the event. You hear the
two soloists, loud and close, but where
is the orchestra? Yet in the Haydn
which follows (same players), the orchestra is very evident all the way
through. Is this the placement of mikes
and musicians, or is it a difference in
the musk of the two works? incline to
the latter.
The Mendelssohn is a novelty, unheard until quite recently-a sort of
"house concerto" for playing in the
well-to-do Mendelssohns' spacious
music room to show off their genius
son, who was all of 14. (The parents
often hied a small orchestra for him to
play with, so to speak.) At that age, he
had already written numerous polished
and highly professional works, including two piano concertos. At first, you
might think the music Mozart, in Mozart's own favorite key for passionate
expression. But even at 14, Mendelssohn was well into the new Romantic

Peter Christ runs his own company
(Crystal) and was one of the first to
"see the light" and convert to CD. He
has worked up his usual interesting
program here (he is an oboist). with his
musician friends, The Weiss Duo. But
there is a significant oddity in the recorded sound as between these two
ou:wardly similar works, played by the
same performers.
In the first, the Mendelssohn, you will
no:ice that it is surprisingly hard to lo -

JUST QUISIN'
WITH MY
SHERWOOD.
w-

It's the slJne eticitement I felt when I
got my first set of wheels. Only this time it's
not a new car.
It's a new Sherwood.
Awesome sounds. Power. Ckuity
Radical good rooks.
Compared to my old car radio, the
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Pianist Frederick Moyer
makes the more showy and
less profound pieces into
good listening by playing

them as if they were easy.
age, and that has much to do with the
sound-heavier, more dramatic piano,
the same for the solo violin. And not
really very much for the added strings
to do, as in those Paganini violin concertos where the orchestra dithers
around, playing sweet nothings in between the violin fireworks. Result:

There really isn't much to hear from
those expensively hired strings! Mr.
Christ was right in putting the two solos
very much forward and close.
The Haydn, written almost 60 years
earlier, is one of the composer's early
works, too, and very "Baroque" in the
alternation, back and forth, between

HPC
CPC

HELICA_ PLANAR COPPER

CO -PLANAR COPPER

the "tutti" string orchestra and the passages for the two solos. This time, the
orchestra is entirely audible and rightly
so! Part of the art of recording is knowing the music in its live form.
have to add that both works are
intimate but lovely, and the Weiss
team, superb. If Mendelssohn harks
back to Mozart, then Haydn harks forward to the same, for even more unity
in diversity.
Edward Tatnall Canby
I

Frederick Moyer, Pianist.
GM Recordings 2016, CD. (Available
from GM Recordings, 167 Dudley Rd.,
Newton Centre, Mass. 02159.)
The virtues of the CD are calling
forth an extraordinary spate of piano
music-piano reissues galore, taken
from the steadier and cleaner original
masters, and floods of brand-new digital recordings. And new labels!
Frederick Moyer, in his very early
30s, is like an astonishing number of
other new pianists, a fabulous techniwas impressed especially by
cian.
the more showy (and less profound)
morsels he plays-which he makes
into good listening simply by the casual way in which he projects the music,
as though it were easy.
First, an amusing little set of studies
for the left hand alone, by, of all composers, Max Reger, that epitome of
lengthy Germanic denseness! If you
can believe that Moyer has one hand
behind his back, you will enjoy. At the
end of the CD, similarly, are three more
little show works, on a giant scale: Paganini, arranged for piano by the
young Liszt, rearranged to make them
even more astronomical by the recent
Italian genius Busoni!
There's a recent piece by George
Walker-an idiom that is of Moyer's
generation and, thus, easily comprehensible. And then there is Ravel, the
"Valses nobles." Being, by date of
birth, a Neo -Romantic at the piano,
Moyer gives them the Romantic works,
as one does today. But typically, the
accents are just a bit on the wrong
syllable (for older ears!), the delicious
Ravel harmonies just a trace blurred by
overpedalling, the rhythms off balance.
The Moyer ear hasn't yet caught up
with the Moyer fingers. All this is purely
relative; had a good time listening.
Edward Tatnall Canby
I

Over two years ago the staff at Madrigal Audio Laboratories
began accumulating convincing evidence that solid conductors
of rectangular cross-section would do a better job of carrying
musical signals. Years of listening and engineering tes:s making
use of ribbons of specially processed, high -purity copper with
teflon insulation and the highest quality terminations, have
resulted in the new Madrigál-HPC and CPC cables.

'Visit your Madrigal dealer and hear what these original designs can do.to improve your music system.
HPC and CPC cables are designed by. and manufactured exclusively for
PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 95457 ITT TLX 4942158

Madrigal Audio Laboratories,

I
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'TRANE TRACKS

r
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F-7511

A Tribute to John Coltrane: Various
Artists
MCA -Impulse 42122, LP.

Performance: AGenerally speaking, when record
companies issue "tributes." "best ofs,"
or "all-star meetings," they're working
off a sales angle. Consumer skepticism should match promoter hype.
Once in a while, however, despite manipulative publicity campaigns. these
things actually come off with dignity
rather than pretention. Happily, this is
the case with MCA -Impulse's A Tribute
to John Coltrane.
The album was recorded and released to coincide with the 20th anniversary of Coltrane's death. For the
project, co -producers Eob Thiele and
Ken Glancy, in conjunction with MCA
executive producer Ricky Schultz, enticed some of the saxophonist's most
important collaborators and devotees
to participate: Pianist McCoy Tyner
and saxophonist Pharoah Sanders, in
addition to heavyweights such as
bassist Cecil McBee and drummer Roy
Haynes. Also participating in the project was prodigal son, reedman, bass
clarinetist, and World Saxophone
Sound: B+

Quartet member David Murray-a
youngster, relatively speaking, who

was all of 12 years oki when 'Trane
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1989

died. "I was coming out of Sonny Rollins," Murray admits readily, today. "I
was never a Coltrane worshipper."
Tyner, of course, developed into the
pianist he is today, to a large extent
while he was a part of the most famous
Coltrane ensemble, which also included bassist Jimmy Garrison and drummer Elvin Jones. In many ways. by
agreeing to undertake this date, Tyner
set himsel` up to be criticized. He
played compositions such as "Naima"
and "I Want to Talk About You" so
immaculately more than a quarter-century ago. how could he expect to duplicate-let alone improve upon-those
quintessential previous efforts? Furthermore. Tyner's current unit, a trio
that features Avery Sharpe on bass
and Louis Hayes on drums, occasionally lapses into repetitive -sounding
works, somewhat funk-tinged-particularly when Sharpe plucks an electric
bass. In some ways. Tyner has not
built on what he achieved with Coltrane
so long ago. Sanders. likewise, although still performing well when leading his own bands, is not playing with
the fervor he did. say, in 1963.
Consequently, given that a project
such as this is subject to hype and that
Tyner and Sanders may have indeed
peaked artistically, the producers and
artists definitely were in a risk situation

with Tribute. It's nice to know people
can rise to the occasion.
McBee is one of the fiercest bass men around, capable of meeting any
challenge. Same with drummer Roy
Haynes. who, like McBee, experienced
Coltrane. musically, firsthand. The two
were magnificent then, and they remain sc today. There isn't anything
they cart play. Period.
Still. his setting allows us to hear
Sanders at his best. his most innovative and fullest -sounding in the past
few years. His lines and choice of
notes throughout are enlivening and
devoid of passivity, particularly in
"Bluesin' For John C" and "The Promise." where he sounds downright and
continually innovative.
Tyners attack, throughout, is invigorating. The session isn't overproduced
or cluttered. as some of the pianist's
recent albums have been. On this
date, Tyner plays with enormous power, tremendous clarity, and, as always,
an abundance of sincerity. "Lazy
Bird." a hornless configuration reminiscent of Coltrane's 1957 "Giant Steps,"
underscores just how explosive a player Tyner can be when he's in his element. When he's on, as he is here and
in Murray's "Last of the Hipmen," virtually no one can touch him.
Maybe everyone, producers included, thought 'Trane was looking down at
them, passing judgment. Regardless,
this troupe (including Murray, who
does a nice, slightly faster reading of
Billy Eckstine's "I Want to Talk About
You") did their former boss proud.
Jon W. Poses

Hidden Charms: Willie Dixon
Capitol/Bug C1-90595, LP.
Performance: A
Sound: B+
The blues, as we know it today, was
shaped, crystallized, and practically
created by Willie Dixon. Others may
sing the songs, but he wrote them:
"Spoonful," "Hoochie Coochie Man,"
"I Ain': Superstitious," and about a few
hundred more. Dixon put his stampon
the music, and it has never been the
same again. Even his attitude is taken
for granted as "the blues." But more
than anything else, the blues is Willie
Dixon's vision. The knowledge he imparts and his choice of language are in
a class all their own.
133

On Willie Dixon's new LP,
you can enjoy his music
bathed in its own purity.
Every home should have
A

Hidden Charms.
Hidden Charms is a bit unorthodox
in that none of its songs are among
Dixon's best known. Instead, Dixon
has bestowed upon us four brand-new
songs which stand with his finest in
addition to five lesser -known compositions from 1956 through 1974. There is
a consistency to the man's work, and
with this new exposure, "Don't Mess
with the Messer" or "I Don't Trust Myself" could easily become standards
like "Seventh Son." A couple of the
newer tunes, such as "Jungle Swing,"
are ambitious even for a master such
as Dixon. They demonstrate that even
in his later years. he is expanding his
horizons. He is the blues. and more.
The record was produced by T Bone
Burnett, and, to whatever extent it was
"produced," there is no interference
with the auteur. Willie is surrounded by
sympathetic players-cronies such as
Lafayette Leake (piano). Earl Palmer
(drums), Cash McCall (guitar), Red
Callender (bass), Sugar Blue (harmonica), and Burnett himself (dobro). The
recording is an intimate, atmospheric
blend of primarily acoustic instruments
with very little outboard gear dressing
up the sounds. It may sound naked to
some ears, but it is completely refreshing. As performed by Muddy Waters,

Johnny
Copeland

Ain't Nothing But

a

Party: Johnny

Copeland
Rounder 2055, LP.
Performance: B +
Johnny "Clyde" Copeland need only
wave his guitar to turn an urban club
into a roadside juke joint. No matter
where his stage, Copeland is one of
those bluesmen who always plays as if
someone were keeping score. He's
twice won awards in the '80s for blues
entertainer of the year and earned a
Grammy for his contribution to 1986's
Showdown (on Alligator).
As a son of Houston, Copeland's a
master of dazzling Texas shuffles that
recall Gatemouth Brown, yet he excels
on slower numbers, when his deliberate picking lets you appreciate his
grace and taste. He's an even better
singer. His raspy voice goes from 0 to
60 mph in a heartbeat, while sounding
like a loudspeaker that blew the instant
the volume was cranked up. He delivers "Baby, Please Don't Go," the Big
Joe Williams number that was a favorite of '60s British rock bands, as a
minor -key cry of pain. Though it's no
surprise to learn that he once toured as
a soul singer, it is puzzling that he
failed to find much success.
Ain't Nothing But a Party was recorded at Houston's Juneteenth Festival on
June 13, 1987. This was also "Johnny
Copeland Day," by declaration of the
mayor. Perhaps the occasion explains
why this set was released despite excessive crowd noise and recording
problems which place the listener almost in the fringes of the audience.
Even the promotional materials accompanying this Copeland record diplomatically concede that it was cut under
"somewhat less than ideal recording
conditions."
The choice of tracks, too, was probably dictated by technical considerations. "Big Time" is the sort of instrumental that's normally considered filler.
How many times will you want to listen
to the song's bass solo, or to Copeland
introducing the members of his group?
Johnny Copeland is one of the least
recognized natural resources in the
blues world. His well -drilled band is in
typically fine form for a collection of
just wish we
mostly new material.
could all have had a better seat for his
Roy Greenberg
performance.
Sound: C +

The Rolling Stones, Led Zeppelin,
Howlin' Wolf, and Cream, Dixon's
songs take one step away from the
essence of the blues. But here, one
can enjoy the man's music bathed in
its purity. Every home should have Hidden Charms.
Jon & Sally Tiven

Lucky Man: Henry Gray
Blind Pig BP -2788, LP. (Available
from Blind Pig Records, P.O. Box
2344, San Francisco, Cal. 94126.)
Performance: B+
Sound: B

Rock fans have always idolized
blues guitarists and harp players, but
blues-piano players have never commanded much respect from these
same fans. Yet few guitarists or harp
players earned their fame without a
piano providing the foundation for their
solos. Muddy Waters had Otis Spann
on the 88s, Elmore James had Johnnie
Jones, and Nowlin' Wolf had Henry
Gray-when Gray wasn't recording
behind a slew of others.
On Lucky Man, Gray performs as if
the heyday of Chicago blues never
ended. His thundering. two-fisted piano generates a full head of steam as it
plows toward the conclusion of the
showpiece solo instrumental "Finger
Snappin' Boogie." He's also a confident and powerful singer in a Muddy
Waters vein, quite remarkable when
you consider that he's 63 and rarely
recorded as a bandleader.
Gray pays tribute to his mentor, Big
Maceo Merriweather, the blues giant of
the '40s, with a strong reading of Maceo's "I'll Be Up Again Someday." As
was true of Maceo, Gray's piano
doesn't require a rhythm section. In an
age of electric bands, however, commercial wisdom predicts a limited market for acoustic piano albums. Consequently, Gray is often saddled with a
superfluous three-piece rhythm section
that masks his rock -steady left hand.
Henry Gray is too good to slip back
into the retirement that preceded
Lucky Man. Let's hope he tours to supRoy Greenberg
port the album.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
BUSINESS ADS-$2.30 per word, 20 word MINIMUM
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centered or spaced lines $16 additional.
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EXPAND AD -53.45 per word, 20 word MINIMUM
charge PER AD, PER EACH INSERTION $69.

JUMBO TYPE -57.50 per word (2x larger than normal
type and bold). Minimum 3 words.

ALL LINE ADS -First line set in bold face type at no
extra charge. Additional bold words at $2.75 extra per
word. One point ruled box is $15.

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN AD,
VANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:

NOTI LING
BETWEEN YOU AND
THE MUSIC

ESOTERIC SOUND
Presents the
COUNTERPOINT
SA

APOGEE BEDINI COUNTERPOINT
ESSENCE HARTLEY JANIS JEFF ROWL.\ND
KEI- \fARANiZ 94 \MUSEATEX PRECISE

ROTH.

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR
FULL AMOUNT.

CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER
THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

-3

PREPAYMENT/FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS
times
less 5%, 6 times less 10%, 12 times less 15%. These
discounts apply to line ads only and all payments must
be made in advance to qualify. Agency discounts do
not apply to line advertising.

GENERAL INFORMATION -Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full street
address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowledged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will be
short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who
have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE
PROTECTED for the duration of that contract, in the
event of a rate increase.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES
I col x 1 Inch
5344
1 col x
2 inches
$543
1 col x
3 inches
$777
1

inch

$618
$1044

One column width is 2W. Two columns wide is 4W.
For larger display ad rates and 6, 12, 18 and 24 times
frequency rates Call (212) 719-6338.
DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velox) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.

ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent
to:
Carol A. Berman, AUDIO MAGAZINE,
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: CLASSIFIED
DISPLAY ADS: Carol A. Berman (212) 719-6338.
CLASSIFIED LINE ADS: 800-445.6066.
FOR

Preamplification System

r\CDIOI.-\B

P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346-01
Stamford, CT 06925

2 cols. x 2 inches

l

high End Components For The Audio Perfectionist

AUDIO MAGAZINE

2 cols. x
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and more

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUDIO CLASSICS

ANNOUNCING MODIFICATIONS TO B&K

Precision Stereo Components
Bought-Sold-Traded-Repaired-Modif iedUpdated-Appraised
Offering an excellent and diversified collection of fine audio
equipment ACCESSORIES: Avid Equal Level Speaker
Comparator $30C. McIntosh CR7 Remote C3ntrol ($849)
$675. AMPLIFIERS: audio research D51 $500; Classic
Audio CA260 ($1665) $1495; Haller NEW DC220 ($499)
$400: Krell MINT KMA100 ($6000) 53750-4500: McIntosh
MC502 ($1200) $675, MC752 ($896) $695. MC2150
($1925) $1300. MC2155 ($2295) $1600. MC2250 ($2495)
$1700. MC2500 ($3495) S2500-2600. MC7270 ($2295)
51750-1850, MC752 ($895) $675. CD PLAYERS: McIntosh
MCD7000 $850 1000, MCD7005 ($1599) $1100-1200.

COMPONENTS: Improved detailing, increased depth
of soundKtage. & transparency. deeper & tighter bassi
State-of-the-arttt We pay shipping and accept credit
cards. SOUND UNLIMITED, 169 Church St., Bristol,
CT 06010. Est 1959 12031 584-0131.
MC VISA AMEXP ACCEPTED

ATTENTION
AUDIOPHILES

11

CARTRIDGES: McIntosh MCC1000 (S1000) $550.
EQUALIZERS: McIntosh MO101 $t25-175, M0102 $60.
MO104 ($500) $285. M0107 ($650) $450. HEAD AMPS:
conrad-johnson HV1 ($850) $300. Hailer DH102 $45: Pi-

Alter a decade of R&D, the Taddeo Loudspeaker Co.
proudly unveils the Domestic Monitor I. Utilizing a patented enclosure design, the DM rivals the most expensive plaiar loudspeakers for less than 173 the price.
HEAR THE DIFFERENCE!
I

The Taddeo Loudspeaker Co.
2604 Elmwood Avenue: Suite 105
Rochester, NY 14618
(716) 244-6027

oneer HZ1 B O. INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS: Kenwood
LOIA ($1500) $500; McIntosh MA5100 $400. MA6100

$500-600, MA6200 (51795) 51100-1200. PREAMPLIFIERS: Audio Research SP10 tl ($3795) 52500.
SP12 (51195) 5600-700: Krell KRS2 ($4500) $3500: McIntosh C26 $400. C28 5500, C31 V ($1895). $1400-1500. C32
$1100. CR7 ($849) $675: SAE 2100L ($975) $300 PROCESSORS: Advent 500 ($800) $200: Audio Pulse One
($749) $225. dbx 118 $75. RECEIVERS: McIntosh
MAC4100 $1475, MAC4200 (52890) $2150. MAC4275
(51798) 51200-1300.SPEAKERS: JSE 1.8 (51695) $995, 2
($2295) 51865: McIntosh ML2C ($1598) S800-1000. ML4C.
M ($2400) $1100.1500. XD715 (51200) $900. XD717
($1598) $t000, XL1 ($525) $400, XL1W ($549) $400,
XR5-19 $900. XR16 ($1900) $800, XRt052 ($2500)
$1650,XRT18 ($4500) $3500, XRT22 (58200) $6300: Snell
Type ($1600) $800: Velodyne ULD 12'(51195) $885, ULD
1511 ($1795) $1395. TAPE DECKS: Crown SX724 5675.
TUNERS: McIntosh MR65B $200-500, MR77 $750, MR510
$1649 $895. MR7082 ($1499) $1200. TUNER PREAMPS:
McIntosh MX113 ($1099) $550. Audio Repairs -UpdatesModifications by Richard Modafferi, former Senior Engineer at McIntosh and Clif Ramsey. former Senior Service
Technician at McIntosh. AUDIO CLASSICS, invites you to
visit our new retail location at the United States Post Office
Building, in Walton, NV. FREE Catalogue. Layaway Program
1

Major Credit Cards accepted. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fn..
POB 176 Walton, NY 13856.

607-865-7200

-Audio Advertiser for over
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SOUND S)'.4TE.1/.4 LTD.
Rrr 347 Cnl7: \TRY CO,t/,tIQVS
STONY RRODA-. N.1., 11790
516 hS9- 7JJ-J
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Dealer inquiries invited
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Digital Audio Tape

STORE

Professional, portable and home digital audio tape
recorders (most brands in stock NOW!) Full
warranty. English manuals, transformers, tapes and
access3ries available.
5,,191..at.

Y/SA

Ue]

rEDER,E+eLS]

S'ía.+wC

The

DAT

HOURS r Dará

K

STORE

WEEK r0

2624 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Monica CA 90403
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p
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12131
FAX a

8286487

tun

470-6176
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ATTENTION
DENON CUSTOMERS

I

Not everyone offering Denon
products for sale is an authorized
Denon dealer. This has great
significance to you as a potential
Denon customer.
Denon America's warranty applies
to the original purchase only. Denon
products sold by non -authorized
dealers are not covered under this or
any other warranty.
Additionally, some of this equipment
may have been designed for foreign
markets and therefore will not meet
Denon America's specifications.
So look for the Authorized Denon
Dealer Sticker before you buy.

.
I

.

1

¡¡

rlr.

S

To find your nearest
AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:
1-201-575-7810 (9:OOam - 5:OOpm EST)

ó THE ACCURATE LOUDSPEAKER
co

Music is an expression of emotion, communicated
óbetween the composer and the listener. By allowing
§ the true dynamics and clarity of the music to reach the
listener, Nelson -Reed loudspeakers actually accent
that communication which Is music.
15810 Blossom Hill Rd., Los Gatos, CA 95032

408-356-3633

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUDIO RESOURCE HAS MOVED to its new 4400 sq. ft.
store at 3133 EDENBORN AVENUE. METAIRIE,
LOUISIANA 70002. We now have five private listening rooms
where you can audition one of the LARGEST SELECTIONS
of HIGH END AUDIO EQUIPMENT in the country. AUDIO
RESOURCE continues to offer precision-matched tubes.
plus sales. service, and restoration of vintage components.
Call or write for information on our products and services
AUDIO RESOURCE. 3133 EDENBORN AVE, METAIRIE.
LA 70002. (504) 885-6988.

The High End Hi -Fi Show for San
Francisco and the Bay area sponsored
by Stereophile magazine and Nelson &

INVENTORS WANTED: On December 1988. the most advanced and unique acoustic generating device will be available to the discriminating esoteric audiophile. This state of
the art speaker shall he the best and like no other. Period.
(Pat. Pend.) For more information on the concept of becoming associated with this speaker company; please send
$15.00 to: AWH, P.O. Box 591, Bellport, NY 11713.

Tickets by mail 512.50 each, or 515 at
the door (tickets good all Show days).
See and hear the world's finest high end

High -end and hard -to -find audio components. Low, low prices! AUDIO AMERICA

(Virginia). Call 1-703-745-2223.

45

lR
NELSON -REED

m

ANNOUNCING

Associates.

April 21, 22 & 23 (Fr. 1pm-9pm...Sat.
11am-8pm...Sun 11am-6pm).

state-of-the-art equipment ... experimental and pre -production models.
Products recommended by Stereophile
in classes A,B,C,D-as well as many
too new to recommend.
Over 73 state-of-the-art brands ... marvel at our audio museum containing
working audio oddities and relics ...
premier home theater systems will be
demonstrated .. talk to many of the
inventors and designers who will personally set up their own systems for

33
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optimal performance.
Participate in free seminars with Stereophile editors. Attend free lectures,
free live classical and jazz concerts
every day. Enjoy yourself.

ANALOG
SOURCE

At Lyric. you'll tied more turntables. tonearms and
cartridges to choose from. And along with all the
brands and models on display. more knoxxledge and
experience. More service. too. Which explains xxhy
more people around the \sorld make Lyric their
source for quality audio components.
Come in and audition turntables from Ariston.
Goldin und. Oracle. Rega, Sonographe, Sony. Sota.
V!'l, Well Tempered and others. Tonearms by
Alphason. Gold mu
SM E. Well Tempered and
more. Carnegie. Spectral and other quality
cartridges. We supply 220 volt equipment for export.

Located 10 minutes from San Francisco
International Airport right off US101 at
the San Mateo Dunfey Hotel, 1700
South Amphlett Blvd, San Mateo, CA.
For advance tickets write High End Hi-fi
Show, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM

87501, or call 505-982-1411. Visa, MC
Amex OK.
MOSCODES, FUTTERMANS, MODIFIED & SERVICED
BY GEORGE KAYE, Moscode Designer-Tremendous improvement. Protect your investment. SOUND SERVICES.
238 Liberty Avenue, New Rochelle, NY 10805. (914)
633-3039.

SPEAKER DESIGN SOFTWARE for PC Mac. Graphs pre.
dicted performance, designs active and passive crossovers.
$40 complete. ATRIUM Electronics, 2302 5th NE. Salem.
OR 97303. (503) 363-5143.

FOR SALE
AAA-AUDIO ELITE

IN WISCONSIN!!!
DENON, HAFLER, PS AUDIO. YAMAHA. B&K. JSE.
CONRAD-JOHNSON, PROTON, CARVER. ONKYO. ADS,

I

Lyric
I

Ii

FitIVideo

1221 Lexington Axe.
New York. NY 111025

212-439-1900

Rroadrra)

146 Last Post Road
New York. NY 11kí23 White Plain,. NY 1064)1
914-949-750)
212-769-46410
2[N1í

VPI, JBL, DCM, MIRAGE. SPECTRUM. SONOGRAPH.
AR, COUNTERPOINT. FRIED. NITTY GRITTY. SUMIKO.
THORENS, KEF. ADCOM. SUPERPHON. SNELL. M&K.
LUXMAN. SPICA and any others you desire. (414)
725-4431.

CALL US WE CARE!!!
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FOR SALE

LOWER
LOUDSPEAKER
DISTORTION

AAA -CALL US LAST! LUXMAN. DENON, AR, YAMAHA.
CARVER. BOSTON ACOUSTICS. ADCOM, PS AUDIO.
HAFLER, ADS. B & K. ONKYO. KEF. PROTON. SNELL.
DCM, NAKAMICHI, INFINITY. NAD, JSE, SPICA, SUPERPHON, M & K. BOSE SPECTRUM. VPI, SONOGRAPH,

SUMIKO. THORENS.

WHY CALL US LAST?

414-727-0071 WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES!!!

AAA -CARVER,

DENON, YAMAHA, BOSTON

ACOUSTICS, LUXMAN, AR, ADCOM, PS AUDIO.
HAFLER, ADS. B & K. ONKYO, KEF, PROTON. SNELL.
DCM, NAKAMICHI. INFINITY,NAD. JSE, SPICA. SUPERPHON, M & K, SPECTRUM. VPI, BOSE. SONOGRAPH,
SUMIKO, FRIED. THORENS. PLUS A LARGE SELECTION
OF OTHERS 414-727-0071

Digital Audio Tape
We have digital audio home, portable and
professional cassette recorders and tapes
(blank 8 prerecorded) IN STOCK NOW!
We were the first U.S. company to import
both CD and DAT into the U.S. We carry
various DAT decks and offer the latest models
as soon as they become available.

Audio Gallery
(213) 829-3429

AAA-LOW PRICES-HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!
DENON, PS AUDIO. HAFLER, YAMAHA. BSI( CARVER. AR, COUNTERPOINT, SUPERPHON. LUXMAN, THORENS, MBK, SNELL. SPECTRUM. MIRAGE, ONKYO. PRO-

2716 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90403

TON. KEF, SONOGRAPH, FRIED, NITTY GRITTY,
SUMIKO. SPICA and any others you desire. AUDIO ELITE,
(414) 725-4431. Menasha. Wisconsin.
OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!

AAA-NOW IT'S TIME

FOR SALE

TO

CALL US!

YAMAHA-DE NON-ONKYO-BSK-A-D.S.BOSTONACOUSTICS-HAFLER-JBL B&W-PS
AUDIO-JSE-DCM-PROTON-ACOUSTAT and
many other lines

HI -FI -HOTLINE
We have such a large selection we can't print them all.
SO CALL 414-658-3111.

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE!!!!
50WX2 PRE -MAIN AMPLIFIER, Kit or Assembled. Dynamite Sound, 3 Section Tone Control, Class A DC. 582..
Discount If Wholesale. Send Check M.O., KATLI ELECTRIC, 1942 Falstone. Hacienda, CA 91745. Details Send
Self-addressed envelope.

ADCOM and BM( MODIFICATIONS
by MUSICAL CONCEPTS
Musical Concepts, entoying our 10th successful
year, brings unmatched modification expertise
to Adcom and B&K. Our record is clear! When
our products are reviewed. they're compared to
the best (see issue 55 of The Absolute
Sound'"). Think about it! While new technical
jargon is invented by others, we're perfecting
the sound quality of These products. Its the
simple secret of our success! Adcom modifications from $195, B&K from $219. Musical Concepts. One Patterson Plaza, St.. Lou s. MO
63031, 314-831-1822. DEALER INQUIRES
INVITED.

OUR BEST HEADPHONE

-

Listen to
the DM -90 at the

following authorized
dealers:

EVER!

CAUFORNIA

Fry Electronics

Fremont

COLORADO
Sound Snap, Colorado
Sound
Spgs Soundtrack Denver
Company, Grand Juncton
Soundtronv. Pueblo
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
The Equailzer
FLORIDA
Sound Advice, All locations
BrandsMart, Mama La Mirage.
Miami

GEORGIA
Atlanta Stereo. Atlanta
IDAHO
Sound Pro. Base Ingle? s. Idaho
Falls Mel ouaies. Wen Falls
ILLINOIS
Muscran, NI locations Stereo
Systems, Aumra, Joi,el, Naperville
MASSACHUSETTS
Cameras Inc Arington
MICHIGAN
Adray s. Dearborn
MINNESOTA
Campus Audio, Minneapoas
MONTANA
Sound Pm, Bozeman Th,rsty Ear,
Bozeman
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Cuomos. Salem
NEW JERSEY
.

17"141

Wu-Record Dept.,

AZDEN

QUALITY YOU CAN HEAR
147 New Hyde Park Road
Franklin Square, NY 11010

Down to

Earth Stereo. San Drego Wong*,
San Francisco Fry's Eieceonres,
Sunnyvale Donal Ear. bath

Nothing in our past listening experience prepared us
for our first audition of the new DM -90 Digital -Monitor
headphones. We were absolutely stunned. We then
took the sample to our "golden ear" dealers, and they
too were amazed!
The verdict: THE DM -90 AT $99.95 IS EQUAL TO,
OR BETTER THAN ANY OTHER DYNAMIC HEADPHONE ON THE MARKET, AT ANY PRICE!
Some headphones can be said to have extended
deep bass, others smooth midrange, some, transparent highs and superior dynamic range. Our new
DM -90 has all of this, and more. It is unquestionably
our best headphone-ever!

All Ioplwns

Ronda Camera. Toms Rnvr Samm
Sound, W. Caldwell Caisonie,
Electron, Maple Shade
NEW YORK
Wu -Record Dept.. AP 'maims
ardd Allnyocations Albany
P.C. Richard
Focus
ectron., Bmoldyn B. rothers
Camera. Manhattan Jams Sound,
Manhattan SAS Sound CIry.
Manhattan 6th Avenue E Iectronas,
Manhattan
NEW MEXICO
EA

s

Town

finer Does

PENNSYLVANIA
Sound Advice, Doyiestam Stud.
One, Ens Gola Electronics.
Philadelphia Sounds Good To Me,

Els.

Sharon
UTAH
Inkleys, Logan, Ogden Sall Labe
eqeeN San Lae City

rGaa

Evergreen Audio Bremerton

Tamrra

NG
New Muss Box, Laramie
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The VMPS Super Tower/ R is a six -way, very
low distortion, high efficiency floor standing loudspeaker system with a linearity and neutrality of
response, first octave bass extension, and
enormous dynamic range to please the most
demanding audiophile.
Specifications include sensitivity of 96dB/

W/1 rn,THD of no more than 0.5%/1 W drive
from 22Hz to 20kHz, -3dB points of 20Hz and
50Hz, 350W rms power handling with 20W
rms recommended minimum, and maximum
undistorted output levels of 128dBSPL/ rn.
Along wi:h the VMPS Tower II ($439ea kit.
$599ea assem), this system was selected by
Audio magazine critic Anthony Cordesman for
his "Personal Honor Roll" of top 20 affordable
reference speakers from around the world (see
the Best of Audio 88). Luxury options available for the ST/R include the new Soundcoat
damping treatment ($75/ cab), which reduces
unwanted "cabinet talk" 10 to 15dB: the 200W
Superdome softdome tweeters ($90/set):
crossovers of 100% TAR Wondercaps ($152):
and Powerline II internal wiring ($50).
Write for reprints of Audio and Stereophile's
rave reviews of these systems plus the Super
Tower Ila/R SE (S1499ea kit S1938ea
1

1

assem) and the new MiniTower Ila ($369ea
kit, $479ea assem) VMPS also distributes
John Curl's TPC1 electronic crossover ($449)
and the new SCP 2 phono preamp ($1995),
hailed by both Stereophile and the International Audio Review as the finest available.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. Itone Audio
El Sobrante Ca 94803
(415) 222-4276

3412 Eric Ct.

Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio. Boston. Par Troy
Sound, Parsippany NJ. Dynamic Sound, Washingtor
DC, Mountaineer Telephone. Beckley WV: Amerlcar
Audio, Greenville SC. Audio Excellence. Clearwater FI
Arthur Nbrgan, Lake Mary FI. Audio by Caruso, Miami
FI, Audio Specialist. South Bend, In. Simply Stereo. Mt.
Prospeci Il, Shadow Creek Ltd, Minneapolis Mn, Sound
Center. Minnetonka MN. Reference Sound. Eagle Rock.
Ca: Sounds Unique. San Jose Ca. Ultimate Sound. San
Francisco Ca. Custom Audio, Novato. Ca, (tone Audio, El
,

Sobrante Ca.
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Manufacturers of precision audio
eleLtronics since 1975. Made in
USA, 5 -year warranty, -day turnaround for service. Preamplifiers,
Power Amplifiers, Tone Controls,
Electronic Crossovers, Head Amp,
Phase inverter. Main Street,
PO. Brix 4450, Rindge Center,
New Hampshire 03461. Telephone
I

DB SYSTEMS

(603) 899-5121, Fax (603) 899-6415.
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* INFINITY (CAR)
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SONANCE

KICKER

TERK ANTENNAS
VSE ALARMS
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* MINOLTA

SOUND

CRAFTSMEN

CERWIN VEGA

`` i
Meadtown Shopping Center
(onSouth
J.201) 838-3444
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FREE UPS SHIPPING

iMagnum

Onoton
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Sound F3 Music

B8K. PS Audio, Celestion. Superphon, Ariston, Ortolon,
WK. Onkyo. Classe DR-3VHC 52299.IN STORE ONLY
Carver. B8W. Hailer. Expert consultation-ask for Audio
Dept. THRESHOLD AUDIO, 605 Hebron, Newark-Heath,
Ohio 43056. 614-522.4501.

FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE HIGH -END AUDIO. ACOUSTIC ENERGY
AE -1 -AE -2. ASC TUBE TRAPS. AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
(NEW S120 POWERAMP). AUDIOOUEST-LIVEWIRE, AURAL SYMPHONIC, BBK. CELESTION-NEW SL -Si Bi-WIRE

Shure

SMf

THE FINEST IN HOME AUDIO,
CAR STEREO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
MISSION
ADS
MONSTER CABLE
AKG
ORION
ALTEC-LANSING
AUDIO CONTROL OLYMPUS
*AUDIO PRO
POLK AUDIO (CAR)
AUDIO SOURCE
PROTON
B 8W
SAE
dbx
SANSUI
DENON
SIGNET
GUL
SNOOPER

FOR SALE

1?1)(11441e_
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ADCOM
B&K
MAGNAVOX
MODIFIED BY
WAVETRACE
TECHNOLOGIES
PROPRIETARY CLASS "A" FET CIRCUITRY TRANSFORMS THESE UNITS INTO MUSICAL ECSTASY.
OUR MONEYBACK POLICY GUARANTEES YOUR
SATISFACTION! ADCOM GFA AMPLIFIERS -5229.00
INSTALLED. B8K ST -140 ST -202-5229.00 IN
STALLED, MAGNAVOX CDB PLAYERS 5159.00 INSTALLED: ALSO. ANALOG OUTPUT POWER SUPPLIES FOR ALL CDB PLAYERS -569.00 KIT.

HAFLER
ALL NEW CLASS A" FET IMPUT BOARDS FOR
DH -200. DH -220, DH -500 KIT OR INSTALLED
AVAILABLE SHORTLY'
'

4215 East Bay Dr. x 1205C Clearwater. FL 34624 (813)
536-2904.

SERIES. CHICAGO -STANDS, ENTEC, EPOS, GOLDAERO. KIMBER KABLE. LEXICON. MAGNUM-DYNALAB.
MOD SQUAD, MERLIN, NILES. PHILIPS AUDIOrVIDEO,
PHILIPS CD -960, CD -880. PSE. REGA, STAX, SONRISE
CABINETS. TARA LABS, TARGET, VELODYNE AND
MORE! CUSTOM INSTALLATION AVAILABLE, FOR FREE
BROCHURE AND LITERATURE. CALL 301-890-3232. JS
AUDIO. ONE CHILDRESS COURT, BURTONSVILLE, MD
20866. AUDITION BY APPOINTMENT. MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY 10AM TO 7PM. SATURDAY 11 TO 5, M,C, VISA.
AMEX.

ALL THE BEST EQUIPMENT, EXPERT ADVICE AND OUTSTANDING VALUE! Aragon. Wilson WATT. Apogee. Quad,
SOTA, Counterpoint. California Audio. Quicksilver. ATMASPHERE. -MUCH MORE! Virtually all cable and cartridge
lines stocked, call for recommendations. FREE NEWSLETTER. Galen Carol Audio (512) 494-3551.

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO,
CALIFORNIA. HOT COMPONENTS' CELESTION SL 700.
COUNTERPOINT SA3.1, SA12; PS4.6. 100C; CONRAD
JOHNSON PVB: AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS 2C: MODSOUAD
PRISM CD; ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 22833; SPICA ANGELA; WELL -TEMPERED; VELODYNE, MAGNUM; FOSGATE; MIT, ADCOM, BBK. SUPERPHON. MUSIC REFERENCE. PALANTIR, SPECTRUM, RAUNA, SOUNDLAB,
VPI, MAPLENOLL. SYSTEMDEK, GRADO. ALPHASON,
GARROTT. VDHUL, MONSTER. STRAIGHTWIRE, (714)
861-5413. appointment.

hantom Acóústicsi,z

t LEGAL

DAT TODAY

TO ALL THOSE WHO
OWN A CD PLAYER
OUR CONDOLENCES.
.

.

0,G,TAL AUDIO `APE

Enter The
Digital Domain'.

EOL.PMEN' AND
ALCE 3SCRiES

r/
'Y

b.

'I42
...............................

Both Portable and Professional
for the Home,
DAT Equipment
Office, Studio or Car.

99

. i

All Merchandise Includes:
OPeNe n9 M.nu.,s

usA W,inen Warranty
50,v,ce C.me,.

N.uoereee
.AC Con.eners

1

:

Enq,.M,

I
I

ea w..,.ntes
, NI Ceen om"Q CAWes

i

FOLLOWING
C,OOSE FROM T'NE

Technics Tascam
Sony Panasonic
Akai Sharp
Kenwood Pioneer
Alpine Nakamichi

u

active
acoustic
control
The importance of

controlling room

resonances to realize
bass clarity is well

1
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Customer Service
Knowledgeable, Friendly
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FLEXIBLE LEASING PROGRAMS
MONEY
NO

,.r
actively to pressure
occurances, the PhantomAcoustics Shadow
outperforms passive
'trapping" systems.

for extended bass
perception.

technical
paper describing room
resonance control and
Now, the PhantomAcousa list of PhantomAcoustics Shadow actively
tics dealers, write:
Its active capabilities
the
pressupresses
high
even allow absorption PhantomAcoustics
sure zones which support of the out -of -phase
c/o InConcert
room resonances.
bass radiation to the rear 12919 Earhart Avenue
Because it responds
of a planer loudspeaker Auburn, CA 95603

understood.

.

PhantomAcoustics
products are exclusively
distributed by

To receive a

START AT

Ilintll

DOWN

oUICx APPROVAL

. COMMERCIAL ACCT'S
AVAILABLE

American
International
Audio Video AL
TRENTON. NJ 08610
127 ROUTE 206.

609-888-2930

Division of Threshold
Corporation

609-888-4414

FAX ORDERS
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FOR SALE

it

ATTENTION HAFLER, DYNA, MAGNAVOX OWNERS! Audio by Van Alstine builds complete new higher performance
circuits for you. Not "modifications," but original new engineering designs that eliminate transient distortion, have no
on or oft thumps, are durable and rugged, and sound closer
to live than anything else at a rational price. Our complete doit-yourself rebuild kits start at 5200. including all new PC
cards. Complete wonderfully-musical factory wired amplifiers, preamplifiers. tuners. CD players, and a great 599
phono cartridge. Write or call for our new illustrated catalog.
Audio by Van Alstine. 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville. MN
55337 (612) 890-3517
AUDIO BY A.J. CONTI Used/demo equipment: TANDBERG
3001-A tuner, $1200 00: WELL TEMPERED turnable and
tonearm, $1.075.00; KRELL KSA-50 amp. $1,650.00:
COUNTERPOINT SA -4 amps, call: MARTIN-LOGAN CLS
speakers, demo, call. NEW EQUIPMENT: ARAGON
BASIS
CELLO COUNTERPOINT
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY JANIS LECTRON MIT MONSTER CABLE
fine
QUICKSILVER
and other
equipment. VISA, MC.
Nashua, NH. (603) 888-6017

AUDIO CONNECTION IN NEW JERSEY
Audwquest
Belles Research
Bolero
British
Fidelity Cardas Grado Heybrook Kimber Klimo
Magnum Dynalab Melos Merrill MFA Morch
Nestorovic
Spendor
Quicksilver
TARA Tice
Win WTL
Vandersteen
Audiophile LPs 8 CDs.
201-239-1799, 615 Bloomfield Ave. Verona. N.J. 07044.
Call for an audition.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP11 MKII $3250: Dyna ST416
wiC100 $300: NAD 1050B Preamp $50. (616) 942-1225.

BRANDS AND
MODELS ON DISPLAY

KRELL
BSW 801 MATRIX 8

802 MATRIX
SO 4Y COP RI 8

IF

CDP707ESD
CAL TEMPEST

II

8

ARIA II

Authorized dealer for:

ORACLE DELPHI III 8
ALEXANDRIA III

ADCOM'

MIT CVT 8
SHOTGUN

HI-Fl HEAVEN

YAMAHA DSP3000

ARISTON
BEYER

QUAD ESL63US

BSW'

1911 S. WEBSTER

CHICAGO SPEAKER STAND
CONRAD JOHNSON

GREEN BAY. WI 54301

1414)437-8121

Featuring legendary VANDERSTEEN loudspeakers 8
COUNTERPOINT tube electronics.

FOR SALE
CASH for your USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT. WE BUY and
SELL by PHONE. CALL FOR the HIGHEST QUOTE. (215)
886-1650. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown. PA 19046.

CLASSIC AUDIO

CA260 DUAL MONO TUBE AMPLIFIER -10 DAY HOME

AUDITION -1

YR WARRANTY-McINTOSH
TRANSFORMERS SAVE!! FACTORY DIRECT-IN
STOCK-CLASSIC AUDIO, LTD.. 233 LIBERTY AVE.. NEW
DBX 5BX-DS RARE 5-BAND EXPANDER COMPRESSOR.
MEMORY, WIRELESS REMOTE, FACTORY -SEALED
CARTON. U.S. WARRANTY: $1140. STAX LAMBDA -PRO
SYSTEM -3, IMMACULATE: 5600. JOHN, P.O. BOX 34773,
LOS ANGELES- CA 90034. (213) 837-2731.

STEREO COMPONENTS THAT HONOR MUSIC
APOGEE ARISTON AUDIOOUEST
BEL MK
BRITISH FIDELITY COUNTERPOINT
EMINENT
TECHNOLOGY FORTE FRIED JSE KIMBER
KABLE
KLYNE
MELOS
MERIDIAN
MIT
MONSTER CABLE MUSICAL CONCEPTS NITTY
GRITTY ORTOFON PREMIER PS AUDIO RAUNA

ROTEL
ROWLAND
RESEARCH
SME
SONOGRAPHE SONY ES SOTA SPECTRUM
STAX SYSTEMDEK TALISMAN ALCHEMIST TUBE
TRAPS
VAN DEN HUL
VANDERSTEEN
VENDETTA VTL Summit. NJ. (201) 277-0333.
AUDIO RESEARCH M300 amps (demo) $5990, Levinson
ML-7A (used) $2500, Levinson ML -3 (used) 52400, Meridian
M-20 powered speakers (demo) $1500, Meridian 207 CD
player (demo) $1200. Call Mark at 713-527-0353.

AUDIOPHILE -QUALITY POWER SUPPLY REGULATOR
CARDS. Specifically designed for audio construction projects. and upgrading commerical equipment. Send 52.00 for
additional information. ULRICH INSTRUMENTS, P.O. Box
29, Oshtemo, Michigan 49077-0029.
BEST TRADES OFFERED. We buy sell, trade. consign
most high -end products. Audio Doctor. 1518 W. Commercial.
Buffalo, MO 65622. 417-345-7245. COD -VISA -MC. Newsletter.

Buying and selling NEW AND USED AUDIO
COMPONENTS! All kinds. AUDIO AMERICA
(Virginia). Call 1(703) 745-2223.
CABLE TV CONVERTERS. Scientific Atlanta, Jerrold- Oak.
Zenith, Hamlin. Many others New" VIDEO HOPPER "The
Copy Killer". Visa. M C 8 AmEx. 1-800-826-7623. B&B Inc.,
P.O. Box 21-327, St. Paul, MN 55121.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-800-826-0520 FOR: ACOUSTAT, Apature, Audio Control, Nitty Gritty. M8 K. Oracle. Proac,
Proton, Stax, Thorens, Dahlquist, Hailer, Monster Cable.
Belles, CWD, dbx, Fried, Harman Kardon, 3D, Onkyo,
Grado, Audloquest, Celestion, DCM, Duntech, Niles.
Citation, Kinergetics. Sound Seller, 1706 Main St., Marinette, WI 54143. (715) 735-9002.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG 8 OLUFSEN, A,D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX TANDBERG, HAFLER. ADCOM, MISSION. N.A D , HARMAN KARDON. KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH. B 8 W. KEF. D.C.M.. E -V,
J.B.L.. INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG. AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES. INC.. JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
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CRAMOLIN
OAHLOUfST
DISCWASHER
GRADO
GRADO SIGNATURE
JAW
KOSS WIRELESS
KINDEL

ROCHELLE. NY 10805. (914) 633-3039.

AUDIO NEXUS=
EXCELLENCE

PROTON TELEVISION
PROTON TABLE RADIO

AKG
ARAGON

RATA
ROTEL
SENNHEISER
SHURE
SONOGRAPHE
SONRISE

SUMO
SUMIKO
SWITCHCRAFT
SYSTEMDEK
TARGET
TERK
3D ACOUSTICS

TORUMAT

MAGNUM DYNALAB
MAY AUDIO ACCESSORIES

TWEEK

MOD SQUAD
MONSTER
NILES

VAN DEN HUL
VPI
WBT

VAMPIRE

-IN STORE ONLY
AND OVER 250 MORE MANUFACTURERS OF BOTH
CONSUMER AND PROFESSIONAL AUDIO AND
ACCESSORIES.

Technical advice with no hype! Ask for me, Cal
Walker
I try to answer all calls personally.

...

FOUR PRIVATE LISTENING ROOMS

1620 South Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28203
Open 7 Days.
800-438-6040 USA
800-221-7267 NC

704-376-0350 Charlotte
Returns Require Written Authorization

f---

AUDIOPHILE
QUIZ
many manufacturers have had products concurrently
listed in every major category (sources, preamplifiers,
amplifiers, speakers) of Stereophile Magazine's
RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS list?

Q: How

A: Only one.
O:

What manufacturer consistently produces musically
accurate components to suit a wide range of applications
and budgets.

A: Conrad -Johnson design, inc., engineering and producing conrad-johnson
vacuum tube electronics, Motif solidstate electronics, Sonographe audio
systems, and Synthesis dynamic

loudspeakers.
the conrad-iohnson group 2800 R Dorr Ave Fairfax. VA 22031

703-698-8581
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STEINWAY SOUNDS INC.

SINGERS!
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a/d/s

B8K
DNM

JBL
STAX
VSE

AUDIO
THORENS
JPM'

CREEK
Qt ANTUM
QUEST

NET
MOBILE
IIOSA

CONCORD
NADY

BOSTON ACOUSTIC

PROTON

REVOLVER

GRP

ELITE

MIRE

TRIAD
INFINITY

EPOS

TERK

NAGAOKA
IUNERGETICS
FIDELITY
SONANCE
FORTE

FOSGATE
PIONEER

KINDEL

DERRINGER
LIVE
PHOENIX

SOUND EXCHANGE

¿V=

-

HOME OF THE NEW YORK AUDIO SOCIETY
25.15 STEINWAY ST. ASTORIA, N.Y. 1'1105
TWO BLOCKS OFF OF THE GRAND CENTRAL
10 MIN. FROM MANHATTAN
(718) 204.0175 ASK FOR TOM GALANIS

,t,,'
:

_c?

I'

COMPLETE SERVICE & INSTALLATION ON ALL
YOUR AUDIO -VIDEO NEEDS. SPECIALIZING IN
MULTI ROOM INSTALLATION AND SURROLND
SOUND AUDIO -VIDEO MEDIA ROOMS. WE
HAVE 3 SOUND ROOMS AND ALSO CARRY AND
INSTALL STATE OF THE ART CAR GEAR

r .I N

4.

\,E1

e

.y
R

SINO WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard
stereo records! Record with your voice or perform Lve
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.

n

LT Sound,

Dept. AU -3, 7980'LT Parkway

DUNTECH SOVEREIGN 2001 LOUDSPEAKERS. State-of The -Art Sound. Rare Japanese Ash Finish. $9650+pr. Call
(213)214-6078, days: (213) 934-1817, eves. wknds. PST.

FOR SALE
CONVERGENT AUDIO TUBE. PRE -AMP, CARDAS
cables. MERLIN SIGNATURE speakers (Cardas -wired).

Custom DAT tapes. "Three Centuries of French Organ
Music" 8 Fenstermaker Plays Bach". Both from live concerts
at Grace Cathedral. from digital masters. $30.00 each. T-V

Recording, Box 70021, Sunnyvale, CA. 94086.

-

Many audiophiles who desire high quality
audio systems are misled by well meaning
but misinformed -friends, salesmen, and
enthusiast magazines whose understanding
i/
of sound reproduction is superficial or incomplete. As a result, many expensive "mistakes"
are made.
During the past 10 years, Gala Sound,
founded by pianist James Gala, has earned
_
the trust and confidence of the audiophile
community throughout the world. The musical and technical
expertise of its founder and distinguished staff has established
Gala Sound as the preeminent high -end audio dealership in the
United States.
Audiophiles, musicians and music lovers throughout the U.S.,
Europe and South America, rely on Gala Sound for audio systems
tailored to their specific needs, listening environments and budgets.
These systems are second to none.
If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest: a definitive
audio system from Gala Sound. Phone (do not write) Jim Gala at
(716) 461-3000.

it

_

KRELL

SOUNDWAVE
THRESHOLD BRYSTON
KYOCERA THORENS

APOGEE

BANG & OLUFSEN
REVOX NAKAMICHI

GALA SOUND

r

3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618
140

CROWN 750W MONO SUPER AMPS -$799.. Incredible
2700W rir 1kHz (8 OHMs) by strapping two units! Clean.
well -maintained, late -1980's units. Specifications closely
compare to Crown's 53395. "Delta -Omega 2000" (see
October Audio). $799.00 (2 -up) 4879.00 singles. Freight
collect. 5 -day return option. 90 -day warranty 3 -year extended warranty. $99. VISA/MC. Sound Values, Box 551AM/2. Dublin, OH 43017;1614) 889-2117. 10-4. M-TH.

DB-1B ALPS VOLUME CONTROL (80db) NOW available.
Also DB-1 to IA to 1B Power Amplifier update: DB-6 to
DB-6A to DB-6A r Warranty extensions. DB Systems.
Rindge. NH 03461 (603) 899-5121.
.

(404)482-4724nd
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sou

The Most Knowledgeable
Audio Dealership

KEF

Utah's New. Used. Demo, Classics store. Examples:
Synthesis LM300 $1450. Nakamichi CR3A. $549. Thiel
CS -2 $975. JBL Subwooler 18-8cult 5795. Carver C-2
5240, Audio Research SP -9 $1249, Sumo Delilah S429.
Mark Levinson No -23 $3450. Call for MAILING LIST.
Sound Exchange, 5130 South State Street, Murray, UT
84107. (801) 268-6066.

Lithonia, GA 30058

24 HOUR PHONE DEMO L014:14041482- 2485

WINGATE Class -A amps. SOUND ANCHOR stands. San
Diego area: Audio Archives. 619-455-6326.

FOR SALE

B&W

°

CALL

FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

IIARMON KARDON
GRUINDIG FINE ARTS
MONSTER CABLE
LUXMAN

TELARC
SIGNET
CANTON

FOR SALE

REMOVE VOCALS

IN TIIE TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE IN
SOUND QUALITY WE ARE PROUD TO OFFER
THE FOLLONING AUDIO COMPANIES

DAT
WE OFFER DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS with one
year warranties. SONY,JVC, TECHNICS, AIWA and more.
Home, studio and portable. State of the art sound for under
$1995. Blank and pre-recorded tapes and accessories in
stock now! AUDIO GALLERY. 2716 Wilshire Blvd., Santa
Monica. CA 90403. (213) 829-3429.

DIGITAL STEREOS, speakers, amplifiers, equalizers,
auto -reverse cassette, shortwave receivers, walkmans. car
music, electronic accessories. High -Quality Low -Price. Catalog $1. Michael Kovank Dept-A. 1222 Highland Ave.. Berwyn, IL 60402.

DYNACO ST70 UPGRADES. Get High End Performance
for $450. ST70 kits assembled, repairs and more. DoReTech
Audio Service, P.O. Box 6054. South Hackensack. NJ
07606-4354. (201) 233-2659.
FOR THE SWEETEST SOUNDING CD PLAYER MODS,
call 1-800-648-6637. With our circuits, your player can easily
surpass any analog reference in terms of musicality. sound stage and resolution. Mods begin at $15. and can be installed by yourself or by our qualified staff. Soloist Audio. 332
Tuttle, S.A., TX 78209.

GAS EQUIPMENT OWNERS: Since 1977 we have offered
expert service on GAS equipment. From repairs to complete
rebuilds with a one year guarantee. Our work compares with
today's finest. We've kept the fire burning! Call or write:
GASWORKS 5563 Kendall Street. Boise Idaho 83706. (208)
323-0861

GOLDMUND STUDIO/T3F turntable/servo tonearm.
combination. Mint with all packing 8 manuals. $4200 complete. Call (213) 214-6078 days; (213) 934-1817. eves. 8
wknds. PST.

GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT: Threshold S150 amp.
$1200 -Levinson ML11 Amp. $1200 -Levinson ML9
amp.$1950.00Accuphase CD player $6600.00- Acoustat 3
Speakers $600prTandberg 3006 amp.$900.00Tandberg
2080 Rcvr. $650.00John Bowers Actives Spkr. 51650.00

prBryston

4B amp.St000 Magnepan MG2B
Spkrs.$600.00prMagnepan SMGa 5375.00prMagnepan
Tympani 4 spkrs.5275.00prMagnepan Tympani 3a

spkrs.S800.00Threhold Stasis

2

amp. (up-

dated)$1750.00138W 801 FS Spkrs $2500.00 pr.B8W 802
FS spkrs (rosewood)S2000.00 pr. -138W 802 spkrs (walnut)St750.00pr.Bryston 2B Amp$375.00Tandberg 3011

Tuner $550.00 -Athena speaker polyphasor
5350.00 -Carnegie
cartr.5275.00Mclntosh 752
1

Amp.5450.00 Threshold 5110 preamp.5750.00Nakamichi
OMS5 CD $495 00-Nakamichi OMS5a CD $900.00- Quad
405 II Amp.$350 00-Nakamichi Dragon $1200. All equipment guaranteed for a minimum of 90 days parts and
labor.
MARANTZ, MCINTOSH, Futterman. H.K. Citation II wanted!
Selling: McIntosh. Marantz, Fisher. Scott and other classic
tuners fully alligned at Competitive prices. Also Fisher SA
1000 and other fine tube amps of all makes 1950 on. and
prewar E.H. Scott, McMurdo Silver chrome Radios for the
discriminating buyer. New Marantz 10B cabinets: walnut
$150, rosewood 5200. Model 9's beautiful $4995. (Havé em
for less I'll buy them!) Marantz 7T professionally converted
to tubes. The beauty of a 7C, the sound argueably better, the
price certainly modest. Inquire regarding Kits also! Accuphase P300L. C280 both pristine and boxed $1495.
52195. Selling Jadis JA200 8 JP80 both as new in boxes for
affluent friend $9,750. and $4,895. N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282
weekday afternoons only.
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FOR SALE
HYBRID 70 FET DRIVER BOARD updates Dynaco Stereo
70 to latest audiophile standards. Delivers the sonic advantages of hybrid technology without sacrificing Dynaco reliability and value. Servo -stabilized bias, pure class -A JFET/
MOSFET cascode driver board is a drop -in replacement for
old PC -3. Precision metal film resistors, non -inductive film
capacitors, fiberglass board. Factory assembled and tested.
With complete instructions for simple installation. $80.00
plus $5.00 shipping. Sutherland Engineering, Box 1363-A,
Lawrence, KS 66044. (913) 841-3355.
JSE Demo Speakers SALE: Model 1-795.00, Model 1.81,195.00, Model 2-1,695.00: All perfect. NEW JSE Model 4
on display. Also Kinergetics subwooters. TONMEISTER
(301) 229-1664.
MAGNAVOX CD PLAYERS LOWEST: CDB480 $145,
CDB482, 5168. CDB486, CHANGER $269, CDB473 $229,

CDB582, CDB586 CALL, CDB650, RECONDITIONED
$259, TRADES WELCOME. Mod Squad, Audeoquest, Philips, Soundcraftsmen, Monster Cable, Heybrook, Apature.
Extended Warranties. Digital Sound, (312) 674-8024.

MCINTOSH

Marantz (USA), conrad-johnson, Audio Research, Krell,
Levinson, and other Precision Audio Components BoughtSold -Traded. FREE Catalogue. See our ad at the beginning
of the classifieds. Audio Classics, United States Post Office
Building. POB 176MM, Walton. NY 13856 607-865-7200.
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.
-Audio Advertiser for over a DecadeMCINTOSH. JBL (ALNICO), Krell, M. Levenson. and other
high end audio components. Let us find your hard to get
items. Call John Wolff. 313-229 5191 (24hr5. machine)

MCINTOSH

Your Records will sound better
and last longer.
'

alár`:.

Audio Advisor's New "Record Doctor' vacuum
cleans records... spotless! Only $169.95
You don't have to spend $300 or more to clean your records
right-liquid application and vacuum suck -up. dew "Record

Doctor" exclusively from Audio Advisor cleans records right for
only $169.95.

Get serious
Serious audiophile s ALWAYS vacuum -clean their records-for
less surface noise and fewer ticks and pops. Sot nd is clearer,
cleaner... the must more natural. Your amplifier doesn't have to
amplify noise!
Toe RecorefOoctor

Longer record life
Records LAST LONGER because your stylus no longer pushes
particles of dust into soft vinyl grooves. You protect irreplaceable, priceless LPs for years to come. The "Record Doctor" pays
for itself!

Sucks up debris
Record Doctor's powerful vacuum sucks up fluid, safely removing dirt, dust, grease and fingerprints. Debris is sucked up, NOT
picked up from one part of the record and left on another.
"I can't believe how good my records sound. Record Doctor
gets rid of the grange that was getting between me and the
music," says D.P.G., Brooklyn, NY.
"You are right. Record Doctor does the job just as well as an
expensive machine," writes D.K. from LA. "And I'd rather rotate
the records myself anywayl" (Expensive machines have an extra
motor to rotate records. Rotate them yourself and save!)

^

You get the complete package: vacuum machine, professional applicator brush, and cleaning fluid -all for only 5169.95
(220v version $189.95) plus $8.95 shipping 8 handling in US.
Satisfaction guaranteed -no other machine near this pnce cleans
records better.

Ct arge It! Annex / Discover I MC/ Visa

1-800¡669-4434

O O

auc io

advisor, inc.

225 Oakes SW Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3868 FAX 616-451-0709

WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH. DYNACO. LEVINSON. KRELL, ALTEC.JBL.
TANNOY. CJ, SEOUERRA. WESTERN ELECTRIC,
TUBE 8 SOLID STATE, BUY-SELL -TRADE, MAURY
CORB, (713) 728-4343, 12325 Ashcroft. Houston, TX
77035.
CONCEPTS DISC PLAYERS
BY MUSICAL CONCEPTS

CD-3/TPS (reviewed, The Absolute Sound. " 0521
toroidal power supply, superb imaging, tranparent.
"Analog -only audiophiles can't resist our new CD-4!
NEW! The "ENIGMA", so much for so littler Complete
new units.
yr. warranty! "ENIGMA" $495. CD -3 582
1

$695. CD -4/582 TPS $965, other models available.
We'll modify yours! DEMO UNITS AVAILABLE.

ADCOM B8K AND HAFLER MODIFICATIONS BY
MUSICAL CONCEPTS
Inductorless, refined, transparent! Superb on MartinLogans, etc.! Many former tube lovers are using our
amplifiers? Haller modifications from $149, MK $2191
installed. Adcom 1GFA-555, 545. 535) $195 installed.
Available options, include Dual-Mono.

NEW STANDARDS
TEFLON '" MC -2 preamplifier fits all Haller and Adcom
GFP-555 preamps. Why is the MC -2T replacing $5000
tube preamps" Modified Haller, Adcom preamps are the
ultimate price performance standard!
SuperConnect III! You cant buy better! $55/1 M pair.
Dealer
Inquires
Invited

Musical Concepts
One Patterson Plaza
St. Louis, MO 63031
314-831-1822

ORDER TOLL-FREE

Send
For

Reviews'
Brochure

(800) 222-3465. DISCOUNTS! AR * AUDIOOUEST * B&K *
BLAUPUNKT * BOSE * CELESTION *
GRADO * HARMAN KARDON * JBL a MOD
SQUAD * MONSTER CABLE * MUSICAL
CONCEPTS * NITTY GRITTY a SONY *
STAX * STRAIGHTWIRE * SUMIKO * SU1

* PLUS MORE. HCM AUDIO,
1600 BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926.
(916) 345-1341.
PERPHON

PS AUDIO

-

SUPERB!

Fast, FREE shipping! Knowledgeable. friendly service!
Audire, Chesky, CWD, Fried, Grado, Mirage, Monster Cable
(M -series), Quad, SME, Sota. Spica. Stan, Straight wire.

Low-Price Accessories
or CD Players
Sims Original CD Stabilizer Ring
Starter Kit: 15 wAocator
Complete Kh 25 wllocator
Bonus Kit: 50 free locator
AO CD Isolation Feet (4)
CD Interconnects: See Cables

Record Doctor' vacuum -powered record
cleaning machine
"169.95
LAST Record Care Products:
#1 Power Cleaner
11.95
02 Preservative
14.95
04 Stylus Cleaner
7.95
05 Stylast Treatment
16 95
Headshells: A0-16 for MC'S
39.95
Accessories
Sumiko HS12 for MMT
29.95
DB Passive CD preamp
99.95
Headsnell wires: Levewue, Sumiko 995
Magnavox CD Players:
SME
AVAILABLE
BEST
22.95
CDB480
"139.95 Record
9.95
CD6482 w/remote
"149.95 Record Brushes AO or NG
Cleaning
Solutions:
CDB582 w/remote
"199.95
NG First hoz. 14.95
/ 16oa, 24.95
COB473 w/remote
"249.95
Torumal TM-7XH: 16oz.
14.95
CDB486 16 bit CD Changer "249.95
SuperCleaner. 16 oz. 12.95 / 32az.16.95
CDV474 CD,Video Laser
Cab
1 gal. 24.95/ Supersire: 2.Sgal,"49.95
Mod Squad CD damper kit
29.95
Record Mats: AO mat
29.95
Hard -to -Find Audiophile LP/CD's:
Sota acrylic mat.
129.95
Chesky Records:RC10 Lt. Kipe 1p 14.98
Sumiko acrylic mat.
84.95
RC11 Reiner Sound
(Ip) 14.98
Sota Reflex Clamp
89.95
RC -8 Gershwln,RC-9 Spaln(Ip's) 14.98 Stylus Gauges:
fire Gauge
14.95
CR -6 Brahms 6 Tchaik
(cd/Ip) 14.98
Electronic Stylus Gauge
99.95
CR -7 Bizet 6 Tchaik
'
19.95
(u/ p 14.98 Electronic Stylus Clearer
Propnus: Collate Combo (cd/ip 17.95
Sumiko: R3-1 MC Demagnetizer 149.95
Jazz at Pawn Shop:cd:16.9955 Ip s.34.95
VTA-16 vTA for MMT arm
74.95
Reference Recordings: LP or CO
Tip Toes for turntables: C3 -AR
4.95
RR12 Dafos, RR20 Serendipity 15.99
C-17-VPI, C -37 -Sots, C-10 -Oracle 8.95
RR25 Nopna plays Liszt
15.99
Turntable Stands: Lead Balloon '249,95
RR26 Redheads (Jazz)
15.99
Target TT -2 w2 shelves
"139.95
RR27 Fuller plays Rameau
15.99 Turntable Wait Shelves TT -1
"99.95
Sheffield/Moscow Ses. cdAp(set) 39.95
Target PS -1, for large tables "149.95
KodoDrums or Test Record(cd.1p) 14.99 VPI Record Gleaning Machine
Call
VPI PLC Power Line Conditioner
Call
For Turntables
AI hason Auto arm lift
29.95
AR ES -1 turntable, armless
'419.95 Audio/video Powarships:
ES -1 w/AQ PT -5 tonearm
'649.95 Deluxe Datagard 6 outlet strip
49.95
ES -1 Precut metal armboards:
Tnpplite ISOBAR line Filters
for AR, MMT, RB300
34.95
I6-4 4 outlets, 2 -stage filtering 69.957
Cartridge Alignment Protractors:
IB-8 8 outlets. 3 -stage liltenn4
99.95
DB Systems Protrac
24.50
Trpplite regulatordine conditioner:
Dennesen Soundtractor
149.95
LC -1200 4 outlet voltage reg. "199.95t
Grado Cartndgges' Grado ZTE+1
19.95
LC -1800 6 outlet voltage reg."'299.00
Grado Sig BMZ, MCZ. TLZ
Call
available in 220vo11 50.60 Hz add 10.00
19.95
29.95
49.95
19.95

Iii

Shipping Charges
UPS, Insured, 48 States
Accessories: One Item
Eayh Extra Item

'Turntables, Stands

''Electronics

3.95
1.25
12.95
8.95

Speaker Stands/Equipment Racks
Chicago "Hercules" speaker stands:
134.95
15'
'139.95
20'
' 139.95
25'
'149.95
ARCICI Rigid Riser adjust. stand' 119.95
ARCICI Quad stand
169.95
Sound Anchor stands for VS IIC '219.95
Target Speaker Stands (blk or white) Call
Target BT -1 ad). wall bracket
24.95
Target Equipment Racks (black or white
A181 amp Moor stand, 4'
69.95
11-3
33" tail, 3 shelves
'199.95
PS-3
33' Marge shelves '249.95
TT -5T
40' tall, 5 shelves
'274.95

12"134.95

Cables and Cable Accessories
Interconnect Cables:
As -One, Cardas, FMS, Olstech,
Livewire, MIT, Monster, VandenHul Call
Custom longer length cables
Call
Speaker Cables: Aural, Cardas, FMS,
Livewire, MIT, Monster,VandenHul Call
Banana Connectors: King Size 8 ga. 7.95
Monster X -terminators
pr 24.95
Tiffany RCA'S' 4, 5.5, 7.9mm (pr) 13.50
Silver SoltlerWonder Solder.l .5oz. 9.99
WBT 2509 roll .8mm
2995
5008 roll 1.5mm
59.95

Misc. Accessories
ASC Tube Trap room dampers
Call
AO Sorbolftane Isolation FL Lg:(4) 34.95
Small (CD) Feet
(4) 19.95

dbx 200XG tape routing selector
Sonex Juniors: 2X2'2' sheets (4)
Regular Scenes products
Speaker Switching: Niles SPS-1
QED UHSS4: for heavy cable
Terk "PI" FM Antenna
Tip Toes for speakers: 1/2'
Tubes: RAM/Gold Aero Premium
Sorbothane Tube Dampers
Tweek. contact treatment
VPI HW-5db "Magic Brick"
1

' 99.95
49.95
Call

74.95
114.95
74.95
8.95
Call

2.50
14.95
34.95

Prices subject to change

o
UPS Air toNZ-most
Europe, Far East,
Auss.,
shipments under
$50 and less than 5 days.

Q IJI

e

10

Oc>V SOf,

Inc

1-800-669-4434

225 Oakes

MasterCard I Visa / Amex / Discover

FAX:616-4514709 Servtce:616-451-3868

SW Grand Rapids, MI.49503

Talisman, Thorens, more READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593
King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803)
723-7276.
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AUDIO INTERCONNECTS

TIFFANY CONNECTORS

.'9'

t` ...audible results
with the finest
in connecting

-3

Q.

.- lry-- -

components.

92
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TONEAR

t

!

sr

' HUL MATCHED CRYSTAL CABLE

'Da m p

\\

ra

,r°

1-813-961-3319

TANDBERG: 3002A-$450, 3006A-5500, 30011A
S395: KYOCERA B910

A)-5595,

-

$749: SUMO GOLD 2 (125 pure
CITATION 17 18-5350; MAC 502- $595.

WANTED: PHASE CARVER 400. 500. RECEIVER:
YAMAHA K1020; TYMPANI 11): SPECTRA 33: INFINITY
RS1B; ADS CROSSOVER. JOHN. (313) 949-4567

SPEAKERS
DRIVERS IN CANADA
vifá

u

ó
r-

FOR -SALE

Passive Preamps at Wholesale Prices. Factory direct Penny
& Giles pots The Best, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS
MODIFICATIONS. All models. Stunning transparency. Write
for details. Electronic Visionary Systems. 2531 Regent St.
#17. Berkeley- CA 94704. (415) 549-2394. M -F. 9AMNOON.

).,

FOR SALE
CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG

BINDING POS1S

HEADSHELL LEADS

FOR SALE

(seas)

CAB
6*

y//

.,`:r.__

14932 n. flonda ave. Lampa, fla. 33613

E''

M

//))

BASS SYSTEM

DUNAUDIO
CROSSOVER, SPEAKER COMPONENTS

IT'S THE

SOLEN CROSSOVERS
Custom Computer Design
Passive Crossover for Professional. Hi -Ft and
Car Hi -Fi Application.
Power up to 1000 Watt
SOLEN INDUCTORS
Perfect Lay Hexagonal Winding Air Cored
Values from 10 mH to 30 mH.
Wire Sizes from x20 AWG to #10 AWG

CHOICE

Cousineau Blvd.,

St. Hubert. Cue.
J3Y 7P5 Canada

ORDERS: Tel.: (514) 656-2759

Taskamichi Audio,

P.O. Box 25583 Seattle, WA 98125

To order. please call I(80(1) 622-I1(F) (4434): FAX I (206) 562.8720
Accept all major credit cards and ship most equipment within 24 hrs
Prices are subject to change isithout notice.

1

Receivers

CD players

Cassette

Yamaha
RX11000 ....5799
RX900U .. ...639

Yamaha

Yamaha
KX12000 ....$599

479
329

RX700U
RX5000
RX3000

REC-2000 $1,149
6200.
.. ...589
6250.
..
739
.

Luxman
..$959

D-112
D-113
D-107

.

.

.. 369

D-109.

.

.

.

.

5529

...449
369

DCD810.
DCD610.
DCM555

5969
729
529

NAD

7600... ...51,299

142

.

.

.

.

.. CALL
.CALL
469

.

529
429
259
689

DA710CX
DA510CX
DA410CX
DA310CX
5300
5240

5669
.

KX500U

319

KX4000

269

Luxman
K-105
K-106

K-111......
K-112

559

439
309

NAD
.. ....$729
389

5170.. .....CALL

5489
489
239
449

Denon
DRM44HX ...5529
DRM3OHX
DRM24HX

Cx8o0u
CS600U
OSP-1

MVS1
DSP3000.

D 611

Separates
Yamaha
AX9000
5599
AX700U
AX500U
AX400U

Cx1000U

479
329
229
959

Luxman
LV-112

$449
899

LV-117
LV-109
LV-105
T-100

1249
$819

499

M-35

239
429
679
959
269
329
439
439

7.111
T-117
T-407

359

PMA520

279

TU800..
TU600
TU550

MX600
MX800
MX1000

7X500
TX -900

TX -1000
AVC-50
AVC-30

....409
....369 SR -SOB
5599
439

559
359
799
119
1, 519

DSR-100

Kyocera
D811

Kyocera

Kyocera
R-861
R-661
R-461

.

$419
549
729
1,249

Denon

Denon

7250PE
7240PE
7220PE
7175PE

289
259

Carver
DTLSO.... ..5459
DTL200II.. ..559
Luxman

...649

.

DRA95A
DRA625
DRA425

559
439

CDX910U
CDX810U
CDX510U

....239 CDX410U....

Carver

R-117
R-115
R-113.

C0X1110U...5959

order U.S.-warranteed components directly. VISA
MC. Ask for Steve K. or Dan W. SQUARE DEAL. 456
Waverly Ave.. Patchogue. N.Y. 11772. (516) 475-1857.

NOW

John Morovskis Audio Systems, Inc.
2889 Roebling Avenue
Bronx, New York 10461 (212) 892-7419

SOLEN INC.

%

60 YEARS IN BUSINESS...WE MUST BE DOING
SOMETHING RIGHT! If it's a much -in -demand audiophile product, we're likely to have it for immediate
shipment. Consult with one of our quiet experts or lust

CALL US FOR SPECIAL PRICING ON ABOVE UNITS.
WAVETRACE TECHNOLOGIES. 4215 EAST BAY DR.
N 1205C, CLEARWATER, FL 34624. 813-536-2904.

Product specifications and prices available upon request

All equipment are factory fresh & V5 earranteed.
For more info. and catalog call 01747.9999
2 Meeks damage and defect replacement period.

716-262-4310
Acoustic Energy, Analogic. BBK, Cardas, Convergent
Technologic. Dynalab, Epos- Eminent Technology. P.S.
Audio. Philips 960. 880. Vacuum Tube Logic. Melos.
MFA, Luminescence, Music Reference, Musical Concepts. MIT, Mirror Image, Mod Squad. Merlin, Nova,
Janis. TDL, Quicksilver. VPI, Maplenoll, Well Tempered.

SUPERPHON
CD MAXX
AND
MAXX 80
HERE

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN FOR
ENCLOSURE AND CROSSOVER
AVAILABLE TO CUSTOMER

S

Components for the Connoisseur
217 Alexander. Rochester, NY 14607

Perfect coherence with all speakers
Flat, calibrated low bass response
No exaggerated, equalized bass response
High speed transient response
Up to four times more amplifier response
Up to four times more speaker response

1

5851

PAUL HEATH AUDIO

SONY TAPE DELIVERED: UX-PRO-90 268. 100, METALES -90 362. 100- P6-90 248. 40. L -500 -PRO -X 235. 40,
T-t20 -PRO -X 287.40. Sennheiser. AKG, A -T. dbx. Uher,
Loftech. Carpenter GHP, P.O. Box 1321. Meadville. PA
16335-0821.

WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

CHATEAUROUX CAPACITORS
Metallized Polypropylene (Non Polarized)
Values from 0 mfd to 200 mfd.
Voltage Rating. 250 VDC / 150 VAC
CROSSOVER, SPEAKER PARTS
Mylar Capacitors. Power Resistors. Crossover
Terminals, Nylon Ty -Wrap. Binding Post, Banana
Plugs. Speaker Terminals. Grill Cloth, Plastic
Grill Fast Snap, Neoprene Gasket. Misc Parts

OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

SAN FRANCISCO AREA -IRRESISTIBLY priced au
diophile components. Shipped delivered. New used. World's
best CD Playersispeakersielectronics cables turntables.
1548 Center Rd. Novato. CA 94947 (415) 898.1464

AA\S

scanspeair

&

CROWN, REVOX TANDBERG. HAFLER. ADCOM, MISSION. N.A.D.- HARMAN,KARDON. KYOCERA. YAMAHA,
LUXMAN. DENON. KLIPSCH. B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V.
J.B.L.. INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES. INC.. JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA
32241 EAST 1904) 262-4000 WEST: (818)243-1168.

Carver
40007
C1

C2
C9
M1.0T
MI 5T
M4.0T
M200T
M400T
M500T
TTX2
X11A

$999
499
369

209
499

penen
DAP5500...51,249
PMA1520
PMA920
PMA720

459
529
349
589

799

....

489
359
279

.....419

329

Nakamichi
SR -2A
SR-3A
SR -4A
PA150
PA 100...
SP65

589
799
189

..109
249

Yamaha
CD%41OU.... $259
529
CDX9000
369
CDX700U
CDX5000U .. 1,799

1599

NAD
1300
1700
2200PE
2600A
3300
4300

TUBE ST-70 DYNAKITS:
NEW 1988 DYNAKIT. Complete Stereo 70 classic" TUBE
power amp kit -as original -with all NEW parts (including
fiberglass boards,). 5499.00
UPS. TRANSISTORIZED
200 200W Stereo 410 power amp. 5299.00
UPS. Ask
about our 30 -day return option on kits! Metalwork -only
' Dynashells" (your own design!)
UPS: ST-410, 549.00:
ST -150, $39.00: PAT -5. $29.00. FREE 4.000 -item Dynaco
Repair Parts list available. VISA MC COD: (614)889-2117.
10-4 Eastern. M-TH. Dynakit Sound Values, Box 551 AM 5.
Dublin, OH 43017.
1

939
369

CASAII

Carver
..239
AVR100
$899
Kyocera
699
A-910..
$1,199 MI 5T
A-710. ..
639
..639 Rec150

739

CALL
369

209
249
509
309

Monthly
Specials

TRANSCENDENCE THREE -Finally musical reality! Announcing the stunning original new hybrid Fet-Valve designs
from Audio by Van Alsline. The Fet-Valve Ampilitiers. the FetValve Preamplifiers, and the Fet-Valve CD Players. A perfect
combination of tubes for voltage gain and power lets for
current gain, each used ideally! The result is musical
reality -the closest approach to live music en your home
short of bringing in the musicians. One listen and you will be
satisfied with nothing less. Now ultimate musical enloyment
is much less expensive. Write or call for our illustrated
catalog. Audio by Van Alstine. 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517.

USED Infinity RS -1B-54900, Klipschorn KBWO Walnut -$2000, Linn DMS -S2698, Magnepan Tympani-1D-5699.
Magnepan MG III -51200. LINN SARA 9-S12.95,Bryston
.5bpreamp 4Bpoweramp-S1498pr.. Tandberg TCA3002A
Preamp-5349, Tandberg 3004 Cassette -5899. Revox A77
openreel-5398. CWD Walnut Magiclowboy-51198. Fosgate
3602ag-5898. Call Terry at 402-391-3842.

LOUDSPEAKERS

We also carry
$399
639
479
639
489

499

KEF MISSION
KYOCERA.
e call o

fr

pricesPleas.

&

BEST SELECTION 50 HOME. SUBWOOFER, CAR &
PRO SPEAKERKITS. JBL. B&W. AUDAX, MOREL.

PEERLESS,

SEAS, VIFA, 24DH ELECTRONIC

CROSSOVER. 40p CATALOG. 52. GOLD SOUND, BOX
141A, ENGLEWOOD, CO 80151.
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We, 741.e

AUDIOPHILES: NO RISK AUDITIONINGS! On -

E -V,

eii

47441.44.9.

ORTOFON
AUDIO TECHNICA
SIGNET
STAX

ACCESSORIES

STRAIGHT WIRE
-

(800)

BEST PRICES-

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. OPEN 24 HOURS A
DAY. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS'

G

U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES. INC..
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: 1904) 2624000.

StGNIr C

342-9EE969

2.,14 111uliles
A~cruel ..s StcG

AR

BEYERDYNAMIC
AUDIOGUEST
MONSTER CABLE
NITTY GRITTY
THORENS

TOLL FR

J.B.L.. INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG. AND OTHER

M&Y CO.
8344 Melrose
Los Angeles, CA 90069

.

BEYEFIpYNAMIC

ORTOFON

WEST: (818) 243-1168.
DB SYSTEMS ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS- to 36 dB
per Octave. NEW Magnepan. Snell custom crossovers. Main
St., Rindge, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

LOUDSPEAKERS

FIND OUT WHY AUDIO CONCEPTS INC., sells more high
end speaker kits and parts than anyone in the country.
Catalog Toll Free: 1(800) 346-9183. Allow 4-6 weeks for
delivery. First class mailing send $2 to Audio Concepts. Box
212. LaCrosse, WI 54601.

SjTHELOUDSPEAKERJOURNAL
ea>kerBúilder

How to

-

For the finest in musical reproduction. the
complete line of NOSC loudspeakers including
subwoofers, satellites, and custom subwoofer
crossovers. Free brochure. NOSC, Box 13023,
Akron, OH 44313.

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS

State-of-the-art! Amazing performanceiprice! FREE
shipping. Knowledgeable, friendly service' Audire, Chesky.
CWD. Grado, Monster, PS. Quad, Sota. Spica. Stax.
Thorens. more. READ BROTHERS STEREO. 593 King
Street. Charleston. South Carolina 29403 (803) 723-7276.

LEGACY -1 LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL
DESIGNS: Probably the most accurate speaker system
you II ever own. Samarium Cobalt leaf tweeter hands oft to a
30mm European dome. Vocals are recreated by the most
remakable cone driver anywhere. A multi -chambered, slot loaded dual woofer configuration extends bass response to
16 Hz. Biampable through Tiffany gold binding posts and
high definition cable. Elegant 43' tower design. Ten year
warranty. 51648 pr shipped prepaid. Ten day home trial.
RTRD. 2105 Claremont, Springfield. IL 62703. (217)
529 8793

MERLIN SIGNATURE

The world's only magazine for people who love building
all kinds of loudspeakers-from bookshelf kits to electrostatics to horns A rich mix of how -to -do -it and theory.
Only $35 for 2 years (12 issues), 1 year for $20 (6).
Box 494, Dept. A83, Peterborough, NH 03458 USA
(Outside USA add $4/year postage. US $ only.)

LEGACY LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL DESIGNS combine Edge -of -the -Art design with Old World
Craftsmanship. A marriage of the finest speaker
components from England. France. Denmark and the United
States.... Exceptional value" says The Sensible Sound. ...
a

world class speaker" E.H., South Carolina.

speaker enclosures I've heard" I.M

.

..

the best

Massachusetts.

Exquisite cabinetry. Quality assured by a ten year warranty.
Auditioned in the only relevant environment-YOUR HOME.
Retail or factory direct. From 5496 pr shipping prepaid.
RTRD 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703. (217)
529-8793.
LEGACY SUB WOOFER BY REEL TO REAL DESIGNS
delivers IMPACT Dual sub -bass drivers provide the weight
and punch you ve been missing Variable crossover.

CLEAN -CONTROLLED -POWERFUL $548.2105
Claremont. Springfield, IL 62703. (2171 529-8793.

4

SPEAKERS.

WARRANTY! New. $1895. Michael D.
567-6421.

YEAR
Rothman (314)
5

SPEAKER REPAIR. 4' to 18" speakers reconed. Grills
recovered. Orban Audio, 119 7th St. N W.. North Canton. OH
44720. (216) 497-9932. 6pm - 9pm EST.

SPEAKER CA3INETS and SPEAKER KITS, Air Core
Inductors. Crossover Networks. Subwoofers. Cabinets
for Dynaudio. Kef. Fried, etc. Send 53.00 for literature to
Advanced Sound. 711 East Magnolia Ave.. Knoxville.
TN 37917 (61 8) 637-6694.

Achieve Peak
FM Reception.
f Jere finally is a serious indoor FM
antenna for people who demand peak
performance from their tuners and
receivers. The AudioPrism 7500 is
the first full size, half-wave length
antenna with appropriate
length elements (7-2") for
optimal FM reception.
Designed as a major audio
system component. not as a
compromise accessory. the
AudioPrism 7500:
Achieves Higher Gain (5.1
dBi) and Clearer Reception than All Other Indoor
Antennas
Brings in More Stations
than Most Cable Systems
Brings in More Distant
Stations with less Noise
than Electrically Amplified Antennas
Exhibits Superb Rejection
of Multipath Interference

Receives Low Angle

Transmitter Signals to
Reduce Flutter & Fading
Has an Omnidirectional
Design

II

GET

WI's

,s\-\

A nd bring back the soun..
& feel of live music.

,ta
11.e'

1111
e

t

. r.,

Amazing! That's how most people
react when they hear the new Live Wire
cables from AudioQuest. The music is
cleaner and clearer
like a picture in
better locus.
With eleven speaker cables and six
interconnects to choose from, Live Wire
has a cable that's right for you. Hear
Live Wire cables at your local dealer or
contact AudioQuest

-

for moreinformation.

v

C111C)KK111P,5t

P.O. Box 3060

San Clemente, CA 92672 USA
Tel: 714/498-2770
Fax: 714/498-5112
2 T1x: 205864
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TYPE 4
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stant Tuning Adjustment
Features Coaxial. Twin Tuned, 1/4- Diameter.
Pure Aluminum J -Pole
Configured Elements
Has a Clean. Unobtrusive
Design to Integrate with
All Types of Decor and
Audio Cabinetry. A
Stable Wood Base Uses
Only s.f. Floor Space.
Is Covered with Standard
Black or Beige Fabric.
Ask Local Dealers About
Custom Fabric Coverings.
Write, Call or FAX for Brochure. Order: No Personal
Checks; Bank Cards Welcome; Money Orders

4
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TYPE 4
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to RF Limited. Sug.
Retail $149.95 + $15

TvoF
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Shipping. Dealer

Inquiries Welcome.
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HIGH QUALITY

CARVER. NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.O.S.,
CROWN, REVOX. TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM.
MISSION. N.A.D.. HARMAN KARDON. KYOCERA.
YAMAHA. LUXMAN. DENON. KLIPSCH. B 8 W. KEF,

QUALITY COMPONENTS.

Ptud`1c

GRADO

A LARGE SELECTION OF:

premises engineering, separate listening rooms. stateof-the-art audio equipment. We pay shipping 8 accept
credit cards. Call for more information. SOUND
UNLIMITED. 169 Church St.. Bristol, CT 06010. Est
1959. (203) 584-0131.

D.C.M.,

'MONSTER CABLE.

SHUN

LOUDSPEAKERS

11F

UmMed

P.O. Box 1124, Issaquah, WA 98027
Tel: 206.392-0399 FAX: 206.392-8413

...

HERE

'CD PLAYERS

where you will find knowledge, experience, honesty,
value, and over fifty of the finest names in audio.
Krell, Apogee, SOTA, Quad, Counterpoint. VPI, Eminent Technology, Wilson Audio WATT,
MORE!
Meitner, California Audio Labs, Quicksilver
We sell virtually all cable and accessory lines.
Call us for friendly advice and a free copy of our informative Newsletter.
512-494-3551
San Antonio, TX 78217
P.O. Box 17562
Galen Carol Audio
is

THE MSB CD PLAYERS AND MODIFICATIONS offer the
finest in digital reproduction at the most reasonable cost. Call
or write for information. Dealer inquires invited. AUDIO CONCEPTS INC. (608) 784-4570. 901 S. 4th St., La Crosse. WI
54601.

-

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
Knowledgeable, friendly service! Finest brands. FREE ship-

ping. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston. South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

s:
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e
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COMPACT DISCS

CALL US
FOR QUALITY AUDIO

AT THE LOWEST PRICES
At SOUND STAGE you can talk to a
knowledgeable salesperson who will advise
you on the best audio or video equipment
that meets your needs and budget. From
our large selection you con compare
performance specifications and prices.
ALL SOUND STAGE equipment Includes:
30.doy best price protection
tree 3 -year warranty with parts & labor
free delivery
PLEASE. NO MAIL ORDER
NAD

AD,
NE
DC.M
NE,

'ARvER
Ma+
GPADO

DENON

BANK, a Ot Uf St N

ENERGY

LAX

PUISAF

SIGNET

1

t

A!BRiA

Eta

100'8
"Or 6 6+h1

173 Booawnv
NYC NY txx'
NH oro. ol

B'w..

S

SOUND ADVICE

Free

..

,

'1D0 DISCOUNT per disc on orders
of 10 or more.
12S0for UPS Cont. U.S. shipments.
Call Toll.Free to order:
1-800-333-4422

PO. Box 673

P.O. Box 616, Clifton Park, NY 12065

Bedford Hills. New York 10507-0673

518-383-4855

(!1-1
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.CD PLAYERS

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Dynaudio. Morel,
Eclipse. Focal, Peerless, Eton. Vita, more! Crossover
parts-design books also. Catalog Si. Meniscus. 3275W
Gladiola. Wyoming. Michigan 49509. (616) 534-9121.

G

'

p

OUR

ENT RE
.

COMPACT DISCS-AT LOW WAREHOUSE PRICES. Now
in our 5th year. CATALOG: Send $2.00. Oz Warehouse.
1575P Hwy 29. Lawrenceville, GA 30244.

BUY -SELL -TRADE USED CDs. Videodiscs. VHS video. All
classical and opera. Tues-Fri 3-9. Sat 10-4 EST. MC Visa.
PRO MUSICA LTD. (716) 693-5150.

-

PHILIPS COMPACT DISC PLAYERS PHILIPS CD -960, CD -880. REMARKABLY SMOOTH & DETAILED,
EXCELLENT DYNAMICS. CD-680 EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
UNDER 5300.00. FOR INFORMATION CALL (301
890-3232. J. S. AUDIO. ONE CHILDRESS COURT,
BURTONSVILLE. MD 20866. MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
10am. TO 7pm. SATURDAY 11-5 M C VISA AMEX.

NEW AUDIOPHILE CD'S BY MOBILE FIDELITY
ULTRADISC 24K Gold Limited Editions. Artists include Pink
Floyd. Super Tramp. Jethro Tull, Blind Faith. Steely Dan. Cat
Stevens, Allman Brothers & more. Also-COLOSSUS
recordings by Bainbridge. Telarc. M&K, Proprius. Chesky.
Sheffield, Reference & more. CHAD KASSEM, PO Box
2043. Salina. KS 67402-2043. 1913) 825-8609.

Precision Audio. Melos, Musical Concepts Discrete
Techonology...Best values in affordable CD Players. Authorized Dealer for JSE, JPW, B&K, Superphon, more.
STEREO CONSULANTS, Lafayette. Indiana. (317)

DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS -CD's and 70

1

LOUDSPEAKERS

PACT
OOM.

-

Z,

'

.

without the price

U D I O (914) 666-0550

UTLET

TALISMAN

NYC NY
B

Catalog' of CD's.
. Samebefore
day shipping'if you order
12:hoonEDT.

.

VNL,O Bt It

Call for store hours
(718) 961-9888
"5 w 40rh Sr
benv

'NT7tli;fi[r!t(.'
"TÍ/YOttit Ems,'

WITH FAST SERVICE,
EVEN ON ESOTERIC ITEMS

474-9004, (317) 447-0782, 3-10PM.

DAT

tapes plus other tape formats. Primarily classical 'jazz. Send
75 cents (3 stamps(, for CATALOG NEWSLETTER to:
Direct -to -Tape Recording, 14-R Station Avenue. Haddon
Heights. NJ 08035.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

SOTA Panorama: Small is Beautiful

IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44

through the U.S.
government? Get the fads today! Call (312) 742-1142 Ext.
4600.

To neutralize the loudspeaker

enclosure-so (Ids ers move only with
the music-that is the first task of the

of mom gremlins.
That is what SOTA does best. We neutralize gremlins. Using mass, rigidity and
all the energy controls for damping
resonances that made us America's preeminent turntable maker, we propose to
transform the small monitor just as SOTA
turntables redefined the high end turntable world eight years ago. Our goals:
Resolution and coherence second to
none, especially ill bass extension.
Compatibility with the widest range
of electronics and rooms.
A gorgeous form equal to the gorgeous performance.

5ÜTA
dustr.es
P.O. BOX 7075, Berkeley, CA 94707
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audio-technica

1+

Minimize colorations
at the source and you neutralize all sorts
SOTA design team.

o

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!

I

101_ =

1111

1

specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and original replacement styli only!!
We

º

(800) 221-0906
The result

of our research: the opti-

mum "truncated pyramid" shape: all
curved corners to minimize refraction:
and heavily -braced, laminated 114" thick
walls. Plus, the latest kevlar drivers and
ultimate crossover components. The classic two-way speaker may never he the
same.

CALL TOLL -FREE FOR

I

FREE PRICE QUOTES

NSA

AND VISA/MC ORDERS
J+S

-

.

N.Y. STATE (S1% 589.1112
SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. A, Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

Phones Open Mon -Sat

orroron

9

SN11n

am

-B

pm

tiTaNT()111
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BLANK TAPE
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CD RINGS

1-900.245-6000
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from EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY

"1

le

The Compact Disc improvement everyone can hear!
Dramatic improvements in soundstage, imaging and detail.

,

ORDER TOLL FREE:

i:
Yr+o.r.o».
IAlm
yy
'.
®
TAPE

WORLD
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TAPE wD11LD T1D SPA'MD ST. BUTLER PA 16A01

MAD, DST CALL

1-800-444-1428

O

EUPHONIC

technology

AMPEX OPEN REEL TAPE -USED ONCE; 1800'. or
2400'. (Boxed) -10 Reels: $25.00. Sample: $2.50. Also:
New MAXELL reels cassettes. AUDIO TAPES, Box 9584E.
Alexandria, VA 22304. (703) 370-5555. VISA'MC.

WANTED TO BUY

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
WILL PAY RETAIL for all tube MARANTZ or used
McINTOSH tube or solid state. Need not work. (504)
885-6988 days
I

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE COST!
Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Japanese. Century. Sweet
Thunder. Also Reference. Chesky, Sheffield. Wilson. MSK.
American Gramophone. CBS Master Sound, Super Disks.
DBX. Proprious, Crystal Clear, Lyrda. Opus 3. British
Imports, Lynn. Northstar, Bainbridge (Colossus). Umbrella 8
others! I also sell record care products by LAST, AUDIO
QUEST 8 NITTY GRITTY. Quick same day UPS Service:
Chad Kassem, Box 2043, Salina. KS 67402-2043. DEALER
INQUIRIES INVITED! (913) 825-8609.

AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Direct -to Disc. Hallspeed. Ouiex II Recordings. 2000 available. Great
Prices -example: Dark Side of Moon. $45.00. Elusive Disc.
4216 Beverly Blvd., Suite 230, Los Angeles, CA 90004.

REFERENCE RECORDING
Attention, collectors of American muscial theatre. !Nam,
Nixon fans, and those who just love great singing: "MARNI
NIXON SINGS CLASSIC KERN" is now out! The perfect
match of singer and songs, this album of Jerome Kern is a
mix of unforgettable standards ("All The Things You Are."
"Yesterday," "Bill') and rarely -heard gems ("April Fooled
Me, "I Have Seen." 'Can I Forget You7). Lincoln Mayorga
contributed wonderfully idiomatic arrangements for string
quintet. flute and harp; some for piano, bass and drums.
"MARNI NIXON SINGS CLASSIC KERN" (RR-28) is now
available at your local dealer or postpaid from Reference
Recordings, Box 77225X. San Francisco. CA 94107: $16.98
Digital Master CD or Pure Analogue JVC LP, $9.98 cassette
(Visa/MC/Check) 4t5-355-1892. Free catalogueireviews.
Dealer inquires invited.

WANTED TO BUY
AAAALWAYS PAYING TOP SS for McIntosh, JBL parts and
systems, M Levison, Krell. ARC, and Similar high quality
products. Call John Wolff- (313) 229-5191 eves. EST or
anytime on machine.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ,
JBL
ATTENTION
WANTED: ALTEC, JBL HARTSFIELD,
METREGON, PARAGON, OLYMPUS. APOLLO:ELECTROVOICE PATRICIAN 600, 700. 800. MCINTOSH 8
MARANTZ, ARC. TUBE SOLID. (713) 728-4343, MAURY CORB. 12325 ASHCROFT. HOUSTON. TX
77035.

IT'S WORTH IT CALLING ME! McIntosh, Marantz Tube
components. Western Electric. Altec, JBL. Jensen, Tannoy
Lan-Gevin Trusonic Raw speaker. Tube etc.. top cash. Henry
Chang, 309 E. Garvey Ave.- Monterey Park. CA 91754. (818)
571-6274 LAX.

bln

Danbury Road Ridgefield, CT 06877
Also Available From Selected Dealers
19

IT'S THE PITTS

Frustrated by loudspeakers that don't Promote
Interest Toward True Sound? Now you can
build a pair of computer -designed, two-way
PITTS speakers based on Audio magazine's
two-part construction articles by Ken Kantor,
formerly Chief Engineer at AR. The four drivers (2 woofers, 2 tweeters) are only $ 128, delivered in the USA.

a

Yes, send me the PITTS
No, but send more info on loudspeaker design and construction

NAME
STRRET ADDRESS

CRY

STATE

MASTERCARD / VISA NUMBER

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid State. Western. JBL. Altec. Tannoy, EV.
Jensen, Speakers 8 Horn. EMT Turntable. Ortofon. Arm,
Temma-(516) 997-7633. (516) 496-2973.

EXt.101

ZIP
EXP.

SIGNED

Old Colony Sound Lab

PO BOX 243 PETERBOROUGH, NH 03458
(603) 924-6371
FAX: (603) 924-9467

MISCELLANEOUS
TERMPAPER assistance. 15.278 papers available, 306page catalog -rush $2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho
#206AD, Los Angeles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (800)
351-0222 (California: (213) 477-8226t

1rlrlsi»iDMC[l úw

S,[ÑiA;I?

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
GET PAID for mailing letters S200.00 daily. Write: PAASEMG3, 161 Lincolnway. North Aurora. IL 60542.

rLl1-vw[I, 1111

AUDIO CLASSICS PAYS CASH for your Used High End
stereo components. Call today fora quote. See our ad at the
beginning of the classifieds. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.. POB
176WB, Walton. NY 13856. (607) 865-7200.
-Audio Advertiser for over a Decade

CASH PAID FOR CLASSICAL ALBUMS -RCA LIVING
STEREO, MERCURY LIVING PRESENCE (stereo). Also
audiophile albums: MOBILE FIDELITY. NAUTILUS. CBS
MASTERSOUNDS, JAPANESE, etc. CHAD KASSEM. PO
Box 2043. Salina. KS 67402-2043. (913) 825-8609.

Challenging Prices For Last Call: Sequerra. McIntosh.
Marantz, Quad. Audio Research. Western Electric. Westrex.
Vintage speaker systems, units. from Tannoy. JBL. Altec, EV.
Jensen RCA LC -1A. W.E. Tel.: (818) 70t-5633. David Audio
City. P.O. Box 786,Northridge. CA 91328.0786.

Don't call me on MARANTZ, MAC, FUTTERMAN, Fisher
other tube equipment or classic speakers. until you ve called
the competition for higest offers. Ed (718) 377.7282 afternoons.
-

McINTOSH. MARANTZ TUBE. MCINTOSH S.S. equipment, Western Electric. Tubes. Speakers etc TOP CASH.
Scott Dowling. 9908 Dames Drive. Temple City, CA 91780.
(818) 286-9122, evenings weekends.
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exciting new addition to the SME range of tonearms exemplifies the
design philosophy of SME. While the influence of the classic Series V will
be clearly seen, the aim has been to meet the needs of a broader
market in which an interchangeable headshell is required.
We believe SME's designers can be justly proud of this new model which,
although not intended to challenge the Series IV or ultimate Series V,
offers c performance and manufacturing excellence otherwise without
equal.
This

For moreestinformation
rCoil
and the name or youus
nearest dealer call us at 415/843-4500 or write
to P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705
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Authorized Canton Dealers

AZ Phoenix: Audio Video Speciafsts, Bruce Wardin

& Associates
Tempe: Precision Audio Specialists Scottsdale: Sound Perfection
CA Corona del Mar: Padhc Coast Audio Video Gardena:
Autornefcs Glendale: Martad Radio Hayward: Home Express.
La Cresoenta: Chatham -Becker Corp. Long Beach: Audio
Concepts Los Angeles: Henry Radio, Paris Audio, Radioactive
Sound, Audio Command Systems, 88M Electroncs, Supervision,
Roberts Home Audio B Video Mountain View: AMS Car Stereo
Newhall: Chafram-Becker Cap. Oakland: Pro Audio Electronics
Palm Desert: Desert Stereo Sacramento: Hone Express
San Bruno: The Edge Auto Stereo & Alarm
San Francisco:
Custom Car Alarms, Harmony AN of Fillmore, House of Music,
Peters Auto Radio San Gabriel: Audio Concepts San Jose:
Paradise Sound San Leandro: MCM Audio Systems San Mateo:
Mateo High Fidelity Santa Ana: Solid State TV -Audio South Lake
Tahoe: Accurate TV
Torrance: Dimensions in Stereo
Woodland Hills: Paris Audio
CO Aspen: Aspen Audio Boulder: Listen Up Denver: Listen Up
CT Greenwich: F. Steyer Design, Fairfield Audio & Video
Hartford: The Stereo Shop Old Greenwich: C A.R.S., Aud-Vid,
Auto Sound Ltd. Stamford: Bob 8 Rays Television Shop
DC Washington: Myer-Emco, Provide°, hc.
DE Dover: Sand Studio
Newark: Sound Studio Wilmington:
Sound Studio
FL Altamonte Springs: Electronic Creations
Boca Raton: Sand
Plus Wood Brandon: The Car Stereo Shcppe Coral Gables:
Sound Perlormance
Daytona Beach: Audio Video Analyst
'Dunedin: Au States Radio. Fl Lauderdale: Sound Design 8
Engineering Jacksonville: Behrens Audio Lab, Crusing Tunes
Miami: Las Fabricas Naples: Stereo Garage New Port Richey
Stereo Specialties 'Palm Harbor:Auto Audio Tampa: Monte's
Rdtng Sound, Sensuous Sound Systems Tequesta: TV/Audio CI
HI Honolulu: The Audio Shapes, Custom Car Stereo, Hakko
Camera & Electronics
1A Cedar Rapids: HS Industries
IL Aurora: United Audio Centers Chicago: United Audio Centers,
Hi Fi Hutch Deerfield: United Audio Centers Naperville: Hi Fi
Hutch
Niles: United Audio Centers Northlake: Guys Auto
Sound Schaumburg: Hi Fi Hutch, United Au4o Centers Vernon
Hills: United Audio Centers Villa Park: Hi Fi Hutch. Downer
Grove: Safecar AutosoundEng'neering
IN Carmel: Tom DcherWys Custom Audio Michigan City: Audio
ConnectcnWdmette: Village TV Audio Video
KS Overland Park: Brands Marl Wichita: Custom Sound
MA Cambridge: Audio Video Environments, New England Audio
Wellesley: The Music Box
MI Mount Pleesant: Dr. Goodears Audio Pala
MD Gaithersburg: Myer'Emco, East Coast Auto ScundOwings
Mills: Lighting Experience Rockville: Myer-Emco

ProvideoSalisbury: Sound Studio
MN Brooklyn Center: Audio IGng Burnsville: Audio IGng Edina:
Audio IGng 'Minneapolis: Audio King, Blumberg Communications,
Audio Systems B Design 'Minnetonka: Audio IGng SL Paul:
Audio IGng 'Wayzata: Audio by Design
MO Kansas City: Brands Mart Midwest SL Louis: T. Melodious,
NC Charlotte: Stereo Showcase Winston-Salem: Audio Video

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS
It is impossible for us to verify all of the claims
of advertisers, including product availability
and existence of warranties. Therefore, the
following information is provided for your pro-

Audio Unlimited
For Specials List & Catalog ONLY!
Call 800-233-8375
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

tection:

Altec Audio Control Audio
Dynamics Audioquest B & K dbx
Fried Grado Hafler JVC
Monster Cable Pioneer Elite
Proton Sony -Car Stax
Superphon Thorens And More!
AR

Confirm price and merchandise information with the seller, including brand, model, color
1.

or finish, accessories and rebates included in the
price.

2.Understand the seller's return and refund policy, including the allowable return period and
who pays the postage for returned merchandise.
3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there
a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it from a

U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Does the seller
itself offer a warranty? In either case, what is
covered by warranty, how long is the warranty
period, where will the product be serviced, what
do you have to do, and will the product be repaired
or replaced? You may want to receive a copy of
the written warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a

copy of all transactions, including

cancelled checks, receipts and correspondence.
For phone orders, make a note of the order including merchandise ordered, price, order date, expected delivery date and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped within the
promised time or if no time was promised, 30
days of receipt of the order, you generally have the
right to cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without your express prior consent is not allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your order or the
merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all
the pertinent information and keep a copy.

you are unable to obtain satisfaction from
the seller, contact the consumer protection agen8. If

cy in the seller's state or your local U.S. Postal
Service.

503-963-5731

10:00.5:30 M-Thurs.
10:00.3:00 Fri:
Pacific Time

1203 Adams Ave.
La

Grande,

OR 97850

RECORDS
RARE ROCK 60'S TO NOW. 2 stamps for catalogues.
Gregg Breth, Box 4364, Burlington, VT 05401.

PUBLICATIONS

THE AUDIO CRITIC
The only high -end journal seriously respected by the best
minds in audio. Scientific. literate. accountable. Send $22
(no Canadian dollars. $32 overseas) for your -year. 4 -issue
1

subscription, starting with #13. SPECIAL OFFER: For an
additional $10 ($15 overseas). learn the ground rules from
back issues #10, #11, and #12. THE AUDIO CRITIC, P.O.
Box 978. QUAKERTOWN, PA 18951.

SERVICES
Audio Repairs and restorations by Richard Modafferi,
former Senior Engineer at McIntosh and Clil Ramsey, former
Senior Service Technician at McIntosh. Over 55 year combined experience. See our ad at the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, United States Post Office Building, POB 176MR. Walton, NY 13856, (607) 865-7200,
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.
-Audio Advertiser for over a Decade-

RETAIL MART

RECORDS
RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS, INNER SLEEVES. 78 RPM SLEEVES. OPERA
BOXES, LASER DISK BOXES, ETC. FREE CATALOG.
CABCO PRODUCTS. BOX 8212. ROOM 662. COLUMBUS.
OHIO 43201.

WE HAVE THE FINEST SHOWROOM in our area with
the best selection of audio/video components available.
We represent Adcom, Infinity, Thorens. Dual, Jamo.

Yamaha, Canton. Luxman, Klipsch, SONY ES, and
more. CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98-77 Queens Blvd.,
Forest Hills, NY 11375. (718) 459-7507.

Ccnceptrfd Kellys,

Inc.
NE Lincoln: Sound Environment Omaha: Sound Environment
NJ CliHside Park: Entertainment Environments Deptford: Hi -Fi

CarnecSon Englewood: Udó s Automotive Livingston:
Electromedia Design, Inc. Marlton: Hi-Fi Connection Millburn:
Professional Audio Consultants NeNfield: Sound, Inc..

Springfield: Kartunes Mobile Electronics 'Wayside: Studio
Standards Inc. West Caldwell: Samm Sand West Long
Branch: Woodbridge Stereo Center Woodbridge: Woodbridge
Stereo Center Upper Montclair: CSA Audio Design

We-

the pt.! `l. olleA,

A LARGE SELECTION OF:

NV Las Vegas: Mobilsound of Las Vegas
NY Albertson: Legend Audio Video Astoria: Steinway Sound
Brooklyn: Rabson's Stereo Warehouse Hauppauge: Audio
Interiors New York: Audio Exchange, Cosmophonic Sound,
Custom Media Designs, Inc., Harmony House, Rabsor s
Oceanside: Sand Insights Port Jefferson Stn: Deegnatrce
Rego Park: Continental Sound Rockville Centre: Audio
Command Systems Syosset: American Soundoaft

NEEDLES
CARTRIDGES

Southampton: Charos Custom Sound

Staten Island: Clone
Audio West Nyack: Audio Video Systems, Inc. Westbury: Audio
Exchange White Plains: Audio Design Associates
OK Tulsa: Imperial Sand
OR Eugene: Bradford's High Fidelity
PA Ardmore: All That Jazz Bethlehem: Canlen Audio Ephrata:
Stereo Barn Lancaster: Stereo Barn Oxford: Electronic
Services Philadelphia: David -Main Ltd., Tepees Autosound
RI Middletown: Soundings
No. Providence: Eastern Discount
TN Memphis: Opus 2 Associates
TX Austin: Audio Dimensions Dallas: Preston Trail Audio
Houston: Groove Audio Video Laredo: Jett Sales San Antonio:
Bjom's Stereo Designs
VA Charlottesville: Preferred Sound Falls Church: MyerEmco
Fredericksburg: Contemporary Sands Virginia Beach: The
Media Room, Videcrama
WA Redmond: Hone Entertainment Seattle: Definitive Audio
WI Milwaukee: Flamer B Hafsoos Music House
WV Princeton: The Sound Post
See our ad In this issue for more Information
Canton N. America (612) 333-1150

ORTOFON

SHURE

Tu r14G1e .
SIGNET
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SHURE

GRADO
DYNAVECTOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
PICKERING
SIGNET

Z

GRACE

TALISMAN
STANTON
PREMIER
AUDIOOUEST

!.)

THORENS

(800) 342-9969
celd.CeeFil. tH.

ORTOFON

CARNEOUE ONE

TO LL FREE

f`ft 2'444/

TALISMA

M&Y CO.
Loso Melrose
C

Angeles,

AR
MICRO SEIKI
AND MANY MORE...

CAs90069
sÍtkiz.

MONSTER CABLE

GRACE
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CAR STEREO
CAR STEREO -GET THE FACTS, NOT A SALES PITCH.
250 pages of information you can't get anywhere else. 'HOW
TO BUY CAR STEREO"-Send 514.95 to GRAY
PUBLISHERS, 703 East Broadway, Sude 1-U. Tucson. AZ
85719, or VISA MC,DISCOVERY. Call 1(800) BE4-UBUY.
Satisfaction Guaranteed!

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Vandersteen Atdio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of 'ride, love, and personal
satisfaction invjlved in each piece before it
leaves our facil-ties. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selecbd for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.

11

INVENTIONS WANTED
INVENTORS!! Call the INNOVATION CENTER in Washington D.C.-For FREE Info call in U.S. 8 CANADA: 1(800)
228-7700.

PARTS & ACCESSORIES
MIT cables, custom terminations. Camacs. Monster
RCA, hi -flexibility all MIT tonearm sets. XLR balanced: Shotgun CVT: MIT hookup wire for internal rewiring: MIT harness
8 mods for INFINITY'S; customized Athena PolyPhasors:
CLEMENTS speakers: ASC Tube Traps: Solen, Sidereal.
Wonder Caps -solder -wire; Resistas: Odyssey. Tiffany connectors; Custom Tiptoes: many accessories -mod parts. 51
catalog (53 overseas); Michael Percy, Box 526. Inverness,
CA 94937: (415) 669-7181.

Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your .earest dealer.

MAIL ORDER

0NAA
M

O

D

I

F

I

C

A

T

Our speaker cables and interconnects
Upgrades rot Thorens turntables

&

I

sing

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

O
57,

11. WEST FOURTH STREET
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA

N

(219) 582-0324

O

All

the musk back to you!

Grado cartridges

Corkrone Planer Mat, F-1 Dustcover Weight and more

...

Complete catalog 53.00. refundable with purchase.
Massachusets Avenue.

1925

Cambridge. NIA (617)354.8933

ABARGAIN: TECHNICS STYLUS GUAGE $115,
EPC305MC2 5229, 100CMK4 5398; STAX PRO LAMBDA
SIGNATURE $1350, PRO.LAMBDA (#3) 5799, PRO
LAMBDA (#1) 5499. LAMBDA 5350: GRACE 747 5199.
F9E (Super) $160, F9ERUBY $229. F9E STYLUS 589.
RUBY STYLUS $169: DENON 103D $255. DL303 $235.

DL304 5285. D1305 $350: KOETSU BLACK $545:
FR1MK3F $225: STG. PEPPER UHOR $199: GERMAN
ZEISS BINOCULARS AT IRRESISTIBLE PRICES: ALL
UNUSED; (212) 619-2888 (Day). (201) 863-4278 (Eve).

the best.

Audio Research B&W
l'roAc Thiel Cello hoetsu
tileitner SOTA Wersa/Dynamics
Well -Tempered Duntech Aragon
Linn Analogic Design I)ahlquist
h rell

...and many more!

Your search for
refinement will end here.
Brown Electronic Labs

A
193 Bellevue Ave. 20 Olcott Square
Upper Montclair, NJ Bernardsville, NJ

201 744-0600

2530 Berryessa Rd., Suite 126, San Jose, CA 95132

201 953-9777

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA Stackable. portable oak units hold LPs CDs and tapes. Free Mailorder

Brochure. (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design'
(415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101. San Francisco. CA
94133.

The best place to
be seen is where
people are looking.
And each month, both
enthusiasts & dealers
read AUDIO's
Classifieds for
information.

AUDIO's Classifieds

-where consumers

shop and dealers buy.
For complete information.
call Carol Berman at
)2121 719-6338.
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How good is the

corvad- lohnson PV8
preamplifier?
musical abilities are as obvious as the brilliant colors of
autumn, but just as subtle, too. The PV8 re-creates the living,
breathing presence of musicians and singers, the changeable.
yet immutable, timbres of wood and metal and gut when
they become pianos. violins, and horns, the overall experience that moves you. enriches you. replenishes your
energies and faith.
It's

Duncan & Adrienne Hartley
HPR/Dec 88
theconlad-¡ohnson group 28(X)

R

Don

Ave' Fairfax. VA

22031

703-698-8581
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DECKS EQU_

HEADPHONES

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC

LiJI
JI9MUS1C
WORLD

CROSSOVERS

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R

"RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS

Tltio 1/14elttk'o S«pen Specinea

Made to order in Butterworth bi-amp,
tri-amp, or quad -amp configurations
with optional level controls, subsonic
filters, or summers. Filters. regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also
available.

Tandberg Closeouts
50%

SAVE

New catalog and price sheet. Free!

ree~ it

Eng. Lab.

.

11828 Jefferson BI. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397-9668

TPA -3009A

Mono Power Amplifier
180 waif monaural high current amp Stable
power supply handles mpedances as low as ohm
A perfect sub-woofer amp A pair provides state
of the art ampinccation
1

S

Prriile
ce

Stereo

10ttseA
nn
50 watts/channel,

Retail
Re

Amp

569905

$IS00
51500

TCA-3008A Stereo Pre Amp
Low negative feedback. Retail $1200.

$5
7
:777vá

TPJ-3011A Audiophile FM Tuner
Analog tuning. B presets. Retail $1200

$á99v5

Nikko

A450

$499°5

Power Amp, 220 watts/channel

Nikko CO -23

Electronic Crossover,

2

way stereo

.

.

Professional mono equalizer, 30 band

5249°5

.

CD/Casssalle, Dolby 13/C, (MX. Remote

5399°5

,

.

Dual CS5000/X3MC

$

Turntable with Onoton X3MC Cartridge

X2000M

2-trock 10 inch Reel -to Reel w/DBX
SAE T-101
Tuner, direct line switching,

16

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG 8 OLUFSEN. A.D.S.,
CROWN. REVOX, TANDBERG. HAFLER. ADCOM. MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN KARDON. KYOCERA. YAMAHA.
LUXMAN, DENON. KLIPSCH. B 8 W. KEF. D.C.M.. E -V.
J.B.L.. INFINITY. D.B.X., AKG. AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES- PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC.. JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA
32241. EAST: 1904)262-4000. WEST: (818) 243-1168.

$29995

.

Nikko EQ-30

Teac

MAIL ORDER

Retail0
$140

169995

.

.

449°5

.... 5139905
$

presets

.

.

`.~F >IrImll`Io

249v5

Power Amp 120 watts/channei,rack mount 5349OS
la presets, rack mount

.

.

5179°5

.

dbx 224XDS
lope Noise Reduction for quiet recordings
Shure V15VMR
Top line Cartridge w/Micro Ridge Stylus

,

.

Audioquest CD Feet
4

ADC SS525X
Graphic Equallzer/Analyzer w/microphone

Beyer DT -990
Top Rated ultro.comlonabie headphone

PHILIPS

$9os

-

$179vá

5699°5
$

times oversamplinq

199OS

.a.

TO ORDER BY MAIL

.111.7.+°

.;

.

e

xe lMrt

World Dept A40339, 5N10

6027

a.wHtlom Epwor, MR9Ml gam WW1

OBX

THORENS

AUDIOOUEST

PREMIER

TARGET

GRADO

HAFLER

SOTA

JBL

models:

960

Hi -Fi shop for new:

AR

MAGNAVOX

MONSTER
PIONEER LA

95 Vassar Street

.

1%1170:11-800.426.

880

CO

FRIED

SUMIX)
PLC- Pyramid MET -7
PHILIPS
PS AUDIO

HARMAN CARDAN

Q AUDIO
617-547-2727

zn..1-800-221-8180
oo-, sews

visit us-111=17-

PARADIGM
LEXICON
APATURE
STAR
MERLIN
ACOUSTAT

SONY ES
CARVER

A

~iir-~

display these

875

,

r-rte

When in Boston,

680

)

wa.c,...noocánc.7ct..u.c

;7..,,.,x...7,,,....7., ..r7..,.,,w...,77

hoes

\m=w

Visit the worlds smallest

ALL PRODUCTS CARRY MANUFACTURERS WARRANTIES

'5'111:i

14s

We stock &

Magnavox CDB-582
4

$19988

129OS

r"-

Bose AM5 Acoustimass
3 speaker system w/Subwooler
CD player.

oversampling models with brick wall analog
filters for us!

$2205

Shock absorbing Sorbothane feet

at

---...,_,-

None of those "Frozen from concentrate-. non-

51779°5

$
.

E

We Sell Only
100% PURE FRESH SQUEEZED
(4X Oversampling w/digital filtering(

Nikko A-230
Nikko G-30
Digital Tuner,
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For hard Bach you need a Boulder.
From rolling overtures to smashing finales, our audio products will get the
maestro in you moving. Take the Boulder 500AE Power Amplifier. Its engineering breaks new ground in sonic clarity, so you'll hear every note on a grand
scale. And because it sounds magnificent in both balanced mono and stereo,
you can orchestrate your system one step at a time. Like all our components,
the Boulder 500AE conducts a solid performance you can take for granite.
Audition it soon at a dealer near you.

Boulder

AMPLIFIERS, INC.
There's no stopping a Boulder.
4850 Sterling Drive

Boulder, Colorado 80301

Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card

(303) 449-8220

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
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Great musical performances preserved on analog LP and
compact disc continue to benefit from the further refinement of analog technology. The No. 25 Dual Monaural
Phono Preamplifier and balanced input option expand the
flexibility and performance available from the No. 26 Dual
Monaural Preamplifier system. When used together, or
independently, they offer a new level of performance and
musical realism for any phono or balanced output high
level source.
All Mark Levinson products are handcrafted in limited
quantities to ensure their high standards. Visit your Mar
Levinson dealer to hear how good music can sound in

your home.

Mark Levinson* products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781. Middletown. CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942 158

